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THE LANCASHIRE WITCHES;
* % Romance of pcntdc Jfortat.

by w. HAiiiysoN AiNS\i d!nfn, esq.

BOOK TIIE FIIIST.—ALIZON J)EVICE.

Chapter I. •

TIIE MAY QUEEN.

On a May-day, in the early part of the seventeenth century^ and a

most lovely May-day too, admirably adapted to usher in the merriest

month of the year, and seemingly made expressly for the occasion, a wake
was held at Whulley, to which all the neighbouring country folk resorted,

and, indeed, many of the gentry as well, for in the good old times, when
England was still Merry England, a wake had attraction for all classes

alike, and especially in Lancashire
;

for, with pride I speak it, there were

no lads, who in running, vaulting, wrestling, dancing, or in an^ other

manly exercise, could compare with the Lancashire lads. In arehe^j
above all, none could match them ;

for were not thoir ancestors the stout

bowmen and billmcu whose cloth-yard shafts and trenchant weapflbs

won the day at Flodden? And were they not true sons of their lathers?*

And then, I speak it wiftftt yet greater pride, there were few, if any, lasses

who could compare in comeliness with the rosy-cheekcd, dark-haired,

bright-eyed lasses of Lancashire.

Assemblages of this kind, therefore, where the best specimens of either

,
sex were to be met with, were sure to be well attended, and in spite of

an enactment passed in the preceding reign of Elizabeth, prohibiting

“ piping, playing, bear-baiting, and bull-baiting on the Sabbath-days, or

on any other days, and also superstitious ringing of bells, wakes, and
common feasts,” they were not only not interfered with, but rather

encouraged by the higher orders. Indeed, it was well known that the

reigTiing monarch, James the First, inclined the other way, and, desirous

of checking the growing spirit of Puritanism throughout tho kingdom,
had openly expressed himself in favour of honest recreation after evening

prayers and upon holidays
; and, furthermore, had declared that he liked

well the spirit of his good subjects in Lancashire, and would not see them
punished for indulging in lawful exercises, but that ere long he would
pay them a visit in one of his progresses, and judge for himself, and if he
found all things as they had been represented to him, he would grant

them still further licence. Meanwhile, this expression of the royal

vol. xviii. 2 a •
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opinion removed every restriction, and old sports and pastimes, May
games,*Whitsun-ales, and morris-dances, with rush-bearings, bell-ringings,

wakes, and feasts, were as much practised as before the passing of the

obnoxious enactment of Elizabeth. The Puritans and Precisians dis-

countenanced them, it is true, as much as ever, and would have put them
down if they could, as savouring of papistry and idolatry, and some rigid

divines thundered against them from the pulpit; but with the king and

the authorities in their favour, tfte people little heeded these denunciations

against thqjn, and abstained not from any “ honest recreation” whenever

a holiday occurred.

If Lancashire was famous for wakes, tjie wakes of Wlialley were famous

even in Lancashire. The meji *)f the district were in general a hardy,

handsome race, of the genuine Saxon breed, and passionately fond of all

kinds of pastime, and the women had their fflll share of the beauty indi-

genous ±o the soil, llosijles, it was a secluded spot, in the heart of a
wild mountainous region, and though occasionally visited by travellers

journeying northward, or by others coming from the opposite direction,

retained a primitive simplicity of manners, and a great partiality for old

customs and habits. c

The natural beauties of the place, contrasted with the dreary region

around it, and heightened by the picturesque ruins of the ancient abbey,

part of which, namely, the old abbot’s lodgings, had been converted into

a residence by the Asshetons, and was now occupied by Sir Ralph Asshc-

ton, while the
#
other was left to the ravages of time, made it always an

object of attraction to those residing near it; but when, on the May-day
in question, there was not only to be a wake, but a maypole set on the

green, and a rush-bearing, with morris-dancers besides, together with

Whitsun-ale at the abbey, crowds Hocked to Wlialley from Wiswall,

Cold Coates, and Clithero, from Ribehester and Blackburn, from Padi-

}{*un and Pendlc, and even from places more remote. Not only was

John Lawe’s of the- Dragon full, but the Chequers, and the Swan
ahu, and the roadside ale-house to boot. Sir Ralph Assheton had

r

several guests at the abbey, fand others were expected in the course

of the day. while Doctor Ormerod had friends* staying with him at the

vicarage.

Soon after midnight, on the morning of the festival, many young
persons of the village, of both sexes, had arisen, and, to the sound of horn,

had repaired to the neighbouring woods, and there gathered a vast stock
#

of green boughs and flowering branches of the sweetly-perfumed haw-
thorn, wild roses, and honeysuckle, with baskets of violets, cowslips,

primroses, blue-bells, and other wild flowers, and returning in the same
order they 'went forth, fashioned the branches into green bowers within

the churchyard, or rouud about the maypole, set up on the green, and
decorated them afterwards with garlands and crowns of flowers. *¥his

morning ceremonial ought to have been performed without wetting the

feet; but, though some pains were taken in the matter, few could achieve

the difficult task, except those carried over the dewy grass by their lusty

swains. On the day before the rushes had been gathered, and the rush-

cart piled, shaped, trimmed, and adorned by those experienced in the

task (and it was one requiring both taste and skill, as will be seen when
the cart itself shall come forth), while others had borrowed for its adorn-

jnent, from the abbey and elsewhere, silver tankards, drinking cups,
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spoons, ladles, brooches, watches, chains, and bracelets, so as to make an
imposing show.

Day was ushered in by a merry peal of bells from the tower of the.old

parish church, and the ringers practised all kinds of joyous changes

during the morning, and fired many a clanging volley. The whole
village was early astir; and as these were times when good hours were

kept; and as early rising is a famous sharpener of tho appetite, especially

when attended with exercise, so an hour before noon the rustics one and
all sat down to dinner, the strangefs being entertained by their friends,

and if they had no friends, throwing themselves upon the general hospi-

tality. The ale-houses were reserved for tippling at a later hour, for it

was then customary for both gentleman and commoner, male as well as

female, as will be more fully shown hereafter, to take their meals at home,
and repair afterwards to houses of public entertainment for wine or other

liquors. Private chambcA were, of course,* reserved for the gentry; but

not unfrcquently the squire and his friends would take their bottle with

the other guests. Such was the invariable' practice in the northern

counties in the reign of James the rirst.

Soon after mid-day, and when the bells began to peal merrily again

(for even ringers must recruit themselves), a small cottage in the out-

skirts of the village, and close to the Calder, whose waters swept past the

trimly-kept garden attached to it, two young girls were employed in

attiring a third, who was to represent Maid Marian, or Queer/ ot May,
in the pageant then about to ensue. And, certainly, by sovereign and
prescriptive right of beauty, no one better deserved the high title and
distinction conferred upon her than this fair girl. Lovelier maiden in the

whole county, and however high her degree, than this rustic damsel, it

was impossible to find; and though the becoming and fanciful costume iu

which she was decked could not heighten her natural charms, it certainly

displayed them to advantage. Upon her smooth and beautiful brow sat

a gilt crown, while her dark and luxuriant hair, covered behind' with a

scarlet coif, embroidered with gold, and tied with yellow, white,
>hnd

crimson ribands, but otherwise wholly unconfined, swept down almost to

the ground. Slight and fragile, her figure was of such just proportion

that every movement*nd gesture had an indescribable charm. The most
courtly dame might have envied her fine and taper fingers, and fancied

she could improve them by protecting them against the sun, or by ren-

dering them snowy white with paste or cosmetic; but this was question-

able : nothing certainly could improve the small foot and finely-turned

ankle, so well displayed in the red hose and smart little yellow buskin,

fringed with gold. A stomacher of scarlet cloth, braided with yellow

lace in cross bars, confined her slender waist. Her robe was of carnation-

coloured silk, with wide sleeves, and the gold-fringed skirt descended

only a little below the knee, like the dress of a modern Swiss peasant, so

as to reveal the exquisite symmetnr of her limbs. Over all she wore a
surcoat of azure silk, lined with white and edged with gold. In her left

hand she held a red pink as an emblem of the season. So enchanting

was her appearance altogether, so fresh the character of her beauty, so

bright the bloom that dyed her lovely cheeks, that she might have been

taken for a personification of May herself. She was indeed in the very

May of life—the mingling of spring and summer in womanhood ; and
the tender blue eyes, bright and clear as diamonds of purest water, the
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soft regular features, and the merry mouth, whose ruddy parted lips

ever and anon displayed two rows of pearls, completed the similitude to

the attributes of the jocund month.

Her handmaidens, both of whom wore simple girls, and though not

destitute of some pretensions to beauty themselves, in nowise to be com-

pared with her, were at the moment employed in knotting the ribands in

her hair, and adjusting the azure surcoat.

Attentively watching these proceedings sat on a stool, placed in a

corner, a little girl, some nine or ten years old, with a basket of flowers

on her knee. The child was very diminutive, even for her age, and her

smallness was increased by personal deformity, occasioned by contraction

of the chest, and spinal curviture, which raised her hack above her shoul-

ders ; but her features were sharp mnd cunning, indeed almost malignant;

and there was a singular £nd Unpleasant look about the eyes, which were

not placed eveidy in the lfend. Altogether* she had a strauge old-

fashioned look, and from her habitual bitterness of speech, as well as

from her vindictive character, which,^young as she was, had been dis-

played, with some effect, on more than one occasion, she was no great

favourite with any one. It was curious now to watch the eager and
envious interest she tUok in*the progress of her sister's adornment—for

such was the degree of relationship in which she stood to the May Queen
—and when the surcoat was finally adjusted, and the la9t riband tied,

she broke* forth, having hitherto preserved a sullen silence.

“ Weel, sister Alizon, ye may a farrently May Queen, ey mini say,”

she observed, spitefully, “hut to my mind other Suky Worscloy or Nancy
Holt, here, would ha' look'd prettier.”

“ Nah, nab, that, wo shouldna,” rejoined one of the damsels referred to;

“there is na a lass i* Laukyshiar to hold a condle near Alizon Device/*
“ Fie upon ye, for an ill-favort minx, Jennet,” cried Nancy Ilolt;

“ yo*ro jealous o’ your protty sister.”

“ Ey jealous,” cried Jennet, reddening, “ an whoy the f!itups should ey

be jealous, ey, thou saucy jade ! When cy grow older cy’st may a

prottkr May Queen than onny on you, and so the lads aw tell me.”

. “ And so you will, Jennet,” sail] Alizon Device, checking, by a gentle

look, the jeering laugh in which Nancy seemed disposed to indulge

—

“ so you will, my pretty little sister,” she added, kissing her; “ and I will

’tiro you as w ell and as carefully as Susan and Nancy have just 'tired me.”
“Mayhap ey shanna live till then,” rejoined Jennet, peevishly, “and

when ey'm dead an gone, an laid i’t’ oowld churchyard, yo au they

win be sorry fo having wrerreted me so.”

“I have never intentionally vexed you, Jennet, love,” said Alizon

;

“and I am sure these two girls love you dearly.”

“Eigh, we may allowance fo her feaw tempers,” observed Susan
Worseley ;

“ fo we knoa that ailments an deformities are sure to may
folk fretful.”

“ Eigh, there it is,** cried Jennet, sharply. “ My high shoulthers an
sma size are always thrown i* my fcace. Boh ey*st grow tall i* time, an
get straight—eigh sfcraighter than yo, Suky, wi your broad back an short

neck—boh if ey dunna, whot matters it ? Ey shall be feared at onny
rate—ay, feared, wenches, by ye both.”

“ Nah doubt on’t, theaw little good-fo'-nothin piece o’ mischief,” mut-
tered Susan.
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“ Whot’s that yo sayn, Suky ?” cried Jennet, whose quick ears had
caught the words. “ Tak care whot ye do to offend me, lass,” she added,

shaking her thin fingers armed with talon-like claws threateningly at her,

“ or ey’ll ask my granddame, Mother Demdike, to quieten yCk”

At the mention of this name a sudden shade came over Susan's coun-

tenance. Changing colour and slightly trembling, she turned away from
the child, who, noticing the effect of her threat, could not repress her

triumph. But again Alizon interposed.*

“Do not be alarmed, Susan,” she said, ‘Jmy grandmother tfill never

harm you, I am sure
;
indeed, she will never harm any one ;* and do not

heed what little Jennet says, for she is not aware of the effect of her own
words, or of the injury they mi$ht do grandmother, if repeated.”

“ Ey dunna wish to repeat them, or to t^inktof 'tun,” sobbed Susan.

“That’s good, that’s kind of you, Susanff’ replied Alizon, taking her

hand. “Do not be cross any more, Jennet. You see you have made
her weep.” • *

“ Ey’m glad on it,” rejoined tlfe little girl, laughing ;
“ let her cry

on. It’ll do her good, an teach her to mend her manners, and iiah offend

me again.” tm

“Ey didna mean to offend ye, Jennet,” sobbed Susan, “boh yo’re so

wrythen an marr’d, a body canna speak to please ye.”
“ Wool, if yc confess your fault, ey’in satisfied,” replied the little girl

;

“boli let it be a lesson to ye, Suky, to keep guard o’ your tongue i’

future.”

“ It shall, ey promise ye,” replied Susan, drying her eyes.

At tliis moment a door opened, and a woman entered from an inner

room, having- a high-crowned, conical-shaped hat on her head, and broad

white pinners over her cheeks. Her dress was of dark red camlet, with

high-heeled shoes. She stooped slightly, and being rather lame, sup-

ported herself on a crutch-handled stick. In age she might be between
forty and fifty, but she looked much older, and her features were not at

all prepossessing from a hooked nose and chin, while their sinister effect

was increased by a formation of the eyes similar to that in Jennet, only

more strongly noticeable in her case. *This woman was Elizabeth De-
vice, widow of John device, about whose death there was a mystery to

be inquired into hereafter, and mother of Alizon and Jennet, though how
she came to have a daughter so unlike herself in all respects as the

former, no one could conceive; but so it was.

“Sol), ye ha donned your finery at last, Alizon,” said Elizabeth.

“ Your brother Jem has just run up to say that t’ rush-cart has set out,

and that Robin Hood an his merry men are coinin’ for their Queen.”
“ And their Queen is quite ready for them,” replied Alizon, moving

towards the door.

Neigh, let’s ha’ a look at ve fust, wench,” cried Elizabeth, staying

her; “fine litthers may fine brids—ey warrant me, now yo’n getteu

these May gewgaws on, yo fancy yourself a queen in arnest.”

“ A queen of a day, mother,—a queen of a little village festival,—

nothing more,” replied Alizon. “ Oh, if I were a queen in right earnest,

or even a great lady
’’

“ What would yo do ?” demanded Elizabeth Device, sourly.

“I'd make you rich, mother, and build you a grand house to live in,”

2 a
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replied Alizon, “much grander than Browsholme, or Downham, or

Middleton.”

“ Pity yo’re nah a queen, then, Alizon/’ replied Elizabeth, relaxing

her harsh features into a wintry smile,

“ Whot would ye do fo me, Alizon, if ye were a queen ?” asked little

Jennet, looking up at her.

“ Why, let me see/’ was the reply; “I’d indulge everyone of your

whims and wishes. You should ’only need ask to have.”

“ Poll-—poll—yo’d never oontent her,” observed Elizabeth, testily.

“ It’s nali your way to try an content me, mother, even whon ye

might,” rejoined Jennet, who, if she loved few people, loved her mother

least of all, and never lftst an opportunity of testifying her dislike to her.

“ Awt o’pontee, little wasp*” cried her mother; “theaw desarves no vt

boh whot theaw dustna get often enough—a good whipping.”
“ Yo hanna towd us whot yo’d do fo yur&olf if yo war a great lady,

Alizon t* interposed Susan.
“ Oh, I haven’t thought about m^stflf,” replied the other, laughing.

“ Ey con tell ye what she’d do, Silky,” replied little Jennet, knowingly;
“ she’d marry Master Richawl Assheton, o’ Middleton.”

“Jennet !” exclaimed Alizon, blushing crimson.
“ It’s true,” replied the little girl, “ ye knoa yc would, Alizon. Look

at her feSce,” she added, with a screaming laugh.

Howd te tonge, little plague,” cried Elizabeth, rapping her knuckles

with her stick, “and behave thyself, or theaw slmima go out to t* wake.”

Jennet dealt her mother a bitterly vindictive look, but she neither

uttered cry, nor made remark.

In the momentary silence that ensued the blithe jingling of bells was

heard, accompanied by the merry sound of tabor and pipe.

“Ah! here come the nish-eart and the morris-dancers,” cried Alizon,

rushing joyously to the window, which, being left partly open, admitted

the scent of the woodbine and eglantine by which it. was overgrown, as

wellas the humming sound of the bees by which the flowers were invaded.

Almost immediately afterwards a frolic troop, like a baud of masquers,

approached the cottage, and drew up before it, whjjje the jingling of bells

ceasing at the same moment, told that the rush-cart had stopped like-

wise. Chief amongst the party was Robin Hood, clad in a suit of

Lincoln green, with a sheaf of arrows at his back, a bugle dangling from
his baldric, a bow in his hand, and a broad-leaved green hat on his head,

looped up on one side, and decorated with a heron’s feather. The hero

of Sherwood was personated by a tall, well-limbed fellow, to whom,
being really a forester of Rowland, the character was natural. Reside

him stood a very different figure, ajovial friar, with shaven crown, rubicund

cheeks, bull throat, and mighty paunch, covered by a russet habit, and
girded in by a red cord, decorated with golden twist aud tassel. He wore
red hose and sandal shoon, arid carried in his girdle a wallet, to contain a
roast capon, a neat’s tongue, or any other dainty given him. Friar Tuck,
for such he was, found his representative in Ned Iluddlestone, porter at

the abbey, who, as the largest and stoutest man in the village, was chosen

on that account to the part. Next to him came a character of no little

importance, and upon whom much of the mirth of the pageant depended,

and this devolved upon the village cobbler, Jack Robj, a dapper little
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fellow, who fitted the part of the Fool to a nicety. With bauble in hand,

and blue coxcomb hood adornetl with long white ass’s ears on head, with
jerkin of green, striped with yellow; hose of different colours, the left leg

being yellow, with a red pautoufle, and the right blue, terminated with a
yellow shoe

;
with bells hung upon various parts of his motley attire, so

that he could not move without producing a jingling sound, Jack lloby

looked wonderful indeed ;
and was constantly dancing about, and dealing

a blow with his bauble. Next caftie Will Scarlet, Stukeley, and Little

John, all proper men and tall, attired in Lincoln green, like Robin Ilood,

and similarly equipped. Like him, too, they were all foresters of Row-
lqjid, owning service to the bow-bearer, Mr. Parker, of Rrowsholmc Hal],

and the representative of Little John.^ho was srix feet and a half high,

and stout in proportion, was Lawrence JBlaokrod, Mr. Parkers head
keeper. After the foresters came Tom thif Piper, a wandering minstrel,

habited for the occasion in a blue doublet, with sleeves of the same colour,

turned up with yellow, red hose,^md brown* buskins, red bonnet, and
green surcoat lined with yellow. iJoside the piper was another minstrel,

similarly attired, and provided with a tabor. Lastly came one of the

main features of the pageant, and which, together with the Fool, con-

tributed most materially to the .amusement of the spectators. This was

the Hobby Horse. The hue of this spirited charger was a pinkish white,

and his housings were of crimson cloth hanging to the ground, so as to

conceal the rider’s real legs, though a pair of sham ones dangled at the

side. 1 Lis bit was of gold, and his bridle red morocco leather, while his

rider was very sumptuously arrayed in a purple mantle, bordered with

gold, with a rich cap of the same regal hue on his head, encircled with

gold, and having a red feather stuck in it. The hobby-horse had a plume
of nodding feathers on his head, and careered from side to side, now rear-

ing in front, now kicking behind, now prancing, now gently ambling,

and in short indulging in playful fancies and vagaries, such as hofse never

indulged in before, to the imminent danger, it seemed, of his rider, anfl to

the huge delight of the beholders. Normust it he omitted, as it wasmattor
of great wonderment to the lookers-on^ that by some legerdemain con-

trivance the rider of#the hobby-horse had a couple of daggers stuck in

his cheeks, while from his steed’s bridle hung a silver ladle, which he held

now and thou to the crowd, and in which, when he did so, a few coins were
sure to rattle. After the hobby-horse came the maypole, not the tall

pole so called, and which was already planted in the green, but a stout staff

Elevated some six feet above the head of the bearer, with a coronal of

flowers atop, and four long garlands hanging down, each held by a morris-

dancer. Then came the May Queen’s gentleman-usher, a fantastic

personage in habiliments of blue guarded with white, and holding a long

willow wand in his hand. After the usher came the main troop of

morris-dancers—the men attired in a graceful costume, which set off* their

light active figures to advantage, consisting of a slashed jerkin of black

and white velvet, with cut sleeves left open so as to reveal the snowy shirt

beneath, white hose, and shoes of black Spanish leather with large roses.

Ribands were eveiywhere in their dresses—ribands and tinsel adorned

their caps, ribands crossed their hose, and ribands were tied round their

arms. In either hand they held a long white handkerchief knotted with

ribands. The female morris-dancers were habited in white, decorated
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like the dresses of the men ; they had ribands and wreaths of flowers

round their heads, hows in their hair, and in their hands long white
knotted kerchiefs.

In the rear of the performers in the pageant came the rush-cart, drawn
by a team of eight stout horses, with their manes and tails tied with
ribands, their collars fringed with red and yellow worsted, and
hung with bells, which jingled blithely at every movement, and their

heads decked with flowers. Thb catt itself consisted of an enormous
pile of rushes, banded and twisted together, rising to a considerable height,

and terminated in a sharp ridge, like the point of a Gothic window. The
sides and top were decorated with flowers and ribands, and there w^re
eaves in front and at the back, on tfic space within them, which was
covered with white pflpeif were strings of gaudy flowers, embedded in

moss, amongst which were Appended all the brnaments and finery that
could be collected for the occasion : to wit, flagons of silver, spoons, ladles,

chains, watches, and bracelets, so as to make a brave and resplendent show.
The wonder was, how articles of so much value would be trusted forth on
such an occasion; but nothing was ever lost. On the top of the rush-cart,
and bestriding its sharp ridges, sat half a dozen men, habited somewhat
like the morris-dancers, in garments bedecked with tinsel and ribands,

holding garlands formed by hoops, decorated with flowers, and attached
to poles Ornamented with silver paper, cut into various figures and devices,

and diminishing gradually in size as they rose to a point, where they were
crowned with wreaths of daffodils.

A large crowd of rustics, of all ages, accompanied the morris-dancers
and rush-cart.

This gay troop having come to a halt, as described, before the cottage,
the gentleman-usher entered it, and tapping against the inner door with
his wand, took off his cap as soon as it was opened, and bowing deferen-
tially to'the ground, said he was come to invite the Queen of May to join
the 'pageant, and that it only awaited her presence to proceed to the green.
Having delivered this speech in as good set phrase as he could command,
and being the parish clerk and schoolmaster to boot, Sampson Ilarrop by
name, he was somewhat more polished than the rest of the hinds ; and
having, moreover, received a gracious response from the May Queen,
who condescendingly replied that she was quite ready to accompany him,
he took her hand, and led her ceremoniously to the door, whither they
were followed by the others.

Loud was the shout that greeted Alizon’s appearance, and trcmcndoiA
was the pushing to obtain a sight of her ; and so much was she abashed
by the enthusiastic greeting, which was wholly unexpected on her part,
that she would have drawn back again, if it had been possible ; but the
usher led her forward, and Robin Hood and the foresters having bent the
knee before her, the hobby-horse began to curvet anew among the spec-
tators, and tread on their toes, the fool to rap their knuckles with his
bauble, the piper to play, the taborer to beat his tambourine, and the
morris-dancers to toss their kerchiefs over their heads. Thus the pageant
being put in motion, the rush-cart began to roll on, its horses’ bells
jingling merrily, and the spectators cheering lustily.
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Chapter II.

THE BLACK CAT AND THE WHITE DOVE.

Little Jennet watched her sister's triumphant departure with a look

in which there was far more of envy than sympathy, and when her
mother took her hand to lead her forth she would not go, but saying she

did not care for any such idle sights, (vent back sullenly to the inner room.

When there, however, she could not help pBoping through tjie window,

and saw Susan and Nancy join the revel rout, with feelings of increased

bitterness. #
“ Ey wish it would rain an spile the’^finery,” she said, sitting down

on her stool, and plucking the flowers froit? hei* basket in pieces. u An
yet-, why canna ey enjoy sftch sects like othc^ folk? Truth is, ey'vc nah
heart for it.”

“ Folks say,” she continued, aft^ a pause, “ that grandmother Dem-
dike is a witch, an con do os she pleases. Ey wonder if she made Alizon

so protty. Nah, that canna be, fo’ Alizon’s na favourite o' hern. If she

loves onny one, it's me. Why dunna she make me good-looking, then?

They say it’s sinfu* to be a witch—if so, how emus grandmother Dern-
dike to he 011c? Boh ey'n observed that those folk os caws her witch are

afeard on her, so it may he pure spite o’ their pert.”

As she thus mused, a great black cat belonging to her mother, which
had followed her into the room, rubbed himself against her, putting up
his back, and purring loudly.

l ' Ah, Tih,” said the little girl, “ how are ye, Tib? Ey didna knoa ye
were here. Lomme ask ye some questions, Tib?”
The cat mewed, looked up, and fixed his great yellow eyes upon her.

“ One 'ud think ye onderstud whot wos said to ye, Tib,” jmrsued

little Jennet. “ We’n see whot ye say to this! Shan ey ever be Que^n
o' May, like sister Alizon?”

The cat mewed in a manner that the little girl found no difficulty in

interpreting the reply into “ No.” .

“ How’s that, Tib?” cried Jennet, sharply. “ If ey thought ye meant
it, ey’d beat ye, sirrah. Answer me another question, ye saucy knave.

Who will be luckiest, Alizon or me ?”

This time the cat darted away from her, and made two or three skir-

mishes round the room, as if gone suddenly mad.
“ Ey con may nowt o’ that,” observed Jennet, laughing.

All tit once the cat bounded upon the chimney board, over which was
placed a sampler, worked with the name “ Alizon.”

“ Why, Tib really seems to onderstond me, ey declare,” observed Jen-

net, uneasily. “ Ey should like to ask him a few more questions, if ey

durst,” she added, regarding with some distrust the animal, who now re-

turned, and began rubbing against her as before. “ Tib—Tib !”

The cat looked up, and mewed.
“ Protty Tib --sweet Tib,” continued the little girl, coaxingly. “ Whot

mun one do to be a witch like grandmother Demdike ?”

The cat again dashed twice or thrice madly round the room, and then

stopping suddenly at the hearth, sprang up the chimney.
“ Ey’n frightened ye away ot onny rate,” observed Jennet, laughing.

H And yet it may mean summot,” she added, reflecting a little,
" fo* ey'n
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hcerd say os how witches fly up clnmlcys o’ broomsticks to attend their

sabbaths. Ey should like to fly i’ that manner, an change myself into

another shape—onny shape boh my own. Oh that ey could be os protty

os Alizou ! Ey dunna knoa whot ey’d nah do to be like her!”

Again the great black cat was beside her, rubbing against her, and
purring. The child was a good deal startled, for she had not seen him
return, and the door was shut, though he might have come in through
the open window, onl} she had be£n looking that way all the time, and
had never noticed him. Strange!

4

4

Tib,” said the child, patting him, a thou hasna answered my last

question—how is one to become a witch ?”

As she made this inquiry th'jL cat suddenly scratched her in the arm,

so that the blood came. The little girl was a good deal frightened, as

well as hurt, and withdrawing her arm quickly, made a motion of striking

the animal. Hut starting backwards, erecting his tail, and spitting, the

cat assumed such a formidable appejyrance, that she did not dare to touch

him, and she then perceived that some drops of blood stained her white

sleeve, giving the spots a certain resemblance to the letters J. and D.,

her own initials.

At this moment, when she was about to scream for help, though she

knew no one was in the house, all having gone away with the May-day
revellers, a small white dove flew in at the open window, and skimming
round the room, alighted near her. No sooner had the cat caught sight

of this beautiful bird, than instead of preparing to pounce upon it, as

might have been expected, he instantly abandoned his fierce attitude, and
uttering a sort of howl, sprang up the chimney as before. But the child

scarcely observed this, her attention being directed towards the bird,

whose extreme beauty delighted her. It seemed quite tame too, and
allowed itself to be touched, and even drawn towards her, without an

effort to escape. Never, surely, was seen so beautiful a bird—with such

milk-white feathers, such red legs, and such pretty yellow eyes, with

crimson circles round them! So thought the little girl, as she gazed at it,

and pressed it to her bosom. Jn doing this, gentle and good thoughts

came upon her, and she reflected what a nice present this pretty bird

would make to her sister Alizon on her return from the merry-making,
and how pleased she should feel to give it to her. And then she thought

of Alizon’s constant kindness to her, and half reproached herself with the

poor return she made for it, wondering she could entertain any feelings

of envy towards one so good and amiable. All this while the dove

nestled in her bosom.

While thus pondering, the little girl felt an unaccountable drowsiness

steal over her, and presently afterwards dropped asleep, when she had a

very strange dream. It seemed to her that there was a contest going on
between two spirits, a good one and a bad—the bad one being represented

by the great black cat, and the good spirit by the white dove. What
they were striving about she could not exactly tell, hut she felt that the

conflict had some relation to herself. The dove at first appeared to have

but a poor chance against the claws of its sable adversary, but the sharp

talons of the latter made no impression upon the white plumage of the

bird, which now shone like silver armour, and in the end the cat fled,
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Something awakened the little sleeper at the same moment, and she

felt very much terrified at her dream, as she could not help thinkihg her

own soul might be the one in jeopardy, and her first impulse was to see

whether the white dove was safe. Yes, there it was still nestling in her

bosom, with its head under its wing.

Just then she was startled at hearing her own name pronounced by a
hoarse voice, and looking up she beheld a tall young man standing at the

window. lie had a somewhat gipsy look,•having a dark olive complexion,

and fine black eyes, though set strangely in b ; s head, like those T*f Jen-
net and her mother, coal-black hair, and very prominent features, of a

sullen and almost savage east. His figure was gaunt hut very muscular,

his arms being extremely long, aifd his l^pds unusually large and bony

—

personal advantages which made him a fVymidable antagonist in any
rustic encounter, and in suck he was frequently engaged, being of a very

irascible temper and turbulent disposition. lie was clad in a holiday

suit of dark green serge, which fitted him well,* and earried a nosegay in

one hand and a stout blackthorn cuugel in the other. This young man
was James Device, son of Elizabeth, and some four or five years older

than Alizon. He did not live with his mother jp Whalley, but in Pcndlo
Forest, near his old relative, Mother Deunlike, and had come over that

morning to attend the wake.
“ Whot arc ye ahowt, Jennet?” inquired James Device, in tonts natu-

rally hoarse and deep, and which he took as little pains to soften, as he did

to polish his manners, which were more than ordinarily rude and churlish.

“ Whot are ye abowt, ey sey, wench?” ho repeated. “Why dumia ye
go to t’ green to see the morris-dancers foot it rouhd t’ maypow ? Cum
along wi’ me.”

“ Ey dunna want to go, Jem,” replied the little girl.

“Boh yo shun go, ey tell ye,” rejoined her brother; “ye shnn see your
sister dawnce. Ye con sit a whoa monnv day ; boh May-day curfls ony
wonst a year, an Alizon wiima be Queen twice V her life. Sob cum aloilt*

wi’ me, dereckly, or ey’n may ye.”
“ Ey should like to sec Alizon dance, an so ey win go wi’ ye, Jem,”

replied Jennet, getting up, “otherwise ydlir orders shouldna may me stir,

ey con tell ye.”

As she came out, she found her brother whistling the blithe air of
“ Green Sleeves,” cutting strange capers, in imitation of the morris-

dancers, and whirling his cudgel over his head instead of a kerchief. The
gaiety of the day seemed infectious, and to have seized even him. People

stared to see Black Jem, or Surly Jem, as he was indifferently called, so

joyous, and wondered what it could mean. He then fell to singing a

snatch of a local ballad at that time in vogue in the neighbourhood :

—

“ If thou wi’ nah my secret tell,

Ne bruit abroad i’ Whalley parish,

An swear to keep my counsel well,

Ey win declare my day of marriage.”

“ Cum along, lass,” he cried, stopping su Ideuly in his song, and snatch-

ing his sister’s hand. “ What hail ye gotten there, Japped up i’ your

kirtle, eh?”

“A white dove,” replied Jennet, determined not to tell him anything

about her strange dream.
“ A white dove !” echoed Jem. “ Gi* it me, an ey’n wring its neck, an

get it roasted for supper.”
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“ Ye shall do nah such thing, Jem,” replied Jennet. c< Ey mean to gi*

it to Aiizou.”

“ Weel, vveel, that’s reet,” rejoined Jem, blandly, “ it’ll may a protty

offering. Let’s look at it.”

“ Nah, nah,” said Jennet, pressing the bird gently to her bosom, “ neaw
one shan see iteforc Alizon.”

“ Cum along, then,” cried Jem, rather testily, and mending his pace,

“ or we’st be too late fo’ t’ roundt hoy yo’n scrattcd yourself,” he added,

noticing the red spots on hqr sleeve.

“Han cy?” she rejoined, evasively. “ Oh, now ey rckilect it wos Til)

did it.”

“ Tib !” echoed Jem, gravely, and glancing uneasily at the marks.

Meanwhile, on quitting tjic cottage, the May-day revellers had pro-

ceeded slowly towards the green, increasing the number of their followers

at each little tenement they passed, and being welcomed everywhere with

shouts ‘"and cheers. The hobby-horse curvetted and capered; the Fool

fleered at the girls, and flouted the men, jesting with every one, and when
failing in a point rapping the knuckles of his auditors; Friar Tuck chucked

the pretty girls under thqjchin, in defiance of their sweethearts, and stole

a kiss from every buxom dame that stood in his way, and then snapped

his fingers, or made a broad grimace at the husband ; the piper played,

and the taborer rattled his tambourine; the morris-dancers tossed their

kerchiefs aloft ; and the bells of the rush-cart jingled merrily ; the men
on the top being oil a level with the roofs of the cottages, and the summits
of the haystacks they passed, but in spite of their exalted position jesting

with the crowd below'.* Hut in spite of these multiplied attractions, and
in spite of the gambols of Fool and Horse, though the latter elicited pro-

digious laughter, the main attention was fixed on the May Queen, who
tripped lightly along by the side of her faithful squire, Robin Hood,
followed by the three bold foresters of Sherwood, and her usher.

* In this way they reached the green, where already a large crowd wras

collected to see them, and where in the midst of it, and above the heads

of the assemblage, rose the lofty maypole, with all its flowery garlands

glittering in the sunshine, and its ribands fluttering in the breeze. Plea-

sant was it to see those cheerful groups, composed of happy rustics,

youths in their holiday attire, and maidens neatly habited too, and fresh

and bright as the day itself. Summer sunshine sparkled in their eyes,

and weather and circumstance as well as genial natures disposed them to

enjoyment. Every lass above eighteen had her sweetheart, and old

couples nodded and smiled at each other when any tender speech, broadly

conveyed but tenderly conceived, reached their ears, and said it recalled

the days of their youth. Pleasant was it to hear such honest laughter,

and such good homely jests.

Laugh on, my merry lads, you arc made of good old English stuff,

loyal to church and king, and while you, and such as you, last, our land

will be in no danger from foreign foe ! Laugh on, and praise your sweet-

hearts how you will. Laugh on, and blessings on your honest hearts

!

The frolic train had just reached the precincts of the green, when the

usher waving his wand aloft, called a momentary halt, announcing that

Sir Ralph Assheton and the gentry were coming forth from the abbey
gate to meet them.
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A MIDNIGHT DRIVE.

BY COKNELIUS COLVILLE.

1 was sitting one night in the general coach-ofTico in the town of
,

reflecting upon the mutability of human ifffairs, and taking a retrospective

glance at those times when I held a very different position in tlifc world,

when one of the porters of the establishment entered the office, and in-

formed the clerk that the coach, wliich had long been expected, was !n

sight, and would be at the inn #
in a Apr minutes. I believe it was the

old Highflyer, but at this distance of time \ cannot* speak with sufficient

certainty. The strange stery I am about to#relate occurred when stage-

coaches were the usual mode of conveyance, and long before any more
expeditious system of travelling had engaged the attention of mankind.

I continued to sit by the fire tilr the coach arrived, and then walked

into the street to count the number of the passengers, and observe their

appearance. I was particularly struck with tluvippearanco of one gentle-

man, who had ridden as an inside passenger. He wore a large black

cloak, deeply trimmed with crape
;

his head was covered with a black tra-

velling-cap, surmounted with two or three crape rosettes, and frofti which
depended a long black tassel. The cap was drawn so far over his eyes

that ho had some difficulty to see his way. A black scarf was wrapped
round the lower part of his face, so that his countenance was completely

concealed from my view. He appeared anxious to avoid observation,

and hurried into the inn as fast as he could. I returned to the office and
mentioned to the clerk the strange appearance of the gentleman in

question, but he was too busy to pay any attention to what I had said.

Presently afterwards a porter brought a small carpet-bag into the

office, and placed it upon the table.
*

c; Whose bag is that, Timms?” inquired the clerk.
<c

I don’t wish to be personal,” replied the man, but I think it belongs

to ,” and the fellow pointed to the floor.

“ You don’t mean hifh, surely ?” said the clerk.

“ Yes, I do though ; at any rate, if lie is not the gentleman I take him
for, he must be a second cousin of his, for he is the most unaccountable

imlividu.nl that ever I clapped my eyes on. There is not much good in

iiim, I’ll he bound.”

I listened with breathless anxiety to these words. When the man
had finished, I said to him,

“ IIow was the gentleman dressed?”
“ In black.”
“ Had he a cloak on ?”

“ Yes.”
t£ A travelling-cap drawn over his eyes ?”

“ Yes.”
“ It’s the man I saw descend from the coach,” I said to the clerk.

“ Where is he ?” inquired that gentleman.
“ In the inn,” replied the porter.

“ Is he going to stay all night?” I inquired.

VOL. XVIIL 2 C
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“ I don't know.”

« It’s very odd,” observed the clerk, and he put his pen behind his ear,

and placed himself in front of the fire ;

4£ very odd,” lie repeated.

“ It don’t look well,” said the porter; “ not at all.”

Some further conversation ensued upon the subject, but as it did not

tend to throw any light upon the personage in question, it is unnecessary

for me to relate it.

Awhile afterwards, the clerk
1 went into the hotel to learn, if possible,

something more relative to lis singular visitor. He was not absent more
than a few minutes, and when he returned his countenance, I fancied, was

more sedate than usual. I asked him if he had gathered any further

information. * t

“ There is nobody"knows anything concerning him,” he replied ;
“ for

when the servants enter theeoom. he always turns his back towards them.

He has not spoken to a single individual since he arrived. There is a

man wEo came by the same coach, v^io attends upon him, but he does

not look like a servant.”
4

“ There is something extraordinary in his history, or I am much de-

ceived.” «
u I am quito of your opinion,” observed the clerk.

Whilst we were conversing, some persons entered the office to take

places Ify the mail, which was to leave early on the following morning.

I hereupon departed, and entered the inn with the view of satisfying

my curiosity, if possible, which was now raised to the utmost pitch. The
servants, I remarked, moved about more silently than usual, and some-

times I saw two or three of them conversing together, solto voce* as

though they did not wish their conversation to he overheard by those

around them. I knew the room that the gentleman occupied, and steal-

thily and unobserved stole up to it, hoping to hear or see something that

might^throw some light upon his character. I was not, however, grati-

fied in either respect.

[ hastened back to the office and resumed my seat by the fire. The
clerk and I were still conversing upon the subject, when one of the girls

came in, and informed me that I was to get a horse and gig ready imme-
diately, to drive a gentleman a distance of fifteen or twenty miles.

a To-night !” I said, in surprise.
“ Immediately

!”

“ Why, it’s already ten o'clock
!”

6%
It's the master’s orders ; I cannot alter them,” tartly replied the girl.

This unwelcome intelligence caused me to commit a great deal of sin,

for I made use of a number of imprecations and expressions which were

quite superfluous, and perfectly unavailing. It was not long before 1

was ready to commence the journey. I chose the fastest and strongest

animal in the establishment, and one that had never failed mo in an
emergency.* I lit the lamps, for the night was intensely dark, and I felt

convinced that we should require them. The proprietor of the hotel

gave me a paper, but told me not to read it till we had proceeded a few

miles on the road, and informed me at the same time in what direction

to drive. The paper, he added, would give me further instructions.

I was seated in the vehicle, busily engaged in fastening the leathern

apron on the side on which I sat, in order to protect my limbs from the
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cold, when somebody seated himself beside me. I heard the landlord cry,

“ Drive on and, without looking round, I lashed the mare into a very

fast trot. Even now, whilst I write, I feel in some degree the trepidation

which stole over me when I discovered who my companion was. I had
not gone far before I was made acquainted witn this astounding fact. It

was as though an electric shock had suddenly and unexpectedly been
imparted to my frame, or as, in a moment of perfect happiness, l had
been hastily plunged into the greatest danger and distress. A.benumb-
ing chilliness ran through me, and my month all at once became dry and
parched. Whither was I to drive ? I knew not. Who and what wa9

my companion ? I was equally ignorant. It was the man dressed so

fantastically whom I had seen alight f!0m the coa^h ; whose appearance

and inexplicable conduct had alarmed a wHble establishment ; whose cha-

racter was a matter of speculation to everyBody with whom he had come
in contact. This was the substance of my Jknowledgc. For .aught I

knew, be might be But ncfcmattcr. The question that most con-

cerned me was, how was I to extricate myself from this dilemma? Which
was the best course to adopt? To turn back, and declare I would not

travel in such a night, with so strange a pefton, or to proceed on my
journey? 1 greatly feared the consequences of the former step would be
fatal to my own interests. Besides, I should be exposed to the sneers and
laughter of all who knew me. No : I had started, and I would proceed,

whatever might be the issue of the adventure.

In a few minutes we had emerged from the town. My courage was now
put to the severest test. The cheerful aspect of the streets, and the light

thrown from the lamps and a few shop-windows, had hitherto buoyed me
up, but my energy and firmness, I felt, were beginning to desert me.
The road on which we had entered was not a great thoroughfare at any
time, but at that late hour of the night I did not expect to meei either

horseman or pedestrian to enliven the long and solitary journey. I oast

my eyes before me, but could not discern a single light burning in the

distance. The night was thick and Unwholesome, and not a star was
to be seen in the heavens. There w^is another matter which caused
me great uneasiness.# I was quite unarmed, and unprepared for

any attack, should my companion be disposed to take advantage of

that circumstance. These things flashed across my mind, and made a
more forcible impression than they might otherwise have done, from the

fact of a murder having been committed in the district only a few weeks
before, under the most aggravated circumstances. An hypothesis sug-

gested itself. Was this man the perpetrator of that deed,—the wretch

who was endeavouring to escape from the officers of justice, and who was
stigmatised with the foulest, the blackest crime that man could be guilty

of ? Appearances were against him. Why should he invest himself with
such a mystery? Why conceal his face in so unaccountable a manner?
What but a man conscious of great guilt, of the darkest crimes, would so

furtively enter an inn, and afterwards st al away under the darkness of

the night, when no mortal eye could behold him ? If he was sensible

of innocence, he might have deferred his journey till the morning, and
faced, with the fortitude of a man, the broad light of day, and the

scrutiny of his fellow-men. I say, appearances were against him
r and

I felt more and more convinced, that whatever his character was—
2 c 2
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whatever his deeds might have been—that the present journey was in-

stigated by fear and apprehension for his personal safety. But was I to

be the instrument of his deliverance ? Was I to be put to all this incon-

venience in order to favour the escape of an assassin? The thought

distracted me. I vowed that it should not be so. My heart chafed and
fretted at the task that had been put upon me. My blood boiled with

indignation at tho bare idea of being made the tool of so unhallowed a
purpose. « I was resolved. I ground my teeth with rage. I grasped the

reins with a tighter hold. I determined to be rid of the man,—nay,

even to attempt to destroy him rather than it should be said that I had

assisted in bis escape.
.
At some distance further on there was a river

suitable for that purpQse. WheiV off his guard, he could in a moment be

pushed into the stream ; in certain places it was sufficiently deep to dt own
him. One circumstance perplexed me. If he escaped, he could adduce

evidence against me. No matter *, it \fould bo difficult to prove that I

had any intention of taking away his We. But should he be the porson

I conceived, he would not dare to come forward.

Hitherto we had ridden without exchanging a word. Indeed, I had
only once turned my eyes *upon him since we started. The truth was,

I was too busy with my own thoughts,—too intent upon devising some
plan to hberate myself from my unparalleled situation. I now cast my
eyes furtively towards him. I shuddered as I contemplated his proxi-

ination to myself. I fancied I already felt his contaminating influence.

The cap, as before, was drawn over his face ; the scarf muffled closely

round his chin, and only sufficient space allowed for the purpose or

respiration. I was most desirous of knowing who he was ; indeed, had

he been “ the Man with the Iron Mask,” so many years incarcerated in

the French Bastile, he could scarcely have excited a greater curiosity.

I deemed it prudent to endeavour to draw him into conversation,

th&iking that he might drop some expression that would, in some mea-
sure, tend to elucidate Iris history. Accordingly, I said,

"
It’s a very dark, unhealthy night, sir.”

He made no reply. I thought he might not have heard me.
“ A bad night for travelling!” I shouted, in a bud tone of voice.

The man remained immovable, without in the least deigning to notice

my observation. He either did not wish to talk, or he was deaf. If lie

wished to be silent, I was contented to let him remain so.

It had not occurred to me till now that I had received a paper from

the landlord which would inform me whither my extraordinary compa-

nion w’as to be conveyed. My heart suddenly received a new impulse

—

it heat with hope and expectation. This document might reveal to me
something more than I was led to expect; it might unravel the labyrinth

in which I was entangled, and extricate me from all further difficulty.

But how was I to decipher the writing? There was no other means of

doing so than by stopping the vehicle and alighting, and endeavouring

to read it by the aid of the lamp, which, I feared, would afford but a very

imperfect light after all. Before I had recourse to this plan, I deemed it

expedient to address once more my taciturn companion.
" Where am I to drive you to r I inquired, in so loud a voice that the

mare started off at a brisker pace, as though I had been speaking to her.

I received no reply, and, without further hesitation, I drew in the reins,
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pulled the paper from my pocket, and alighted. I walked to the lamp,

and held the paper as near to it as I could. The handwriting*was not

very legible, and the light afforded me so weak, that I had great diffi-

culty to discover its meaning. The words were few and pointed. The
reader will judge of my surprise when I read the following laconic sen-

tence :
—“ Drive the gentleman to Grayhurn Churchyard I was

more alarmed than ever ; my limbs shook violently, and in an instant I

felt the blood fly from my cheeks.* What did my employer mean by
imposing such a task upon me ? My fortitude in some degree teturned,

and I walked up to the mare and patted her on the neck.

“ Poor thing—poor thing !” I said ; “ you have a long journey before

you, and it may be a dangcrous*onc.” ^
I looked at my companion, but ho appeared* to take no notice of my

actions, and seemed as indifferent as if h<*wero a corpse. I again re-

sumed my seat, and in part coupled myself with the prospect of being

speedily rid of him in some wa^ or other, as* the river I have ’already

alluded to was now only two or three miles distant. My thoughts now
turned to the extraordinary place to which I was to drive—Graybu^i
Churchyard ! What could the man do there 4it that hour of the night ?

Had lie somebody to meet?—something to see or obtain? It was
incomprehensible—beyond the possibility of human divination. Was ho
insane, or was he bent upon an errand perfectly rational, although for the

present wrapped in the most impenetrable mystery? I am at a loss for

language adequate to convey a proper notion of my feelings on that

occasion. He shall never arrive, I internally ejaculated, at Grayburn
Churchyard ; he shall never pass beyond the stream, which even now I

almost heard murmuring in the distance ! Heaven forgive me for har-

bouring such intentions ! but when I reflected that I might be assisting

an assassin to lly from justice, I conceived 1 was acting perfectly correct

in adopting any means (uo matter how bad) for the obviation of sif horrid

a consummation. For aught I knew, his present iutention might be*to

visit the grave of his victim, for now I remembered that the person who
had so lately been murdered was interred in this very churchyard.

We gradually drew nearer to the riveV I heard its roaring with fear

aud trepidation. It smote my heart with awe when I pondered upon the

deed I had in contemplation. I could discover, from its rushing sound,

that it was much swollen, and this was owing to the recent heavy rains.

The stream in fine weather was seldom more than a couple of feet deep,

and could be crossed without danger or difficulty ; there however were

places where it was considerably deeper. On tne occasion in question,

it was more dangerous than I had ever known it. There was no bridge

constructed across it at this place, and people were obliged to get through

it as well as they could. Nearer and nearer we approached. The night

was so dark that it was quite impossible to discern anything. I could

feel the beatings of my heart against my breast,—a cold, clammy sweat

settled upon my brow, and my mouth bee une so dry that I fancied I was

choking. The moment was at hand that was to put my resolution to the

test. A few yards only separated us from the spot that was to terminate

my journey, and, perhaps, the mortal career of my incomprehensible

companion. The light of the lamps threw a dull, lurid gleam upon the

surface of the water. It rushed furiously past, surging and boiling as it
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leaped over the rocks that here and there intersected its channel. With-

out a moment's hesitation, I urged the mare forward, and in a minute

we were in the midst of the stream. It was a case of life or death

!

The water came down like a torrent— its tide was irresistible. There
was not a moment to be lost. My own life was at stake. With the

instinctive feeling of self-preservation, I drove the animal swiftly through

the dense body of water, and in a few seconds we had gained the opposite

bank of the river. We were
r

safe, but the opportunity of ridding

myself of my companion war rendered, by the emergency of the case,

unavailable.

I know not how it was, but I suddenly became actuated by a new
impulse. Wretch though he w^s, he laid intrusted his safety, his life,

into my hands. There vas, perhaps, still some good in the man
, by

enabling him to escape, I might be the instrument of his eternal salvation.

He had done me no injury, and at some period of his life he might have

rendered good offices to others. I piti/fl his situation, and determined to

render him what assistance I could. I applied the whip to the mare. In

a^nomont she seemed to be endowed with supernatural energy and
swiftness. Though he a murderer—though he was henceforth to be

driven from society as an outcast, he should not be deserted in his present

emergency. On, on we sped ; hedges, trees, houses were passed in rapid

succession. Nothing impeded our way. We had a task to perform—

a

duty to fulfil; dangers and difficulties fled before us. A human life

depended upon our exertions, and every nerve required to be strained for

its preservation. On, on we hurried. My enthusiasm assumed the ap-

pearance of madness. 1 shouted to the mare till I was hoarse, and broke

the whip in several places. Although wo comparatively flew over the

ground, I fancied we did not go fast enough. My body was in constant

motion, as though it would give an impetus to our movements. My
companion appeared conscious of my intentions, and, for the first time,

evtticed an interest in our progress. He drew out his handkerchief, and
used it incessantly as an incentive to swiftness. Onward we fled. We
were all actuated by the same motive. This concentration of energy

gave force and vitality to our actions.

The night hail hitherto been calm, but the rain now began to descend

in torrents, and at intervals wc heard distant peals of thunder. Still we
progressed; we were not to be baffled, not to be deterred; we would yet

defy pursuit. Large tracts of country were passed over with amazing

rapidity. Objects, that at one moment were at a great distance, in

another were reached, and in the next left far behind. Thus we sped

forward—thus we seemed to annihilate space altogether. We were en-

dowed with superhuman energies—hurried on by an impulse, involuntary

and irresistible. My companion became violent, and appeared to think

we did not travel quick enough. He rose once or twice from his scat,

and attempted to take the remnant of the whip from my hand, but I re-

sisted, and prevailed upon him to remain quiet.

How long wo were occupied in this mad and daring flight, I cannot

even conjecture. We reached, at length, our destination ; but, alas ! we
had no sooner done so, than the invaluable animal that had conveyed us

thither dropped down dead!

My companion and I alighted. I walked up to where the poor animal
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lay, and was busy deploring her fate, when I heard a struggle at a short

distance. I turned quickly round, and beheld the mysterious behig with

whom I had ridden so fatal a journey, in the custody of two powerful

looking men.
“ Ha, ha ! I thought he would make for this here place,” said one of

them. 6< lie still has a hankering after his mother’s grave. When he
got away before, we nabbed him here.”

The mystery was soon cleared up* The gentleman had escaped from

a lunatic asylum, and w as both deaf and dumb. The death of hitfmother,

a few years before, had caused the mental aberration.

The horrors of the night are impressed as vividly upon my memory as

though they had just occurred.* The expenses of the journey were all

defrayed, aud I was presented with a handscyme gratuity. I never ceased,

however, to regret the loss*of the favourite mare.

VALDAliXO ; Oil, Till-: ORDEAL OF ART-WORSIIIT.

A BIOGRAPHY.

Chapter XVI.

I caused the body of Moro to be conveyed to the castle for interment.

After being embalmed, it was stretched upon a bier in the private chapel,

with heraldic honours, and their pompous accompaniments. Armorial
bearings were emblazoned upon a standard—a mulberry-tree, with the

fruit fallen, crested by a hand and dagger, and surmounted by the*motto,
“ Vengeance is mine.” This was raised above the bier, and it floated

among ancient monuments of the dead.

The castle was now a scene of mourning ; and of such a kind ! I had
resolved to bring Orazio and the murderers of Moro face to face at the

funeral, that the former might bo aware that he was watched by men

—

that his evil deeds were visible. Resides Piombino and Montecatino,

therefore, Scoronconcolo and his twelve, of which number was Thanatos,

were present, all armed, and richly attired in Spanish costume; and,

lastly, Orazio and Ills bride. Much surprise was manifested by all at

such an assemblage having been thus brought together, for though the

brigand was introduced under the old name of Branealconc, he was
easily recognised ; and Orazio would have quitted the castle had not my
retainers, who at that time formed a band of fifty men, acted under orders

to permit no one to depart.

I had not declared my motive to any of the party, the friends of Moro
excepted, in congregating these strange haracters under my roof; and
even when the funeral scrvico began, it was supposed that mass was to be

celebrated only for Moro’s soul, an intimation to that effect having been

made just as the sound of trumpet summoned us to the chapel. The
announcement was variously received; some were willing to decline

attendance altogether; but my orders were peremptory, and all were

speedily assured that they must be obeyed. But while objecting to the
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mass for the unfortunate soul of the deceased, the party most concerned

had not a remote suspicion that they should have to encounter the body

of their victim.

I had again obtained the aid of the great Palestrina, who, in com-
pliance with my wish, adapted a hymn to solemn music, and composed a

fresh mass for the present occasion. The hour of divine service being at

hand, the visitors and members of the household, escorted by my band of

followers, crossed to the chapel, which was in the court, while the

retainers themselves stood around the door outside, with their arms dis-

played.
“ And thou wouldst have lived a prince,” thought I, on reaching the

bier, “ and all owing to me. JJut though disappointed of honour and

felicity during life, ‘posterity shall regard thy name with envy, for in

princely state shall thy remains lie and await ’the judgment.”
Having paused while my sentiments were thus silently uttered, I

passed* on. As the others descended ^]ho steps into the chapel after me,

there was a general expression of surprise, for the space was narrow, and
the body met all eyes in an instant. Each, as he moved along, paused to

glance over the well-pre^rved features, those of the most beautiful face

on earth, the choicest model of the artist, and now suddenly prostrate,

concluding its career by exhibiting immortality to death. His revenge

looked ‘safe in the indifference of that new aspect! Or was it the

expression imposed by a since penitent soul, whose last will on earth had
been to proceed, in spite of death itself, as an agent of sin ? If penitent,

it was too late ; the corpse would rise again in thirst for another’s blood,

and in that state the soul must rejoin its tenement, accountable for all

consequences of its evil will thenceforward up to the day of doom. Such
is the legacy the dead leave themselves ; their spiritual lot to look down
upon the ever-increasing tide of their own wickedness, as it rolls on
beneath them, through many souls, at last through a living ocean, when
it is too late to control its impulse. Piombino, already joined in the

secret with the physician and me, shed his tears and wrung his hands

over the pale body, whose beauty appeared to have come back to the face,

as if to dwell yet for a longer time with it than hitherto.

Orazio set his cold eyes on the bier as he passed, but his lips had
whitened, while his frown was that of the conscience-stricken impenitent,

whose vengeance seemed to return with the life-like beauty of the dead ;

and thus my purpose so far w as accomplished. When all else had moved
by, it was the brigand’s turn

; but, standing firm, he silently but stoutly

refused to pass and do homage, while his followers supported him, by
taking upon themselves a like attitude of defiance, each throwing his left

foot forward, and raising his head ; the eyes of some on the roof, of others

on the wall or pavement, while each man’s hand was upon his weapon.
Meantime the priests, entering in gaudy procession, were chanting as

follows:

—

Laid low is our dear brother now :

No eddying wrongs at his heart meeting.
Death’s beauty sleeps upon his brow,
Without a dream its Maker greeting.

The past in lines of peace is writ

On that cold tablet of his spirit.

No sin upon the dead can sit

:

The tomb can but the clay inherit.
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Vengeance is His, ye sons of dust

!

Touch not its rod, for Mercy wields it :
•

In Him, yc faithful, put your trust,

Aim not at life, for Justice shields it.

Vengeance is His, yc sons of clay !

Touch not its rod, all wrath subsideth

;

His anger is not of a day,

God’s time all chastisement abideth.

Prostrate at last are aft who live

:

The faithful take their wrongs to heaven
;

It is their license to forgive

:

But arc the wicked thence forgiven ?

The soul knows alt her dc^iny,
When in tlu* past she reads the i^orroiv ;

Thus sin, wjiich lived to only die,

Descends the gulf of aucicnt Sorrow.

This hymn, distinctly sung, hal^m elevating^ffect, and high mass pro-

ceeded in the usual manner. The ceremony of the church being over,

dinner succeeded ; it was served on the shady side of the sunlit court, and

the party, together with the priests, sat down. 9 Orazio, almost before our

repast was over, left the table with looks of scorn, and, on the plea of

joining in the civil war which had begun to rage, quitted the castlo for

tlie capital, taking his wife with him. The musicians played atintervals

the most cheering tunes, and made the scene appear one of rejoicing ; and
thus the brigands found their recent hospitality to me returned. Scoron-

concolo had been prevailed on to bring his band to the castle, depending

on my word for his safety, and expecting a reward. But the event of

this visit proved foreign to his taste. Having dined, we sat long after-

wards under the shade, drinking freely of cool potations, for the afternoon

was sultry, though a breeze stirred. In view was the old chapel, its door

open, its window of yellow panes, on which there were painted sainfe, seen

within through the portal. My eyes travelled thither for rest, and
lingered about the holy place ; a hanging reverie upon them, a sort of

thoughtful halo which had got outside the mind, as if in meditation pur-

posing to inspect the dried-up bed whfere tears had not lately flooded.

In this mood, I saw fhe green, bright foliage which had clung about

the arch of the chapel doorway, heard its low rustling ; and it seemed

almost to cease when observed, as if its sound had secrets to convey into

the house of prayer ; and then it would repeat itself with a deeper agita-

tion, as though unable to maintain long silence on the passing events.

The leaves, whose brisk doings thus moved my wondering spirit, even as

the moon had recently done before the marriage, were of ivy, which was

pendant between the glare outside and the subdued light of the little

interior, where the body of Moro remained on its bier. But there was
something in those shaking leaves to bo observed and listened to, and I

was led to think of the unburied—not visible at that distance, but to my
consciousness the seeming source of nature’s most peculiar quiet. The
trickling noise of the leaves went on and off—their subdued sound

stirring my fancy with an eloquence of its own, which seemed to whisper

busily across the body to the saint9 upon the windows, as if descanting

on tne mysteries of man’s death and resurrection. Such wa3 my idea,

and I advanced, that I might be nearer to those serious discoursings. I
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descended into the chapel ; at the farthest left there was a recess princi-

pally Occupied by a monumental effigy. My eyes caught sight of

crumbling pictures on the walls, and armour, then of the monument in

the recess, which was inured to death’s century-long lucubrations ; but

they were soon on the corpse, self-representative of a freshly-winged

spirit. As I looked on the countenance, and at the last rays the sun

would yield it through those dim panes—giving it an aspect of immor-
tality—the leaves spoko again, ivhile? the body lay as a mute listener to

the straggling words which came to it thence, from this natural world, as

if to be wfth it to the very last, preaching of faith and life to come.

I had not the spirit to entertain my party, nor to observe the guests,

who one by one disappeared, as ^Jhc dead had done, without being missed,

and all at once I found myself alone ; but not long so, for the image of

Giuditta came back to me, and returned with me into my empty dwelling.

At midnight I saw the tomb closed upon its new tenant, and the banner

was left to float over the Aot-iugloriour memory of Moro.
I had engaged the affections of Giuditta and not loved her, so her

image only was to be wedded to me : and it remained with me, its looks

of goodness depressing me into depths of remorse, which, as part of our

eternal being, are commonly left to spread about us hereafter if in woe,

or to be otherwise ever hidden from our knowledge. So intricate became
the entanglements round about me of each regretful remembrance, that,

as in a cage—the soul’s last prison—1 lived in reverie rather than in

actual life, avoiding all intercourse with others.

News came at last—as if to break in upon my solitary condition—that

Volterra was in a state of siege. The intelligence roused me, and ere

long the sound of arms rang through the castle. The city was in the

hands of the republicans, and fresh troops were on their route there. A
rebellion had burst out in support of the Medici, the object of its leaders

being \o shake off the yoke of the Gonfalonieri, and espouse that of

Ctement, a cause in which I was only too ready, on many accounts, to

enlist.

Summoned to the contest by the city rendered sacred to me by family

associations, I gladly collected my retainers, and plunged into the scene of

action.

The citadel had remained in the hands of ihe republicans ; but, not-

withstanding a disadvantage thus formidable, I galloped up the steep,

followed by my troop, and we made our wray into the city without serious

opposition. The arrival of fresh succours gave encouragement to the

populace, which they stood in need of, a large number of the insurgents

having already perished. Our arrival was a signal to the mass to rally

once more, and wc wrere shortly joined by several of the nobility. Pre-
parations for a new light became general ; and such was the impetuosity

of the mob, they were no sooner collected, than, with shouts and songs,

they made a rush upon the fortress, and, to their own astonishment,

drove numbers of the foe down the steep with irresistible force ; and not
even content with this advantage, they pursued them to the foot of the

mountain, and put not a few to death, and as many more to flight.

When this achievement became known to the government, Ferruci was
despatched to the contest, aided by a detachment under Giugni, who had
to tight his way to the scene of action, and, but for the assistance of
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Femici, would have been defeated in a battle fought with us across the

Pesa. Every effort, meantime, was made by the inhabitants of V&lterra

to fortify their city, and guard it ; but the struggle, once recommenced,

was of brief duration
; for the fortress was still held by the Florentines.

The nobles, however, and others possessed of spirit, were, for the sake of

their honour, indisposed to yield the day without a fresh trial of strength,

and it fell to my lot to assume the command on that day. All that we
could propose to ourselves was to keep the? heights at the moment of the

enemy's approach, and hurl huge stones, or*\vhatever else was afr hand,

upon the invaders. To enable us to pursue this plan of warfare, it was

necessary to separate our force, that one division of it might oppose itself

to tlie fortress, while the other kept in fljieck the ascending column of

the enemy. And so easy is it when men are earnest to engage even

against greater numbers, it was at one time hpped that victory might be

declared in our favour. The fortress actually fell into our hands, and
many within its walls were put to t\e sword. Dufc after several hotirs of

hard fighting Ferruci recaptured the city, and those who escaped rushed

to the defence of their homes. Thus beaten, the leaders of the insur-

rection were glad to accompany me to my cattle. Once there, attack

was improbable, so depressed was the condition of republican affairs;

nor, in case of need, would a lengthened ^sistance on our part have been

otherwise than easy to maintain. •

Thanatos, with fifty others, had followed me in the expedition, but he
disappeared on the second day. As our people approached the castle, on
our retreat, their numbers not greatly diminished, and all in high spirits

at the gallant part they had sustained, the evening suddenly closed in.

Our journey, together with all thought of pursuit, at an end, we allowed

our horses to walk quietly up the avenue. I, perhaps move exhausted

than the rest, lagged behind. I was in thought; that deep thought
which, like the depths of the waters, is immovable, and without an dbjeet.

Thus somb/o and vacant, I was brought back to reality by two blovifc

being dealt upon me simultaneously. I fell from my charger with a
groan, the eyes of Thanatos and Orazio Pallavieini floating in the haze

of my vision.
*

My people heard me. Some made pursuit of the assassins; others,

horror-stricken, raised me in their arms and bore me to the castle.

I was placed upon my bed half insensible
; the blood gushed out from my

body, and, as life ebbed, the spirit itself seemed to rise like a gigantic

flood which was about to overflow space. To its side came the forms of

heroes—the priestly warriors of my line—the antique smile upon their

features expressive of approval ; my danger unobserved by them, and of

no account; my act in favour of Volterra a consolation to the dead of

old.

I was giddy one who, with mental vision, saw worlds revolve as ho
drew nearer to them on his passage hence. I tossed myself about with

alternating wavings of the arm,—like the v nmded who salutes death on

the field of battle. The drug was administered, and these inward watch-

ings were converted into the strange sleep of science, in which the soul

gets up from the body and walks about this world, conscious of gigantic

powers. Horsed and plumed, I rode with well-poised lance, as on the

air. Under commands issued by my glance, polygonal blocks were
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snatched from walls, and flung around like hailstones. The foe rolled

like light clouds down the steep into the valley, and disappeared like

buried shadows under the sward of the meadows.

I sat long upon my saddle, my eyes transfixing reflection, my thoughts

in the bottomless present, like stars seen within a well by day ; and calm,

as if amid those twilights which hover between the living and the dead.

Then came a murmur of waters to my ear, and a burning thirst choked

my throat. A cool stream burst upwards across my immovable sight

;

the spray fell ; but my lips® had lost their will. Who was it that knewr

how I desired to bend to the fountain ?

My eyes unclosed upon a Sister of Mercy as she touched my mouth
with a cup of water. 1 saw n^[ attendant with a sigh, and took her soul

to mine ; drew her into* my, inward being as my eyes closed ag in. It

was Giuditta ; and the sight of the forgiving one was sadness, yet peace.

I then slept like the adamant : self-forgotten was I as my infancy ; blank

as the immediate retrospect of the fe^r who have risen from the dead.

And she nursed me tenderly for weeks. My gratitude, as is ever the

case in these circumstances, grew warmer daily, and soon melted into

distressing and unendurable affection. It w*as love ; the inevitable result

of care from the hand of beauty during illness ! In the chamber of the

sick every grace soon lets drop ^ts mask : the labour of duty, the fortitude

already.over-wrougl 1 1, these cannot bear to be further taxed, not even in

concealment of goodness itself, so modest at other times as to need a

garment : but truth unconstrained is left visible as .after years of affection.

All would be loved by all, as by one, but for this veil so rarely torn

!

“ I must not hear you,” she would say, in answer to my selfish pro-

testations ;
“ be not self-deceived again* You have not yet known love

:

you cannot mislead one who has. Your yearnings for Melissa were due
to another as yet unseen ; to one who, once seen, all doubt must vanish

:

for t)ri> means of real bliss brings faitli with it to the believer. I know
&U ; dreams are vouchsafed to the earnest,—dreams which come to pass.

Despair not; divine love, such as is in reserve for you, does not, cannot

despair. I love you as you may one day love : I despair not, but am full

of hope ! My hope is eternal—for you

!

“ Such is love ; as yet you have not known it. Twice now you have
despaired ; not once loved

!”

The din of arms sounded again under the walls of Volterra ; once more
I was in the thick of the fight. I faced the intrepid Ferruci and hoped

—

it was at the sight of his lofty stature and fiery eye—hoped to meet the

vain-glorious death. But like death his pallid looks met mine, and he
glided away. I rushed to the breach; there shone the helmet of Ferruci:

I was repulsed with my comrades. I then sought death at the other

breach; Ferruci was there.

Against the vigilance of this man we could effect nothing. He was
everywhere, cheering his men by eloquence and example. As often as

we appeared at the breach we were repulsed ; and when at length Ferruci

was wouuded, and forced to retire, the victory was ours. But he reap-

peared, and we were driven down the precipice amid showers of stones,

and boiling oil in torrents. Horrible was the slaughter, and both armies

were alike infected by the death-like silence of the slain.

I remained a week on the field, attended by my page Mezzofonte ; not
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wounded, but exhausted , After this interval the siege was renewed with

batteries. At the first discharge sixty feet of the ramparts fell ! #1 arose,

and with others rushed to the assault ; but before us stood Ferruci once

more. He was now a walking fever, a gaunt effigy of wounds; but his

lips and soul gave courage to the downcast. As fast as we clambered up
the precipice we were dashed back by all kinds of missiles, among them
spiked planks and loose barrels of stones, which carried havoc and destruc-

tion about their path. Maddened by each other’s vengeful shouts and

eager, blood-shot looks, we returned to the conquest, led on by the*brave

Spaniard Diego Sarmiento, w hose tall figure and white plume soared con-

spicuously; and this time we planted four banners on the walls.

And now came the close encounter; therfhrust was made at random by
strengthlcss men; the sound of artillery died away herfvily; and while the

stab was unfelt, glory and ddath rolled together into one dream.

The banners had been torn down, and all their bearers, save myself,

had perished. One dagger only was directed al me; but ere the point

reached, the guilty Orazio rolled at my feet, cut down by a blow from

Mezzofontc. The next moment Thanatos was visible; but on seeing

Orazio down, and my eyes fastened on himself, lve fled like a shadow.

The struggle was over; the victory was with Fcrruci.

Weeks elapsed, and the fever of that day still raged within me. When
reason at length shone, and I looked about, and inquired where it was I

lay, it was she who answered me—Giuditta! Yes, she had found me
out among the thousands of living and dead. I was at Volterra. When I

asked whoso guest I had been, the immortal Fcrruci was at my side

!

Giuditta iiad nursed me again through my danger in compliance with

a meek conscience ; and had departed contented with her work when my
life was safe. How can I, who am so base a being, relate the full history

of her devotion ? In a few words let me tell what occurred. She had
followed me to the walls, penetrated the foe in her dress of Mercy, ob-

tained an interview of Ferruci on the eve of battle, and revealed to hinf

that her broken-hearted Prince of Valanidi hoped to put an end to hi3

troubles in the approaching conflict.

The hero needed no further parley, hut spared my life as often as it was
threatened; which was rarely but in his presence, for both of us were
ever foremost in the fight. It was he, too, who truly saved my well-

loved city from rapine and plunder; for had he not been invincible, it must
have shared all the crowning atrocities ofwar at the hands of the invaders.

Alas, his race of glory had already nearly run ! So great a name, acquired

in so short a time, is destined to be one of the marvels of history ; and
therefore was his career cut short at the hour in which he saw the liberty

of his country blotted out from the globe.
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THE DUSTY PHILOSOPHER; OR, A STAGE-COACH
BIOGRAPHY.

BEING THE TTIIltD CHAPTER OF u INCIDENTS OF THE ROAD; OR,

PASSAGES FROM T1IE LIFE OF A COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER/*
**

i

• By Joseph Anthony, Jun.

I am not unattended

—

You heard the thunder roll above my head,

My fate will leifcl me. Pear not, 1 shall reach
TIPappointed goal without my seeking it.

' Schiller.

“ Hillo ! hold hard !** exclaimed £ voice, proceeding from the dense

clouds of dust which thb Rover welPappointed four-horse coach had, in

going its favourite pace on a broiling day in July, raised around it from

the white glistening turnpike-road, which conducts man and horse from
W to B

,
and which that deuce of a fellow' to “bowl them

along, ** as he calls it, the coachman of the said Rover, declares to he the
" best bit o’ ground in all England/*

“ Wl> !” cried our driver, with a voice resembling the lowest note on %
violoncello, at the same time pulling his wheelers back on their haunches;

and, as the Rover came to a stand-still, the owner of the voice who had
summoned us to stop emerged from the dust, which had at first hid him
from view.

“ There’s room behind !*’ exclaimed our whip, as he eyed the candidate

for place, whose seedy suit, and battered-looking hat, rendered none the

better in appearance for the dust with which they were covered, indicated

something akin to poverty on the part of their possessor. “ There’s room
'behind ! How far are ye going ?”

“ There’s room in front also, my nonpareil/* replied the new comer,

gaily, with a smile on his worn, yet not unprepossessing countenance

;

and without noticing the question which had been put to him, showing
considerable agility he mounted the coach, and with a polite “ Permit me,
sir/* as he passed, took his seat beside me, placing a small bundle at his

feet, which, suspended from a stick, he had been carrying over his

shoulder. Wiping his perspiring forehead with an old silk handkerchief,

whose tattered state appeared, like its owner, to speak of other days, the

new comer, addfessing the coachman, exclaimed,
“ Proceed, old buffalo ; and, if your cattle like it, go the pace

again.’*

The genius of the Rover, or, in other words, our coachman, turned his

eyes over his shoulder at the speaker, with something like astonishment

depicted in their expression, and as though he were about to make a
reply ; but with a slight grunt he turned again on his seat, intent only

on “ keeping ’em together,** and away once more went the chestnut and
three bays, as the whip, in the height of his admiration, if asked the

question, would have said, “ like birds.”

“ Sancho, Sancho !** cried the dusty stranger, standing up as the Rover
again moved on, the call being addressed to a four-footed companion,
which, with a joyful bark responsive to his master’s voice, announced
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himself as all right, and sagacious as the prototype of his name, keeping

ahead of the dust, in the front of the Rover. •

44 Good dog
!
good dog !” ejaculated he of the bundle, resuming hi9

seat, and turning a glance upon me after a moment’s pause, during which
he had recourse again to his tattered bandana, whilst, by the expression

of his countenance, evidently speculating on my physiognomy, he thus

addressed me

:

“ Beautiful country this, sir,—well*wooded, hill and dale,—very beau-

tiful ! Seen it though, probably, before ? ! sir, is it not a pity, ten

thouscand pities, a treat lost, to pass through it on such a broiling day,

when the poor leaves look choking with thirst, and all nature seems

to d-y 4 down with the dust.’
”

* 9
With a smile, at the oddity of the speaker’s remarks, I replied,
44

Itiftvas a pity.” • »

“All!” he resumed, seemingly vleased with the response which I had
made to his overture for conversation, 44 how mficli they lose who Itnow
not, feel not the beauty of the country ! A man, sir, who can pass his

days hemmed in by bricks and mortar, and never sigh tor the green fields

and the laughing streams, is unfitted for the seventh heaven ; when he
shuffles off this mortal coil, his soul should die with him, nor be allowed

to wing its flight to the realms of immortality.”

The dusty traveller paused, and looked at me inquiringly, asthough
expecting me to assent to the opinion which he had expressed.

44 A poor and enthusiastic poet,” I mentally ejaculated, and observed

in reply, 44 that there was much to be said on both sides, town and
country.”

44 True, sir, true,” he returned, speaking rapidly, and with much ani-

mation; 44 town with its gaiety, country its solitude : the last opera—the

new waltz—the glittering hall—the brilliant throng—the syren’s song

—

the inspiring dance. Country: tho incense-breathing mom—the lields

—the flowers—the soaring lark—the mountain bee—the shadowy land*

scape—the sombre woods—the hooting owr
l. Fair contrasts these, and

for which shall wre decide? Light heart country—heavy heart town.
Yes, it must be so; humanity has an universal tendency to gloom ; so,

taking all in all, why tovfn for me. Yes, the hurly-burly, the glitter, the

whirl, the din, have more of cheer for the worn heart than the country—
the still—tho lovely—the peaceful—tho beautiful.”

The owner of the bundle uttered the last few words slowly, and with

a subdued voice, and, when he had ceased speaking, his tattered handker-

chief again came forth to wipe liis forehead and liis eyes together.
44 A broken player!” I now mentally exclaimed; and drawing forth

my cigar-case I invited him to smoke with me.

“Thank you,” he replied, in a tone of voice which had changed
again to cheerfulness, even gaiety, “I am already armed, as you may see,”

drawing, as he spoke, from his coat pocket, a short black pipe, “ and
carry also good store of munition in that besL of leaves tho Yarra, but I

will not decline your offer. No, no ; my pipe I like well enough—Saucho
and it arc my dearest companions ; but a cigar is au agreeable change,

which my exchequer don’t often sanction, and so I’ll accept your offer,

and thank you. Ah, sir,” he continued, after courteously first passing to

me the light which he had struck,
44

let me not suffer so far in your
estimation as to suppose that I wish to make a return for your gift in 4

soft
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sawder,’ when I tell you that I think you are of the right kidney, and that

if there were more of your sort in the great cast of the play of life, the

business would go much more smoothly on. Pardon mo one moment,”
continued the stranger, seeing I was about to speak, “ what I mean is

this, that nine out of every ten possessing better suits than this Mantuan
apothecary-like lot of mine, would, thus meeting, turn up their noses at

me, as though perforce I must be a cracksman, or there be contagion in

my very looks; forgetting it might be just possible that they were judging

unjustly, as well as neglecting an opportunity of doing good at a cheap

cost, wlridi would be the case, by cheering up a perhaps desponding

heart, whose path had been cast in rough places, and whose real deserts,

mayhap, might be much nearer pity than contempt. Besides,” continued

the stranger, after a short pause, “ companionship, however humble, must
tend to lessen the tediousness of a long journey. Were I oncg>f the

wealthiest men in England, my carriage and the postehaisc should be at

times* dispensed with for the stage-coa. h, when I would invite rather than

shun conversation with the passengers whom chance might cast in my
way, and find therein amusement, even though I should, as it is told of a

learned doctor similarly influenced, have to try some of them on no higher

theme than that of leather.”

I could not refrain from a smile, or from observing to my loquacious

companion that I fully agreed with him in the view he took of the sub-

ject; “and yet,” I added, “much should be allowed on the score of the

reserve of English character.”

“ Oh, no, no,” returned he of the bundle, with a bitter smile, “ that in

my case would not apply. Pride, sir, pride and suspicion—the pride of

the new against the old coat, and the suspicion that the old coat, if made
familiar with, might perchance want a favour of the new. And yet 1

know human nature well enough to declare, that there are many poor

bankrupts in fortune like myself, who never did, and who never will,

sacrifice their spirit of independence, and who retain untarnished their

self-pride amidst all their trials. There are hundreds like myself, sir, in

the low ranks of the battle of life who, though very poor, are yet very

proud, who possess the true nobility of spirit, and to whom the offer

of charity would be insult. I have myself been even lower in the scale

than you now behold me—almost

As one who stands upon a rock
Environed with a wilderness of sea,

Who marks the waxing tide grow wave by wave,
Expecting ever when some envious surge
Will in its brinish bowels swallow him.

Yes, sir, I have been at times almost on the brink of despair, but never

yet have I begged favour of a human soul, or sacrificed onejot of my self-

respect and independence of spirit; and, as long as poverty shall be no
crime, I can be proud even inlrags, ay, and afford to smile, too, at the

pride of the world.”

A flash of colour suffused the hitherto pale cheeks of the speaker, and
I could not be otherwise than struck with the general expression of self-

reliance which his features bore.

Becoming interested in the stranger, I encouraged him to further con-

versation, in the course of which I found that my surmise was correct—
he was a player—and had in his time played many parts indeed.
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“ I have starred it,” he observed, in a tone of jocularity, “as Shylock
and as Richard

,
and have gone on also as Salaniof.nd the first murderer.”

lie of the bundle had, indeed, seen something of the world, and ex-

perienced many trials, inculcatiug, however, a very useful philosophy there-

from, with “ which, whilst ho had health and strength,” he said, “ he
could get on merrily enough, and would snap his fingers at all blue

devils;” and again quoting his favourite* bard whilst addressing me, the

dusty philosopher exclaimed,
I

“ I hold the world but as the world, Gratiano,
•

A stage, where every man must play a part.”

goon after our discussion of this subject^ the Hover pulled up at a road-

side inn, wh£re, after the horses had been watered, the coachman brandy-
and-watered, and he of thew bundle and inysej^ “ home-brewed,” not for-

getting the four-footed friend of my companion, who came for and re-

ceived a most affectionate caress frCrni his master* we resumed ourjohmey,
and the dusty philosopher and myself our conversation.

“ My history,” said he, soon afterwards, in allusion to an observation

which I had made oil the subject, “ has nothing in it particularly remark-
able, and yet it may amuse you. Listen, and I will give you an account
of my harum-scarum and, alas ! worse than unprofitable career. You
will excuse my prefacing the narrative with a quotation, tho beauty of

which all must admire, the truth too many—alas! I for one—have ex-
perienced :

—

As we do turn our backs
Prom our companion thrown into his grave,
So liis familiars to his buried fortunes
Slink all away, leave their false vows with him,
Like empty purses pick'd and his poor self,

A dedicated beggar to the air,

With liis disease of all shunn’d poverty, *
Walks, like contempt, alone.”

^

The tones of the stranger’s voice were full of music, and the reading
was given most exquisitely. I was free in my encomiums, and begged
him to proceed. With a smile, mdicatitig that my appreciation of his

perfect elocution had Ratified him, he continued :—“A few miles fur-

ther on I shall leave the coach for a small village which lies near, and the
tower of whose church is visible from the road. In the outskirts of that
village I wa* born. For some years I have not visited the place, and
after to-morrow

—

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty space from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

Th^* way to dusky death.

After to-morrow’s sojourn amid the scenes of my boyhood, I quit it,

and for ever. Were you, sir, acquainted with the geography of the
place, I would call to your remembrance a farm, known as the Grange,
situated in one of the loveliest of spots of this loveliest of counties. The
dwelling stands in a valley, shut in on one side by undulating slopes of
richly-cultivated upland

; on the other by a far-spreading wood, at whose
base, in the quiet of a summer’s evening, a brawling brook is heard,
rivalling with its music the blackbird’s song. Looking from the valley,

cresting the cultured upland, a venerable ruin presents itself to the gaze,

VOL. XVJII. 2 D
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and with its last lone tower and rugged outline of mouldering walls, pic-

tured on the backgroqpd of a sunset sky, might seem to the eye of

imagination the fallen bulwark of a happy valley. Here I was born.

Here passed a calm, if not a happy boyhood. I had but one brother,

and he, as was his father before him, became a farmer. My father had

relatives in London, who occasionally visited us at the Grange. I had
ever an inclination and longing for more bustling scenes than our

country^ life afforded, and to gratify ihy wish—the facilities being afforded

through my father’s connexions—I was placed in a large mercantile

house in London soon after I had completed my fifteenth year. I have

not time, nor, indeed, would I weary yop. with the particulars of my pro-

gress to manhood. 1 had plenty of money ; for, as well as a liberal

allowance from my father, my mother’s purse was ever open to me, and

I drew from it to an extent that only a mother could allow, and only

could mother believo such pleas as^I made to justify the unsparing

plunder. The life of a young fellow in London, with means and the in-

clination to indulge himself, need not be repeated ; ’tis, indeed, a thrice-

told tale, and I know not that my career presents any marked difference

to that of hundreds of others, who have before me, and who arc now,

hurrying along the tide to ruin. During the time of my engagement
with the house in which I had been placed to acquire a knowledge of

business*, it was not so much the money expended as the habits which I

had contracted, that rendered it so eventful a period of my life. When
the term had expired, I found myself free ; and with the natural ^taefc

which I possessed, and general business acquirements, I might, with

application, have been, having capital left me at the time, now a Lon-
don merchant, instead of a broken strolling player. But application I

had not ; on the contrary, business became distasteful to me ; and the

only atmosphere that seemed congenial to my soul was that of scenes of

qjecitemerit, no matter what their character.

“ The capital which 1 found myself in possession of at that critical period

in my career, became mine through the death of my father. I returned

to town, after attending his funeral, with the promises made to him, of

attending to his solemn advico, fresh on my lipp— promises, alas! soon

forgotten, and with ample means I commenced the fool’s career. ’Tis

past, ’tis gone. In the midst of my life of extravagance and insensate

folly, I was for a brief period checked by the intelligence of my mother’s

death ; all that she had to leave was left to me, and—mother-like to the

last—she attributed the course of life which I was pursuing, not to the

tendency of my own disposition, but to the Philistines into whose hands

I had fallen, and I was, of course, to the last by her regarded as her

dear, unfortunate boy. My brother continued the farm for some years,

and married ; but unfortunately for his matrimonial speculation, his better

half proved to be a drunkard. He quitted the farm, converted his effects

into cash, and, making an allowance for his first love, left the country.

And thus of my family I was the last. Ah ! sir, what I might have

done with the means once mine is for me now bitterly to remember

;

what I have done, tell thou the tale my very seedy suit ! That I have
played many parts, I have already intimated; but little did I deem,

when for my amusement in town I joined a party of amateurs, that a
future day would witness my histrionic displays to get me bread. That
I have sounded the sea of humanity with the plummet of poverty, you
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will readily imagine. As long as my cash lasted, ’twas of couree with

me, as it ever was and ever will be whilst man is man, whilst L. S. D.
shall prove more powerful than friendship. Talk of Aladdin’s lamp, or

Prosperous wand,—give me the talisman of L. S. D. ! It will effect more
than the open sesame of the eastern story, or the power of Ariel’s master,

Milan’s duke ; for L. S. D. can open the way into hearts, and win
affection, friendship, love—everything in* this sublunary sphere. I had
shoals of friends; my cash gone—they vanished. ’Twas ever so, Itwould
be contrary to human nature to expect otherwise. Did I ‘anticipate

aught different ? not I !—and only mention it to show what very muck-
worms we are with all our boasted attributes. I have been, indeed, a

fool and a spendthrift; but yet have I flic consolation, poor though it

be, in the retrospect of tfye past, that I am alone the sufferer by my
folly. How many are there regarded with an eye of commiseration in

their ruin, whose career, under the semblance, of random thoughtless-

ness, has been a career of intense selfishness,—indulging in enjoyments
with means not their own, but which have been, perhaps, hardly earned
by bitter sacrifices on the parts of others,—a career which has also its

pseudo halo of generosity, where the good-hearted fellow wins his title

by being generous without being just,—earning with the substances of
others a false fame for kindness and liberality. Such was not fche case

with me. Such I have happily not to reproach myself with. And so,

sir, iu me you behold a broken man—broken in pocket, but not in spirit;

no, no ! for I have yet hope, sweet hope,

That kings makes gods, and meaner creatures kings I

Wearied of my itinerant career,—now lecturing, now playing,—I have
resolved upon changing the scene,—have chosen Australia ; and a week
hence 1 shall be on my way to that so-called ‘happy land.’ JQven
should I not succeed in obtaining anything better, I understand that as %
shepherd I am certain of employment. The stage of life is at best but a
chapter of chances, and I shall quit my native shores with a happy-go-
lucky sort of prospect before me,—not top hoping, nor too desponding

;

so that neither success npr failure shall surprise me !”

“ Your misfortunes,” I observed, when he had come to an end, u have
certainly not taken all the steel out of you ; is there not, therefore, a field

for you in your own country ? Why not make an essay at fortune here,

instead of at the Antipodes ?”

“ Ah ! sir,” replied my battered-looking companion, after a short pause,
“ that is impossible ; besides my own, there is no occupation here I could

follow ; for air, the free air of heaven, I must have, and liberty, the vaga-

bond’s liberty, if nothing better, but still liberty must be mine. Were

you to see a specimen of my caligraphy, an excellent hand you would
pronounce it, and worthy of a clerksliip—but that is impossible. ‘ Day-
book and ledger, avaunt! with your concon ’tauts of close atmosphere

and brick walls, whilst the hedges are clothed with green, whilst streams

are laughing in the meadows, and birds are on the wing.’ As well be
immured in Chillon’s lowest vault. Sweet freedom—if it be only in the

streets—but freedom must be mine. Besides, to tell you the truth,”

continued the dusty traveller, after pausing to relight his cigar, which

-

had gone out during his last rhapsody, “ I am weak enough to indulge

in a vague sort of belief that my fortune, by gipsy told, is about to be
2 d 2
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verified, and that my going abroad is a part and parcel of the fickle

dame’s dispensation that is to be. You smile—but listen ;
‘ brief let me

be ; the glow-worm shows the matin to be near,’ or, in other words, I

perceive by the milestone we have just passed that I shall soon have to

leave you.
“ When I was but a lad, on my father’s farm there regularly encamped

a party of gipsies. Just before I left homo to enter upon the world, I

was oujb one day shooting wfyh a neighbour’s son, a rude unlettered boor

of a fellow, who had about as much feeling as his gun-stock. After

some indifferent success in shooting small birds, as we passed the gipsy

tent, a little ragged urchin came forth, and, accosting my companion,

begged he would give him a bfld for his dinner. He refused ; ana with

a brutal remark to the bright-eyed though dirty little fellow, threatened

to knock him down, if he aid not instantly decamp. Indeed, he made
such a show of carrying out his threat/ as quite to frighten the child, for

he was little better. I reproved him for his unmerited harshness ; and,

emptying my own pockets of the feathered spoil, gave them to the gipsy

youngster. It appeared that the mother of the child had been watching

us from the tent, arid had overheard what had passed ; for, as I turned

away to follow my companion, I was arrested by the sound of her voice

calling after me. She advanced close to me, and a finer specimen of the

dark-eyed tribe I never beheld. With some remarks about my treat-

ment of the boy, as compared with my companion, in which I was of

course infinitely the gainer, she followed them up by requesting that I

would allow her to inspect the palm of my hand.
“* Nonsense, I replied; your lad is welcome to the birds: I don’t re-

quire payment for them by your telling my fortune. No, no, my good
woman; excuse me, I have no faith in it; ’tis well enough for the

lasses
’

,
“ ‘ I will not detain you a minute, young man,’ she returned, with

what I regarded at the time as an affected earnestness of manner ; and
taking my hand, which I did not attempt to withhold, she cast a hurried

look over the palm, let it drop, and then turning her fine dark eyes upon
me, full of friendly expression, exclaimed,

“‘I wished it might have been better. You will have many trials,

young man—you will have your pleasures, but pains will follow. Your
heart will prove wanner than your head will prove strong ; but this,

mark, keep ever a good spirit. Your open hand shall be too open ; but

there is a rich wife for you, who will love you ; and you shall find her in a
foreign land, and be happy. You do not believe all this; but you
shall find it come true.’

i( How very ridiculous I then thought her prophecy, it is needless to say.

As to quitting the country, it was the most unlikely of all her foretelling,

as I never had entertained the most remote desire^to go abroad. But mark
what follows. Some years afterwards, during a short visit which I was
paying a friend in the country, I chanced one day to be purchasing a pair

of gloves in a shop in the town near which my friend resided. Whilst

the very polite shopkeeper was waiting upon me, a gipsy woman entered,

bearing in her hand some tom piece of dirty looking cloth, which had, it

seemed, served as a wrapper of goods which the shopkeeper had received,

and which, after the removal of the contents, had been left on the pave*

ment at his shop-door. Holding it before her, and so extending it as to
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show the man of the counter that in its tom and dirty state it was all but

worthless, she inquired of him how much she should give him* for it.

Whether the glove-vendor entertained an antipathy to the tribe in general,

or whether he considered his domain desecrated by the entree of this

gipsy in particular, I know not, but in a fierce burst of passion he com-
manded her instantly to replace the article from whence she had taken it,

following up his command with an anathema against her race in general,

as robbers and vagabonds all, that hanging was by far too good for.

“I saw nothing that the poor woman had dine to justify the irate trader

in his remarks, and whilst paying him for the gloves I had selected, re-

monstrated with him on his unjust severity.

‘ Take the rag with you,’ said I, turnjpg to the woman, whose retreat

my remarks in her behalf had arrested in the dporway. ‘ Take the rag
with you, and I will settle with this gentleman for it.*

“ I told the shopkeeper to take what he considered a fair value for the

article, and whilst receiving my change, could <ill-disguise the contempt
with which I regarded his attempt to extenuate tho coarse and unfeeling

attack which he had made on the poor woman, who, with a hurried

acknowledgment to me of my gift, quitted the place.
6i Returning with my friend from a fishing excursion on the following

evening, I was accosted by the same woman. When I tell you that she

was voluble in her thanks, you will be prepared to hear also, that, as a
slight token of her gratitude, she proffered to tell my fortune. Singular,

too, that very day I had been relating to my friend the circumstance

which I have just related to you of the first insight which I had re-

ceived into my future, through a gipsy tale, and now, more to gratify his

whim than my own, I stepped aside and held out my hand to the fortune-

teller. You will smile when I assure you that she read the lines exactly

as they had been read some ten years before. You may imagine that the

seer was the same in both instances, and had it been so, there would of

course have been nothing remarkable about it, but such was not the cas^;

the gipsy who had now drawn the curtain of my fate was apparently about
my own age—the one who had read my future when a boy was then old

enough to be my mother. I should add, moreover, that the tribe to

winch the fortune-tclllr I am now mentioning belonged, had never

migrated so far south as this county by a hundred miles, and the same
people had regularly appeared in the quarter where my friend resided,

since ho could recollect, from his boyhood.
“ And what was my impression after this second revelation you will

naturally inquire?
u 6 All stuff, sheer stuff, sir ; leave the country, never,’ I exclaimed to

my friend ;
‘ had they wished me to believe, they should have hit upon

some other more likely possibility.’

“ And yet, as my friend remarked, it was not a little singular that at

such a distance of time and place my future should have been read the

same. What follows, however, makes it little short of wonderful!
“ A few years since, and just as I was approaching the termination of

my spendthrift do-nothing career, consequent upon my funds showing

symptoms of exhaustion, I was passing over Norwood, with two compa-
nions who had, with me, been partaking of a champagne lunch .at a
mutual friend’s in the neighbourhood, when we were accosted by one of the

gipsy tribe, whose object was, of couse, to tell our future. I should here
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observe, that the dark-eyed oracles already mentioned both displayed in

features the most favourable characteristics of their tribe, whilst the one

who now approached us was, though still young, singularly unprepossessing.

She was very importunate, and seemed determined, if possible, not to be

shaken off. We were all very merry, and much more disposed to be generous

than cross with the fortune-teller. After bantering her on her supposed

powers of divination, one of our party, to test her ingenuity, offered to pay

for our three fates being revealed, or\ condition that she should tell them in

succession, and that we should stand together whilst the revelations were

made. To this the weird sister at first objected, but seeing her chance

of succeeding in her object on any other terms was hopeless, at last

consented, and began her task. We ‘stood together, and showed but

little gravity, as you may suppose, whilst the dark-eyed sister mumbled
out the first fortune. Mine came the last, and, not to be too prolL, the

Norwood gipsy repeated almost word for word all that the others had
foretold. There was this* remarkable difference : of my spendthrift folly

she spoke as the past—the others had, alas! too truly told it of my
future. Was it not strange ? Can you wonder that I began to pon-

der deeply on the prophecy, and that I began to believe there might be

something in it ! And yet, even then, quitting my native land was the

last tiling in my thoughts. Gloomy as my prospects were at tlie time, I

was moyo inclined to trust to a vague, undefined sort of future, wherein

something advantageous might transpire, rather than to contemplate any

definite course of action, least of all emigration. But the subsequent

events of my chequered career have, indeed, given a colour to the predic-

tion—fallen as I am, it is not surprising that I am now willing and dis-

posed to believe wliat I had before treated as unworthy of a thought, and

feel that, almost in spite of myself) my fate leads me ‘ over the waters of

the dark blue sea.’

“ See yon straggling-looking old building to the right in the hollow

tp which we are advancing,” exclaimed my companion, suddenly changing

the subject, and pointing out to me the object which a turn in the road

had, together with an enchanting prospect, brought into view. “ There

the road branches off to the village I spoke of—there I shall leave you.”
“ How endearing ! Oh, how touchingly beautiful to me is this well-re-

membered scene.”

The player, with these words, ceased speaking. We were both silent

for some moments gazing on the lovely expanse of pastoral valley which

was spread before us, and when I turned again to address him, I observed

a big round tear fall from the eye, and remain untouched on the dusty

cheek of my fellow-traveller. L made some remark on the beauty of the

picture we were contemplating; but he of the bundle was silent, and

when, after a long pause, he again spoke, it was more as though he were

giving utterance to his thoughts than addressing his language to me.
“ Yes, one night more will I pass in the old house ; once more ramble

over the old haunts, and then a long—a last farewell.”
“ 'Tis but a melancholy pleasure you are picturing to yourself,” I ob-

served, when he again became silent ;
“ such I should have deemed you

would rather have avoided than sought, so cheerful, so philosophical as I

had thought you.”
“ Ah, but what a contradiction is man,” he replied, with a smile ;

“ I

shall leave the country all the better for passing a few hours in farewell
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with the scenes of my childhood. Moreover, I have a strong desire to

pass one night where I shall in fancy see my mother once again .leaning

over my pillow ; feel once more her kiss on my cheek—the room of my
boyhood's sleep, my boyhood's dreams. To the present tenant of the

farm I shall be not altogether a stranger. My father’s name is, I am
sure, not utterly forgotten in the place, and I am tolerably confident that

there is not a dwelling in the village where I shall not meet the kindest

hospitality, though seeming, what in truth I am, a dusty vagabond.”

We were fast nearing the point indicated by the poor philosopher to

the coachman as the spot where he wished to alight, and whilst he was
adjusting his bundle on his stick, 1 thanked him for the relation he had
given me, and expressed, in wishing him good-bye, how much satisfac-

tion it would have afforded ine, to have had his (jompanionship still longer,

and that I most sincerely wished him succesj in his new undertaking*.
“ Thanks, many thanks,” he returned, whilst taking the hand which I

proffered him. 44 I appreciate your sympathy ; ’tis like gently»falling

dew to one’s heart. I have read you the principal chapters from my book
of life, and have only to regret *tis an o’er true tale. But never say die.

My colours I’ve nailed to the mast, and whilst there’s a rag flying will

stick to the craft. Good-bye ! one more shake of your hand, and take

with you my best wishes—a poor player’s blessing
!”

“ All right, iny pippin !” he exclaimed, addressing the coacfcman, as

he reached the ground, with an attempt at gaiety in the tones of his

voice. 44 Let them go.”

And away again we went, leaving the dusty philosopher in the road
waving his hand to me, until the Rover turned a bend in our course, and
he was lost to view. Yet methinks I see him now, as 1 there last

beheld him, with his dog Sancho at his feet, looking up in his face as

though cogitating what would be the next step in the chequered and
changing fortunes of his master. •

RICHMOND.

A PASTORAL, IN PROSE.

By Mrs. White.

We sometimes wonder, in our city walks, if other passers-by are as

sentient as ourselves to certain objects, whether the first-seen flowers of

spring

—

44 wan primroses”—wake up for them sweet visions of the woods,

where these pale petals first disclosed themselves. Do they go forth in

spirit to green limes, where, furred about with moss, or daintily o’erlapped

with loving leaves, the violet puts on her scented purple? Can the
breath of hawthorn-boughs, fading, perch mce, upon the sun-scorched

flagging, waft them most magically to the margins of lisping brooks, the

shady hedge-rows, and the outskirts of grassy mead-lauds, where they
grow ? Will it shut out for them the noisy throng and crowded tho-

roughfare, displacing men and women with green trees, and spreading
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forth a daisy-pied path upon some furlongs of the city pavement? Will

it make fresh boughs shake and whisper overhead, and wake the cuckoo’s

note, now here, now there, as he plays hide-and-seek amongst the

branches ? Does it make visible pink clover-fields ; and, with a gentle

dissonance, the ringing of the whetstone on the scythe recal the warm-
browed mower at his work? Will it image village children weaving
daisy-chains ; and sunburnt boys, round-faced as those that haunted old

Silenus, “ piping ou oaten straws,”, as shepherds did in the young day3

of Shakspeare ? Can it comjure, in exchange for shrilly cries, the rush

of vehicles* and noisy barter, a choir of singing birds in some cool covert,

the fife-like whistling of an orange-billed blackbird, the clear notes of the

thrush, and that delicious, day-long anthem, the outpouring of the sky-

lark’s instrumental throat ? W ill these things do this transferring for

other people, making the city as a solemn wood, and they the med»uitivc

wanderers in it? For us, so powerful are these flowery spells, floating us,

as it were, upon their fragrance into the very midst of all these objects,

that when the mental vision has passed by, there still remains such long-

ings to be with them, that the sweet wish at length fulfils itself. Many
a pleasant pilgrimage, many a summer’s-day spent in the whiteness of

pure thoughts and grateful communings with the fresh heart of nature,

do wc owe to such constrainings
; and yet ’tis well if only dreamers are

so acted oil. What long days would those be in city offices if the poor

clerk, in transferring from the flower-girl’s basket a blossom to his coat-

breast, dallied with thoughts like these. Must he lose “hcarteasc” in

wearing “peiisec and, for love of a sweet-briar spray, have his desk

haunted with Hamadryadcs ? Suppose, too, if all were subject to such

visitings, the especial sufferings of those gentlemen who, under the shade

of tantalising Loughs, have transacted business these months past.* There
they stand, beneath u the emerald light of leaf-entangled beams,” and
yet no sign of “ green and yellow’ melancholy,” of “ yearnings like the

sailor’s for the shore,” attests the promptings of those leafy tempters.

The breezy air that should w’hisper ’midst their branches, the odour

of wild flowers at their feet, the chorus of the bees sipping and

singing in their pendent blossoms (for they are lime-trees), sipping

and singing, like the rejoicing hinds that Ga*cn toll of, who, find-

ing manna dropping from the forest, cried out for joy, that Jupiter

rained honey! All these are wanting; and the close atmosphere, the

glazed-out sky, and endless chink of gold upon the counters, might well

induce conclusions dangerous to clerkly peace, and, by sheer force of

contrast, occasion ceaseless dreams of sylvan places. But practical people

are not dreamers; they take tho great King Solomon’s advice, and

gather “ the roses while they be blowing,” without sighing for imaginary

Bendimecrs, or caring even to trace their whereabout to the odorous

rosaries, or cottage gardens, whence they came. To us those trees would
whisper all day long of aisle-like avenues and shady places, of chequered

light and shade in breezy motion, paving the soft moss velvet at their feet;

we should see cerulean clusters of germander blooming beside the wrinkled

primrose-leaves, and hear the trolling of the honey-bee gauging the

depths of their melliferous blossoms. It was surely some such voiceless

* The clerks in the Receiving-office at the Bank.
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persuasions that induced us to pass a self-made holiday this summer
amidst the classic shades, the natural loveliness, and literary associations

of Richmond. We had the “ Seasons” in recollection ; Lady Mary
Montague, fresh as a breeze, and pleasant as a sunbeam in our mindr

s

eye; and the old sweet air,
“ The Lass of Richmond Hill,” ringing in

our imagination's ears; and these associates, and the pastoral scenery

that accompanied us on both sides of tho way, almost from Vauxhall to

the end of our journey, made as charming a prelude as might be to the

intended entertainment of the day. It was^i fresh delicious morning

—

one of those mornings when the very act of respiration exhilirites us—

a

little clouded, but with glimpses of blue sky, showing like cautious pro-

mises, hardly given
,
only to surprise us wjjh unexpected munificence by-

and-by. We are epicures in our mental pleasures; and, though we
longed to make the view from tho hill our o\jn, we reserved the coup-

d'ceil for the grand dish of our feast, and turned into the green to refresh our

historical associations, by a peep at the ancient archway, the last remnant
of a regal residence at Shcne. “ The palace,” says Camden,’ “ stood a
little east of the bridge, and close by the river-side, and was chiefly used

as a nursery for our princes and princesses.” Some of them, however,

were coffined here as well as cradled ; and, during a portion of Mary’s
reign, it served as the prison-house of her sister Elizabeth. Very solemn,

too, were the circumstances under which death made his visits to orowned
heads at Shenc—epics of history, they tell the touching moral of huma-
nity stronger than state—of natural sorrow breaking down the artificial

defences of rank, and forcing kings to find their level in affliction, like

common clay upon the lap of Nature. Here Edward III. died of grief,

for the loss of his warlike son; he of the chivalrous heart and sable

armour, whose gauntlets and surcoat still moulder above his tomb in the

cathedral at Canterbury. “ Here also,” to quote Camden again, “ died

the beautiful and entirely beloved Anne, queen of Richard II., daughter
of the Emperor Charles IV., and sister to Wencislaus, King of Bohemia*
Upon this event, he had the palace rased to the ground, as if to revenge
the misery he had suffered there, or to blot out (if it might be) the remi-

niscences the pile awakened ; but Henry HI. restored it. It is said, this

queen first introduced tlfc side-saddle into England, before which period,

ladies sat their horses as peasant-girls in the interior of Spain continue to

do their mules, cn cavalier. Her death occurred in 1394.”

Here, too, if Hume be correct, Elizabeth broke her heart at seventy, of

vain regrets for the death of Essex. What years of agony were com-
pressed into those hours, when she sat listening for every sound to bring

the token ring, which, from the promise she had given him with it, might
afford her haughty spirit a plea for pardoning the favourite—and when
it came not, and the hours went by, and he was dead, the proud, huge,

sullen grief, that only showed itself in never smiling more; and in the

end, the stormy outbreak, the shaking the dying lady on her bed, who, in
“ articulo mortis,” confessed to having kept the signal back from motives

of political revenge. The after unavailing passion of remorse, the tossing

on the floor of her chamber, the refusing sustenance and medicine—sho

who had worn her hair powdered with pearls, casting aside the pillows that

afforded her no rest, and dying on the ground, amidst strewed rushes

—

what a scene is this of royalty reduced to womanhood, and yielding even
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life itself in bitter retribution for its violated impulses! But to return

from this digression. While we recrossed the green, the clouds, true to

their prognostic, passed away, leaving the face of heaven serene, as if

an angel’s wing had swept it. The narrow pavements in the high street

shone white, and the road towards the hill lay like a broad sunbeam be-

fore us. Pleasant houses, each in a flowery court, with windows languidly

half open, and muslin draperies, or exterior blinds coquettishly veiling the

interiors, stood on one side and on, the other. Laburnums dripped their

golden rain above the walldfl enclosures, which the vines had climbed, and
were peeking over inquisitively; wliile the faint scent of the syringa, upon
a basis oflime blossom and mignonette, was making the hill-side redolent

with odour. It was a morning to thiftik God one was abroad in it,* and

though the way be none of tne shortest, nor the road, under a mid-day

sun, the easiest of ascent^ one has but to reach the top when the burden

of fatigue falls at his feet, and were it thrice as wearying he is com-
pensated! Out upon those who, in the pure insolence of pedantic travel,

commence comparisons to its disadvantage—a prate of majesty in the

lap of loveliness—who, when you point them out the swelling outlines of

its woody shapes, talk grandly of the peak in Derbyshire—and long you
had but seen the Giant’s Causeway. The hanging woods, the pastoral

meadows, the enlinked Surrey hills, circling the view and blending it with

heavev, the varied foliage, the shining river, are u pretty, certainly pretty,”—-but then, what is it to the Rhine, with its crags and castles; the ruins

of Rome, or the vast splendour of the mighty Alps? Their eyes have

been so extended by the wonderful, that they see no charms in simple

beauty, and wanting Olympus can never be content with Arcady. Give

us that healthy appetite for nature that needs no stimulant to its enjoy-

ment—an artists eye for loveliness even in “nurjuti&‘,” who in the

pencilled petals of a wild flower, the disposition of a fallen bough, the

shadow of a drinking dove at the pool’s brink, finds food for happy con-

templation, and a most pure delight. Whether it is that the seats on the

terrace offer themselves at the very moment that they arc most desired; or

that the soft luxuriant scenery they overlook compose the senses so en-

tirely, that even our palpable flesh and blood is affected by it, but never

had a “ fresh tree’s shade” appeared more plea&mt, or rest more grateful,

than that afforded us by one of the benches under the spreading boughs
of a horse-chestnut tree.

From this point (the apex of the hill) says a modern topographer

—

but it must be before the leaves are out—“ you have the bridge on the

right ; Ham and Petersham to the left ; in the front, Twickenham and
Pope’s house; and at the extremity of the horizon, Windsor.” We
confess to not having seen the bridge, between which and us a leafy

screen extended ; and, except a dim vision, shadowy and indistinct as the

Delhi of our imagination, the towered heights of Windsor were also

hidden from us ; but wc were too enwrapt in present objects to regret

the loss of a telescopic view, and feasted our eyes daintily with the

living picture spread before us—from the park, downwards, stretching

off towards the cordon of grey hills that bounds the sight, where woods,

in all the leafiness ofJune, exhibiting every variety of shade and foliage

—

the bright green of the sycamore shining beside the massive plume-like

branches of the wytch-elm—the drooping-boughs of the ash, neighboured
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by aspiring poplars, and here and there a broad-armed oak (a sylvan

Hercules beside a Psyche), appeared in juxtaposition with the soft,

scented, fluttering leaves of the lime ; then there were beech and maple,

alder and aspen, with dusky flrs masking it amongst them, and larches,

whose last shoots seemed painted on the extremities of the old ones

—

hawthorn (sad-looking, having lost its flowers), with graceful rowans
and elder-trees, showing white flakes of blossom ; and many other
“ children of the wood,” making together so glorious a “ viretum,” as

would have charmed old Evelyn to see. Hid we been near enough to

mark the host of inferior vegetation, springing around, depending from,

or adhering to, these pillars of the sylvan commonwealth, we should

havti found black briony, with daik and polished leaves, winning its way,

like low-horn industry (despite of difficulties; to high places ; ivy, artistically

traciug a delicate pattern on the elm’s rougji bark ; and lady’s-bower,

arching from bough to bough, and strewing (as painters portray Pence)

her frolic way with flowers : woodbine, too, 'like Mercy, bestowing

graces on unsightly things, turning green leaves and knots of scented

blossoms on seared and fallen branches, and clinging by them till they

grow fresh and sweet from her pure fosterage. But we are running on,

forgetful that “ time and the hour wear through the sweetest day” as

well as roughest
, and wc are yet no farther than the hill. Separating

the eye from the woody steep, one knew where the villages c€ Ham
and Petersham lay, by glimpses of red roofs, gable-ends of houses, and
here and there a protruding chimney, sending up a respiration of thin

blue smoke above the tree-tops ; but an entire house, or even the profile

of one, was not to be seen amongst the rich boscage that surrounded

them. Meadows, in which the tall grass waved “ lush and green,” ex-

tended in the bottom, and between these and the villa’d banks of

Twickenham, the river, with its swans and pleasure-barges, and now
and then a huge canal-boat, glided on, still and polished as the fitee of

a mirror. •

Free as a forester we trod the park, with its broad greensward, its

shady avenues, deer-haunted dells, and lovely views ; its bosky glades,

smooth drives, groups of trees, and littife dingles, like the diminutive

valleys about Reigate ti!at Aubrey speaks of, “ stored with wild thyme,

sweet marjoram, burnell and beeches.” Then wc wandered by the river-

side, with its grand mansions and fanciful cottage “ omecs its smooth

lawns edging the tide, and willows, with long fringy branches, dipping

their leafy tresses like green-haired Naiads in it. An old man mowing
reeds on a little island—a pagoda-looking place, all red paint and yellow-

ochre—with a fisher under the shade of a group of poplars, were worth

a painter’s sketching ; and now and then a white-sailed pleasure-boat

went by, or gondola-like barge, filled with ladies, under silken awnings

;

sometimes a single rower in a pram, and then a wherry full of laughing

children, with a swan sailing dreamily in their wake. Roses shadowed

themselves in the river, and artificial mounts and hedges of geranium

glowed scarlet in the sunshine, while clove-carnations, mignonette, and

honeysuckle, breathed out their sweetness, -,s poets do their thoughts,

spontaneously, and were no poorer for the world’s enrichment. Here

and there in grassy paddocks (one could almost fancy they comprehended

their effect in pastoral scenery) cattle, with sleek and dappled skins, had
couched themselves, as if to serve for models to T. Cooper. The fish
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leaped in the Thames, the birds sang in the trees, happy parties wandered

or glided about, and appeared to visit each other from tho river. It was

delicious—lovely ! and with our thoughts still floating refreshingly on it,

wo turned regretfully (for all the vernal grasses were in blossom) into the

field-path from the shore, which leads by Lady Tollcmache’s demesne
back into Richmond. But our regrets were transient; summer had
thrown so rich a coverlet over the lap of Nature, that, where the hay-

makers had not preceded us, the flowery plain that tempted Ceres from
her mother’s side was no£ more redolent of floral beauty than those

green meads, crowfoot and scabious, and the broad-leaved plantain, with

its feathery spikes of lilac fading into white, and scented like the “ Shep-

herd dc Madona.”*
With sorrel waving ividc its crimson seed, and quaking grass for ever

vibrating with gentle motion its thread-like* stems and knots of heart-

shaped florets, and holding up his rayed shield in the sun (a naked
gladiator ’midst speared grasses), the ox-eyed daisy forced his bold way
through, and hung on every hand’s-breadth of the field Ills fair round

disk, in sign of victory. In reedy pools—haunts of night-loving moths

and burnished dragon-flies (most sword and sccptrc-like), the tall-leaved

water-flag, with flower-crowned spadix, spread forth its triple “ patines

of bright gold,” the innocent regalia of our childhood, when we played

kings end queens on thrones of hay. Ah, me ! one must be dull as the
“ fat weed on Lethe’s wharf,” an’ he find not inspiration in such places.

Every blade of grass is full of beauty, every flower-cup a living censer. The

winged inhabitants,

That in the woods their sweet lives sing away,

make every branch and hedge-row musical
; while the blue nightshade’s

flowers and sunburnt honeysuckle, and pink and white wild roses, spread

their efflorescence on every side, and make the gazer’s heart o’erflow with

happiness. Such, at least, were our sensations as we wandered on,

•turning from flowers to think of Lady Wortley, and Pope, and Thomson,
and of Walpole’s visits to the “ Villa,” and of Swift and Stella, and Sir

William Temple’s gardens at Shene, and his nice essays, full of philo-

sophy and flower-love, our path the while leading through meads as

lovely as the last ; then to a long, neglected avenue, with lights and sha-

dows quivering through the branches, and paving all the greensward at

our feet ; and so on, through fields with haymakers at work, and waves
of scented herbage strewing them, till at last a shady lane, with meeting
tree-tops, vocal as an aviary, and an undertone of bacchanalian bees find-

ing their way irregularly home, brought us almost to the foot of the Hill,

up which we climbed, to take a farewell look of all the beauty we had
revelled in. The boats became more scarce upon the river, the foliage

gradually darkened, and a faint haze filled up the openings in the distant

hills, and, spreading to the woods, threw round their branchy outlines a
purple glory ; while in the west, cushioned on golden fleeces, the sun

went down, and, as we turned away, a belt of gorgeous clouds, aureus,

and pink, and topaz, lined with silver, the floating scarf of a departing

iris faded away, leaving us nothing of our day at Richmond but the re-

membrance of it, and a desire, with quaint old Izaak Walton, to make a
“ recreation of a recreation,” and wish our friends a pleasant hour to

read it.

* Sweet coltsfoot.
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THE CONFEDERATES; OR, THE DAYS OF MARGARET OF
PARMA.

AN HISTORICAL ROMANCE.

Chapter* XIY.
%

Van Diest no sooner left the Exchange than he hurried to the liouse

of Cornelius, in order to satisfy, if possible, his curiosity as to the designs

of the family respecting Margaret. He was doomed, however, to be

disappointed. In vain did he angle for information, with a patience and

perseverance deserving of fetter success; he could elucidate nothing;

and his old friend, Cornelius, usually so fradk and open, repulsed his

advances with a sullenness quite foreign to his nature. *

“ They shall not foil me thus,” thought Van Diest. “ In the presence

of his wife, Master Cornelius will not dare to speak ; but if I can but get

him to myself, alone !”

Hardly had the worthy burgher seized upon this prospect of appeasing

his insatiable thirst after knowledge, than he applied all his ingenuity to

the task of withdrawing Van Meeren from his home. This lie^ found

more difficult than he had anticipated, and was obliged to make use of

many a finesse to accomplish his desire. But he was now in his element

;

and when at length he bore away the reluctant Cornelius, he left the

house more delighted with the result of his visit than if he had actually

obtained its object.

When the mother and daughter were left to themselves, they fell back

into the silence and abstractedness from which Van Diest had aroused

them. The wheels turned round actively, and the fine white thread

looked glossy as silk, as, escaping from their busy fingers, it entwined

,

itself round the ebony spindle. An unusual length of time was allowed to

elapse before the silence was interrupted. It was Mistress van Meeren
who broke it. •

“ You see, Margaret,# she said, in a sharp, discontented tone, “ all

the town believes we are about to do a wise thing by you. People

would not take up a notion of that sort so positively, if common sense

itself did not suggest it.”

“ But, dear mother,” said Margaret, with a smile, that rather hovered

around than settled on her lips,
ic

is our good neighbour the safest in-

terpreter of what the world says ?”

“ Oh, yes,” said the mother, with some show of natural shrewdness,

“ for he only repeats what he hears—ho never has a thought that he

can call his own.
“ But,” urged Margaret, u may not the report originate in idle gossip,

founded upon appearances ?”

“ No, Greta; it originates in the belief that every mother, in my
difficult situation, would jump at an opport •raity of gaining such a pro-

tection for her daughter as Lopez’ love affords. Everybody in this

world is inclined to think that others will act as they would tncmselves

in similar circumstances.”
“ Surely I am not in such need of protection,” said Margaret, raising
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h£r head proudly. “We have numerous friends both here and at Mechlin,

where your patrician connexions give us some right to expect—”
“ Nothing,” interrupted Mistress van Meeren, pettishly. “ Had not

my patrician relations been ruined, then, perhaps—but everything would
have been different in that case. Poverty, you well know, has dispersed

them so completely, that I am not myself aware whither they have
wandered, or where I could, ,at the present time, find any remnant of

them. You know how very limited is your father’s family—blood

relations,* indeed, he has none, except your uncle Paul; for, strange to

say, ever since their grandfather or jgreat-grandfather, I scarcely know
which, first settled here, the Van Meerens have never intermarried with

any family of Antwerp: thus,*they stand now as much alone as did their

ancestors when they first settled here. But, were it otherwise—were
our friends bound to us by the nearer ties of consanguinity, what would
thatjnatter ? Who thinks of others when people have so much cause to

think of themselves ?”

“ I confess I cannot bring myself to think so lightly of myself or

others,” said Margaret, with pique, “ as to imagine that we could

not find a person of pretensions, somewhat superior to Chievosa’s, to

—

“ To marry you, you would doubtless say,” replied the anxious

mother. “ Alas ! were times different, I should indeed agree with you.

With your personal advantages—for you are very much what I was at

your age in that respect ; with the additional weight of a large fortune,

and an education such as very few girls in Antwerp can boast—although

their accomplishments are proverbially greater than those of women
elsewhere; with all these good reasons for ambition on our part, I

should certainly not only have looked higher for you than Chievosa, but

veiy,.higli indeed. Less than a patrician, I think, I should not have
^ccepted.” Mistress van Meeren paused in her work, and thoughtfully

raised her eyes to the ceiling. After a few minutes of reflection, which

her daughter did not choose to interrupt, she continued :—“ Many men
have married for love, and for money too, far beneath themselves. I

have heard that a Count of Gueldres once mrrried the daughter of a

merchant, to obtain her wealth.”
“ That was in days of yore,” said Margaret, with a sigh.

“ Our days are not without examples of the same kind,” said the elder

lady, still bent upon a train of thought but too familiar to her mind.
“ In your case, Greta, fate seemed to foretel one as plain as fate can

speak. The ring that I have so often mentioned to you ”

“ Belonged to a house,” said Margaret, “ too exalted for any chance,

however extravagant, to connect with mine.”
“ Ay, but the omen of a count’s coronet may apply to any count, and

Chievosa is surely closely connected with some noble house. That can-

not be doubted.”

“At least, there seems much reasop to think so,” said Margaret,

musingly.
“ But putting aside all Chievosa’s supposed advantages,” said Mistress

van Meeren, more seriously, and approaching nearer to her daughter,

“the real, the undeniable one, is his being a Spaniard*”
“ I have heard,” said Margaret, “ that the king persecutes as many in

Spain as he does here. There are many Spanish Protestants, mamma.”
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“ Yes ; we have some even among the merchants established in this

city ; but Lopez Chievosa is none of them. He is a true Catholic.”
“ So am I. He has surely not the advantage of me in piety.”
“ Perhaps not,” replied the fond mother; “you are a good, pious

child; but I see I cannot make you understand my apprehensions. Your
utter want of experience puts you beyond the reach of truth and convic-

tion, Greta; your filial obedience and duty
9
ought to make you trust me

implicitly with the guidance of your fake.” »

“ Then you do wish so very much for this marriage,” said Margaret,

looking up into her mother’s face with an expression of deep affection.

“Ardently, Greta,” replied the another, returning her gaze with ten-

fold tenderness; “and that for your own dfear sake, even more than for

my own. Oh ! why will you not believe me, my child ?”

“ Because,” answered the young girl, afteiJ a slight hesitation, “ not

only does my uncle Paul oppose it, but even my father does not take your
view of the subject.”

“ Alas ! that they do not. How shall I find words to convince you,

for your own good, of the danger in which, though a good Catholic, you
may stand. Innocence is not always a safeguard. I could tell you that

which would convince you if it were not so sad a tale, and one that I was
especially to keep from your knowledge ; and yet I do not know why I

should not give my whole confidence to my oidy child, when of an age to

deserve it. But then, on the other hand, being the private history of

your uncle Paul, it almost seems as if it were not right to reveal it with-

out his leave.”

“ The history of uncle Paul !—the reason why he is at times so sad—
so abstracted—why he has not married, and has led so joyless a life ?

Oh, mamma! surely—surely there can be no harm in your telling

me that !” *
“ To say the truth, I can see none, for the affair was public enodpi,

,

although, out of respect for the feelings of your uncle, we have always

considered it in the light of a family secret.”

“You excite my curiosity more and more,” said Margaret, eagerly

;

“ although, ever since I o^n remember anything, I have longed to know
the secret of uncle Paul’s sorrow.”

“ If it were merely to gratify your curiosity,” said her mother, “ I

should scarcely like to speak of it; but the sad story, which has always

stood before my eyes like a terrible warning, may also carry a moral of

prudence to your young heart, of which I think you stand in need. You
must know, Margaret,” she began, with the tone of one about to expatiate

on something at great length, “ long before I was married—nay, before

I even knew your father, when he and Paul were yet very young—by-

the-by, I should not forget to tell you that you had an elder uncle, or

great uncle—some relation, I scarcely know in what degree, for it is a

matter on which I never could obtain exact information, it is a sore

subject with both brothers; in short, this member of the Van Meeren
family, be he who he may, disappeared in very mysterious manner

;

that (a to say, he went away one fine morning and never came again, nor

was he ever after heard of m these parts.”

“How strange!” exclaimed Margaret, who, having laid aside her

spindle, was listening with eager attention.

“ Well, in consequence of this event, at least so I understood, the
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whole fortune and business devolved on your father and uncle, in spite of

their youth; but by the manner in which they set about all things,

every one declared they were wise, steady, and prudent, and they soon

won general esteem and confidence. They were then equally active as to

business. Their tastes led them, however, to seek their diversions in

very different circles. I must not omit to mention that, at this time,

both were strict and zealous Catholics.”

“ My uncle Paul a Catholic !” exclaimed Margaret, in much surprise.

“ Ves,« my child,” and, as I have been told—for, I repeat it, I knew
him not in those days—a very warm one. My husband was then, as

now, passionately fond of music, and spent most of his evenings fiddling

with Van Diest, then a gay, Mle young sprig about town.”
“

I can never imagine him young,” said Margaret, with a half smile.

“ It is difficult, Greta,*- for the growing generation to imagine xhat

tho$p who seem to theip so full of years and of heaviness have been what
they are themselves, as promising, as full of hopes. But time comes for

all ; it will come for you, too, as for poor Van Diest, though you be so

proud of happy seventeen. But as I was saying, your father and his

particular friends—poor Cornelius Grappheus was of the number—used

to while away time with music, and attending all the weddings and
christenings to which they could get invited. In short, he led an active

and a merry life, though always within the bounds of the strictest pro-

priety and soberness. Not so your uncle. His graver disposition led

him to avoid public and frivolous amusements, and he soon formed an
intimacy to which he devoted every leisure hour. There dwelt then

within this city a family called Van Iloven. They were country-people,

as I believe, who spent some years here merely on account of the public

schools the town then abounded with, and by which they wore desirous

that, their children should profit. They were not rich, but in easy

stances ; and as they grew up, the daughter became as celebrated

for her beauty as the son for his abilities, and the world called the Van
Hovens happy parents. Somehow or other, powerful protectors offered

themselves for the one, and many suitors for the other ; but Floris had
not yet chosen the career he meant eventually to pursue, and Anna
refused many an advantageous match. This part of her conduct is

easily explained, when I tell you that your uncle Paul had become first

her brother s favourite and then her own. She is said to have been of a
grave disposition, but of surpassing gentleness, and devotedly attached to

your uncle. You, who know how affectionate he still is to those he
loves, even now, when sorrow and time have warped his temper and
cooled his heart, may imagine how powerful was the feeling that bound
him to Anna. Floris, who you will be astonished to hear is no other than
Father Eustace ”

“ My own Father Eustace !” cried Margaret, still more astonished.

“ Father Eustace, of the Premontres
,
then the most comely youth in

Antwerp, as his sister was the fairest girl. He, too, could have fur-

thered both his ambition and interest by an advantageous alliance, and
was so gentle and clever that he was a universal favourite even with the

old. Floris, then, was Paul’s bosom friend. Their minds seemed more
congenial than those of the brothers, so that, at this time, mv husband
in great measure lost sight of Paul, except during the hours of business.

'What the priests call heresy, and the lenient denominate the Protestant
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faith,
was fast spreading in Antwerp, by means of the foreign traders

and the youths that had travelled abroad ; and the pope, the emperor, and
all the people in authority, were greatly moved. At length the emperor,

wishing to bring the matter to a conclusion, fulminated his terrible edicts

against the Protestants”
“ What were those edicts, pray ?” •
“ They were cruel beyond all belief. Every look, every word, became

a crime, and was punished with death in dne^way or another. To speak

kindly of a Protestant ; to open, perchance, a book of their genets ; to

suffer one who was in the least connected with such matters to cross our

thresholds ; to give bread, meat, or water to one of this sect, even were

he starving by your house-door ; \o speak^one kind word—all these, and
even less offences, were visited with loss of life upon the offender, and of

property upon his survivors.'” j •

“ How dreadful !” exclaimed Margaret, deeply interested.

“ The Van Ilovcns and the Van Mcerens felt much sympathy with

the general woe these harsh measures spread through the land ; but still

they entertained no pcrsoual apprehensions, for they were not only lirni

adherents to the true faith, but also not, in the slightest degree, con-

nected with any one of the persecuted sect : thus, though sorrowful, they

were not afraid ; indeed, so full of confidence were they in their own
innocence, that Paul and Anna became betrothed in the midst* of this

public calamity. You may imagine to what a height this rose, wheu I

tell you that the present persecutions have been, until now, but shadows
of what they then were. I have been told by those who knew it well,

that no less than sixty thousand people perished in the flames, and one-

half of the victims were women and children.”
61 It is horrible !” again exclaimed Margaret.
“ Yes ; but Greta, the flames were not the only means by which

victims were done to death ; many and various ways, all equally hoilfcle,

were resorted to. Poor Anna perished by the most cruel of all.”
'*

“ Oh
!
pray mamma proceed,” urged Margaret, eagerly, as her mother

paused a moment.
“Yes, it was horrid!” she continued,* with a slight shudder; “and

that, too, for a trifling Sause. She was too soft-hearted—that was her

only fault. One summer evening Fieris and Paul had gone forth together.

The parents, too, were from home, and Anna sat aloue by her window,

working at some little article of dress for her approaching nuptials, and
little dreaming of what fate had ordained for her. Occasionally she cast

a glance without to see if Paul were coming. The street was no

thoroughfare, yet it struck her it was unusually empty ; but she fancied

the fineness of the weather had tempted the people to walk abroad. The
liouso of the Van Hovens formed a corner, and was divided by a dark

narrow lane from the neighbouring one—the high back wall of a third

house ended the lane rather abruptly, so that it had no issue, except

towards the street ; it was, I believe, for the most part, used to throw

filth into from the kitchens that overlooked ‘t. The room in which Anna
sat commanded a view of the main street, but led by a small door into

the kitchen, which, as I have told you, opened on the lane. This

minute description is necessary to make you understand what followed.

Anna was, then, gazing listlessly into the deserted street, up the whole

length of which she beheld no living thing but a miserable, squalid-

VOL. XVIII. • 2 X
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looking dog, crawling fearfully along the pavement, evidently so feeble

from hunger that it could scarcely stand steady on its paws. It sought

in vain among the occasional heaps of rubbish it encountered for scraps

of food that chance might have thrown there, until it came opposite to

the window at which Anna was sitting. The poor creature’s intelligence

was sharpened by its sufferingjt—it paused, and looked wistfully up into

the young girl’s face. Its look was so full of piteous meaning that Anna
rose and hurried to the kitfhen to fetch it some food. She could not

instatftly 0lay her hand on what she sought; she was, indeed, so long

about it that she feared at her return the starving dog would be gone.

But no—there he still sat opposite to the house, watching the windows

with steady vigilance. Anua«threw him bread and meat, which the poor

beast devoured in a maimer that showed how cruelly her help had been

needed. When the first i resistible impulse of nature was satisfied, the

animal began a strange by-play that puzzled Anna not a little. It would
not eat what she next * offered, though evidently not yet satiated, but

looked wistfully across the street—whined and barked by turns—then ran

in and out of an obscure alley, nearly opposite, with increasing* restless-

ness and agitation. Anna coaxed in vain—the animal looked grateful,

but not satisfied; until at length the mystery was solved by a man
cautiously emerging from the obscure alley, and advancing with a stealthy

and fe'eble step towards the place where Anna had flung the broken

victuals to the dog. She shuddered at the sight. Although she had
heard such calamities were of this world, never before bad she beheld a

human being starving. The deadly pallor, haggard looks, and, more
than all, the manners of the man, went to her heart more than could

have done the most touching entreaties, lie was frightened and wild,

like a cowed hound after he has felt the lash, and threw himself on the

fragments left by the dog with a brutish delight, which it sickened Anna
toinold. Her eyes filled with tears—the miserable object of her pity

‘liatHjvidently observed her, but retaining his humble aspect he did not

even attempt to excite her compassion further. She remained for some
time in doubt how to act. lie might—nay, surely, he must be a heretic.

No man, however destitute, could wander through the prosperous and cha-

ritable city of Antwerp in such utter helplessness but one of that unfortu-

nate creed. She hesitated ; but when she saw the but half-satisfied animal

watch with evident delight his master finishing his own limited portion, not

even attempting to touch another morsel, the instinct of the brute put to

shame the humanity of the Christian. Anna’s feelings grew stronger than

her prudence, and she ventured by signs to make the man understand her

sympathy for him. He seemed at first too astonished and fearful to

credit the evidence of his own eyes ; but when he did, he uttered no

sound, but mutely raised his hands to heaven, and stood for a moment as

if lost in silent thanksgiving. He then followed Anna’s cautious direction,

and turned into the dark lane behind her house. Her next act was to fly

to the kitchen-door, open it, and gaze warily around to see if there were

any one near who could watch her proceedings. Satisfied with the result

of her examination, she bade the sufferer enter. He was so weak that he

could scarcely articulate. Carefully shutting themselves in, secure of

being now beyond the reach of observation, Anna administered to his

wants. Perceiving that the good old wine, of which she had forced him
to partake, revived him, she hastily thrust two bottles into a hand basket,
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and adding more provisions for master and dog—for she could not overlook

the faithful creature who had first drawn her attention towards his owner
—she asked the man what she could do more. He explained that she

had been that day the means of preserving his life, for he was actually

perishing of hunger ; that none would, or dared, to relieve his necessities,

though he had many blood relations in Antwerp ; that he could not even
obtain the shelter of their stables or kernels for a night’s rest, and had
wandered about for weeks like a houseless, anasterless dog, none remain-

ing true to him but his own attached cur, whom nothing coaid tempt
from his side. If, he added, she felt any desire to prolong his worthless*

life
4
the only available manner wojild bo to bestow upon him the means of

flight—money. Anna had none at her dtSpossd. The case was urgent

;

time was flying fast ; what she had already done urged her on to do more
—she gave the stranger several trinkets, of lftuch value, ttiat decorated

her person, the many gifts of Paul.’*
B %

“ Poor uncle!” murmured Margaret, involuntarily.

“ Yes, it was a walk that cost him dear. The man, much refreshed,

left her with a thousand blessings, and Anna anxiously watched his safe

departure from under her roof. It was when he liad quite disappeared

from her sight, and not till then, that she began to feel uneasy about her-

self. You are just the girl, Greta, to have acted as she did.*’

“ Certainly, mother !” said Margaret, with a glowing cheek.
" Listen, then, to the sequel, and you will see how miserable was the

result to herself. By a chance, not unusual with him, Paul did not ac-

company Floris to his home that evening ; and the brother, eager to pur-

sue a favourite study, did not approach his sister. Anna retired for the

night with her little episode, and fears for its consequences, still undi-

vulged; for to her parents she dared not confess what she had done.

Imagine, then, the surprise of all, when the next day Anna was dragged
from her home by men of justice, as they called themselves, and threKvD*

into prison, upon the accusation of having fed and relieved a heretic

preacher, and favoured his flight. In vain did she plead her ignorance of

his real character, and of his plans. In ^ain did she assert—what after

all was but the plain trqfh—that she had merely thought of relieving a
starving pauper, and had done so for the love of God. But truth was
unavailing ; so were the intercessions of her friends. Paul would have

spent every farthing—reduced himself to utter beggary—to save her.

Floris would never have asked another boon of his powerful patrons. But,

alas ! money and friends, everything was vain; even her innocence availed

her not. The proofs were easily found—had there been none, it would

have been all the same—as in so many other cases. A curious neighbour,

or an idle, gossiping, serving-wench from over the way, had, doubtless,

betrayed her ; for none else could have so narrowly watched her move-
ments and remain unperceived. Witnesses, however, were found in num-
bers to what two persons, at most, might have discovered. Besides, Anna
never denied the fact. The man, too, was traced, though not caught,

and the trinkets were seized, by the sale of which he had contrived to

support himself until he reached the coast. He was, indeed, saved—but

Anna lost ! The friends of the family proved so clearly that her parents,

as well as Paul and Floris, had had no share in the transaction, and that

they were, moreover, unimpeachable Catholics, that they were not

included in the trial which ended in Anna’s condemnation. I cannot

2 e 2
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tell bv what means her lover and brother got speech of her in her prison,

but they saw her constantly. . Their grief far exceeded hers. I have been

told she was placid and resigned like a saint, even unto the end. She

merely entreated, as the last and greatest favour, that Paul and FJoris

should be present at her death, and not leave her until all should be over.

This request she made in such passionate terms that they could not refuse,

although they both felt they jiever could recover the shock. The next

morning Anna was led in great pomp to the place destined for her execu-

tion. lfr had often served of late for similar purposes, and the people
' flocked as to a procession, to obtain a view of her death. I cannot under-

stand them, I confess; Paul and Floris went to accomplish a duty, but

the others—well, I suppose mfcny went the same way afterwards. It was
before some gate or other, I forget which—without the town, butclos^ by
the fosses—that a moderate sized hole had been dug, sufficient for a tall

woman—for Anna was of a good height—to stand in, her head scarcely

reaching the top. Paul and his friend contrived, in spite of all impedi-

ments, to stand close by the pit. There were men provided—I wonder
there were any found cruel enough—to throw the freshly dugged earth

upon Anna until she should be completely buried beneath it; it was then

to be stamped upon until the ground became firm, and the place watched,

until those who might wish to reopen the grave should find nothing within

it but a corpse.”

“ Great God!” ejaculated Margaret, pale and breathless, as she clasped

her hands tightly together, and leant back in her chair as if overpowered

with emotion, “ are such things possible?”

“They are, my child— all evil is possible toman. Thank God, I neverknew
her, or I could not tell the tale as I now do. Anna made a last protestation

of innocence, also a solemn declaration of dying as she had lived in the

Catholic faith—forgave her enemies, and intreated her friends to remcm-
be# that God had permitted her death, and in such a manner, for the

weal of her soul, and had tlni9 distinguished her, humble as she was, to

exalt her to the lot of the saints. Her last words were very impressive.

She had previously made many and touching recommendations to Paul

and Floris in private ; but this, her public farewell, drew the sympathies

of all towards her ;
besides, she had never appeared so beautiful. Indig-

nation was general—murmurs were loudly heard—they rose even to im-
precations—but no effort was made to save her. She was placed in the

pit, her hands were crossed meekly over the crucifix, and, keeping her

eyes on Paul, who had obtained such a situation as that she might see

him to the very last, her martyrdom began. Shovels of earth were thrown

in upon her, slowly, as upon the dead, until nought remained uncovered

but her face : she murmured audibly the name of Paul, and shortly after-

wards her lovely countenance was concealed from view. Nature became
stronger than will ; the earth was seen to heave with her convulsive

movements; still Paul and Floris stood firm. But when the monsters, to

conclude the horrid sacrifice, began to tread upon the earth that concealed

her, Paul raved like a madman—his friends had the greatest difficulty in

leading him away in time to prevent his fury becoming positive insanity.

Floris fainted. The place was closely watched. Your father, who had
witnessed his brother’s cruel trial, -hovered in vain round the spot, in the

hope that, unsuspected as he was, he might have a chance of removing
her remains; but when the little mound was left free it was indeed a
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grave. Around it soon appeared many others, enclosing more and more
victims ; the youngest, loveliest, and most inoffensive were soon laid side

by side with Anna, all perishing by the same horrid death, but none more
fair or more regretted. Well,” continued Mistress van Meercn, who saw
that Margaret was too mucli moved and agitated to make any observation,

“ sorrow acts very differently on diverse characters. Not one of those

who loved Anna grieved for her alike. Paul, after a short time, went
over to England. It was then that thfi Sturgeons became his best friends;

I believe they were very kind to him—that he owes them mijch.* He
spent there a few years, then came home an altered man in every respect,

a stubborn heretic—a discontented^subject—a determined enemy to power
antf all those who possess it—full of opposition, suspicion, gloom, and all

sad things
; in short, an unhappy man. The shock had been great to

Floris ; too gentle to entertain the same lasting bitterness of spirit as had
Paul, he grew too timid to trust life again—he withdrew from it com-
pletely. lie took the vows at the monastery of HaePremontres, where,*as 1

have told you, he has been long known and beloved under the name of

Father Eustace.”
“ How they must have suffered!” said Margaret, through her tears, that i

were falling fast.

“ Doubtless they did ; but their grief was nothing

—

nothing
, Margaret,

believe me, compared with that of Anna’s parents. No one saw It, it is

true
;
but I have often pictured it to myself until I could have screamed

with horror at the ideas my own fancy conjured up.”

“ And what became of them?”
“ They fled the very night previous to their child’s execution. Floris

never could re-enter the house, which became confiscated ; but when the

officers of justice took possession, they found all the rings, gold chains,

medals, everything valuable that they had possessed— all their fine

clothes, and more money than one even suspected them to have ; so lhat

they must have wandered forth like beggars over the land. No one ever
0

heard of them more. Doubtless, they did not long survive their beloved

child ! Oh ! Margaret, how often have I thought of their feelings in

that dark night, and on ^he ensuing morning ! I could not have survived

it ! It was this dreadful warning that made me tremble, when most other

women would havo rejoiced, when a daughter was bom to me. That
was what made me so anxious about your religion— induced me to

implore Father Eustace to maintain you in the true faith. Alas ! more,

I am afraid, out of concern for your temporal, than your eternal, welfare.

Even in past days of peace and happiness the remembrance of this sad

scene has made me anxious and fearful. And now, my child, you know
ivhy I so ardently wish your marriage with Chievosa,—why I am so

anxious to see you settled beyond the chance of harm. Margaret, I could

not survive such an event ! You cannot understand my feelings now

;

when you arc a mother, and then only, can you imagine them. Grant
me, dearest, what 1 ask of your love, when 1 might demand it of your

obedience.”

Maigaret was deeply affected by the tale she had heard, passing gra-

dually through all the phases of interest, from mere curiosity to real and
heartfelt sympathy. Her tears had flowed freely on the sad narrative of

her uncle’s misfortunes ; but possessed of much of his indifference to
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danger, or perhaps merely influenced by the ardour of youth, she did not

suffer her mind to dwell on the possibility of her own fate, in any way,

resembling that of Anna.
“ My poor, poor uncle I” said she; “and did thus happiness pass from

this wofld for him, without even leaving a trace of its having existed ?

And Anna—where is her grave ? I shall go and pray over it, and bring

her memory the offering of my tears.”

“Iam not even aware before which gate the tragedy was enacted, and

so many graves surround hers, that the exact spot would be difficult to

find, except for those most interested. For others, perhaps, the very

memory of that fearful event has long^ since died away. The house in

which she lived has been denudished, and a' new street has been made
upon the place where it'once stood.”

“ Poor Anna ! There if* then, no memorial of her remains on this

earth, except in the hearts of her brother and poor uncle Paul
!”

“There is yet one,” ‘said Mary, involuntarily sinking her voice, and

bending nearer to the ear of her daughter. “ Shortly after all was over,

one of our best artists, who had been her friend, was commissioned to

make a picture for one of the side-altars of our cathedral. St. Catherine’s

martyrdom was to be the subject of the painting, lie availed himself of

the opportunity to commemorate that of Anna. The saint bears, it is

said, a 'most striking resemblance to the unfortunate girl. In features,

in expression, the likeness is perfect : some persons say most of the

figures in the picture are portraits. At one time people flocked to see

this piece ;
hut the affair has long since sunk into forgetfulness—as all

things do, however much they may excite public sympathy at the

moment,—and few can now tell what it really represents. Your uncle

Paul at one time dared not even go near the church.”
“ I have never prayed at St. Catherine's altar,” said Margaret, pushing

away her spinning-wheel and rising, her recent tears still hanging like

Mevvdrops on her eye-lashes. “ Poor uncle
!”

“Say, rather, poor Greta!” replied her mother. “Oil! my child,

if this cannot touch you, I have no words left with which to persuade or

entreat. I have often pictured to myself your father and me Hying

through the dark night like them, and standing at daybreak, hand-in-

hand, by the side of some dark waters, childless and alone ; and I have

thought that, in such an hour, the spirit of evil might tempt me, and 1

have shuddered at my own thoughts, and prayed to the Lord that they

might not weigh against me as a sin. Oh, Margaret ! Margaret ! thiuk

of me—think of your father.”

At these words Margaret threw her arms round her mother’s neck, and,

concealing her face in her bosom, sobbed aloud. At. that moment the

door opened, and Cornelius remained for a minute a silent and astonished

spectator of the scene within. But the flood-gates of confidence were

opened, and the father, whose heart was full of uneasiness, soon joined his

influence to that of the mother. He had heard alarming rumours about

town
; and he could almost forgive Chievosa for being a Spaniard, so

eager was he to ensure a protector for himself and his house.
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Chapter XV.

“The council has indeed been stormy,” said the Count of Egmont, as

he sank into a richly-carved chair, and leant his head upon hh hand,

whilst his elbow rested on a square table placed before him, an air of

fatigue as well as thoughtfulness clouding his open brow.
“ I have not, then, proved a false proplifct,” replied his secretary, whose

whole appearance plainly indicated that he had not been in attendance at

the council. His habitual pallor was deepened into the sallowness of ill-

health; a black velvet cap did not altogether conceal the bandages that

bound his head ; a long loose robe of riejj material was closely wrapped
around his languid form, and physical pain seemed to deepen the melan-

choly, habitual to his countenance, into positive sadness
;
yet his eye was

lighted up by a strong interest, and framed the question ere his lips had
time to give it vent. • •

“ Yes,” continued the count, as eager to communicate as the other might
be to listen. “ That fall from your horse at the very gates of Brussels

was a most unpleasant accident—so severe a fall too—and at a moment
when of all others you were most necessary to me. It was a foolish

affair—you too, so skilful a rider—to spur your horse in so sudden and
extravagant a manner. The animal, not accustomed to such usage, of

course took fright— it was fortunate that you got off so cheaply.”
“ It was an involuntary movement on my part,” answered the secre-

tary, with a mournful smile. “ 1 was absorbed in thought.”
“ That, too, when 1 was telling you of what lies so near my heart

—

when I was discussing the merits of my Isabel, and the happy and early

chance I had of settling her in life. But you take interest in nothing

but public affairs.”

Deep crimson flushed the cheek of the invalid, and a half-suppfessed

sigh escaped him ; but the count noticed neither, and continued— *

“ liemaiuing so long a bachelor is not a good thing, Casembrot; it

will gradually cool the natural warmth of your heart. I have long

thought of you, too, my friend
;
your happiness concerns me as much as

if you were a child of nunc.”
“ You are too good,” hastily answered the sick man, u much too good,

my lord, to think of me at all, more especially at so critical a moment as

the present. . My happiness is, aud will be to my latest hour, wrapt in

the glory and safety of yourself and your house. But, as you say public

affairs go first with me, pray tell me, how went the day ?”

“ It was the winding up of last night’s council, which the lateness of

the hour alone interrupted. I would liavo consulted with you on my
return, for I scarcely closed my eyes even during the few hours allotted

for rest ; but, th your present state of suffering, I would not deprive you

of your repose. We all spoke rather freely our minds—I especially

—

more so than, I dare say, you would have called prudent; but Orange led

the way. lie advanced more boldly—more to the point than any of us.

All the friends of the princess, all the hangers-on upon the court, as I may
call them—Barlaimoat, Croy, Meghen, strenuously opposed the admit-

tance of the confederate nobles into Brussels, as being unsafe, and allow-

ing them too great a latitude. The Prince of Orange pleaded their

rights as gentlemen and loyal subjects, saying that, as such, they were
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entitled to present petitions when and where they pleased ; that these

gentlemen ought not to be doubted ; that many of them were his kins-

men and allies, nor could he permit shame to be cast upon them. lie

insisted that what they demanded was but justice, no less to the king

than to themselves, as well as to the country at large. He spoke warmly,

eloquently, of the increasing evils brought by the Inquisition into this

land; of the uselessness of attempting to maintain an institution equally

hateful to high and low; ho^ vain,*- in short, such an attempt would be,

when *ionp of the governors of the provinces, himself included (and he

appealed to all of us there present), would consent to deliver over to the

flames sixty thousand innocent men—innocent in all else but in matters

of opinion. He declared it to A)e a severity as prejudicial to the interests

of the king as to the Welfare of the country, and that no true-liear. ed

Fleming would ever consent to its being established.”

“The prince, then, completely unveiled himself,” said Cascmbrot, joy-

fully? “ 1 knew that his countenance would never be withheld from his

friends in the hour of need. AVliat was the effect of his example ?”

“ It drew us all out, of course. De Horn spoke manfully, perhaps

(I, at least, thought so) more bluntly than the occasion required. Mans-
fcldt moderated, and stood half with us, half with the princess; but the

majority was on our side. I was half ashamed to see how clamorous we
all grew*; although opposed to a lady and a princess ; how we forced out-

will upon her, 1 had almost said, in so ungenerous a manner. I confess

1 felt for her, standing alone, so slightly supported, against so many,
when, one by one* those whom she or her brother had trusted turned

against her. We plainly showed that she could and ought not to reckon

on any of us. The Prince of Orange spoke for the governors of pro-

vinces; De Horn for the navy.”
“ And you, my lord,” interrupted Casembrot, with anxiety deeply

depicted on his countenance; “what said you for the army?”
m “ That I never would fight in favour of the penal laws

!”

“It was a bold wrord, my lord,” said the secretary, shaking his head
gravely.

“ Surely,” said the count, with an air of unfeigped astonishment, “you
would not have a Fleming force his countrymen into the flames at the

swords point!”
“ God forbid,” ejaculated Casembrot, “ that so black a deed should

sully a name so bright as yours! But, perhaps, you might have worded
your determination more cautiously.”

“ It is not for an old soldier,” said the count, with a smile, “ to pick his

words like a wily cardinal, or a mincing dame. My services in the field

must excuse my roughness in the cabinet. It were well if all meant so

honestly by their king and country as I do. No ! I never will recal those

words, nor even wish them unsaid ; nor do I think myself in any degree

the worse subject for being a true patriot. Philip himself cannot be so

blind and unjust as to think so. No: I do not regret that. It was pain-

ful, but necessary, to oppose the overstrained zeal of the princess, and her

too literal compliance with her brother’s wishes. But -what I really regret,

and cannot think of without pain, is the rude, unmannerly way in which
wc all broke out with our private complaints and griefs against the king,

in the presence of Madame de Parme, as if she were answerable for, or had
any power to redress them. This, however, was the fault of the Prince
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of Orange. He led the way, by detailing, one by one, eveiy grievance,

public or private, that he could think of since the king’s accession to the

throne. We followed up without pause or mercy. The princess bore it

with a calm dignity that struck, I believe, her veriest enemies. Once
only did her coolness fail her. It was when Orange assured her, in his

deliberate, emphatic manner, that he knew to a certainty the king had
nothing so much at heart as the ruin of the House of Nassau, and that

he only abided his time to take his life. During his speech he kept his

piercing glance firmly rivetted upon Margaret. Then did her. coilragc,

lor one moment, fail her—her cheek blanched—her eye drooped before

his
# stem gaze, and her hand trembled. Barlaimont drew close beside

her; she whispered a few words, to which*he replied in a tone so low as

to render it impossible for us to know what passed between them. Her
weakness was, however, but momentary. It passed away without leaving

a trace of its having existed, It was finally agreed that Brcdcrode and
his friend should be received, and a moderation of the edicts granted by
the princess in answer to their request, which we all hope and trust the

king may be led to ratify—a result of which the regent appears to enter-

tain no doubt. Thus shall we deprive the confederates of every excuse

for covert and illegal acts of aggression, and yet procure some ease to

the oppressed people. This was the final decision ;
with which the prin-

cess was, or seemed to be, well satisfied, though many said shfi would
have been more so with a very different issue.”

“ So far it is well,” said the secretary, after a moment’s pause. “ You
have to-day most gloriously silenced all the unfair calumnies that envy
and malignity dared to throw upon your name at your return from
Spain.”

“ Do you really think so ?” exclaimed the count, joyfully. “ That,

indeed, was my chief aim.”
tc And,” said Casembrot, continuing his own train of thought, and

little heeding the interruption, “ so long as you follow the footsteps of*

the Prince of Orange, little need be apprehended ; but having once

entered on the same path, it w'ere most ujisafe to deviate from it. Have
you ever thought of thi.<* my lord?”

“ I will not trouble myself to think on such a subject,” answered the

count, haughtily. “ I will pursue no man’s road but so long as it may
chance to be my own. But, Casembrot, I am thoroughly weary of

public matters ; let us recur for refreshment to those of a private nature.

The bond of amity and brotherhood between the Prince of Orange and

myself will be drawn tighter in one respect, at least, by the proposed

union of his brother Louis and my Isabel. When last a Nassau sought

a bride in our house, it certainly was not to liis disadvantage. Many a

fair estate, and many a bright jewel, did" my cousin of Burcn bring to

William the Silent. My poor Isabel is far from being an heiress, God
wot ! and it is flattering to my paternal feelings to see her sought thus

eagerly for herself alone.”
“ Your interest, my lord—your alliance may be of double value at the

present crisis.”

“ You do not mean to insinuate,” said the count, his eye flashing with

anger, “ that any one dares to dream of buying me over ?”

Casembrot remained silent—too weak, perhaps, to venture on a topic

so delicate, or knowing by experience that lie was more likely to persuade
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by silence than by words. The eloquence of a well-timed silence is but

too little understood, or too seldom resorted to, in cases where it is

important to convince ; it is often successful, whilst eagerness generally

defeats its own object. After a pause the count, seeing no further oppo-

sition was likely to ensue, resumed in a softened tone

—

“Be the motive what it may, the offer is too advantageous to be

refused ; nor do I see anything objectionable in Louis of Nassau.”
“ He is wild and reckless,” answered Casembrot, with energy.

“ He i^ a soldier, and has more of the freedom of the camp about him
than of the graces of the court. As to his being somewhat hot-headed,

that is rather a merit in my eyes than a
4
defect. It is pleasant in familiar

intercourse to read the heart ofca friend. I like not your covert, cautious

man—lie never belongs 'but to himself.’*

As he spoke, the eye of die count fell full* upon the pallid and worn
countenance of his secretary. It might have been chance, yet Casem-
brot grew paler with a sort of undefined, yet uneasy consciousness. He
shrunk, nervously, from the honest glance of his patron, and articulated,

in a low, hesitating tone

—

“ It is not always in man’s power to open his heart even to those who
would have no right to blame what they found there.”

44
I know of no such cases,” replied the count, bluntly ;

“ I never hid

iny thoughts from friend or foe, nor can I see any reason why others

should. Wiles and timid caution are only fit for the weak, and shame on
the man who, directly or indirectly, acknowledges himself such.”

“Alas! I am afraid many feci themselves weaker than children in

their secret bosoms, though they cover that weakness with steel and iron.”

“ Come, come,” said the count, laughing, “ this sentiment smacks too

much of the sick couch. A few days of abstinence, and a few drugs

from the apothecary, make women of us all; when you* once more back

a horse, and breathe the free air of the fields, mind and body will recover

tneir tone. But some time must elapse, I fear, before you will be able to

try their beneficial effects. Your hurts arc too severe to allow of any

trifling, nor shall 1 myself leave
t
Brussels so soon as I had hoped ; in fact,

so protracted may be my stay, that I shall send
f
off a messenger to the

countess to bog her presence here, so you will no longer feel confinement

irksome. Louis of Nassau must be allowed his opportunities.”

The invalid involuntarily started at this announcement; but the smile

of pleasure that had lighted up his wan countenance faded away at this

last insinuation.
64 Be not too rash in this matter for God’s sake, my lord ! The manner

in which Count Louis has launched into actual opposition to the king’s

wishes is so open, and his religious tenets are so obnoxious, that such an
union might, if too hastily concluded, expose you to the king’s severest

displeasure.”
44 It is strange that this should never have occurred to me before,”

replied the count, thoughtfully; “when now you point it out, it strikes

me most forcibly. Yet, after having formally accepted his proposals, how
to refuse without assigning what the Nassaus may consider a sufficient

ground—how to do this with honour I cannot see. I should have thought
of this before. Now the fiat is gone forth.”

44 But surely you might urge your daughter s disinclination—that is, in

case any such should exist.”
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“You are right,” said the count, joyfully; “that I can do both in
honour and justice to all parties, for it was a clause I always insisted upon

;

and I am pretty certain that Isabel, when left to follow the bent of her
own inclination, will prefer her father’s home to any other that may be
offered her.”

“That seems strange,” mused Cascmbrot, as if unconscious of the

presence of his illustrious patron. “ But,” he continued in a louder key,
“ should the prince and his brothers fever Yoyin, as seems likely, a party

against the king, and free the country of the Inquisition, and should cir-

cumstances as well as choice eventually bind you to the same course,

then would this alliaucc secure, at Dillenburg, a safe home and a fitting

one for your family— especially for Lady lwbel—during the commotion.”
“ Never !” exclaimed the count, with emphilsis—“ never ! Should

matters come to such a crisiS—which I hope and trust they may not

—

never shall the enemies of the king be my friends and allies ! Let others

swerve and waver as they may, my course has Keen traced throughout

these unhappy dissensions. Philip shall not make me a tool of persecu-

tion, nor shall any faction whatever make me forget what I owe to him.”
“ If that be your final resolution,” said Casernbrot, “ you had better at

once throw up all concern in public matters, and withdraw to the safe and
pleasant shades of domestic retirement.”

“ I own I do not understand you, Casembrot ; when I would have
abstained from coming this time to Brussels, it was you who argued

—

who pressed the point.”

“ Because I had hoped, and fancied—it matters not what.”
“ Nay, I seek not to know it,” said the count, dryly. “ But time is

wearing apace—you look very fatigued, Casembrot ; 1 have been uncon-

scionably egotistical in pressing upon you so long and so serious a con-

ference. When my ladies arrive our spirits will become lighter. Without
them this palace is dull indeed. I will now leave you, in order that*you

may seek repose.”

Chapter XVI.

A few days subsequent to the conversation between Egmont and his

secretary, the countess and her daughter arrived in town in accordance

with her husband’s desire, to whom the mere knowledge that they breathed

under the same roof with himself was a comfort, and a few hours, after

the pressure of affairs, spent in their society, a solace, which he would not

have renounced under any circumstances. Yet it was but at rare intervals

that he could enjoy the pure pleasures of his domestic circle. The agita-

tion of the princess made council succeed council ; and when Egmont
had fulfilled his arduous duties at the palace, his friends still claimed his

presence at their more private, but no less stormy discussions.

Not so with Casembrot. His delicate state of health was an apology

for his confining himself completely to the house, and his patron had ful-

filled his promise of making his enforced seclusion cheerful. Indeed,

nothing could exceed the soothing attentions of the ladies of the family

towards him. Although he well knew that this line of conduct was not

quite spontaneous on their part, yet the gentle Isabel, and even the proud

Sabina of Bavaria herself, threw over all their potions a grace of kindness

that seemed to come from the heart, and accordingly found an echo in his

own. He to whom for years the heart of the chief of this numerous
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family lmd been open without reserve, and whose influence over him, how-

ever unobtrusive, was acknowledged, could not but be looked upon as one

of its members; and his endearing qualities, and habit, that strongest of

ties, had made him one of general esteem and love. Thus his subordinate

situation was more overlooked by others, and less felt by himself, than

might have been imagined.

He had at all times an easy access to the countess’s apartments ; but

since her return from Purmerend, without any intrusive familiarity, which

he would,have been the last man to offer, and Sabina of Bavaria the last

lady to endure, he might be said to have made them, in some measure,

his own.

Within the limits of a smalUnrcular chamber (we should not now dig-

nify it with a more pordpous denomination than a closet), whose solitary

bow window", so deep as tosform a sort of second cabinet, overlooked the

then large park appertaining to the mansion, the princess whiled away
the ‘hours which her own desire, and the season that detained most ladies

of her rank in their castles in the country, made solitary.

Here she would employ herself upon some rich embroideries on which,

also, not only her daughter, but her ladies busied their lingers. The
chaplain, to pass away the time, would read, or talk of holy things, and
Casembrot cheer them with his varied but, at all times, interesting con-

versatidn ; or peruse, for their amusement, some one of those ponderous

volumes of cliivalric romance and lazy rhyme, which the taste of that day
favoured. To vary these occupations, one of the ladies might, perchance,

recount a tale, or Isabel sing, or when the countess was herself in a
pleasant humour, she would, as much for her own satisfaction as for that

of her listeners, dwell on the details of her brilliant espousals at Spire,

which the emperor graced with his presence, and dilate on the remem-
brances of the home and friends of early days, or, perhaps, on the still

dearer and more exciting theme of her husband’s victories. Although
probably the ear of Isabel was familiar with each and all of these reminis-

cences they never fell unheeded, and whenever her father was men-
tioned the glow of filial pride was on her cheek, the smile of filial love

played on her lip.
t

Such was the calm manner in which the hours of convalescence passed

for Casembrot—but too lightly, too pleasantly—perhaps his mind was but

in too great danger of becoming enfeebled by the very repose that restored

the wonted vigour to his frame. It might be that some fear of this

nature would occasionally force itself upon his mind, and cause the sudden
start, the involuntary exclamation, which Isabel, construing into the ex-

pression of bodily pain, would hasten to soothe away with her smile or

solicitous inquiries.

The little chamber we have described had become so familiar to Casem-
brot in the course of a few happy days, that he would linger there even

when more active duties, or other chances, caused it to be deserted by its

fair tenants.

One afternoon he was lefe to his solitary reflections longer than usual.

The count was absent. The ladies he knew he was not likely to see until

the evening repast would again reunite them
;

yet he could not refrain

from visiting the loved little room which, however cheerless in its unoc-
cupied state, still seemed to him less lonely than any other in the house.

He passed there several listless hours; still time hung not heavily upon his
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hands. He had been luxuriating in a pensive yet agreeable mood. His
reviving strength had permitted, or rather pwmpted, his imagination to

dwell on a thousand fancies, such as, it is generally believed, youth alone

can indulge in ; but those who have recovered from a great prostration of

strength, oftentimes experience that the first impulses of recovered health

bring youth to the heart as well as to the pulse. Reality has not yet re-

sumed its iron sway—renewed and coming vigour flows in a warm tide to

the head and heart,, brightening the &ne ancj cheering the other, until it

nerves the arm with its wonted energy, and runs in even streams.tluough-

out the system.

Casembrot was revelling in that spring-like mood of convalescence.

His fancy threw a peculiar charm over all flings, lie gazed in lounging

idleness over the large framework before which* the tabouret stood, dis-

playing proudly the deep gbld fringe which tke rich folds of the ladies’

dresses generally concealed, and smiled at the fresh roses on the canvas,

as though each reminded him of some dear face. * He picked up carefully

a little branch of box-wood which lay by the side of the richest and lowest

of these settee?, and gazing on it as if it had been a treasure, he lost him-
self in the softest, and apparently vaguest, of reveries. IIow long it may
have lasted he must have been perfectly unconscious, for it was the early

sunset of an April sky that awoke him from his abstraction. He rose

from the chair of state of the countess, into which he had thoughtlessly

flung himself, and turned into the recess formed by the window, to gaze
on the mellow tints which the clouds reflected.

He was about to retire to his own apartment, when a light step, stealing

behind him, made him start. Ilis ear had not caught the sound until it

was close to him. He hurriedly concealed the little twig of box within

the folds of his vest; but his very brow flushed when, on turning round, he
beheld, close beside him, Lady Isabel.

Despite the rigorous etiquette of those times it was impossible, whilst

dwelling for years under the same roof, that they should not often have*

met aloue, nor had he ever felt it embarrassing until thi^ evening ; but,

whatever the moti\e for this new and strange state of feeling, he could

not struggle with it so successfully but that it must have become visible,

even to one so inexperienced as Isabel. She seemed, however, in no way
infected by it ; for her inquiry how he had managed to pass the live-long

day without them, was accompanied by a gay laugh that rather tended

to increase than diminish his confusion.

“ I must leain to fall back on my own resources,” answered Casem-

brot, with a slight sigh, a for the time is now fast approaching when I

shall have no excuse left for devoting to recreation those hours which

sterner occupations ought to fill up. 1 shall find the change hard at first,

doubtless ; and, perhaps, it had been better never to have accustomed

myself to pleasures which I must now resign.”
“ Surely you would not wish to change your active life for a page’s

idleness ?” said Isabel, who seemed by no means inclined to give up the

conversation.

“Heaven forbid!” exclaimed Casembrot. “No, I shall be glad, in-

deed, to resume the duties that tjjpd me to reality. To dream away

existence thus were dangerous. The mind yields but too easily to the

repose of the frame, and a thousand visions rise up around one, as wild,

as capricious, and as flitting as the clouds that obscure heaven—like them,
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liable to be dispelled at every moment. Far better never to dream than

to awake from imaginary bliss
!”

Isabel was silent for a moment, then said, in her peculiarly soft

manner

—

“ I do not agree with you. I consider each happy fancy, each gay
hope, however idle the one and fallacious the other, part and parcel of

our earthly happiness ; and they who can surround themselves with a
world of bright visions, however improbable their realisation, enjoy a por-

tion t)f happiness unknown to duller miml9. Besides, as my old nurse

used to say, ‘ To think of good things brings them to pass.’
”

“ Deceive not yourself with so false a philosophy,” replied Casembrot,

with a mournful smile, “and seek not to mislead me. Alas! he who sets

his heart on impossibilities, if ho would not break that heart, must not

teach himself to think th«tn probable, but struggle manfully against the

folly of his imagining— to yield to them is voluntarily scaling his own
fate.”

“ Do you think one can escape it ?” asked Isabel, with a gaze so fixed,

that it was evident his words had turned her thoughts from himself to

subjects that lay concealed within her own bosom.
“ I cannot !” murmured Casembrot, to himself, rather than in answer

to the words of Isabel. “ For the strength that I would give worlds to

posses^—that strength which I feel to be man’s dignity and worth—that

strength, T have it not! T cannot hope ; and yet I know not how to

renounce.”

There was a moment’s pause. Casembrot*s ardent gaze was fixed on

Isabel ; but she seemed unconscious of the fact ; for the long dark lashes

that fringed her deep, blue eyes, did not shade their brightness. She
looked calmly, steadily, almost mournfully, in his face for a time, then

said

—

“'Whatever may be your sorrows, believe me I feel for you most sin-
€
cercly. But every one, I find by sad experience, must have their troubles

in this world !’*

“ Surely yours, lady, cannot yet have begun ?”

“ Speak not thus, Casembrot
;
you know as well, if not better than I

do, that changes in my own happy fate are in contemplation. Perhaps

you yourself have advised the very measures I allude to; if you have not

actually suggested them, at any rate you must be too well aware of their

import to render your silence of much avail. You cannot deceive me.
Why not be as frank as I am? I would not,” she continued, crimsoning

under the contrary impulses of her natural timidity and depth of feeling;—“ I myself would not have brought forward such a subject, but that I

knew you could not be ignorant of it. What, still silent ?”

“ What can I—what ought I to say ?” replied Casembrot, with somo
embarrassment ; “you state the truth so far.”

“ Well,” she continued, “ I am glad you acknowledge thus much.
Now, I will ask you how it happens that I have lost so much of your

friendship, that you seem to take no interest whatever in an affair of

such deep importance to me—that you do not even think it worth your
while to advise me, or to give me y^pr opinion.”

“ What poor advice I had to offer has been freely given to the count,

your father,” replied Casembrot, in his usual grave and distant manner.
“ IIow changed you or I must be, Casembrot,” said Isabel, gazing
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earnestly into his face. “ A few years back how different you were

—

listening* so patiently to all my childish griefs and joys—always protect-

ing me against my impetuous brothers—instructing me in so many
things I loved to learn, which no one, either at the convent I left so

early, nor even at home, dreamed of teaching me ! How you would de-

light in telling me of the bright stars above us, and their possible influ-

ence over our fates—of the hidden virtues of plants and stones—of the
meaning of everything in nature ;

until* I
%
learned to love all things

around me! Never would the equerry have overcome my chihjish* fears

had it not been for your help and care. You taught me to follow the

hunters’ horn and the baying hounds. For years have I thought what
yoif bid me think ; and now, suddenly, yoiy counsel, your friendship, are

withdrawn from me ! Is all the past, then, forgotten ?”

She uttered these words with the touching accent and look of helpless

infancy; but Casembrot, with a strong effort, steeled himself against

them, and said, in as cold a tone as he could assume

—

“ The change you speak of, Lady Isabel, is in yourself. You are

gradually leaving childhood, its pleasures, and its thoughtlessness behind

you ; and the dignity, as well as the cares, of womanhood ought now to

surround you.”
f

Isabel Felt the rebuke, for her pale cheek was crimsoned in an instant

with the tell-tale blood, and she replied, rather hurriedly, “ I consider

myself still a child, and wish others would do so; for it were not fair to

deprive me, in any way, of the kindness and indulgence to which I have
been so long accustomed. I know nothing of the world; nor do I wish

to know it —for many years at least. And does not ignorance of its ways
preserve a lengthened childhood ? You have so often said this that I have
taught m) self to believe it.” •

u I stiil think so; hut time, like the tides of the sea, tarries for no
man, and life's cares carry us along whether we will or not. Nor might
we, perhaps, to seek to withdraw ourselves from the current.”

“ I agree with you when we are able or fitting to struggle with life

and its trials; but surely, Casembrot, there are some beings in this world

whom Nature seems to except from that ge*ncral law, and by bestowing on
them no strength to endure, marks them as those to whom she would
spare all conflict. Of these 1 fancy myself one.”

“ Who can tell, lady, what is fittest for us here below ? That is a point

too important for frail mortals to decide upon.”
“ And yet I cannot help fancying in the more thoughtful moods that

have of late come over me, that a secret voice in every bosom tells what
is fittest for one, and that, if oftener listened to and obeyed, each mortal

might, perhaps, have it in his power to save himself from many a
pang.”

“ Alas! it is by following blindly the dictates of our own hearts, that

wc make woes unto ourselves. But what can your young wisdom, Lady
Isabel, suggest about your own path of life? You appear to have thought

much lately on topics which I should ha\e fancied farthest from your

mind.”
“ And probably they would long have remained so had you not, with

so rough a hand, disturbed my unconsciousness. There I was, all happi-

ness in my own dear home, seeking and dreaming of nothing beyond its

limits, bounding all idea of change to occasional visits to some of our fair
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castles—of pleasure to a grand hunt with the princess, and hoping that

years would thus pass by unnumbered by me, uumarked by pain or joy,

except as my father’s absence might bring the one, or his safe return

ensure the other. I was all trust in him and in you, when I am
awakened from my placid happiness by the sudden, and to mo most new,

thought, that I am not expected, not desired, to fill my place here for

ever. My beloved father—my mother told me this—and you, too,

Casembrot, have thought so. • They have informed me that my brothers

and jbisters would in time expect to see me Hit to another home. It is

most unkind—most unjust. I am but seventeen, and have not been so

long among my friends that they should already wish me away.”

As Isabel concluded these ^ords, hdr eyes were clouded with tears,*and
her voice faltered. «.

Casembrot was deeply jpoved. lie had neither sought, nor wished to

have that innocent young heart laid bare before him, and as he listened

to her words, lie felt as if he were usurping a right not his own
;
yet the

strong impulse of natural feeling huiried him away, in spite of his better

resolutions.
<k You need not go from us if you do not wish,” he whispered, almost

unconsciously, as he bent towards Isabel, in tones so low and choked, that

it required an attentive ear to catch them. She evidently lmd done so,

howewr; for, turning her tearful eyes upon him, she said, in a more
cheerful voice

—

“ No, I will not go ! I will never leave the dear home and the friends I

love.”

Never,” said Casembrot, recovering from the temporary emotion he
had involuntarily betrayed, “ is a word to be used cautiously, especially

in early youth.” 6
“ Well, then, I will say to satisfy you, not now ; not for—for ” she

hesitated, and slightly coloured.

“ Not for Count Louis of Nassau,” said Casembrot, filling up the

pause.
“ I did not exactly mean that,” replied Isabel, with a still deeper blush,

and with an evident effort. “‘It is not him especially that I would re-

ject— I do not wish ever to marry. I have be*n anxious for some time
to tell you this, that you might impress it on my father’s mind. You
can do so much better than i, and thus spare me, for the future, I will

not say discussions— for my father’s kindness to me is angelic—but the

pain of refusing anything that one so beloved may ask. Oh ! shield me
from the repetition of such useless grief. I know you have the power if

you will but exert it.”

Casembrot was much affected by the pleading look, the smile of trust

with which this appeal was made ; and it was with no steady voice that

he replied

—

“ Flattered as I feel by your confidence, Lady Isabel, it is my duty to

point out how much more pleased the count, your father, would be to

bear your sentiments from your own lips ; surely his tenderness deserves

all trust.”

“ Perhaps you are right—I feel that you are so,” said Isabel ;
“ but I

cannot tell you how, in spite of my warm, devoted, enthusiastic love for

my father, my affection and respect for my dear mother, I feel timid even
to nervousness in their presence. The very admiration which I feel for
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them checks the flow of my confidence. My heart would tell, but my
lips cannot. They would not chide, but they would not understand me.
My wild, gay brothers would ridicule me were I to speak my thoughts

;

#ven my little sisters, as they grow, will be different, very different from
me—even now they are buoyant and bold as I never was. No, until

now I never found any one who would, or could, enter into my fancies

and ways but you, Casembrot, and ypu too, I see, are fast chang-
ing”

^

*

Casymbrot coloured painfully under the young girl’s reproachful gaze,

and replied with some embarrassment that his feelings neither would nor
could ever change, however mu^h circumstances might alter his mode of

expressing them. i

“ But,” urged Isabel, “ I would have nothing altered between us. I

would that all should remain as formerly—I, Hhe attentive, docile pupil

;

and you, the patient guide. You know the title I once conferred upon
you in play. Well, keep it to the end—be still my father-confessor, as

you have been, especially to-day. Now your absolution, kind father, and
I shall inflict upon you no more at present ; but, like ail obedient child,

retire to my spinning-wheel.”

A shade of displeasure, amounting to impatience, passed over the in-

valid’s brow. There was something in the word father that grated on
his ear, as a harsh trumpet of alarm might have sounded amidst a choir

of angels. Father! This word, applied to him so frankly and confidently,

crushed a wild, tumultuous train of hopes which Isabel's unconscious,

almost caressing tenderness of voice and manner had, despite his better

reason, awakened in his breast. That one word, so calmly spoken, dissi-

pated the vague vision at once, crudely arousing him from his dream.
“ Yes,” said he, with a bitter smile most at variance with his usual and

seemingly inborn gentleness, “ I shall be too happy to be your .con-

fessor, counsellor, what you please, as long as I am your father's^

poor secretary. Bat I shall return to my estate one of these days—it

wants my care—and you will marry a prince or a count at the very least,

and go to a new home, and we shall, oJF course, forget everything we
have sai<l, or done, or even thought here

!”

‘ 4 God forbid !” said ^Isabel, warmly. “ How strange, how captious

you have become, Casembrot—ill-health must be the cause. But do not

torment me by speaking of all the possible changes which, I know, time

must bring, hut which I endeavour to banish from my thoughts as much
as possible. You seek iu vain to frighten me,” she continued, with a

tearful smile. “ My father will not let you go—nor my brothers—nor

myself. As for me, as long as I can, I will remain under this roof;

when I leave it, if I must eventually do so, then I shall exchange it for a

convent. This determination is what makes me so unwilling to mix with,

or to acquire any knowledge of, a world which I am resolved beforehand

to renounce.”
“ These are idle fancies, lady, and will fi ie before reality one day, as

the mists of morning are dissipated by the sun.”

“Time will show.”

‘Wimc will show, indeed, that you must follow the current, like

others.”

“ But I am not like others in anything ; that you yourself have often

allowed. Even in my cliildhood, I was unlike other children—more timid,

VOL. XVIII. 2 f
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less playful ; nor was T fond of learning1

, except from you. Books I never

could endure; letters were always dead to me. But I loved the country

and its lazy pleasures. To gaze on the green meadows and distant trees,

or on the blue waters from our turret window, for hours together, in calm*

delight, or listen to the hum of distant voices—the evening* song of the

returning herdsman—these were my delight. I was a dreamy, indolent

child, living in a little world of my own, thinking I scarce knew of what;
I had thoughts that I coukL not frame into words. You know the

gambols oil other children always frightened and fatigued me. ^could

not run so fast as they ; the least exertion seemed to tear my very heart

from my bosom, and left inc breathless—^speechless for hours. My voice

was too w eak for them to heed L in their plays. Well, I now feel among
grown people as I then ifid among children ; scared by the loud gaiety of'

some, uninterested in the Schemes, the plans* the wishes, that engross

others, unable to understand the cares that agitate all around me. What
seems to them so all-important, seems to me too trilling to be worth a
moment’s thought. I value highly what they scarce seem to notice or

think of. I feci I am like a child among them. I am still true to my
early tastes and feelings—loving the same things, the same beings. What
should J, then, seek among those who do not understand me, and for

whom I feci nothing? Every one seems striving to gain some great end,

and never to enjoy quietly the happiness within, reach. The world ap-

pears to ine, what Madame de Panne describes it, full of strife and anger.

The calm of my father’s home, where all is love and smiles—or that of a
convent, where all is peace— is alone fit for me. Say, Casembrot, am I

not right in choosing a life of repose, since I have not the energy to em-
brace one of action?—You do not answer.”

“ Have you, then, no desire to be beloved by the world ?” said Casem-
brot, ^vith a downcast look ;

“ to be admired—courted ?”

#
“ Oh, no! no!” exclaimed Isabel, shading her face with her hands.

“ The approach, the presence of strangers is always pain to me. To
dream away my life as heretofore, none telling* me of what passes in the

troubled world without, is all I yish—it is all of earthly happiness that I

would lay claim to.”

“ You would endeavour,” said Casembrot, u to avoid entering upon the

care*, the anxieties that make the heart weary, at times, in this chequered

world : but then you must al o renounce the gay hopes, the real joys,

that, at others, make it a paradise to man.”
u

1 think I am fitted to encounter neither.”

“ That is impossible!”

“ I will try to keep my impassibility by withdrawing within myself,”

said Isabel, with one of her sweetest smiles.
u You cannot, lady! Your affections are too warm. Better, like me,

try to steel yourself against sorrow', than hope to escape it—it will over-

take you one day or another.”
“ It is time to leave you, my grave monitor. You are too wise, and

too sad to-day—you afford me but scanty comfort. I will tell you when

} our forebodings come to pass. Adieu, knight of the mournful thoughts
!”

said she, with childish levity. “ When I shall have lived as long aayou,
perhaps T shall have become as prophetic of evil ; but I am at present

too young to believe it impossible to avoid it.”

These words, carelessly uttered, certainly never meant to wound, cut
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deep into Casembrot’s sensitive heart. A conviction presented itself to

his mind which, however harrowing to his secret feelings, was too clear

to be repulsed. All her thoughts had passed in review before his inqui-

sitorial eye. No ! he was not loved, as at one moment he had madly
fancied. Whereas love makes the bold, the confident, the assuming,

bashful in the presence of the beloved object, friendship alone, that

calmest of feelings, could lend courage and confidence to one so shy and
retiring as Isabel. Where was the downcast eye, the fear, the modesty
of love? Hers was the openness, the simplicity, of a heart that, towards

him at least, had no secret, no disguise. How could he, in liis wildest

flight of imagination, have dreamed tl^t the daughter of the great, the

noble Count of Egmont, head of a house no less illustrious by an antique

and princely descent than by splendid alliances and immense wealth,

could throw her eyes on a simple gcntilhommc
, whose race, though an-

cient too, had never stood sufficiently high to clAim such a distinction, even

had not his own want of wealth and position opposed ail obvious obstacle.

And was it not enough that he should suffer in having permitted his

own ardent affections to become fixed on an unattainable object, without

desiring another, and that other a frail, a delicate, and a beloved being,

to struggle with the same feelings, to endure the same pang of hopeless-

ness ? It was an ungenerous, unmanly desire
;
yet Casembrot^ould not

help experiencing all the bitterness of disappointment, as he felt that every

instant rivetted more closely the chain which he was destined to bear alone.

Isabel checked the strain of pleasantry in which she had last spoken

;

for, overcome by the conflict of opposing emotions, and the latent weak-
ness of ill-health, Casemhrot sank into a chair, and, biding his face with

his hands, wept like a child. She saw his distress without understanding

its cause, and tried, though in vain, to soothe him by her kind solicitation.

Tie repeated, in inarticulate accents, that ill-health alone caused this

strange and unaccountable lit of despondency, and pleaded fatigue as an
excuse for withdrawing from her presence.

When he entered his chamber, he gave way to his grief with a weak-
ness against which all struggle was unavailing. lie became then, for

the first time, aware «tliat the hopeless attachment, which he had yet

fancied in its infancy, was au overgrown passion that would demand
every energy of his soul to uproot. And had lie that moral energy

—

that strength which alone raises man above all other created things, and
elevates him even above woman's gentle resignation? Alas! he dared

scarcely answer this question to liis own bosom.

2 p 2
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SIR EGLAMOUE.
A FRAGMENT.

Has the reader ever observed, in studying Shakspeare, the power of

that first of poets in investing hip subordinate characters with a charm, an

impressive influence, such as no other dramatist confers, at least in any-

thing like the same degree? Other authors are commonly satisfied if they

can interest us in two or three loading personages—to whose sayings and

doings the sayings and doings oft the lesser agents are mere mechanical'

adaptations. Rut Shakspeare gives to each an individuality which breathes

a ?wli me tangere—an idiosyncrasy, a proper vitality of his own. The
subordinate is not merely a supernumerary. The “ walking gentleman”

is not simply a stalking-horse. He is not modestly merged in the glory

of the great man of the piece, but has a will of his own—instincts, habits,

tastes, and a real personal history. lie may be introduced in order to aid

in the evolution of the central idea, to affect the development of the

drama, and to elucidate the destiny of its hero ; but Shakspeare rewards

him for his services by drawing attention to his individual life; so that

he is not merely relatively, but he is absolutely, an object of regard.

While other writers make the subordinate a kind of sign-post—pointing

the way—itself a naked piece of wood, hastily planed by the carpenter,

and smeared over with white paint—Shakspeare lavishes art and ornament
on his sign-post, makes it of polished marble instead of painted wood,

carves it with the ease and finish of a master, and so perfects the appear-

ance of the thing that we not only glance at it to read the direction, but

pause admire the cunning workmanship of the monument itself.

%
As an illustration, take Sir Eglamour in the “ Two Gentlemen of

Verona.” This ehivalric personage utters, in the course of the five acts

—

how many lines? About fivc-and-twcnty. Yet he becomes familiar to

us, interests us in his behalf, and jecurcs our respect and esteem, our con-

fidence, our heart. The role he plays is but that of a Mr. Great-heart
to poor pilgrimising Sylvia, in her flight from Milan

f
and perjured Proteus

to Mantua and exiled Valentine . Sir Eglamour is a gentleman,

“valiant, wise, remorseful, well-accomplished.” He has had his

sorrows, and they have chastened and refined him, and have made him
the gentle and sympathising man in whose simple story we find such a

charm. lie has loved; but only to see the desire of his eyes taken away
with a stroke. Poor Thekla

,
in Schiller’s “ Wallenstein,” sings mourn-

fully and very sweetly,— «

Du Hcilige, rufe dein Kind zuriick,

Ich habc genossen das irdisehe Gluck,
Ich habc gelebt und geliebet.

And so has Sir Eglamour lived and loved

—

gelebt und geliebet.

Hear Lady Sylvia

:

—
Thyself hast lov’d

;
and I have heard thee say,

No grief did ever come so near thy heart,

As when thy lady and thy true love died,

Upon whose grave thou vowMs t pure chastity.
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His life has corresponded to his vow; it has been spiritualised by the
constant presence of an angelic form, to the music ofwhose mystic whisper-
ings (“in memoriam,,

) every chord of his heart has long since vibrated

responsively, with the harmonies of undying love. He has that in his

mien whereon noble hearts would implicitly rely. And therefore the
noble Milanese maiden, intent on a perilous enterprise, relies on him, and
commits her honour to his keeping—she another Una, and he another
Red Cross Knight. Hamlet will take Ihe Ghost's word fqr a-thousand
pounds ; Sylvia has profoundcr confidence still in the trustworthiness of

her knightly guide:

—

,
•

Sir Eglamour, I would to VUlentinCj

To Mantua, where I hear he makes*abode

;

And, for tlfc ways are dangerouf to pass,

I do desire thy worthy company,
Upon whose faith and honour I repose.

Site desires it from a heart as full of sorrows as the sea of sands. He
pities much her grievances, and knowing they are traceable to virtue, and
that it is no vulgar elopement which is proposed to him, and to which he is

summoned as coadjutor, and that it is no giddy hoyden, but one of woman-
hood’s finest ideals whom he is asked to succour, he gives consent to go
along with her— 3

llceking as little what betideth me,
As much I wish all good befortune you.
When will you go?

Sj/I.— This evening coming.
Egl.—Where shall I meet you?

fyl.— At friar Patrick’s cell.

Where I intend holy confession.

Egl.—I will not fail, your ladyship:
,

Good morrow, gentle lady.

%/.—Good morrow, kind Sir Eglamour. >

Soon as the sun begins to gild the western sky, “ kind Sir Eglamour”

is at the abbey where the rendezvous is
t
appointed.

And now it is about the very hour
That Sylvia, at Patrick’s cell, should meet me.
She will not fail—for lovers break not hours,

Unless it be to come before their time;

So much they spur their expedition.
* * * Sec, where she comes— Lady, a happy evening

!

What a grace and dignity—or, if you like Hendiadya better, what a

gracious dignity— about the lady and her escort ! How Valentine is in-

debted to that man, the preserver of his betrothed from a “ most unhappy

match,” fleeing with her along the rising of the mountain foot that

leads to Mantua.” At her bidding the chevalier leads the way, “ out at

the postern by the abbey wall,” soothing her apprehension of spies by re-

minding her how near is the forest, which once reached, they will be safe,

shaded in umbrageous concealment from the evil eye of malign pursuit.

There they are seen, and the news is soon conveyed to Milan

—

*Tis true; for friar Lawrence met them both,

As he in penaucc wandered through the forest:

there they are troubled by a thousand mischances, and sundered in that
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« shadowy desert” and those u unfrequented woods” where robbers hide,

making 1 their will their law. A
Shakspearc—master of the hearts of men !—why didst thou not tell

,

us, by one line, as thou only couldst, the after-history of this Fidelio?

Why not bring him once again upon the stage, if only to re-unite him

honourably and happily to the heroes and heroines, instead of leaving him

as thou hast left him—where ? Alas I- running from the outlaws, and,

“ being nimble-footed,” owJ-running them.

Really, it is a little vexatious to part with so excellent a gentleman as

Sir Eglamour in such an attitude as that—allowing him, for all we know,

to be at this instant perambulating Nortiforn Italy with the intensity of

the “ Steam-Leg” and the*cndurancc of the Wandering Jew. It serves

to put us, as well as the kyight-cM/rawf, out* of breath. It is as if

Shakspearc (we are going to swerve from orthodoxy a little) had painted

an exquisite miniature—perfect as far as it goes, but—unfinished, some

would even say, terminating in a daub. One is reminded of a meflpriaid,

or something of that genus—in the upper premises “beautiful exceedingly”

—but decidedly fishy and objectionable in the lower story. Rut this is

heresy—and there, the least said is soonest mended.

SUMMER, GOOD-BY E.

BY ,T. ANTHONY, JUN.

Goou-byjs to thee, Summer!—T bid thoc adieu,

For the leaves of the forest arc faded and few,

And the breath of old Winter hath silvered the spray,

And night is fast creeping on beautiful day.

Good-bye to thee, Summer!—in woodland anti dell

The flowerets have bid thee for ever farewell:

The smile of thy coming their race may restore,

But they, dearest Summer, will meet thee no more.

Good-bye to thee, Summer!—our parting (loth seem
To me as the close of a beautiful dream,

Which Fancy hath wreathed in radiance so bright,

And broken her spell in the darkness of night.

Farewell, oh farewell, then, an thou wilt away,

I ask not why hurry, or bid thee to stay,

Nor vainly repine—chilly Winter must reign,

But hope, dearest Summer, to meet thee again.

Good-bye to thee, Summer!—I bid theo adieu,

For the leaves ofthe forest are faded and few,

And the breath of old Winter hath silvered the spray,

And night is fast creeping on beautifhl day.
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THE BLIND SISTER.

By Dr. Borax,

AUTHOR OP “ A TALE OP MESMERISM,” ETC.

For real comfort, snugness, and often rural beauty, where are there in

the wide world any dwellings tltat can*equal the cottage homes of Eng-
land's middle classes ? Whether they be clad with ivy and woodbine, half

hidden by forest-trees, and approached by silent, shady lanes, or, glaring

with stucco and green paint, stand perched upon flights of steps, by the
’ side of dusty suburban roads,*—whether they be cockney-christened with

fine titles, and dignified as villas, halls, or lotfges, or rejoice in such sweet

names as Onk Cottage #
or Linden Grove,-*-stili within their humble walls,

before all other places, are to be found content, and peace, and pure

domestic love.
#

Upon the slope of a gentle hill, about a mile from a large town, where
I was attending to the practice of an absent friend, there stood a neat

and pretty residence, with slated roof and trellised porch. A light

verandah shaded the narrow French windows, opening from the favourito

drawing-room upon a trim, smooth lawn, studded with gay pjJTterrcs, and
bounded by a sweet-briar hedge ; and here old Mrs. Reed, the widow of

a clergyman, was busily employed, one lovely autumn afternoon, peering

through her spectacles at the fast-fading flowers, or plucking from some
favourite shrub the “ sear and yellow leaf” that spoke of the summer
passed away, and the dreary season hurrying on apace, ller daughter,

a pale and delicate-looking girl, sat with her drooping head leant against

the open window-frame, watching her mother sorrowfully as she felt her

own declining health, and thought how her parent’s waning years might
pass away, uncared for, and unsolaced by a daughter’s love. Within the

room, a young man was reclining lazily upon a sofa ; rather handsome,

about the middle height, but had it not been for a stubby moustache,

very long hair, and his rather slovenly costume—peculiarities which he
considered indispensable to his profession as an artist—there was nothing
in his appearance to distinguish him from the generality of young English

gentlemen of his age and station. Presently there fell upon his ear the

notes of a beautiful symphony, played with most exquisite taste upon the

harp, and gradually blending with a woman’s voice, deep, soft, *and tre-

mulous, every now and then, as if with intense feeling, in one of those

elaborate yet enervating melodies that hawe their birth in sunny Italy.

The performer was about twenty-five years of age, of’ haughty and
dazzling beauty. Her dark wavy hair, gathered behind into a large

glossy knot, was decked on one side with a bunch of pink rose-buds. A
full white robe, that covered, without hiding, the outline of her bust and
arms, was bound at the waist with a thick cord and tassel of black silk

and gold, adding all that dress could ad . to the elegance of her tall and
splendid figure. Then, as she rose and stretched out her jewelled hand
to tighten a loose string, the ineffable grace of the studied attitude in

which she stood for some moments showed her to be well skilled in those

fascinating arts that so often captivate the senses before the heart is tqpched.

This lady was the daughter of Mrs. Reed’s only sister, who in her
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youth hail run away with an Italian music-master. Signor

although a poor adventurer, was not quite devoid of honowflOT/jiH^
first married, he really loved his English wife, and proudly introdttg^aflBf^

to his friends at Florence, where her rank and fortune were made

of, and she was caressed and f&ted until half wild with pleasure and

citement. But this was not to last. Her husband, a man of violent and *

ungovernable temper, was heard to utter certain obnoxious political opi-

nions ; and it being discovered t^jat he was connected with a dangerous

conspiracy against the existing government, a speedy flight alone saved

him from the scaffold or perpetual imprisonment. They sought a tempo-

rary home in Paris, where, after dissipating much of their little fortune

at the gambling-table, he met w?th a sudden and violent death in a •

night-brawl, just in time t\> save his wife and child from poverty. The
young widow, who of late lyid thought more of her infant than its

father, was not long inconsolable. Discarded by her own relations, who,

with bilter and cruel taunts, had refused all communication with her,

and now too proud to return to them again, she settled with her little

girl in Italy, where a small income enabled her to lead a life of un-

restrained gaiety, that soon became almost necessary to her existence.

Here young Catherine was reared and educated, flattered and spoiled, by

all about her ; and encouraged by her vain mother to expect nothing less

than an alliance with high rank and wealth, she refused many advan-

tageous offers of marriage, and ere long gained the character of a

heartless and unprincipled coquette, especially among the English

visitors, who constituted a great part of the society in which she moved.

Her mother corresponded occasionally with Mrs. Reed ; and the sisters

still cherished an affection for each other, which increased as they ad-

vanced in years ;
but their ideas, their views, even their religion was

different, and the letters they exchanged once, or *at most twice a year,

afforded but little satisfaction to either. When the cholera visited Italy,

Madame Arnatti was seized with a presentiment that fate had already

numbered her among its victims, and, under the influence of this feeling,

wrote a long and touching letter to her sister, freely confessing the sin

and folly of her conduct in regard to her daughter’s management, of

whom she gave a long description, softened, it is*1 true, by a mother’s

hand, yet containing many painful truths, that must have caused the

doting parent infinite sorrow to utter. She concluded by repeating her

conviction that her end was near, and consigning Catherine to her

sister’s care, with an entreaty that she would take her from the immoral

and polluted atmosphere in which they lived, and try the effect of her

piety, and kindness, and steady English habits on the young woman’s
violent and ungovernable passions. Months passed away, and then Mrs.

Reed received a letter from Catherine herself, telling of her mother’s

death; also one from a lady, in whose company she was travelling

homeward, in accordance with her mother’s dying wish. Another long

interval elapsed, and the good lady was preparing to visit London, for

the purpose of consulting an eminent physician on her daughter's state

of health, when news reached the cottage of Miss Amatti’s arrival in

that city, which had been retarded thus long by tedious quarantine laws,

illness, and other causes.

Hy guardian was apparently glad enough to get rid of the charge

she had undertaken, and within a week Catherine removed to her aunt’s



lodgings, where she was received ^
attention; but a constant yearling after^
cate and unfeeling as it appeared to her Ipfative^Sta.

of an only parent; the freedom and bolds ^ss of her mafoiiftry*iw«»1»

company or in public, and her overbearing conduct to tliqtifc about her,

augured but little in favour of such an addition to their circle. .How-
ever, the good aunt hoped for better things from the removal to her

quiet country-home. Their stay in London was even shorter than they

had intended, and, fSr some tiimj after their return to the cottage, Miss
Arnatti endeavoured to adapt herself to the habits that must have been
so strange and new to her 9 she even sought, .and made herself agreeable

in, the very orderly but cheerful society where her aunt and cousin in-

troduced her, although Annie Reed’s increasing weakness prevented
them from receiving much company at their own house,

Edwin Reed, Catherine’s other cousin, was absent on a tour in Wales,

and had only returned a few days previous to the afternoon on which
we have described him as listening, enraptured, to the lady’s native

music. Seating herself at the piano, she followed this by a brilliant

waltz, the merry, sparkling notes of which made the eye brighten and
the brain whirl, from very sympathy ; and then returning to her favourite

instrument, she sang, to a low, plaintive accompaniment, a simple

English ballad, telling of man’s heartlessness, and woman’s frailty and
despair. The last verse ran :

—

So faith and hope her soul forsaking,

Each day to heavier sorrow waking.
This cruel love her heart was breaking;

Yet, ere her breath
Was hushed in death,

She breathed a prayer
For her betrayer

—

Angels to heaven lier poor soul taking.

Scarcely had she finished, when, as if* in thorough contempt of the

maiden’s weakness, shc~drew her hand violently across the strings with a
discordant crash, that startled poor little Annie painfully, and pushing

the harp from her with an impatient gesture, abruptly quitted the room.

The old lady had gone in to enjoy a gossip with her m^xt-door neigh-

bour, and so the brother and sister were alone. The signs of tears were
on the latter’s cheek as Edwin approached and sat down by her side

;

attributing this to her extreme sensibility wrought upon by w7hat they

had just heard, he spoke some kind and cheering words, and then began

to talk enthusiastically of their cousin’s beauty and accomplishments.

She listened to him quietly for some time, and then,

“Dear brother,” she said, timidly, “you must forgive me for what I

am about to soj, when it is to warn and caution you against those very

charms that liavc already made such an impression on you. I am not

one, Edwin, as you know, to speak ill, eve; . of my enemies, if such there

be ; and to any other but yourself would hide her faults, and try to think

of some pleasing trait on which to dwell, when her name was mentioned.

Nay, do not interrupt me, for, rest assured, I am only prompted by a

sister’s love. I have seen much of Catherine, and heard more; I fear her

dreadful temper—her different faith ; although, indeed, she seems to neg-

lect all religious duties, even those of her own church. Then I think cf

her rudeness and inattention
#
tO*our dear mother, who is so kind and
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when we first met, you would

„xed and pained at all we witnessed there.”

, dear,^ said her brother, “why should you talk thus

..lWfcrfrty fo me? Surely l£.nay admire and praise a handsome woman,
without falling hopelessly in lota.” #

44 You may, or you may not, continued Annie, warmly. 44 But this I know
and feel, that, unless she were to change in every manner, thought, and ac-

tion, she is the last person in the world that I would|ce possess a hold upon

my brother’s heart. Why, dr you know, she makes a boast of the many
lovers she has encouraged and discarded ; and even shows, with ill-timed

jests, letters from her admirers, containing prot( stations of affection, and sen-

timents that any woman of common feeling would at least consider sacred .
9

44And have you notching, then, to say in her favour?” said young
Reed, quietly. “ Can you make no allowance for the manner in which

she has been brought up ? or, may she never change from what you re-

present her?”
44 She may, perhaps ; but let me beg of you, Edwin, to pause, and

think, and not be infatuated and led away, against your better judgment,

as so many have already been.”
44 Why, my dear sister,” he replied, 44 if we were on the point of run-

ning off together, you could not be more earnest in the matter ; hut I

have really never entertained such thoughts as you suggest, and if I did,

should consider myself quite at liberty to act as I pleased, whether I were'

guided by your counsel or not.”
44 Well, Edwin, be not angry with mo; perhaps I have spoken too

strongly' on the subject. You know how much I have your happiness at

hcaft, and this it is that makes me say so much. I often think I have not

long to live, but while J am here would have you promise me "

A chilly breeze swept over thejawu, and the invalid was seized with

a violent fit of coughing; her brother shut the casement, and wrapped
the shawl closer round her slight figure. Mrs. Reed entered the room
at the same instant, and their conversation endeefc

Catherine Arnatti was in her own chamber, the open window of which
was within a few yards of where her cousins had been talking. Attracted

thither by the sound, she listened intently, and leaning out, apparently

employed in training the brandies of a creeping plant, she had heard

every word they uttered.

The winter passed away pleasantly enough, for two at least of the

party at the cottage.

Catherine and Edwin were of necessity thrown much together ; she sat

to him as a model, accompanied him in his ^ralks, and flattered him by
innumerable little attentions, that were unnoticed by the others; but still

her conduct to his mother and sister, although seemingly more land of

late, was insincere, and marked by a want of sympathy and affection, that

often grieved him deeply. Her temper she managed to control, but

sometimes not without efforts on her part that were more painful to wit-

ness than her previous outbreaks of passion. Six months had elapsed

since Miss Arnatti had overheard, with feelings of hatred towards one,

and thorough contempt of both speakers, the dialogue in v\hich her faults

had been so freely exposed. Yet she fully expected that youug Reed
•would soon he at her feet, a humble follower, as other men had been ; but
although polite, attentive, and ever seeking her society, he still forbore to
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speak of love, and then, piqued and angry at his conduct, she used every

means to gain his affection, without at first any real motive for so doing

;

soon, however, this wayward lady began to fancy that the passion she

would only feign was really felt—and being so unexpectedly thwarted

gave strength to this idea—and in proportion also grew her hatred towards

Miss Reed, to whose influence she attributed her own failure. Before

long she resolved that Edwin should J)e liar husband, by which means her

revenge on Annie would be gratified, antf a tolerable position in the

world obtained for herself, for she had ascertained that the young man’s

fortune, although at present moderate, was yet sufficient to commence
with, and that his prospects arubexpectatjons were nearly all that could

be desired. •

Neither was Edwin altogether proof against her matchless beauty. At
times he felt an almost irresistible impulse to Rncel before her, and avow
himself a slave for ever, and as often would some hasty word or uncon-

genial sentiment turn his thoughts into another channel ; and then they

carried him away to an old country seat in Wales, where he had spent

the summer of last year on a visit to some friends of his family. A young
lady, of good birth and education, resided there as governess to some half-

dozen wild and turbulent, children. Her kind and unobtrusive manners
and gentle voice first attracted his attention towards her ; and although

perhaps not handsome, her pale sweet face and dark blue eye made an
impression that deepened each day as he discovered fresh beauties in her

intellectual and superior mind. After an acquaintance of some months
he made an offer of his hand, and her conduct on this occasion only con-

firmed the ardent affection he entertained for her. Candidly admitting

that she could joyfully unite her lot with his, she told her previous history,

and begged the young man to test his feelings well before allying him-

self to a poor and portionless girl, and for this purpose prayed that tv clvo

months might elapse before the subject of their marriage were renewed.

She would not doubt him then ; still he might see others, who would seem
more worthy of his regard ; but if, in that time, his sentiments were un-

changed, all that she had to give was his
A
‘or ever. In vain he tried to

alter this resolution ; he : arguments were stronger than his own, and so at

last, with renewed vows of fidelity, he reluctantly bade her farewell. For
various reasons he had kept this attachment a secret from his family, not

altogether sure of the light in which they might view it ; and the position

of the young governess would have been rendered doubly painful, had
those under whose roof she dwelt been made acquainted with the circum-

stances. Although fully aware in cooler moments that, even had he
known no other, his cousin Catherine was a person with whom, as a com-

panion for life, he could never hope for real happiness, still he know the

danger of his situation, and resolved, not without a struggle, to tear him-

self away from the sphere of her attractions; and so, one evening, Edwin
announced his intention of setting off' next day on a walking excursion

through Scotland, proposing to visit Wales on his return. Different

were the feelings with which each of the Jr lies received this intelligence.

Catherine, who had but the day before refused a pressing invitation to

join a gay party, assembled at the London mansion of one of her old ac-

quaintances, turned away and bit her lip with rage and chagrin, as Miss

Reed repeated to her mother, who had grown deaf of late, over and over

again to make her understand, that Edwin was about to leave them for a
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time—was going to Scotland, and purposed leaving by the mail on the

morrow night. She had of course no objection to offer, being but too

glad to believe that nothing more than friendship existed between her

son and sister’s child
;
yet wondered much what had led to such a sudden

resolution.

Catherine Arnatti never closed her eyes that night ; one instant fancy-

ing that Edwin loved her, and ouly
#
paused to own it for fear of a refusal,

and flattering herself that I16 would not leave without. These thoughts

gave waV to bitter disappointment, hatred, and vows of revenge against

him, and all connected with him, more particularly his sister, whose words

she now recalled, torturing hcjrself with the idea that Annie had extorted a

promise from her brother never to wed his cousin while she lived ; and the

sickly girl had improved much since then, and might, after all, be restored

to perfect health ; then, the first time for years, she wept— cried bitterly

at •the thought of being separated from one against whom she had but

just before been breathing threats and imprecations, and yet imagined

was the only man she had ever really loved. A calmer mood succeeded,

and she lay donn, resolving and discarding schemes to gain her wishes,

that occupied her mind till daylight.

The next day passed in busy preparations; Edwin avoiding, as he

dreadcjl, the result of a private interview with his cousin. Towards the

afternoon Miss Heed and her mother happened to be engaged with their

medical attendant, who opportunely called that day, and often paid longer

visits than were absolutely necessary ; and Catherine, who with difficulty

had restrained her emotions, seizing on the opportunity, and scarcely

waiting to knock at the door, entered Edwin’s apartment. He was en-

gaged in packing a small portmanteau, and looking up, beheld her stand-

ing there, pale and agitated, more beautiful lie thought than ever, and
yet* a combination of the angel and the fiend. Some moments passed in

silence ; then, advancing quickly, holding out her hand, she spoke in a

husky voice:

“Edwin, I have come to bid" you a firewell— if, indeed, you go to-

night, in this world we shall never meet again ; neither hereafter, if half

that you believe is true. It sets one thinking* does it not ? a parting

that we feel to be for ever, from those with whom we have been in daily

intercourse, even for a few short months.”
44 And pray, Catherine,” he asked, trying to talk calmly, 44 why should

we not meet again ? Even if I were about to visit the autipodes I should

look forward to return some day ; indeed, it w’ould grieve me much to

think that I should never enjoy again your company, where I have spent

so many pleasant hours, and of wdiich, believe me, I shall ever cherish a
grateful recollection. Be kind to poor Annie and my mother when I am
gone, and if you think it not too great a task, I shall bo very glad some-
times to hear the news from you, and in return will write you of my
wanderings in the Highlands.”

44 Well, good-bye, Edwin,” she repeated ;
44
for all you say, my words

may yet prove true.”

But I do not go yet for some hours, and we shall meet again below
before I leave ; why not defer good-bye till then ?”

There was another pause before she answered, with passionate energy,

and grasping his arm tightly

:

44 And is this all you have to say? Now listen to me, Edwin ; know
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that I love you, and judge of its intensity by my thus owning it. I am no
bashful English girl, to die a victim to concealment or suspense, but must
and will know all at once. Now, tell me, sir, have I misplaced my love?
Tell me, I say, and quickly, for, by the powers above, you little know
how much depends upon your answer.”

She felt his hand, cold and trembling ; his face was even paler than
her own, as, overwhelmed with confusion, Edwin stammered out—

tc Really, Miss Arnatti—Catherine—I was not aware ; at least, I am
so taken by surprise. Give me time to think, for ” •

“ What, then, you hesitate,” she said, stamping her foot ; and then,

with desperate calmness, added, in a softer tone, “ Well, be it so
; body

and'soul I offer, and you reject the*gift.” A violent struggle was racking

the young man’s breast, and, by the working of hi! countenance, she saw
it, and paused. But still he “never raised his eyes to hers, that were so

fixed on him ; and she continued : “ You ask for time to think ; oh

!

heaven and hell, that I should come to this! But take it, and think well;

it is four hours before you quit this roof; I will be there to say adieu.

Or better, perhaps, if you will write, and give at leisure the result of your
deliberations.”

She spoke the last Avords with a bitter sneer
;
yet Edwin caught at the

suggestion, and replied

:

“ Yes, I will write, I promise you, within a month. Forgive nfy ap-
parent coldness; forgive ”

“ Hush !” interrupted Catherine ; “ your sister calls ; w hy does she

come here now? You will not mention what has passed, I know; remem-
ber, within a month I am to hear. Think of me kindly, and believe that

I might make you love me even as I love you. Now, go to her, go before

she finds you here.”

Edv|jii pressed her hand in parting, aud she bent down her forehead,

but the kiss imprinted there was cold and passionless. He met Jiis sister

at the door, and led her back affectionately to the drawing-room she had
just quitted.

The old gardener had deposited a portmanteau and knapsack on the

very edge of the footpath by the side of the high road, and had been
watching for the mail, with a great horn lantern, some half-hour or so

'before it was expected ; while the housemaid was stationed inside the gate,

upon the gravel-walk, ready to convey the intelligence, as soon as the

lights were visible coming up the hill ; and cook stood at the front-door,

gnawing her white apron. The family were assembled in that very un-

pleasant state of expectation, that generally precedes the departure of a
friend or relative ; Edwin walking about the room, wrapped up for tra-

velling, impatient and anxious to be off. At last, the gardener hallooed

out lustily ; Betty ran towards the house, as if pursued by a wild beast,

and screaming, “ It’s a coming;” and cook, who had been standing still

all the time, rushed in, quite out of breath, begging Mr. Edwin to make
baste, for the coach never waited a minute for nobody ; so be embraced

his mother and sister ; and then, taking Catherine’s hand, raised it hastily,

but respectfully to bis lips. Miss Reed watened the movement, and saw
how he avoided the piercing gaze her cousin fixed upon him, not so in-

tently though, but that she noted the faint gleam of satisfaction that

passed over Annie’s pale face ; and cursed her for it. Strange, that the

idea of any other rival had never haunted her.
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« Good-bye, once more,” said Edwin. “ I may return before you

expect me ; God bless you all
!”

And, in another five minutes, lie was seated by the side of thp frosty

old gentleman who drove the mail, puffing* away vigorously at his meer-

schaum.

The ladies passed a dismal evening ; more so, indeed, than the circum-

stances would seem to warrant. Annie commenced a large piece of em-
broidery, that, judging fromjfs size and the slow progress made, seemed

likely ta afford her occupation and amusement until she became an old

woman ; while Mrs. Heed called to mind all the burglaries and murders

that had been committed in the neighbourhood during the last twenty

years ; deploring their unprotected situation, discussing the propriety of

having an alarm-bell lftmg between two of the chimney-pots, and making
arrangements for the gardener to sleep on 'the premises for the future.

Miss Arnatti never raised her head from the book over which she bent

Supper, generally their most cheerful meal, remained untouched, and,

earlier than usual, they retired to their respective chambers.

For several hours, Catherine sat at her open window, looking out into

the close, hazy night. The soft wind, that every now and then had

rustled through the trees, or shaken dewdrops from the thick ivy

clustered beneath the overhanging eaves, had died away. As the mist

settled* down, and a few stars peeped out just over head, a black curtain

of clouds seemed to rise up from the horizon, hiding* the nearest objects

in impenetrable darkness. The only sounds now heard were those that

told of man’s vicinity, and his restlessness : the occasional rumble of a

distant vehicle ; the chime of bells ; sometimes the echo of a human voice,

in the direction of the town ; the ticking of a watch, or the hard breath-

ing of those that slept ; and these fell on the ear, with strange distinct-

ness, amid the awful stillness of nature. Presently, the clouds, tha^hung
over a valley far away, opened horizontally for an instant, while a faint

flash of lightning flickered behind, showing their cumbrous outline. In

a few minutes a brighter Hash in another quarter was followed by the low

roll of distant thunder; and so the storm worked round, nearer and nearer,

until it hurst in all its fury ovfr the hill ou which the cottage stood.

Miss Reed, who from her childhood had always felt an agonising and

unconquerable fear during a thunder-storm, roused from her light slumber,

lay huddled up, and trembling, with her face buried in the pillow. She
did not hear the door open or the footstep that approached so stealthily,

before a hand was laid upon her shoulder ; and starting up she recognised

her cousin.

“ Oh, Catherine !” she faltered, covering her eyes, “ do stay with me
awhile; I am so terrified—and think of Edwin, too, exposed as lie must

be to it.”
“

£ have been thinking of him, Annie.”
“ But you are frightened, also, a little, are you not—with all your

courage, or wliat made you shake so then?” said the poor girl, trying

to draw her cousin nearer as flash after flash glared before her closed eye-

lids, and louder clap9 of thunder followed each at shorter intervals.

“I frightened?” replied the dauntless woman. “ 1 frightened ; find

what at? Not at the thunder surely; and as for lightning, if it striMss,

they say it brings a sudden and a painless death, leaving but seldom even

a mark upon the corpse. AVlio would not prefer this, to lingering on a
bed of sickness.”
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“ Do not say so, Catherine, pray do not; only think if O God,
have mercy on us I Was not that awful ?”

“ Was it noj grand? Magnificent—awful, if you will. Think of its

raging and revelling uncontrolled, and striking where and what it will,

without a bound or limit to its fury. And fancy such a storm pent up in

the narrow compass of a human breast, and yet not bursting its frail prison.

What can the torments, that they tell us of, hereafter, be to this?”
“ And what reason can you have, dew: cousin, for talking thus ?

Kneel down by me, for once, and pray ; for surely, at such a time as“this,

if at no other, you must feel there is a God.”
4 4 No

;
you pray, Annie Reed, if it will comfort you; pray for us both.

There, now, lie down again, and* hide yo&r face. I will stand by your
side and listen to you.”

She drew the slender figitre gently back. Then, with a sudden move-
ment, seizing a large pillow, dashed it over Annie’s face, pressing thereon

with all her strength. The long, lialf-smotherecf, piteous cry that fol-

lowed, was almost unheard in the roaring of the storm that now was at

its height. By the vivid light that every instant played around, she saw
the violent efforts of her victim, whose limbs were moving up and down,
convulsively, under the white bed-clothes. Then, throwing the whole
weight of her body across the bed, she clutched and strained upon the

frame, to press more heavily. Suddenly all movement ceased, alid the

murderess felt a short and thrilling shudder underneath her. Still, her

hold never relaxed ; untouched by pity or remorse, exulting in the

thought that tlic cruel deed was nearly done, so easily, and under cir-

cumstances where no suspicion of the truth was likely to arise ; dreading

to look upon*the dead girl’s face too soon, lest the mild eyes should still

be open, and beaming on her with reproach and horror.—Rut what was
it she felt then, so warm and sticky, trickling down her arm? She knew
it to be blood, even before the next flash showed the crimson stain,

spreading slowly over the pillow'. Again the electric fluid darted from the

clouds, hut this time charged with its special mission from on high. The
murderess was struck ! and springing* up, she fell back with one shrill,

wild, piercing shriek, that reached the ears of those below, before it was
drowned in tlie din of failing masonry, and the tremendous crash that

shook the house to its foundation, until the walls quivered, like the tim-

bers of a ship beating on a rocky shore.

That night 1 had been to visit a patient at some distance, and finding

no shelter near when returning, had ridden on through the storm. Just

entering tlie town, 1 overtook a man, pressing on quickly in the same

direction. Making sorno passiug remark upon the weather, I was recog-

nised by the old gardener, who begged me for God’s sake to hurry back

;

tlie cottage, lie said, was struck by lightning, and two of the ladies either

dying or dead, from the injuries they had received. lu a few minutes

my horse was at the gate. 1 had just time to observe that two of the

chimneys were thrown down, and some mischief done to the roof. On
entering the house, I was guSied, by the low wailing sound of intense

grief, to an upper room, where I beheld on of those scenes that, in an

instant, stamp themselves upon the memory, leaving their transfer there

for ever.

Day was just breaking; a cold grey light .slowly gaining strength

over the yellow glare of some uusnuffed candles, whilo the occasional
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boom of distant thunder told that the storm was not yet exhausted.

Extended on a low couch, and held by the terrified servants, was the

wreck of the once beautiful Catherine Arnatti ; at slior^ intervals her

features became horribly distorted by an epileptic spasm, that seized one

side of the body, while the other half appeared to be completely para-

lysed ; and the unmeaning glare of the eye, when the lid was raised, told

that the organ of vision was seriously injured, if not entirely destroyed.

Close by, the mother bent sobbing 'over the helpless form of her own
child,* blanched and inanimate, with a streak of blood just oozing from

her pallid lips. I found afterwards, that Miss Reed, in her fearful

struggle, had ruptured a vessel, and, fainting from the loss of blood, had
lain for some time to all appearance dead. Shortly, however, a slight

fluttering over the region of the heart, and a quiver of the nostril, told

that the principle of life still lingered in the shattered tenement. With
thejnid of gentle stimulants, she recovered sufficiently to recognise her

mother; but as her gaze wandered vacantly around, it fell on the wretched

and blasted creature, from whose grasp she had been so wonderfully

rescued. As if some magnetic power was in that glance, Catherine rose

up suddenly, despair and horror in the glassy stare she fixed on the

corpse-like form before her, as, with another yell, such as burst forth when
first struck by the hand of God, she relapsed into one of the most dreadful

and violent paroxysms I had ever witnessed. Annie clung tightly to her

mother, crying, in a faint, imploring voice, “ Oh, save me—save me from
her !” ere, writh a heavy sigh, she once more sank into insensibility. It

was not until late in the afternoon, and then only with great difficulty,

that she was able to make those around her understand what had taken

place, and account for the intense horror that seized upon tier, when at

times a groan or cry was heard from the adjoining chamber, in which Miss

Arnatti lay. It became, therefore, necessary that this person should be
removed, and accordingly the same night she was taken to lodgings in

the town. Her conduct there was such as to induce a belief that she

might be insane, and steps w’ere taken towards placing her in a private

asylum. Once only, a few’ days after her removal, she asked, suddenly, if

Miss Reed wTcre not dead ; but appeared to betray no emption on being

informed, that although still alive, licr cousin^was in most imminent
danger, and, turning away, fropi that time maintained a determined

silence, which nothing could induce her to break, obstinately refusing all

medical aid.

I visited her, in company with the physician in attendance, about six

weeks afterwards, when she appeared to have recovered, in a great

measure, the use of her limbs
;
but every lineament of the face was

altered ; the sight of one eye quite destroyed, and drawn outward, until

little could be seen but a discoloured ball, over which the lid hung down,
flabby and powerless ; wdulc a permanent distortion of the mouth added
to the frightful appearance this occasioned. The beautiful hair was
gone, and the unsightly bristles that remained were only partly con-

cealed by the close-fitting cap she wore. It wr
as indeed a sight to

move the sternest heart. That proud and stately woman, wrho had so

cruelly abused the power her personal beauty alone had given her;
trifling alike with youth’s ardent and pure first love, as with the deeper
and more lasting affection of manhood, and glorying in the misery and
wretchedness she caused ! Stopped in her full career, her punishment
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began already. Yet was there no index on that stolid face to tell how
the dark spirit worked within ; whether it felt remorse or sorrow for the
crime, and pity for its victim, fearing a further punishment in this world
or the next ; whether the heart was torn by baffled rage and hatred still,

scheming and plotting, even now that all hope was gone. Or was the
strong intellect really clouded ? .

That night her attendant slept long ami heavily ; she might have
been drugged, for Miss Arnatti had access to her desk and jewel-case,

in the seerct drawers of which were afterwards found several deadly and
carefully-prepared poisons.

Tn a room below was a large chimney-g&ss, and* here Catherine first

saw the full extent of the awful judgment that had befallen her. A cry

of rage and despair, and the loud crash of brricen glass, aroused the in-

mates early in the morning: they found the mirror, shivered into a thou-
sand fragments, but their charge was gone. We learnt that day, that a
person answering to her description, wearing a thick veil, and walking
with pain and difficulty, had been one of the passengers on board a
steam-packet that left the town at daylight.

For a long time Annie Reed lay in the shadow of death. She lived,

however, many years, a suffering and patient invalid. Edwin married his

betrothed and brought her home, where his fond mother and sister soon

loved her as they loved him; and Annie played aunt to the first-born, and
shared their happiness awhile ; and when her gentle spirit passed away,
her mother bent to the heavy blow, living resigned and peacefully with

her remaining children to a good old age.

All efforts to trace the unhappy fugitive proved unavailing, and much
anxiety was felt on her account ; but about ten months after her disap-

pearance, Mrs. Reed received a letter relative to the transfer of what little

property her niece had possessed to a convent in Tuscany. The lady-

abbess, a distant relative of Miss Amatti’s, had also written much con-

cerning her, from which the following is extracted :

—

“When a child, Catherine was for two. years a boarder in this very

house. Fifteen years passed since then, and she came to us travel-worn,

and weak, and ill. IIer*history is known only to her confessor and my-
self ; and she has drawn from us a promise that the name of England
should never more be mentioned to her ; and whatever tidings we may
hear, in consequence of this communication, from those she had so cruelly

injured, whether of life and health, or death—of forgiveness, or hatred

and disgust at her ingratitude—that no allusion to it should be ever

made to her. She follows rigidly the most severe rules of the establish-

ment, but avoids all intercourse with the sisters. Much of her time is

spent at the organ, and often, in the dead of night, we are startled or

soothed by the low melancholy strains that come from the dark chapel.

Her horror always on the approach of thunder-storms is a thing fearful

to witness, and we think she cannot long survive the dreadful shocks she

suffers from this cause. They leave her, too, in total darkness many days.

A mystery to all, we only speak of her as he Blind Sister.”

2 Orvol. xvm.
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AID TO TALENT.

BY E. P. ROWSELL, ESQ.

It has been with amazement that we have read the bistory of many a

a gfeat.'inan. It has seemed as though some evil genius had, at the out-

set of his career, strewed every kind of obstacle and difficulty in Ills path;

and looking at the opposition which had to be surmounted, we have been

astonished at the success which was finally achieved. So extraordinary

have appeared to us the desperate energy and resolution with which

such a man thrust from his course everything adverse to the attainment

ofjiis object, that perhaps it has been oftentimes his determination rather

than his talent that has most forcibly stnick us on the perusal of his

memoirs. And there are suggested by this fact two very interesting aud

important considerations, ,upon which we propose to dwell in the present

brief essay.

The first is,—that the talent, thus checked and hindered in its exhi-

bition^ lias, when subsequently emancipated, shone with diminished glory

and for a lessened period
; and the second,—that if, in many cases, talent

has only been so emancipated by the exertion of the greatest courage,

resolution, and endurance, often and often, where these qualities have

been wanting, must it have failed entirely to display itself, and thus been

wasted and lost.

Now we need not argue the fact, that every mental like every bodily

faculty improves by exercise and cultivation. The orator gives a higher

character to his oratory by diligent study and persevering practice ; the

author, writing frequently and attentively, will find through this circum-

stance his writings possess a higher finish, and approach nearer to per-

fection ; the abstruse thinker will perceive from his persistence in habits

of thought that his mental faculties will be more at his command, will

more readily grasp and successfully grapple with the subjects dictated by
his will. Even so the painter will achieve a wonderful advance in his

art by study, and the mechanician accomplish by perpetual toil a vast and
manifest improvement. The orator, the author, the abstruse thinker,

the painter and the mechanician, may each one be possessed of extra-

ordinary talent, yet it cannot be denied that great as may be their

ability, the future magnitude of it must, to a momentous extent, depend
upon themselves. No amount of talent can supersede the necessity for

diligent application ; and if that application be withheld, the brightness

of the mental gift will be sadly diminished. And if this be so, and if

circumstances are at the commencement of their course so sadly adverse

to many who have within them high intellectual ability, struggling in

vain to gain access to a field wherein it might display itself, it is evident

that the delay, the want of exercise, the absence of everything like

encouragement and assistance, the presence of every obstacle and
hindrance,—it is evident we say, that these circumstances will have their

effect in dimming the intellectual lustre, and diminishing the mental
strength. Say that I have within me the germs of a great orator,—that

my mind is of that peculiar fashion that the expression of my ideas

renders me none of that trouble which the task generally more or less
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involves,—and that the mode of such expressmaexhibits a correctness

and a force by which I may be immediately if^Hfied ; assume this, and
then contemplate the fact of my occupation bH^onc affording scarcely

the slightest opportunity of my testing or exercising my peculiar ability,

—so that I might most naturally try to get rid of any notion of such
ability, and to keep in mind only the uncongenial pursuit whereby I
gained my bread. We say, so put thp case before you, and indeed you
can* hardly fail to see that even if, as far as 1 can, 1 nourish the talpnt

bestowed upon me, give it as much attention as lies in my power, and
so energetically labour that, after a long and dreary period, after having
sickqped and despaired, revived and sickene^ again, and again revived,

I drag myself into notice and subsequently into fame, it is little

likely that bright luminary as I may then be discovered to be, and
dazzling as may be my radiance, that 1 shall appear before the world as

vividly and as strikingly as 1 should have appeareddiad my powers been
fed by salutary practice and expanded by kind assistance, instead of

having been warped by compulsory inaction, and chilled by difficulty and
neglect? Nay, it can scarcely be but that I shall have suffered through
the delay of my triumph ; I am not the man I should have been under
happier and brighter circumstances.

But let us go a step further. I have fought and I have won ; I Jiave

toiled and I have triumphed. Just as I am about descending the bill of

life I find that I have arrived at the goal of my ambition. Henceforth
I am famous—henceforth my name will be in every man’s mouth, and 1

shall be hailed as an important benefactor of my species. People marvel

when they hear of the up-hill journey 1 have had to undergo, and arc

astonished at the perseverance with which I have combated and overcome

the difficulties and dangers of the way. I have no cause to complain

now of indifference or neglect. On the contrary, I am loaded with ad-

vantages and oppressed with benefits. There is a feeling that 1 ought to

have been known before, and an emotion of regret that so many years I

dwelt in obscurity, while the most prolonged life that I may enjoy will

too speedily close for the welfare of my kind* The most prolonged life !

it is scarcely likely that nr* days will be many; the same cause that kept

me so long from the bulk of my fellow-men, will, in all probability, have

worked to the hastening my removal from them. I pined in obscurity

;

I sorrowed when cruel restrictions were imposed upon my inclinations

—

when the mind had to devote itself to unworthy occupations, and the baud
to insignificant pursuits. The struggle, long continued, was not without

its effect, the fatigue, the anxiety, the hope deferred, the expectations

unrealised, the aspirations thwarted, all tended to a consequence. True,

1 won the victory—true, undaunted and undismayed, I strained every

nerve, exerted every energy, and fighting manfully, won gloriously ; but

the labour necessitated to obtain the triumph has made it sure that that

triumph shall not bejof long duration, and that the eye, at last lighted up

with success, ard the heart, at length caused to bound with tlie delight

of victory, shall ere long, both the one and the other, cease to perform

their office, and know the darkness and the quiet of death and the grave.

But now, if these evil results are consequent upon difficulty and delay

in the exhibition of talent, in those cases where, after fierce struggling,

the man more than ordinarily gifted has at length thrust himself into

notice, it will be no arduous task to prove to the reader that there are in-
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stances where even ajjMrter evil accrues, where obstacles are succumbed

to instead of being d^Hfcd, and where, therefore, the mental superiority

never shines forth, am^rover brings good to its possessor or the world.

And, if regard have been paid to our opening remarks, the causes at

work in such instances will be immediately apparent. We have implied

that it can only be by u the exertion of the greatest courage, resolution,

and endurance,” that the unfavourably-circumstanced talented man in

any department can hope to free himself from the trammels by which he

may be beset, and display himself before the world in his true and real

light. ts The greatest courage, resolution, and endurance !”—what a combi-

nation of rare qualities is ^ceded! Nerve to make every effort—will to

make every effort—lodily health and strength sufficient for the making

every effort. W hy, if all these have been required to achieve its display,

when circumstances have been adverse thereto, what a vast amount of

talent must have been withheld from the world ! And yet, inasmuch as

ive have given the fmally-successful man credit for the possession of these

qualities, we have only to withdraw them from his character to see at

once that by so doing we render it impossible for his career to have ended

otherwise than in defeat. But more than this, we need not abstract the

three requirements, but any one, and the result will be the same. Take
awa$ r his courage, take away the undaunted front which he opposed to

every opposition, and the determined hand with which he wrenched away
every obstacle, and you may give him credit for desire for fame, and

health and strength to support him in the pursuit of it ; but his timidity

will form an insuperable bar to his success, he will resign the effort in

despair. Take away his resolution, take away the hardy will, the irre-

sistible impulse, the fervent longing for a great name, and you may
ascribe to the man courage which might have sustained him against all

Opponents and nerved him against all assaults, and may imagine him
blessed with health of body that would have stood unshaken under heaviest

labours; but you cannot fail to see, that, without the stimulus which you
have taken from him, he will resign the effort in despair . Take away
his power of bodily endurance, substitute for the strong frame the sickly

and the rude health, the delicate, and, indeed, the gifted man may burn

with unquenchable desire, an appetite for greatness, for honour, for undy-

ing and transcendent and surpassing renown that cannot be, and will not

be, suppressed, and with the will to toil nobly, he may have the courage

and the nerve for labour

—

he will not indeed resign the effort in despair
,

he will not sit down and idly weep over thwarted endeavours and blasted

hopes, he will put forth every energy, he will strain and toil with every

power with which he has been gifted; but you must assuredly see that

the chances infinitely are, that before even the goal shall have appeared

in sight the runner will fall down and die. So that, assume the absence

of any one of the three qualities we have named, and you leave little hope

of success to the poor but gifted man struggling after greatness. There

maybe everything wdthin him constituting a great man; placed in a pro-

minent position he might be a glory to a nation, but as he is, weighed

down by adverse circumstances, met in every direction by obstacle and

opposition, the talent that is within him is, ana will be, hid from the view,

and no good be wrought by it, and no benefit conferred.

Now we are quite prepared to hear it said “you are only dwelling

upon an evil known and acknowledged ; the difficulty is to discover a
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remedy ; could such remedy be ascertained, it would be eagerly availed

of.” We grant this, and we say at once that it*is not our intention at

the present time to detail the means by whicmwe believe the cause of

talent might be importantly benefited. Our object now is simply to call

earnest attention to the fact, that it would be indeed a great blessing if

some mode could be devised whereby, of a certainty, superior ability

could bring itself before the world, and freely work for the welfare of

mankind. We want every thinking iiidivicfual to consider this ; we want
the great and gifted in our land to consider this ; we want the successful

talented man to consider this. This is not a time when we can afford

to lgse mental ability of a high character. We are not so rich in talent

at the present day ; circumstances now are ‘hot so very easy, the way so

very smooth, or the prospect so very bright, that it can be a matter of

indifference that lofty talents in some cases should never sec the light,

and never shine out over a clouded creation. If we cast our eyes around
at this hour, if we contemplate the mightiness of the aspect of the times,

if we consider the evidence afforded by all thiiigs^ipon which our eye

rests, that indeed, and in truth, there is much to make a wise and a kind

man deeply ponder, and ask “whither are events tending? and what
sights shall another generation witness?”—we say, if this be so, the

need is indeed evident for the calling to labour every large and lofty

capacity. Never let it be said “ we have plenty of clever men, wi need
not go searching in the highways and by-ways for unknown ability.”

Neither let it be said “ we cannot devise any scheme which would have
the marvellous power of first discovering and then fostering the store of

talent in a land fated to remain unrevealcd.” Let not cither of these

observations be uttered ; rather let us hear the words—“ the evil is clear,

the remedy is difficult to be devised, but at least the effort shall be made;
we will endeavour to give facility to the highly-gifted among us, to

show in its full force the blessing conferred upon them, and thus enable

them to achieve in glorious unison their own happiness and the world’s

advantage.”

TASSO.
BY \V. BRAILSFOKD, ESQ.

The world and all for love, the same fond theme

That woke the utterance of Petrarch’s sighs

To music ever sweet; the geutle gleam

That lights the summer of man’s memories

For ever and for aye,—such Tasso’s dream.

Oh ! who shall lift the veil that we may seem

Spectators of a true heart’s miseries,

Or note a poet’s wayward fantasies ?

Are we not gainers on our part to learn

The secret strength of love’s cid gift of song?

Or if we feel life’s scars, we yet discern

Its compensations, gleaning good from wrong,

And challenging the adverse powers of fate

To fill our minds with thoughts disconsolate.
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A ROMANCE.

By Madame Paalzow.

Chapter XXII.
c

t

Owing to the succession of festivities which took place in Amsterdam
on the occasion of this visit, it was not till the evening* of the second day

that Lord Fawcett found tim£ to repair to his stepmother’s house, since

his rank obliged him to accompany the king.

While tlie whole population of the city seemed attracted towards :hc

quarter where such a display of magnificence took place, the more distant

pstrts were left silent "and deserted, and presented a striking contrast to

the busy life of the cgpwdcd thoroughfares.

The quiet little retreat where the once brilliant Countess von Casarn-

bort now dwelt, enjoyed none of the advantages of this festival, save the

genial rays of the bright spring sun, which gilt its old Gothic gables and

windows, and warmed the portico beneath whose shelter Urica was wont

to spend her days. The faintness and oppression under which she

laboured, made it a necessity to her to pass much of her time in the open

air; even at night, when her sufferings generally increased, she would

often repair to her portico to breathe the fresh sea air, which alone could

afford her relief.

During the last two days she had been deprived of her only society.

Floris, as she well knew, had ail important part to play in these festivities

;

and Hooft, of course, could not desert his post,—thus, as her two aged
domestics never left her, she was wholly ignorant of the events of these

days.

Seated, as usual, beneath her portico, her head leaning sadly on her

hand, she listened with deep emotion to the roar of cannon which pro-

claimed the visit of the King of England to th^ arsenals and his return

to the palace. The royal honours which were so eagerly paid him, in

anticipation of tho«c awaiting him in his own country, too forcibly re-

minded her of her husband’s death. To win these for the master to

whom he was so faithfully attached, had been the object of his fond

dreams, and, aslJriea thought of the melancholy fate which had rewarded

his loyalty, and the coldness of the king in acknowledging these services,

she involuntarily exclaimed, with a deep sigh, “Ah, why do I live to see

all this accomplished without him l”

Her face turned towards the sea, and as she raised her eyes from the

ground, she observed a little boat approaching the shore. A young man,
whose rich attire bespoke him to he an English cavalier, jumped out of

it. and joined a group of children who were playing in front of a fisher-

inau’s cottage on the beach, ile was evidently asking for a guide, since

a few minutes afterwards he might he seen [*oceeding towards the little

wicker-gate of Urica’s dwelling, preceded by a barefooted urchin, to

whom he threw a few guilders for his trouble.

As he walked up the avenue, Urica gazed on him with thes. deepest

attention
; a cry of surprise burst from her lips, for she had recognised
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those noble features; then rising from her seat without assistance, she

walked on slowly a few steps, borne up by the power of her feelings ; she

stretched out her hands towards him, and, as he threw himself at her
feet, she said, with the fervour of inspiration, while she pressed his head
to her bosom,

“ My God, I thank thee that thou hast permitted me to live to see my
Fawcett's son

!”

The young man was deeply moved by fhe animation and enthusiasm

which the thought of his being Lord Fawcett's son had awakened in.the
dying Urica, for he could but too plainly trace in her emaciated form the

signs of approaching dissolution. lie led her back to her seat, and,

kneeling down, clasped her hands m his, anft gazed again and again into

that pale face, as if to assure himself she was, indeed, that brilliant Urica
who had been the admiration of his boyish days*

Urica s eyes, too, were fixed upon him with melancholy earnestness

;

she had scrutinised and remembered each feature with painful eagerness.

He was, indeed, the living image of liirn she had so deeply loved, and,

although painfully reminded of her loss, she could not even for a moment
withdraw her gaze.

Hitherto only single sentences had passed between them; no explanation

had taken place, for Urica could not summon courage to talk of the past

to Lord Fawcett's son, and the young carl, on his part, was witliheli from
various motives from speaking first.

VVe have before said, that he had been brought up under the auspices

of his grandmother—a bigoted Roman Catholic. Owing to the stirring

life his lather had led, and the disastrous fate that had befallen him, the

young man had been left without any counteracting power to the influence

of the Dowager Countess of Kilmaine and her confessor. Ills sister was
a few years his senior, and had been brought up in the Roman Catholic
faith; and Lord llenry, naturally of an amiable and gentle disposition,

had been induced, through her entreaties, as well as the exhortations of
the old countess and her confessor, to embrace their faith at an early

age
\
When Lady Kilmaine first heard of her* son-in-law's second marriage,

she determined, ere she tmew who this successor of her daughter was, to

hate her cordially for this simple cause ; and the fact she afterwards

heard of IJrica’s being a foreigner and a Protestant, only contributed to

increase the bitterness and vehemence of her feelings.

Urier s beauty, her dignified manner, her noble character, and all the

pains she took to conciliate her husband's mother-in-law, were of no avail.

The latter clung to her bitter feelings and prejudices with blind obstinacy,

and exerted all her influence to instil the same feelings into the minds of

her grandchildren, by persuading them they were wronged and defrauded

their rights and their father’s affections. She did not find much difficulty

in creating a cl
r
-like in the mind of her granddaughter, who was naturally

of a proud and suspicious temper ; hut all her representations failed in pro-

ducing any effect on Lord llenry. Tic became warmly attached to his

beautiful stepmother, who, on her part, sought to rouse his energy, and to

awaken him from the mental lethargy into which, from delicate health and

pliancy of disposition, he had fallen under the stern discipline of his grand-

mother. Lord Fawcett, as we have said, w as often absent, and, therefore,

ignorant of the state of affairs ; and Urica, too, was soon obliged to part
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from this gentle boy when she followed her husband to France, as no

entreaties could prevail on the Countess Kilmaine to give up the rights

she had acquired by Lord Fawcett’s solemn agreement to preside over his

early youth.

Though quite a boy at that time, no after-circumstance had power to

overcome his affection for Urica, nor wholly to efface the influence she

had exerted over his mind. The intrigues and artifices which Lady Kil-

maine and her confessor employed to root out this impression, were
inntnuty/able and indescribable. They invented the basest falsehoods and
calumnies against Urica, from the fear that their influence might be

shaken through her means, and Lord^IIenry induced to forsake the new
faith they had persuaded him* to embrace. At a later period he was sent

to Oxford by his father’s desire ; and it was while pursuing his studies

there that Lord Fawcett’^ execution took place. Henry had loved this

father with all the ardour and devotion of his generous nature, and looked

up to him with enthusiastic admiration as the model it was his dearest

desire to imitate. This sad event had the most painful influence upon
him ; all his hopes were crushed. He sank into a state of gloomy,

hopeless sorrow, the ardour of his youth had fled, and life seemed to have

lost its value for him.

In the mean time, neither age nor sorrow had weakened Lady Kil-

maine*s hatred to Urica ; she continued to spread the most wicked reports

concerning her, while her emissaries intercepted the letters Urica wrote

at several intervals to the young earl after his father’s death, as well as

those lie had written to her under the influence of his deep distress.

The continued dropping of water on the same spot will at length

make an impression even on the hardest granite ; and thus we must own
that the young earl, unable to account for this enigmatical silence—his

ears continually assailed by the same aspersions on her character—at

length felt his trust in Urica somewhat shaken, and suffered himself to be
dissuaded from his intention of seeking her out ^ but his morbid sensibility

was so deeply wounded, that he now began to distrust the whole world,

and was in danger of becoming a gloomy misanthrope.

Thus time passed, till General Monk’s succes^ had regained the crown
for Charles II., and the young Earl of Fawcett, who had distinguished

himself in this campaign, was named a member of the committee of

lords who repaired to Holland to invite the king to take possession of

his kingdom.

Circumstances had occurred since Lord Fawcett’s arrival in this

country to convince him of the falsehood of all he had heard concerning

Urica; and had the shadow of a doubt still existed in his mind, her

appearance, and the expression of deep sorrow and noble resignation on
her pale countenance, would have chased it away for ever.
“ As he knelt at her feet, the self-reproach he felt for having allowed

any one to influence him against her, kept him silent.

At length Urica, regaining composure, desired him to sit down and
tell her why he had left all her letters unanswered. This broke the spell.

Lord Fawcett, much surprised, replied he never had received any, and
Urica's questions gradually led to the discovery of the truth. Though
Lord Fawcett refrained from accusing any one but himself, Urica knew
but too wrell to whom the blame was due. Yet she did not feel the
slightest resentment. She was now superior to all petty irritability ; she
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only felt pity for the misguided individuals who thus degraded themselves,

and for the unhappy youth, whose noble spirit had been crushed to

become their tool.

As she led him to speak of his past life and his plans for the future,

she observed with regret the gloomy despondency into which he had
sunk, and the apathetic indifference with which he spoke of life.

“ Alas !” said he, when she gently reproached him for this want of
energy, “ I was not born to be happy ; the faults of my character and
disposition must ever prevent my becoming so ; my father’s dreadful* fate,

too, lias for ever destroyed the ardour of my youth. Ah, my mother

!

that sad stroke has irrecoverably4espoiled
#
both you and me of youth and

vigour.”
#

“ Heaven forbid that you should think so, my son,” replied Urica, with

melancholy earnestness. “ Yours is not thfi age for such a hopeless

renunciation of happiness. Life has yet numerous claims on you
;
$nd,

in seeking to meet them with energy and vigour, you will insensibly find

the happiness you now despair of.”

Here the conversation was interrupted by the approach of a light step

;

it was Floris, who came under Caas’s escort to pay her evening visit to

Urica. When she saw Lord Fawcett she stopped a moment, while a
faint blush tinged her delicate check. Urica did not notice this, nor did

she remark that the young lord’s eye kindled with a brighter fire* for she

was reflecting on what she had just said. She was not surprised at their

being already acquainted, for Lord Fawcett had told her of his meeting
with Floris, and the interest he had felt in listening to her account of his

beloved stepmother. Turning to Floris, she asked for a description of her

adventures ; and thus time passed, till at length Urica reminded Floris

she must return home to dress for the ball at the palace. She detained

Lord Fawcett for a minute, to say she hoped to see him again o\i the

ensuing day.
“ Every day, my dearest mother,” he replied. “ As long as I am here,

you cannot refuse me the happiness of seeing you, for which I have pined

so long.”

Thus saying, he tenderly kissed her hand, and returned towards the

city.

The excitement into which Urica had been thrown by the events of

this day, seemed strangely enough to have fanned the faint glimmering

spark of her life into a gentle flame. She appeared to have regained her

fading strength, and the quick penetration and lively sympathy which

rendered her society so beneficial and so delightful to all who were pri-

vileged to enjoy it.

On the succeeding day the king left Amsterdam for Sheveling, where

a squadron was waiting to carry him over to England. Lord Fawcett,

however, remained behind. The king had charged him witli a mission

to the court of France, and entrusted him with private despatches to his

mother, Queen Henrietta, who was still residing there. After having

accompanied the royal cortege some miles out of town, he returned in the

train of the city authorities, and eagerly repaired to Urica’s little country-

house.

He found her in her usual place, but she was not alone ; Floris, pale and
silent, was sitting at her feet, her lovely head reclining sadly on her hand,

while she mingled her tears with those of her aunt for the loss of the noble
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and excellent Madame van Marseeven, who had suddenly expired that

morning.

When Lord Fawcett approached, Floris smiled faintly through her

tears, and gave him her hand as to an old acquaintance.

The touching sorrow of Floris, and the animation of Urica, seemed to

have lessened the difference between them ; for, in spite of the ravages

time and sorrow had committed on Urica’s beauty, their resemblance sur-

prised Lord Fawcett more than ever.

There *was something inexpressibly attractive to him in poor Floris’s

soft and melancholy mood, for his own inclination ever pointed that way,

and thus no state of things could have l^een better calculated to increase

the interest of these young people for each other. Added to this, Neess

had been so alarmed at the violence of Floris’s grief at the death of her

excellent friend, that he hud yielded more easily than usual to II oft’s

proposal that he should^ leave the poor girl at liberty to seek relief for

her sorrow in visiting her friends.

She could find no admittance in the house of mourning, for Mynherr
van Marseeven, in the gloomy selfishness of sorrow, had sent his two
youngest daughters—the only ones who were yet single—to the houses

of their married sisters, and insisted on keeping watch alone near the

corpse of his wife, inaccessible to every one else ; and thus Floris eagerly

repaired* to her beloved aunt, Urica, there to seek comfort for her aching

heart.

She certainly found more gratification there than she expected, for

she had not thought of meeting Lord Fawcett, who she imagined would
not return till night. It was with difficulty she disguised her emotion,

on hearing that he was to depart in a few days on his embassy to France.

Yet, perhaps, the certainty of this approaching separation rendered the

intercourse of these young people more easy and unrestrained, and in-

creased the charm they felt in each other’s society.

Urica’s earnest solicitude for Lord Fawcett’s happiness induced her to

observe him closely, in hopes of obtaining a true insight into his cha-

racter, and perhaps warding off, in some measure, the evil influence

which had bowed down his spirits.
t

She was enchanted by the noble qualities of his mind—necessarily

apparent even to the most cursory observer
;
yet his character filled her

with serious alarm, for the most estimable and amiable qualities were
mingled with the most dangerous elements of weakness—distrust of himself

and others,—a natural disposition to violence, which, though it seldom broke

forth, yet evidently existed in his mind,—and a sort of dreamy indolence,

tending to misanthropy and a love of solitude. She felt that all these

qualities exposed him to the danger of becoming a tool in the hands of

those who knew his faults, and possessed sufficient penetration to call

them into action.

His acquirements were very extensive, and his taste refined and cul-

tivated. Whenever he overcame his usual taciturnity, his conversation

was well chosen, and displayed much talent and judgment. Yet it was
evident he withdrew from thus exerting himself whenever he could, and
preferred listening to others in dreamy inactivity. But, when alone with

Urica he was led to unburden his heart to her, she was ready to weep at

the state of discouragement into which he had fallen, and the prevailing

tendency in him to see everything in life only from its darkest side.
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On the last day of his stay in Amsterdam, Urica was destined to ex-
perience a deeper cause for anxiety, for she suddenly discovered a strange
alteration in Lord Fawcett and Floris.

While the former evinced an animation and cheerfulness of manner
which could not be the offspring of his natural disposition, Floris had
exchanged her happy composure and frank easy manner for a certain bash-
fulness and timidity, while her eyes sunk

t
and her heart throbbed beneath

Lord Fawcett’s ardent gaze. •

Urica really loved Floris as if she had been her own daughter, ard
hence arose her anxiety ; she trembled for the happiness of her niece, if

Ijord Fawcett’s love should leacl him to desire a union with her ; she

knew the character and opinions of his relations,
#
and feared the influence

they exercised over him. She was convinced the connexion would be
highly displeasing to them, and Floris, alone hi a strange land, would bo
quite at their mercy, while her being a zealous T^rotestant would provide

them with a ready point of attack ; for Urica knew the young earl

clung to his faith with conscientious anxiety, and refrained from employ-
ing his reason or judgment to test its truth, as a temptation he was bound
to resist.

The existence of this danger had not been fully impressed on Urica’s

mind till the morning of this day, when Floris yielded to Lord Fawcett’s

entreaties to pay her a visit at her father’s house. His expressions of

delight on receiving this permission, and their corresponding effects on
Floris, could not bo mistaken ; and when the gondola was ready in which
the young people were to proceed thither by the canal, accompanied by
Ulla, the young earl knelt down at Urica’s feet, his countenance radiant

with joy, and cried, “ Oh, my mother, I shall have to thank you for

recovering the happiness of my life!” she felt at once what he meant
by these words; and the reflections we have already alluded to occyrred

to her mind, and terminated in the conviction that it was her duty to

prevent this union, or at least to retard it, and give all the parties con-
*

cerned time for mature consideration.

She had taken but little interest in this visit to Van der Neess’s house,

as she deemed it an cvynt of little importance, or merely a whim of the

young earl's to see whether Floris would be disconcerted by the vulgar

appearance of her father, of which he had heard so much ; but now Urica

looked on this visit as an important crisis, which might produce an influence

favourable to her views, since she hoped much from the impression Neess

could not fail to create on a man of Lord Fawcett’s high breeding and

refined feelings.

But Urica forgot that when a man is in love ere he is sure of the

object of his affections, he never meets with any obstacle but he construes

it into a new cause for persevering in his determination. Thus the effect

of Van der Neess’s appearance on Lord Fawcett was only to strengthen

liis love for Floris, by convincing himself she was in an unworthy situation.

He pictured himself as her deliverer ;
and his generous spirit rejoiced at the

idea of offering her .a brilliant position in life, instead of one that ap-

peared to him so ignominious.

Van der N6ess, at first, felt angry and uneasy to see a Fawcett enter

his house. He imagined he must be in reduced circumstances, and feared

an attack upon his cash ; but when this apprehension was removed, his

manner became deferential and cringing to a revolting degree.
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To any one who was not acquainted with this train of thought, the

coarse speeches Van der Neess at first addressed to the young lord must

have been incomprehensible. The surprise, nay, the terror of Lord Faw-
cett, when lie saw Van der Neess, and the struggle which took place in

his mind ere he could bring himself to believe this repulsive vulgar man
to be the father of liis beautiful Floris, prevented his taking any notice of

what was said. But he felt indignant to see Floris busy herself about

Van der Neess with affectionate eagerness, while she strove, by her en-

chanting sweetness, to dissipate his sullen, suspicious humour. When she

turned away from her father, Lord Fawcett thought she could no longer

be the same, and that something of this hateful communion must adhere

to her ; and when she approached him, he felt a sort of coolness towarefs

her, and looked at her with embarrassment, as if he thought she weve
making game of him, and Jill this would turn out some coarse jest, and it

would be proved at last that this low man was not her father after all.

\ an der Neess, of course, had no idea of all this, and it was no easy

matter to make him understand the tone he ought to assume towards the

young lord, for Floris refrained from exercising her accustomed influence

over her father, partly from the preoccupation of her mind, and partly,

because more than ever, nay, perhaps for the first time in her life, she

felt ashamed of his personal appearance.

Nor did the young people succeed in recovering their good-humour;
Van der Neess, satisfied by the composed answers of the young earl, that

the latter had regained possession of his confiscated estates, changed his

rude tone to one of cringing civility
;
but this made him appear, if pos-

sible, more repulsive, and the young people soon withdrew from his

society, under the pretext of visiting the court of pleasure.

Urica easily observed that both Lord Fawcett and Floris bad been put

out b
#
v this unlucky visit ; but far from being displeased, she rejoiced that

they should have experienced an interruption to the feelings which had
* hitherto absorbed them, and cherished a hope that the same cause

might prove an obstacle to any further advances. Nor did Lord Fawcett
hesitate to express his surprise to Urica at the wide dissimilarity between

the father and daughter. She smiled in secret
(

at the reluctance he

showed to believe in the reality of this relationship; yet he could never

mention Floris’s name without evident emotion.

Lord Fawcett’s mission to the court of France was of a delicate and
important nature. It was the first time he appeared in a public character,

and lie was naturally anxious to acquit himself worthily of the trust re-

posed in him. Notwithstanding the empire Floris exercised over his mind,

liis approaching departure induced him to turn his thoughts to this sub-

ject; and as he had never been in France, he applied to Urica for some
advice regarding the course he should adopt at this court, which was
rising to its highest glory under Louis XIV., and attracted the eyes of all

Europe.

No one could be better qualified to give advice on this subject than

Urica. She had only to call to mind her own sojourn at the court of

Versailles, and through her correspondence with her royal friend, the un-

happy Henrietta, she was perfectly aware of all that passed at that in-

triguing court, and this enabled her to give the young charge d’affaires

an accurate description of the state of things, which could not fail to be
of service to him. She was the more ready to undertake this task, from
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a wish to fill up the time with serious conversation, in order to turn Lord
Fawcett’s thoughts from Floris, and prevent his bwjig led to make any
declaration of his sentiments to her niece.

^
But though she succeeded in this particular, it was not in her power to

prevent his making a confession to herself of his feelings with regard to

Floris. Lord Fawcett followed her into her closet, whither she retired to

finish a letter to the queen, and throwing himself at her feet, he cried,

“ My mother, during the short time 1 have lived with you, you have
given a new turn to my life. You have aroused me from my selfish lan-

guor; and, if ever I become worthy of the name of Fawcett, I shall owe
it to you, who have taught me ^vhat noble exertions such a name demands
of him who bears it. Trust me, your kibd solicitude for my welfare shall

not be thrown away ; but now, I beseech you go, a step farther yet, and
make me happy—permit me to sue for Floria, and promise me the happi-

ness of possessing her on my return.”

Urica was thrown off her guard by this sudden attack. All her objec-

tions rushed forcibly to her mind, and she exclaimed, with her old vehe-

mence of manner,
“ Never! Henry, never! It must not be; think no more of it. Pro-

mise me you will not. No, Henry ; do not look so sad, but, indeed, it

cannot be!”

Urica had no sooner said this, than she felt she had placed herself in

an embarrassing position by her refusal; she was apprehensive of ap-

pearing harsh, and checking the self-confidence she had succeeded in

arousing, by telling him the true cause of her objection, which existed

merely in his character; and yet she felt that if she alleged no reasons,

her simple refusal would not suffice to quell his ardour.

A glance at Lord Fawcett convinced her of this
;
yet it was not merely

sorrow that she read in his countenance, but an access of the violence she

had before discovered formed part of his character. Starting to his feet,

he exclaimed, in a tone of offended pride,
*

“ 11a ! is it thus you refuse her to me? and will you give me no reason

for this mortifying rejection? What objections, I wonder, can you have
to my union with he$, when I find none, after I have seen the miserable

abode where she has been brought up, and the low vulgar wretch whom
she terms her father?”

Urica saw he was trembling; his cfuntenance grew pale, and his eyes

sparkled with anger, while all his movements betrayed uncontrollable

violence. #

“ Ah !” thought she, t£ how fully this vehemence justifies my determi-

nation !” She remained silent for some minutes, absorbed in melancholy

thought, and considered how much of the truth she might reveal, without

running the risk of discouraging him too much.

But her silence seemed to increase his excitement, and he vented his

feelings in incoherent exclamations.

“ Henry,” said sfle at last, in a mild, but serious manner, “ you forget

yourself. Say, what security cai you, with your present disposition, offer

to a girl for the happiness of her life ?”

Lord Fawcett looked anxiously at Urica; but his passionate excitement

was past, and with noble candour he acknowledged himself in fault.

“ Forgive me,” he said; “ I was in the wrong. But, mother, you wound
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me to the heart by your decided refusal. And is that the reason ? Does

my character inspi^you with so much distrust?” lie added, sadly.
£t J Icnry,” replied Urica, in a gentle but decided tone, “ you must learn

to become happy yourself and through yourself, ere you can offer hap-

piness to another being whose fate you seek to unite with yours. You
confess that you have but lately acquired a correct view of your duties in

life—do not imagine I doubt the sincerity of your noble resolutions—but

you must put these into practice and prove their influence on your con-

duct in active life, ere you can acquire that stability of character which

will enable you to become the founder of domestic happiness, atid ere

those who love you and the maiden of your choice will cease to oppose

your wishes.

“ 11a,” exclaimed Lord Fawcett, eagerly, “ would every objection then

be removed that now rendeis you so decided to oppose them?”
“ I know not,” said Urica, thoughtfully. “ Henry, you arc a Roman

Catholic, and your church will ever possess a ruling power over your life :

I tremble to think of the trials to which a wife of a different persuasion

might be exposed.”
“ All, mother,’' cried Henry, reproachfully, “ do you deem me so weak

as to be unable to protect the wife I have chosen ?”

“ Remember, too,” continued Urica, “ that Floris’s descent from so low

a person As this Jacob van dcr Neess, may be accounted a reproach to her.”

“Fear not,” replied the earl; u
1 shall ward that off from her.”

“Enough,” cried Urica, rising in some excitement; C< 1 have given you
sufficient reasons for my determination, and I must persist in my desire

that you do not compromise your liberty, or that of Floris, by any decla-

ration of your feelings. It is proper you should enter your new active

career unshackled by any engagement, in order to be able to devote your

attention more fully to all the interests and demands of life. I see it is

useless to say any more now on the subject that lias excited your passions

'and led your judgment captive; but, at a future period, you will thank
me for my decision.”

Lord Fawcett, too, arose—a violent struggle took place in his breast

—

but though his pride had been severely wounded by Urica's refusal, he
was too candid to deny to himself that there was much reason in what she

had said; therefore, summoning up all his resolution, he exclaimed, after

a moment’s silence, •
“ You shall not say that I have refused you the first active testimony

of my obedience. I will prove to you how much I love and honour you, by

submitting to your will in spite of the severest temptation to disobedience

I have ever experienced.”

Floris had in the mean time been sitting beneath the portico in a deep

reverie. A secret presentiment, suggested by the quick penetration of

love, told her she was the subject of this long conference between Lord
Fawcett and her aunt, and she vainly sought to conceal her agitation

from Cornelius Hooft, who was sitting beside her, exhausting himself in

fruitless attempts to attract her attention.

At length Urica and Lord Fawcett joined them. Floris instantly re-

marked a change in his manner—the natural result of this conversation.

He had previously deemed himself secure of his end, and only waited for

Urica’s consent, of which he never doubted, to pour out his whole heart
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at the feet of his beloved; and how different the course he had to adopt
now ! But Floris interpreted his embarrassment and distress into coldness;

and as she had on this day first felt shame at her father’s vulgar nature,

she attributed this sudden change in Henry’s manner to his discovery of
her low birth.

This thought occasioned her the most poignant sorrow ; no misfortune
had ever before wounded her feelings so deeply ; but her maidenly pride

was aroused, and she hastily determined ter ever to conceal from him her
hopes and feelings.

Thus resolved, she quietly kept her seat near Urica, nor once raised her

eye to look at Lord Fawcett, who could scarcely command his emotion as

lile hour of separation arrived. At length he was obliged to depart.

When he had taken leave of Urica, he knelt down for a moment before

Floris, who was trembling in every limb. Hr. uttered not a word, but in

excessive agitation pressed her hand to his lips with a deep sigh, hid his

face for a moment in her veil, and then hastened trom the spot.

When he was gone, Floris sank fainting into her aunt’s arms, over-

whelmed by the deep sorrow of her young heart. Urica bent with anxious

solicitude over her darling. She understood her feelings. At length

she succeeded in restoring animation. Floris opened her eyes in alarm;

and, when she saw the beloved countenance of her aunt fixed on her with

an expression of pity and love, she heaved a deep sigh, and a dood of

tears relieved her bursting heart.

“ Weep, my poor child, weep,” said Urica. “
I can enter into your

feelings, and, when you arc more composed, I will give you a proof of my
esteem, by telling you what passed betweeu Henry and me.”

Floris no longer expected to receive comfort from what she might hear.

When she had heard from Urica an account of the conversation that had
proved so fatal to her hopes, the only thing that was impressed on her

mind was the conviction that Henry still loved her, and that only her

aunt’s interference had prevented her receiving from his lips a confirma-

tion of the hopes she had unconsciously cherished.

Yet she did not feel the slightest resentment towards her aunt, but,

after a while, asked her to repeat the reasons which had inlluenced her
decision.

*

She listened with an air of resignation as Urica complied with this

request; and though she at first combated her aunt’s objections, the

latter at length succeeded in convincing* her of then* justice ; and the

happiness she had at first felt from the certainty of being loved by the

earl, gave way to deep dejection. She sank into a melancholy reverie,

and Urica, who felt for her with a mother’s tenderness, forbore to disturb

her thoughts, aud shared her sorrow.

At length Caas poked his good-humoured face in at the gate, and
roused them from their thoughtful mood. The moon had risen above

the watev, and its mild rays fell on the surrounding scene. Floris arose,

calm and silent ; as she knelt down before Urica, the moon shone full

upon her face. She was very pale and fixed her sad eyes inquiringly

upon her aunt, as if she would ask, “ Is this life ?” But there was no
shadow of distrust or bitterness in her noble countenance; its expression

was one of humble, passive resignation to the heavy trial imposed
upon her.

Both Floris and her aunt knew they should not. meet again for several
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days, since Van dcr Nfass had a right to complain of having been

neglected by Floris during this latter time, and would not fail to make
this a reason for keeping her at home ; thus their parting was affectionate,

though they dared not trust themselves to say much. Floris imprinted a
farewell kiss on her aunt’s cheek, and then slowly walked down the avenue,

followed by Caas. When she arrived at the gate, she examined her veil;

there was no doubt of the fact, the blue rosette was gone, and even the

corner of her blue gauze veil, was torn off—it had evidently ceded to

some-secKet deed of violence ; a faint gleam of joy lit up her pale features;

she timidly raised the torn end of her veil to her lips ; then, alarmed at

this bold action, she blushed deeply, and suddenly quickening her steps,

ran down to the shore so hastily, tha'c Caas, infinitely surprised,

obliged to exchange his pace for a quick trot, in order to keep up with her.

The evening was even s^ore lovely on the water than on the land ; a
grey mist slept on the opposite shore of the canal, which was very broad,

anti the oars sparkled in the moonshine every time they pierced the deep
blue waters. Everything around bore an air of peaceful repose ; the in-

habitants of the fishing-huts on the shore sat at the doors of their dwell-

ings, enjoying their evening repose, while some few still lingered in their

fishing skiffs; and Floris, sad and solitary, in the same boat in which, a
few hours previous, she had gone in the same direction, accompanied by
one wh%/ was now, perhaps, lost to her for ever, and in whom all her hopes
of happiness were centred.

Suddenly, a bright flash gleamed through the mist, and the thunder of

cannon rolled over the waters.
“ Merciful God ! what is that ?” cried Floris, burying her face in her

hands.
“ It is the signal of an English ambassador leaving the port,” replied

Caas. “ The French vessel which is to take him away is to sail to-

morrow morning early, and, therefore, he goes on board to-night.”

Floris wept bitterly, and the next shots seemed to pierce her heart.

Lord Fawcett, the cnargtf d’affaires of the King of England, who was
now proceeding towards the vessel that was to carry him to the coasts of

the mighty kingdom of France, what a different person he seemed from
Henry at Urica’s feet! A deep unutterable feeling of woe took possession

of her heart. Just as the last shot resounded through the air, the boat

stopped at Jacob’s court of business.

Drawing her veil over her tearful countenance, Floris followed Caas,

who unlocked the door of the little court of pleasure, and then discreetly

withdrew.

She advanced towards the old lime-tree, and threw herself into the seat

beneath its sheltering branches, the third daughter of the Casamborts

who bedewed it with her tears. The moon again rose above the wall of

the court, and shone on the marble slabs, where, in former days, Floris,

in the happy innocence of childhood, performed her fanciful moonshine
dance, watched over with affection and solicitude by those eyes that were
now closed in death. She wept over all she had lost, till, at length, wearied

with sorrow and weeping, she threw herself on her couch, and her heavy
eyelids sank in sleep.
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THE LANCASHIRE WITCHES;
% Romance of penile JForcst.

BY W. HARRISON AINSWORTH, ESQ.

CnArTicR III.

TIIE ASS II ETON S.

Between Sir Ralph Assheton of the Abhey and the inhabitants of

Whalley, many of whom were his tenants, he being’ joint lord of the

manor with John Braddyll of Portfield, the best possible feeling sub-

sisted; for though somewhat austere in manner, and tinctured with Puri-

tanism, the worthy knight was sufficiently shrewd, or more correctly

speaking, sufficiently liberal-minded, to be tolerant of the opinions of

others, and being moreover sincere in his own religious views, no man
could call him in question for them ;

besides whiih lie was very hospitable

to his friends, very bountiful to the poor, a good landlord, and a humane

man. His very austerity of manner, tempered by stately courtesy, added

to the respect ho inspired, especially as he could now and then relax: into

gaiety, and when he did so, his smile was accounted singularly sweet.

But in general lie was grave and formal; still in attire, and stiff in gait;

cold and punctilious in manner, precise in speech, and exacting in due

respect from both highland low, which was seldom, ii ever, refused him.

Amongst Sir Ralph’s other good qualities, for such it was esteemed by

his friends and retainers, and they were, of course, the best judges, was a

strong love of the chase, and perhaps he indulged a little too freely in the

>ports of the field, for a gentleman of a character so staid and decorous;

but his popularity was far from being diminished by the circumstance;

neither did he suffer the rude and boisterous companionship into which

he wFas brought by indulgence in this Ids favourite pursuit in any way to

affect him. Though still young, Sir Ralph was prematurely gray, and

this combined with the sad severity of his aspect, gave him the air of one

considerably past the middle term of life, though this appearance was con-

tradicted again by the youthful lire of his eagle eye. Ilis features were

]landsome and strongly marked and lie wore a pointed beard and

moustaches, with a shaved chceK. Sir Ralph Assheton had married

twice, his first wife being a daughter of Sir Janies Bellingham, of Levens,

in Northumberland, by whom he had two children; while his second choice

fell upon Eleanor Shuttleworth, the lovely and well-endowed heiress of

Gawthorpe, to whom he had been recently united. In his attire, even

when habited for the cliase or a merry-making, like the present, the

Knight of Whalley affected a sombre colour, and ordinarily wore a quilted
_
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doublet of black silk, Immense trunk liose of the same material, stiffened

with whalebone, puffed out well-wadded sleeves, falling bands, for he

eschewed the ruff* as savouring of vanity, boots of black flexible leather,

ascending to the hose, and armed with spurs with gigantic rowels, a

round-crowned small-brimmed black hat, with an ostrich feather placed

in the side and hanging over the top, a long rapier on his hip, and a
dagger in his girdle. This buckram attire, it will be easily conceived,

contributed no little to the natural stiffness of his thin tall figure.

Sir Ralph Asshcton was great-grandson of Richard Assheton, who
flourished in the time of Abbot Paslew, and who, in conjunction with John
Braddyll, fourteen yeair alter the unfortunate prelate’s attainder and the

dissolution of the monastery, had purchased the abbey and domains of

AVhallcy from the Crown, .subsequently to which, a division of the pro-

perty so granted took place between them, the abbey and part of the

manor falling to the share of Richard Assheton, whose descendants had
now, for three generations, made it their residence. Thus the whole of

Whalley belonged to the families of Assheton and 13radd\ll, which had

intermarried ;
the latter, as has been stated, dwelling at Portfield, a fine

old seat in the neighbourhood.

A very different person from Sir Ralph was his cousin Nicholas Asshe-

ton, of Oownham, who, except as regards his Puritanism, might be con-

sidered a type of the Lancashire squire of the day. A precisian in reli-

gious notions, and constant in attendance at church and lecture, he put

no sort of restraint upon himself, hut mixed up fox-hunting, ottor-lmnt-

ing, shooting at the mark, and perhaps shooting with the long-how, foot-

racing, horse-racing, and, in fact, c\ery other kind of country diversion,

not forgetting tippling, cards, and dicing, with daily devotion, discourses,

aiuLpsalm-singing, in the oddest way imaginable. A thorough sports-

man was Squire Nicholas A^heton, well veiled in all the arts and mys-
teries of hawking and hunting. Not a man in the county could ride

harder, hunt deer, unkennel fox, unearth badger, or spear otter, better

than he. And then, as to tippling, he would sit you a whole afternoon

at the alehouse, and Ins the merriest, man there, and drink a bout with

every farmer present. And if the parson chanced to be out of heaving,

he would never make a mouth at a round oath, nor choose a second ex-

pression when the first would serve his turn. Then, who so constant at

church or lecture as Squire Nicholas—though lie did snore sometimes

during the long sermons of his cousin, the Rector of jHiddletou. A great

man was he at ail weddings, christenings, churching*, and funerals, and
never neglected his bottle at these ceremonies, nor any sport in doors or

out of doors, meanwhile. Jn short, such a roystoring Puritan was never

known. A good-looking young man was the Squire of Downham, pos-

sessed of a very athletic frame, and a most vigorous constitution, which

helped him, together with the prodigious exercise he took, through any
excess. He had a sanguine complexion, with a broad, good-natured

visage, which lie could lengthen at will in a .surprising manner. His
hair was cropped close to his head, and the razor did daily duty over his

cheek and chin, giving him the roundhead look, some years later, charac-

teristic of the Puritanical party. Nicholas had taken to* wife Dorothy,

daughter of Richard Greenacres of Worston, and was most fortunate in

his choice, which is more than can be said for his lady, for I cannot up-

hold the squire as a model of conjugal fidelity. Report affirmed that lie
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loved more than one pretty girl under the rose. Squire Nicholas was
not particular as to the quality or make of his clothes, provided they
wore well and protected him against the weather, and was generally to

be seen in doublet and hose of stout fustian, which had seen some service,

with a broad-leaved hat, originally green, but of late bleached to a much
lighter colour; but he was clad on this particular occasion in ash-coloured
habiliments fresh from the tailor’s hands, with buff boots drawn up to the
knee, and a new round hat from York with a green feather in it.

legs were slightly eiubowcd, and he bore himself like a man rarely out of

the saddle.
, f

Downliam, the residence of the squire, was % line old house, very

charmingly situated to the north of Pendlc Hill, of which it commanded
a magnificent view, and a few miles from Clithero. The grounds about
it were well-wooded and beautifully broken and diversified, watered by
the Ribble, and opening upon the lovely and extensive valley deriving its

name fiom that stream. The house was in good order and well main-
tained, and the stables plentifully furnished with horses, while the hall

was adorned with various trophies and implements of the chase; but as I

propose paying its owner a visit, I shall defer any further description of

the place till an opportunity arrives for examining it in detail.

A third cousin of Sir Ralph’s, though in the second degree, likewise

present on the May Day in question, was the Reverend Abdias Asslieton,

Rector of .Middleton, a very worthy man, who though differing from Ills

kinsman upon some religious points, and not altogether approving of the

conduct of one of them, was on good terms with both. The Rector of

Middleton was portly and middle-aged, fond of ease and reading, and by
no means indifferent to the good things of life, lie was unmarried, and
passed much of his time at Middleton llall, the seat of his near relative

Sir Richard Asslieton, to whose family he was greatly attached, and
whose residence closely adjoined the rectory.

A fourth cousin, also present, was young Richard Asslieton, of Mid-
dleton, eldest son and heir of the owner of that estate. Possessed of all

the good qualities largely distributed among his kinsmen, with none of

their drawbacks, this young man was as tolerant and bountiful as Sir

Ralph, without his austerity and sectarianism ; as keen a sportsman and
as bold a rider as Nicholas, without his propensities to excess ; as studious,

at times, and as well read as Abdias, without his laziness and self-indul-

gence ; and as courtly and well-bred as his father. Sir Richard, who wras

esteemed one of the most perfect gentlemen in the county, without his

haughtiness. Then he was the handsomest of his race, though the Asshe-

tons \ftsre accounted the liaudsomest family in Lancashire, and no one

minded yielding the palm to young Richard, even if it could be contested,

lie was so modest and unassuming. At this time, Richard Assheton was
about two and twenty, tall, gracefully and slightly formed, but possessed

of such remarkable vigour, that even his cousin Nicholas could scarcely

compete with him in athletic exercises. His features were fine and regu-

lar, with an almost Phrygian precision of outliue
; his hair was of a dark

brown, and fell in clustering curls over his brow and neck ; and his com-
plexion was fresh and blooming, and set off by a slight beard and
moustache, carefully trimmed and pointed. His dress consisted of a dark

green doublet, with wide velvet hose, embroidered and fringed, descend-

ing nearly to the knee, where they were tied with points and ribands,
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met by dark stockings, and terminated by red velvet shoes with roses in

them. A white feather adorned his black broad-leaved hat, and he had a

rapier by his side.

Amongst Sir Ralph Assheton’s guests were Richard Greenacres, of

Worston, Nicholas Assheton’s father-in-law; Richard Sherborne, of

Dunnow, near Sladcburue, whp had married Dorothy, Nicholas’s sister;

Mistress Robinson, of Raydale House, aunt to the knight and the squire,

and'two’of her sons, both stout youths, with John Braddyll and his wife,

of Portfield. Besides these, there was Master Roger Nowell, a justice of

the peace in the county, an<J. a very active and busy one too, who had

been invited for an especial purpose, to be explained hereafter. Head of

an ancient Lancashire family, residing at Read, a fine old hall, some little

distance from Whalley, Roger Nowell, though a worthy, well-meaning

man, dealt hard ineaspre from the bench, aiul seldom tempered justice

with mercy, lie was sharp-featured, dry, and sarcastic, and being ad-

verse to country sports, his presence on the occasion was the only thing

likely to impose restraint on the revellers. Other guests there were, but

none of particular note.

The ladies of the party consisted of Lady Asslicton, Mistress Nicholas

Assheton, of Downham, Dorothy Asslicton, of Middleton, sister to

Richard, a lovely girl of eighteen, with light fleecy hair, summer blue

eyes, and a complexion of exquisite purity, Mistress Sherborne, of Dun-
now, Mistress Robinson, of Raydale, and Mistress Braddyll, of Portfield,

before-mentioned, together with the wives and daughters of some others

of the neighbouring gentry; most noticeable amongst whom was Mistress

Alice Nutter, of Rough Lee, in Poodle Forest, a widow' lady, and a rela-

tive of the Assheton family.

distress Nutter might be a year or two turned of forty, but she still

retained a very fine figure, and much beauty of feature, though of a cold

and disagreeable cast. She was dressed in mourning, though her hus-

band had been dead several years, and her rich dark habiliments well

became her pale complexion and raven hair. A proud poor gentleman
was Richard Nutter, her late husband, and his scanty means not enabling

him to keep up as large an establishment as lie desired, or to be as hospi-

table as his nature prompted, his temper became soured, and he visited

his ill-humours upon his wife, who, devotedly attached to him, to all out-

ward appearance at least, never resented his ill-treatment. All at once,

and without any previous symptoms of ailment, or apparent cause, unless

it might be over-fatigue in hunting the day before, Richard Nutter wras

seized with a strange and violent illness, which after three or four days

of acute suffering, brought him to the grave. During his illness he was
constantly and zealously tended by his wife, but he displayed great aver-

sion to her, declaring himself bewitched, and that an old woman was ever

in the corner of his room mumbling wicked enchantments against him.

But as no such old woman could be seen, these assertions were treated as

delirious ravings. They were not, however, forgotten after his death,

and some people said that he had certainly been bewitched, and that a
waxen image made in his likeness, and stuck full of pins, had been
picked up in his chamber by Mistress Alice and cast into the fire, and as

soon as it melted he had expired. Such tales only obtained credence

with the common folk ; but as Pendle Forest was a sort of weird region,

many reputed witches dwelling in it, they were the more readily believed,
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©yen by those who acquitted Mistress Nutter of all share in the dark
transaction.

Mistress Nutter gave the best proof that she respected her husband’s
memory by not marrying again, and she continued to lead a very secluded
life at Rough Lee, a lonesome house in the heart of the forest. She
lived quite by herself, for she had no children, her only daughter haviog
perished somewhat strangely when quite r„»n infant. Though a relative of
£hc Asshetons, she kept up little intimacy with them, and it was a matter
of surprise to all that she had been drawn from her seclusion to attend
the present revel. Her motive, however, in visiting the Abbey, was to

obtain the assistance of Sir Ralph Asshetov, in settling a dispute between
her and Roger Nowell, relative to the boundary litae of part of their pro-

perties which came together; and this was the reason why the magistrate

had been invited to Whallcy. After hearing 6oth sides of the question,

and examining plans of the estates, which he knaw to be accurate, Sir

Ralph, who had been appointed umpire, pronounced a decision in favour

of Roger Nowell, but Mistress Nutter refusing to abide by it, the settle-

ment of the matter was postponed till the day but one following, between
which time the landmarks were to be investigated by a certain little

lawyer named Potts, who attended on behalf of Roger Nowell; together

with Nicholas and Richard Assheton, on behalf of MLtress gutter.

Upon their evidence it was agreed by both parties that Sir Ralph should
pronounce a final decision, to be accepted by them, and to that effect they
signed an agreement. The three persons appointed to the investigation

settled to start for Rough Lee early on the following morning.

A word as to Master Thomas Potts. Tins worthy was an attorney

from London, who had officiated as clerk of the court at the assizes at

Lancaster, where his quickness had so much pleased Roger Nowell, that

he sent for him to Read to manage this particular business. A slUrp-

wittod fellow was Potts, and versed in all the quirks and tricks of a very

subtle profession—not over-scrupulous, provided a client would pay well

;

prepared to resort to any expedient to gain his object, and quite conver-

sant enough with both practice and precedent to keep himself straight.

A bustling consequential little personage was be, moreover; very fond of

delivering an opinion, even when unasked, and of a meddling, make-mis-
chief turn, constantly setting men by the ears. A suit of rusty black, a
parchment-coloured skin, small wizen features, a turn-up nose, scant eye-

brows, and a great yellow* forehead constituted his external man. He
partook of tbc hospitality at the Abbey, but had his quarters at the Dragon.

He it was who counselled Roger Nowell to abide by the decision pf Sir

Ralph, confidently assuring him that he must carry bis point.

This dispute was not, however, the only one the knight had to adjust,

or in which Master Potts was concerned. A claim had recently been

made \y a certain Sir Thomas Metcalfe, of Nappay, in Wensleydalc, near

Bainbridgc, to the house and manor of Raydalc, belonging to his neigh-

bour, John Robinson, whose lady as hits been shoivn, was a relative of

tbc Asshetons. Robinson himself had gone to London to obtain advice

on the subject, while Sir Thomas Metcalfe, who was a man of violent dis-

position, had threatened to take forcible possession of Raydale, if it were

not delivered to him without delay, and to eject the Robinson family.

Having consulted Potts, however, on the subject, whom he had met at

Read, the latter strongly dissuaded him from the course, and recom-

mended him to call to his aid the strong arm of the law ; but this he
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rejected, though he ultimately agreed to refer the matter to Sir Ralph

Asshcton, and for this purpose he had come over to Whalley, and was at

present a guest at the vicarage. Thus it will be seen that Sir Ralph

Assheton had his hands full, while the little London lawyer, Master Potts,

was tolerably well occupied. Resides Sir Thomas Metcalfe, Sir Richard

Molyncnx, and Mr. Parker, of Brownsholme, were guests of Dr. Ormerod
at the vicarage. r

Such was the large company assembled to witness the May Dam
revels at Whalley, and if harmonious feelings did not exist amongst all

of them, little outward manifestation was made of enmity. The dresses

and appointments of the pageant havng been provided by Sir Ralph

Assheton, who, Purithn as he was, encouraged all harmless country

pastimes, it was deemed necessary to pay him every respect, even if no

other feeling would have prompted the attention, and therefore the troop

had stopped on seeingthim and his guests issue from the Abbey gate. At
pretty nearly the same time Doctor Ormerod and his party came from the

vicarage towards the green.

No order of march was observed, but Sir Ralph and his lady, with two

of his children by the former marriage, walked first. Then came some of

the other ladies, with the liector of Middleton, John Braddyll, and the

two sqjis of Mistress Robinson. Next came Mistress Nutter, Roger

Nowell and Potts walking after her, eyeing her maliciously, as her proud

figure swept on before then). Even if she saw their looks or overheard

their jeers, she did not deign to notice them. Lastly came young Richard

Assheton, of Middleton, and Squire Nicholas, both in high spirits, and

laughing and chatting together.
14 A brave day for the morris-dancers, cousin Dick,” observed Nicholas

Assheton, as they approached the green, “ and plenty of folk to witness

the*'sport. TIalf my lads from Downham are here, and I see a good many
of your Middleton chaps among them. How are you, Farmer Tetlow?”

he added to a stout, hale-looking man, with a blooming countrywoman

by his side— 44 brought your pretty young wife to the rush-bearing,

1 sec.”
44 Ycigh, squoire,” rejoined the fanner, 44 an piightily pleased boo be

w’ it, too.”
44 Ilappy to hear it, Master Tetlow,” replied Nicholas, 44

slic’ll be better

pleased before the day’s over, I’ll warrant her. I’ll dance a round with

her myself in the hall at night.”
44 Thoere now, Meg, whoy dunna ye may t’ squoire a curtsey, wench,

an thpnk him,” said Tetlow, nudging his pretty wife, who had turned

away rather embarrassed by the free gaze of the Squire. Nicholas, how-

ever, did not wait for the curtsey, hut went away, laughing, to overtake

Richard Assheton, who had walked on.
44 Ah, here’s Frank Garside,” he continued, espying another rustic ac-

quaintance. 44 Halloa, Frank, I’ll come over one day next week, and try

for a fox in Easington Woods. We missed the last, you know. Tom
Rrockholes, arc you here? Just ridden over from Sladeburn, eh? When
is that shooting match at the bodkin to come off, eh ? Mind, it is to be

at twenty-two roods’ distance. Ride over to Downham on Thursday
next, Tom. We’re to have a footrace, and I’ll show you good sport, and
at night we’ll have a lusty drinking bout at the alonouse. On Friday,

we’ll take out the great nets, and try for salmon in the Ribble. I took
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some fine fish on Monday—one salmon of ten pounds’ weight, the largest

I’ve got the whole season. I brought it with me to-day to the Abbey.
There’s an otter in the river, and I won’t hunt him till you come, Tom.
I shall see you on Thursday, eh?”

Receiving an answer in the affirmative, Squire Nicholas walked on,

nodding right and left, jesting itli the farmers, and ogling their pretty

wives and (laughters. »

*
44 I tell you what, cousin Dick,” he said* calling after Richard Asshe-

ton, who had got in advance of him, u
I’ll match my dun nag’ against

your gray gelding for twenty pieces, that I reach the boundary line of

the Rough Lee lands before you to-morrov,* What, you won’t have it?

You know I shall beat you— ha! ha! Well, wc’il try the speed of the

two tits the first day we hunt the s!ag in Rowland Forest. Odds my
life!” he cried, suddenly altering his deportment, and lengthening ins

visage, “if there isn’t our parson here. Stay with.me, cousin Dick, sti^r

with mo. Give you good day, worthy Mr. Dowhurst.” he added, taking

off his hat to the divine, who respectfully returned his salutation, “ l did

not look to see your reverence here, taking part in these vanities and idle

sports. I propose to rail on you on Saturday, and pass an hour in serious

discourse. I would call to-morrow, but I have to ride over to J’endle on
business. Tarry a moment for me, I pray

)
on, good cousin Richard. I

fear, reverend sir, that you will see much here that will scandalise you;

much lightness and indecorum. Pleasanter far would it be to me to see

a large congregation of the elders Hocking together to a godly meeting,

than crowds assembled for such a profane purpose. Another moment,
Richard. My cousin is a young man, Mr. Dowhurst, and wishes to join

the revel. Rut we must make allowances, worthy and reverend sir, until

the world shall improve. An excellent discourse you gave us, good sir,

on Sunday—viii. Rom. 12 and 13 verses : it is graven upon my memory,
but I have made a note of it in my diary. 1 come to you, cousin, I come.

I pray you walk on to the Abbey, good Mr. Dewhurst, where you will be

right welcome, and call for any refreshment you may desire — a glass of

good sack, and a slice of venison pasty, on which wc have just dined—
and there is some famous old ale, which I would commend to you, hut

that I know you care not, any mo.e than myself, for creature comforts.

Farewell, reverend sir. 1 will join you ore long, for these scenes have

little attraction for me. Rut I must take care that my young cousin

falleth not into harm.”

And as the divine took his way to the Abbey, be added, laughingly, to

Richard—a good riddance, Dick. I would not have the old fellow play

the spy upon us. Ah, Giles Mercer,” he added, stopping again—“ and

Jeff Rushton—well met, lads ! what, are you come to the wake ? I shall

be at John Lawc’s in the evening, and wee’ll have a glass together. John

brews sack rarely, and sparcth not the eggs.”

“ Boh yo’n be at th’ dauncing at th’ Abbey, squoire,” said one of the

farmers.
u Curse the dancing !” cried Nicl das, 44 1 hope the parson didn’t hear

me,” he added, turning round quickly. 44 Well, well, I’ll come down
when the dancing’s over, and we’ll make a night of it.” And he ran on

to overtake Richard Asshcton.

By this time the respective parties from the Abbey and the Vicarage

having united, they walked on together, Sir Ralph Assheton, after cour-

teously exchanging salutations with Dr. Ormerod’s guests, still keeping a
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little in advance of the company. Sir Thomas Metcalfe comported him-

self with more than his wonted haughtiness, and bowed so superciliously

to Mistress Robinson that her two sons glanced angrily at each other, as

if in doubt whether they should not instantly resent the affront. Observ-
ing this, as well as wliat had previously taken place, Nicholas Assheton
stepped quickly up to them, and said,

“ Keep quiet, lads. Leave this dunghill cock to me, and I’ll louver

his crest.”

With 'this he pushed forward, and elbow ing Sir Thomas rudely out of

the way. turned round, and instead of apologising, eyed him coolly and
contemptuously from head to foot.

Are you drunk, sia, that you forget your manners ?” asked Sir Tho-
mas, laying his baud upon his sword.

“Not so drunk but thar T know how to conduct myself like a gentle-

man, Sir Thomas,” rejoined Nicholas, 4 'which is more than can be said

for a certain person of my acquaintance, who, for aught I know, has only

taken his morning pint.”

“You wish to pick a quarrel with me, Master Nicholas Assheton, I

perceive,” said Sir Thomas, stepping close up to him, “and 1 will not

disappoint you. You shall render me good reason for this affront before

[ leave AVhallcy.”

“ A\ hen and where you please, Sir Thomas,” rejoined Nicholas, laugh-

ing. “At any hour, and at any weapon, 1 am your man.”
At that moment. Muster Potts, wrho had scented a quarrel afar, and

who would have liked it well enough if its prosecution had not run

counter to his own interests, quitted Roger Nowell, and ran back to

Metcalfe, and plucking him by the sleeve, said, in a low voice,

“This is not the way to obtain quiet possession of Ra> dale House, Sir

Thomas. Master Nicholas Asdieton,” he added, turning to him, “ I

must entreat ym, my good sir, to be moderate. Gentlemen, both, I

caution you that 1 have my eye upon ym. You well know' there is a
magistrate here, my singular good friend and honoured c lient, Master
Roger Nowell, and if you pursue this quarrel further, I shall hold it my
duty to have you bound over by that worthy gentleman in sufficient

securiti™ to keep the peace towards our sovereign lord the king and all

his lieges, and particularly towards each other. You understand me,
gentlemen ?”

“ Perfectly,” replied Nicholas. 1 drink at John Lawe’s to-night. Sir

Thomas.”
So saying, he walked away. Metcalfe would have followed him, but

was withheld by Potts.

“ Let him go, Sir Thomas,” said the little man of law; “let him go.

Once master of Raydale, you can do as you please. Leave the settlement

of the matter to me. Pll just whisper a word in Sir Ralph Assheton’s
ear, and you’ll hear no more of it.”

“ Fire and fury !” growled Sir Thomas. u
I like not this mode of

settling a quarrel; ancl unless this hot-headed, psalm-singing puritan

apologises, 1 shall assuredly cut his throat.”
“ Or he yours, good Sir Thomas,” rejoined Potts. “ Better sit in

Raydalc Hall, than lie in the Abbey vaults.”
“ Well, we’ll talk over the matter, Master Potts,” replied the knight.
“ A nice morning’s wrork I’ve made of it,” mused Nicholas, as he

walked along ;
“ here I have a dance with a farmer’s pretty wife, a dis-
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course with a parson, a drinking-bout with a couple of clowns, and a
duello with a blustering knight on my hands. Quite enough, o’ my
conscience ! but I must get through it the best way I can. And now,
hey for the May-pole and the morris-dancers

!”

Nicholas just got up in time to witness the presentation of the May
Queen to Sir Ralph Asshcton and his lady, and like every one else he
was greatly struck by her extreme beauty £nd natural grace.

The little ceremony was thus conducted. When the company from
the Abbey drew near the troop of revellers, the usher taking Alizoi/s band
in the tips of bis fingers as before, strutted forward with her to Sir Ralph
and his lady, and falling upon one knee beijpre them, said—“ Most wor-
shipful and honoured knight, and you his lovely dame, and you the

tender and cherished olive branches growing round about their labs, I

humbly crave your gracious permission to presdtit unto your honours our
chosen Queen of May.”

Somewhat fluttered by the presentation, Alizori yet maintained suffi-

sicut composure to bend gracefully before Lady Assheton, and say in a

very sweet voice, <h I fear your ladyship will think the choice of the

village hath fallen ill in alighting upon me; and, indeed, 1 feel myself
altogether unworthy the distinction; nevertheless 1 will endeavour to

discharge my office fittingly, and therefore pray you, fair lady, and the

worshipful knight, your husband, together with your beauteous children,
j nd the gentles all by whom you arc surrounded, to grace our little

festival with your presence, hoping you may find as much pleasure in the

sight as we shall do in offering it to you.”

A fair maid, and modest as she is fair,” observed Sir Ralph, writh a

condescending smile.

“ In sooth is she,” replied Lady Assheton, raising her kindly, and
saying, as she did so,

%
fcC Nay, you must not kneel to us, sweet maid. You are Queen of

May, and it is for us to show respect to you during your dav of sove-

reignty. Your wishes are commands; and, in behalf of my husband, my
children, and our guests, I answer, that \vc will gladly attend your revels

on the green.”
“ Well said, dear Nefl,” observed Sir Ralph. t: We should be churlish,

indeed, were we to refuse the bidding of so lovely a queen.”

Nay, you have called the roses in earnest to her cheek, now, Sir

Ralph,” observed Lady Assheton, smiling. “ Lead on, fair queen,” she

continued, “ and tell your companions to begin their sports when they

please. Only remember this, that we shall hope to see all your gay troop

this evening, at the Abbey, to a merry dance.”

“ Where I will strive to find her majesty a suitable partner,” added

Sir Ralph. “ Stay, she shall make her choice now, as a royal personage

should ; for you know, Nell, a queen ever chooseth her partner, whether

it be fci the throne or for the brawl. Ilow say you, fair one ? Shall it

be either of our young cousins, Joe or Will Robinson, of Raydale ? Or
our cousin, who still thinketh liimsc’ ’ young, Squire Nicholas, of Down-
ham ?”

« Ay, let it be me, I implore of you, fair queen,” interposed Nicholas.

“ lie is engaged already,” observed Richard Assheton, coming for-

ward. “ I heard him ask pretty Mistress Tetlow, the fanner’s wife, to

dance with him tliis evening at the Abbey.”
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A loml laugh from those around followed this piece of information, but

Nicholas was in no wise disconcerted.

“ Dick would have her choose him, and that is why he interferes with

me,” he observed. “ IIovv say you, fair queen! Shall it be our hopeful

cousin? I will answer for him that he danceth the coranto and lavolta in-

differently well.”

On hearing Richard Asshqton’s voice, all the colour had forsaken

Alizon's cheeks ; but at this direct appeal to her by Nicholas it returned

with additional force, and the change did not escape the quick eye of

Lady Asshotou.
“ You perplex her, cousin ^Nicholas,” she said.

“ Not a whit, Eleanor,” answered the squire ;
“ but if she like not

Dick Assheton, there is another Dick, Dick Sherburne, of Sladebum ; or

our cousin Jack Braddyll', or, if she prefer an older and discreet* r man,

there is Father Greenacres, of Worsten, or Master Roger Nowell, of

Read—plenty of choice.”

“ Nay, if l must choose a partner, it shall be a young one,” said

Alizon.

“ Right, fair queen, right,” cried Nicholas, laughing. “ Ever choose

a young man if you can. Who shall it be?”
“ You have named him yourself, sir,” replied Alizon, in a voice which

she oifdcavourcd to keep firm, but which, in spite of all her efforts,

sounded tremulously—“Master Richard Assheton.”

“Next to choosing me. you could not huu* chosen better,” observed

Nicholas, approvingly. “Dick, lad, 1 congratulate thee.”

“ 1 congratulate myself,” replied the young man. “ Fair queen,” he
added, advancing, “ highly flattered am I by your choice, and shall so

demean myself, I trust, as to prove myself worthy of it. Before I go I

wopld beg a boon from you—that flower.”

“ This pink ?” cried Alizon. “ It is yours, fair sir.”

Young* Assheton took the flower and took the hand that offered it at

the same time, and pressed the latter to his lips, while Lady Assheton,

who had been made a little uneasy by Alizon’s apparent emotion, and who
with true feminine tact immediately detected its cause, called out—“Now
forward—forward to the May-pole ! We have interrupted the revel

too long.”

Upon this, the May Queen stepped blushingly back with the usher,

who, with his white wand in hand, had stood bolt upright behind her,

immensely delighted with the scene in which his pupil—for Alizon had
been tutored by him for the occasion—had taken part. Sir Ralph then

clapped his hands loudly, and at this signal the tabor and pipe struck up;

the Fool and the Hobby-horse, who, though idle at the time, had indulged

in a little quiet fun with the rustics, recommenced their gambols; the

Morris-dancers their lively dance; and the whole train moved towards the

May-pole, followed by the rush-cart, with all its bells jingling, and all its

garlands waving.

As to Alizon, her brain was in a whirl, and her bosom heaved so

quickly, that she thought she should faint. To think that the choice of a
partner in the dance at the Abbey had been offered her, and that slic should

venture to choose Master Richard Assheton! She could scarcely credit

her own temerity. And then to think that she should give him a flower,

and, more than all, that he should kiss her hand in return for it ! She
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felt the tingling pressure of his lips upon her fingers still, and her little

heart palpitated strangely.

As she approached the May-pole, and the troop again halted for a few
minutes, she saw her brother James, holding little Jennet by the hand,
standing in the front line to look at her. •

“ Oh, how I’m glad to see you here, Jennet!” she cried.

“ An ey’m glad to see yo, Alizon,” replied the little girl. “ Jem has
towd me whot a grand partner you’re to ha’ this e’en. And she

t
added,

with playful malice, “ Who was wrong whon she said the queen could

choose Master Richard
”

“Hush, Jennet, not a word mo*},” intentipted Alizon, blushing.
“ Oh! cy dunna mean to vex yo, ey’m sure,” replied Jennet. “ Ey’ve

got a present for ye.”
3

“ A present for me, Jennet,” cried Alizon, “ what is it?”

“A beautiful white dove,” replied the little girl. *

“A white dove! Where did you get it? Let me see it,” cried

Alizon in a breath.

“ Here it is,” replied Jennet, opening her kirtle.

“ A beautiful bird, indeed,” cried Alizon. “ Take care of it for me till

I come home.”
“Which winna be till late, ey fancy,” rejoined Jennet, roguishly.

“ Ah!” she added, uttering a cry.

The latter exclamation was occasioned by the sudden flight of the dove,

whbh escaping from her hold, soared aloft. Jennet followed the course

of its silver wings, as they cleaved the blue sky, and then all at once saw
a large hawk, which apparently had been hovering about, swoop down
upon it, and bear it oft'. Some white feathers fell down near the little

girl, and she picked up one of them and put it in her breast.

“ Poor bird!” exclaimed the May Queen. •

“ Eigb, poor bird !” echoed Jennet, tearfully. “Ah, ye dunna knoa
aw, Alizon.”

“ Wecl, there’s neaw use whimpering abowt, a duv,” observed Jem,

gruffly. “ Ey’n bring ye another t’ first time ey go to Cown.”
“There’s nah another bifal like that,” sobbed the little girl. “ Shoot

that cruel hawk fo’ me, Jem, win ye.”

“ How conney wench, whon it's flown away,” he replied. “ Boll ey’n

rob a hawk’s neest fo* ye if that’ll do os week
“ Yo dunna understand me, Jem,” replied tfie child, sadly.

At this moment, the music, which had ceased while some arrangements

were made, commenced a very lively tune, known as “ Round about the

May-pole,” and Robiu Hood taking the May Queen’s hand, led her

towards the pole, and placing her near it, the whole of her attendants

took hands, while a second circle was formed by the morris-dancers, and

both began to wheel rapidly round her, the music momently increasing in

spirit and quickness. An irresistible desire to join in the measure seized

some of the Lads and lasses around and they likewise took hands, and

presently a third, and still wider circle was formed, wheeling gaily round

the other two. Other dances were formed here and there, and presently

the whole green was in movement.
“ If you come off heart-whole to-night, Dick, I shall be surprised,”

observed Nicholas, who with his young relative had approached as near

the May-polo as the three rounds of dancers would allow them.
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Richard Asshcton made no reply, but glanced at the pink which he
had placed in liis doublet.

“ Who is the May Queen ?” inquired Sir Thomas Metcalfe, who had
likewise drawn near, of a tall man holding a little girl by the hand.

“ Alizon, dowter of Elizabeth Device, an mey sister,” replied James
Device, gruffly.

“Humph!” muttered Sir Thomas, “she is a well-looking lass. And
shq dwells here—in Whalley, fellow ?” lie added.

“ IIoo dwells i’ Whalley,” responded Jem, sullenly.

“ T can easily lind her abode,” muttered the knight, walking aw*ay.

“ What was it Sir Thomas'said to you, Jem ?” inquired Nicholas, who
had watched the knignt’s gestures, coming up.

Jem related what had oassed between them.
“ What the devil does he want with her?” cried Nicholas. “ No good

Em sure. Rut I’ll spoil his sport.”

“ Say hoh t’ word, squoirc, an ey’n break every Loan i’ his body,”

remarked Jem.
“No, no, Jem,” replied Nicholas. “ Take care of your pretty sister,

and I’ll take care of him.”

At this juncture, Sir Thomas, who, in spite of the efforts of the pacific

Master Potts to tranquillise him, had been burning with wrath at the

affront he had received from Nicholas, came up to Richard Assheton, and
noticing the pink in his bosom, snatched it away suddenly.

“ I want a flower,” he said, smiling at it.

“ Instantly restore it, Sir Thomas !” cried Richard Assheton, pale with

rage, “ or •”

“ What will you do, young sir ?” rejoined the knight, tauntingly, and
plucking the flower in pieces. “You can get another from the fair

n^mph who gave urn this.”

Further speech was not allowed the knight, for he received a violent

blow on the chest from the liaml of Richard Assheton, which sent him
reeling backwards, and would have felled him to the ground if he had
not been caught by some of the bystanders. The moment he recovered,

Sir Thomas drew liis sword, and furiously assaulted young Assheton, who
stood ready for him, and after the exchange of a few passes, for none of

the bystanders dared to interfere, sent his sword whirling over their heads

through the air.

“ Bravo, Dick,” cried Nicholas, stepping up, and clapping his cousin

on the back, “you have read him a good lesson, and taught him that

he cannot always iusult folks with impunity, ha ! ha !” And he laughed

loudly at the discomfited knight.

“He is an insolent coward,” said Richard Assheton. “ Give him his

sword, and let him come on again.”
“ No, no,” said Nicholas, “ he has had enough this time. And if he

has not, he must settle an account with me. Put up your blade, lath”

“ I’ll be revenged upon you both,” said Sir Thomas, taking his sword,

which had been brought him by a bystander, and stalking away.

“You leave us in mortal dread, doughty knight,” cried Nicholas,

shouting after him, derisively, “ha! ha! ha!”
Richard Assheton’s attention was, however, turned in a different direc-

tion, for the music suddenly ceasing, and the dancers stopping, he learnt

that the May Queen had fainted, and presently afterwards the crowd
opened to give passage to Robin Hood, who bore her inanimate form in

his arms.
#
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THE MAN IN BLACK.
1*Y CORNELIUS COLVILLE.

There are no enjoyments like those of childhood—• there are none so
deeply regretted, so often looked back to, and so fondly remembered.
They are peculiar to a period of life whyn the imagination is vivid—the
heart alive to the warmest emotions. The season is one of gladness and
mirth ; its atmosphere is tinettui^d with the colour de rose ; it presents a
thousand ever-varying beauties to the eye, and a rapid succession of
pleasing novelties to the mind : buneatl^ its genial influence the heart
throbs in a tumult of joy and expectation. Each toy is a treasure we
would not exchange for all the wealth in the world ; each little dr sign
more important than all the affairs of the universe put together. Who
does not remember his first hoop—who cannot recal the delight occa-
sioned by Aunt Jane’s present of the interesting little book with the
coloured pictures? Who docs not remember the swing—the brook—the
orchard—the green—that have administered to his juvenile amusements ?

Finally, who docs not remember the impression made by the first tale

he ever listened to ? Childhood is particularly a time of credulity and
superstition. It is then that every hill, every glade, is the abode of
fairies ; every house, not occupied by persons in the llcsh, the tenement
of peripatetic apparitions. The imagination is for ever dwelling upon
castles of enchantment, and beautiful princesses immured therein, and
subject to the power of some cruel and detestable demon. The most
implicit belief is attached to palaces of gold, whose floors were paved
with silver, and whose appointments consisted in a great measure of
costly diamonds and other precious stones. Impregnable castles, dark
and melancholy dungeons, to which inexorable and carnivorous g'viuts

consigned their innocent aud helpless captives, present themselves to our
fancy with all the minute and fearful details of reality. Now our sym-
pathy, now our indignation is aroused; for a moment we tremble with
suspense, awaiting with the most feverish anxiety the issue of an adven-
ture, upon which depends the happiness, the honour, the life, of some
beautiful princess, endbwed with more than human virtues and accom-
plishments. If the issue be favourable, our joy can only be equalled by
that of the lady herself at her deliverance

; if, on the contrary, it be un-
favourable, we weep and lament the fate of one whose rare virtues

entitled her to a less cruel and hapless destiny. As the truth of what is

r^ted is never for a moment questioned, our sorrow for the unfortunate
heroes and heroines is not to be alleviated any more than our joy is to he
diminished at the successes and prosperity to which they may attain.
“ Jack the Giant Killer” to us is an undoubted personage of history,

and a very important one too. Ilis valour, his achievements, have
handed iowu his name with honour from one generation to another. Ilis

coat \)i darkness, his shoes of swiftness, are all matters of history, and are
no more to be disputed than that . te moon is inhabited by a man, who
was placed therg for having desecrated the Sabbath by gathering sticks

on a Sunday—a fact, I think, pretty universally acknowledged by little

nursery people in general.

There is no season so favourable for the enjoyment of fiction
; we

regard with no hypercritical or scrutinising eye the arrangement or
VOL. XVIII. 2 K
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development of the plot : so Ion# as it be interesting we heed not how
inartisticslffyj or with what appearance of improbability it may have been

constructed. Unsophisticated, and without experience, we implici|ly*bc-

licve—our confidence is easily obtained. Dazzled by the entertainment

spread before us, we have not yet been taught to doubt the substantial

nature of the repast.

I have been led into these rabbling reflections by the following narra-

tive, which is associated with the period of life to which I have referred.

It is one "I have listened to a score of times with the closest attention;

it is one which never recurs to mo but conjures up to niy mind the per-

sonal appearance of him who has been some years in his grave, whose

memory I shall ever revere, and whose kindness and affection towards

myself, shall never be forgotten .—llequiescat in pace.

My grandfather was in the habit of commencing the narrative thi s :

JLt is now thirty yea r§
since the large stone mansion, which stands to the

left ofMarley Hill, was built. It presented a very dillercnt appearance at

that time from what it does now. Since that period it lias been enlarged;

the grounds surrounding the house have been much improved, and the

fine large trees which you now behold had only then been planted. The
gentleman who built the house was a very singular character, and had
suddenly come into the possession of immense wealth. Tic was a person of

a very limited education, and his personal appearance was singular in the

extreme. I remember him now as distinctly as if the occurrence I am
about to relate was only of yesterday’s date. He was below the middle

height, and the rotundity of his person arrested the attention at once. I

shall give you a pretty correct notion of his appearance when I state, that

if a barber’s block Avith a low crowned hat upon it, were placed upon a

small barrel elevated upon a couple of sticks, two or three feet in length,

and*a cloak were thrown around it, the tout ensemble would be no mean
resemblance to the person of old Jacob Gripley. His face was not a whit

less remarkable. It was so red that it almost made you blush to look at

it. He had an enormous nose, well ornamented with carbuncles, and his

eyes were small, greyish, and cat-like. A great number of strange stories

were circulated respecting Gripley, and some doubts were entertained as

to whether he had come honestly by his money. ^t was even insinuated

that a.certain connexion subsisted between himself and an old gentleman

of Jong standing and considerable antiquity, whom I need not describe

more particularly. What grounds there were for such an hypothesis I

know not, unless, indeed, it were the unaccountable way in which he ap-

peared to have come into possession of his money. He had never been m^-
ried, and always entertained a strong antipathy to the married state. His

mansion was considered an open house for all his friends, and Gripley was
frequently honoured with their company. There was a plentiful supply

of good cheer on such occasions, which was always freely distributed

amongst the guests. The squire (it was so that Griply was styled) was
looked up to by the people in the surrounding neighbourhood with con-

siderable deference. His wealth and his generosity had obtained for him
many ardent admirers. Still mysterious insinuations were thrown out,

and nods and winks were exchanged, all of which appeared to indicate that

Jacob Gripley was not exactly comme il faut.

It was the custom of Gripley, during the winter evenings, to entertain

at his house three or four of his most familiar friends. On these social

evenings, an abundance of everything was provided; but, perhaps, there
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was no article so much in request as tobacco. Jacob Gripley was a great
smoker; his friends were great smokers; his servants, his tenants, his

tradesmen, cum mvltis aliis
, with whom he had dealings, were great

smokers. It could not he otherwise. Gripley had no sympathy with a
man who could not smoke his pipe ; there was something radically wrong,
he considered, in an individual who was unable to appreciate the enjoy-
ment afforded by that exquisite sedative. lienee, any man that loved
tobacco, Gripley loved, and vice versa. .Charles Lamb and he would not
have quarrelled upon that point.

" *

I was not one of Jacob Gripley*s intimate friends, but I was, neverthe-

less, a congenial spirit. I loved my pipe. It happened one night I had
occasion to call at his house. It was in November. The day had been
very stormy, and a great quantity of snow had fallen. It was several feet

deep in the country, and it was impossible fftr any conveyance to travel.

When my name had been announced, Mr. Gripley came to the door to

invite me in. 1 requested him to excuse me as 1 liad promised my family

to return early, lie would not hear of any apologies, and I was obliged

to yield to his solicitations. I was ushered into a large room with a stone

lloor, and which was commonly used as a place for general culinary pur-

poses. There was a fine large fire blazing at the further end of the room,
and round the hearth were placed half a dozen large oaken chairs, in three

of which were deposited some of the intimate friends of Jacob^Gripley.
The kitchen was furnished in the ordinary way; on one side stood a
dresser, upon which was placed a delf-rack filled with all kinds of crockery-

wmv. The walls of the room were hung round with the usual kitchen

utensils, which were uncommonly bright and clean, and a credit to any
housewife. Opposite the dresser stood a large deal table as white as snow.
In the centre of the apartment w as placed a small round table, on which
stood a number of bottles, glasses, and jugs, which were appropriated to

the use of the company assembled.

Gentlemen,” said Mr. Gripley, introducing me, “ this is Mr. Penny-

p in. 1 need not say he possesses those qualities which entitle him to

admission to our society.”
“ llovv do you do, Mr. Penuypinn? Glad to see you,” said a little

man with a red face, fuflled shirt, and buff waistcoat.

“ Permit me, sir,” said a corpulent man in a brown wig, and placing

three great fat fingers, like overgrown carrots, into my hand.
“ As a smoker, sh\ you have at once a passport to our society,” said

the third man, who was very tall, and marked with the small-pox,

“^Allow me to say that I shall have no objection to cultivate your
acquaintance.” And he sank hack in his chair with the air of a man who
had made a very condescending admission.

I was a good deal struck with the formality with which my introduc-

tion had been accomplished. I had now time to look around me. I

observ jd that each gentleman held in his hand an enormous pipe, from

the tube of which large volumes of smoke were inhaled and again dis-

charged from the mouth of the si. oker. The utmost gravity prevailed,

and not a word fell from the lips of any of the party. They were too

much absorbed with their occupation. The curling wreaths of smoke
appeared to have suggested certain trains of thought which had imposed

the most impressive silence upon every one present. Their loquacious

propensities were checked. The soothing weed seemed, like oil thrown

upon the turbulent waters, to have hushed every emotion, and to have
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spread a pleosing tranquillity over their whole demeanour. Life seemed

to them of no moment
;
gaiety and boisterous enjoyment were accounted

of little value
;
the power of speech and the intercommunication of ideas

possessed little consideration in their esteem
;

the passions by which

other men were actuated they had never experienced. They had but one

object, one enjoyment, one occupation. They had formed but one

attachment, to winch they had steadily adhered through every vicissitude

of fortune, and the pipe claimed‘their undivided affection.

These were the men that my partial predilection for tobacco had intro-

duced me to ; these were the men into whose society I had the happiness

to be admitted.

I had sat some minutes observing Mr. Gripley and his friends, without

venturing to make a remark. There was evidently no disposition for

conversation. Mr. Gripley 'perceived my uneasiness, and, walking to a

cupboard a short, distance from him, he drew therefrom a long clay pipe,

which, without saying a word, he placed in my hand, the man who sat

next me at the same time handing me a large leaden jar, in which was

deposited a plentiful supply of tobacco. I perfectly understood this

pantomimic performance, and. therefore tilled and lighted my pipe in

silence.

Half an hour had elapsed, and no one had spoken. At length the

man with the red face and buff waistcoat disturbed the monotony.

“It is now five years/’ he said, in an uiuleitonc, and almost uncon-

sciously.

“ I beg your pardon, sir,” I said, “ to what do you refer ?”

“ Yes, five years have passed away/’ ho repeated, without taking any

notice of my inquiry, “ since he was amongst us. Truly he was a great

smoker
!”

I conceived I should be intruding if I pushed my curiosity any further,

so I remained silent.

“ Mr. Giipley,” he said aloud, “you have not forgot that occasion?'*

The person addressed was unconscious that his guest had spoken.

“ Gripley !” he cried, in a louder tone of voice.

“ Sir,” responded that gentleman, with alacrity.

“ Have you forgot the night when that remarkJble man was amongst

us.'

“ What night?— what man?”
“ The night of the 25th of January, 1787.”

“ What man ?” repeated Mr. Gripley.

“ Tiie Man in Black,” answered the little man, in a solemn and

emphatic mariner.

These words conveyed a species of electric shock to every person

present. Until that moment the whole party, with the exception of

Jacob Gripley and the man in the buff waistcoat, had been as silent as

the grave. The quietness that had prevailed was oppressive. A mouse

might have been heard to cross the floor, a pin to fall, so still, so absorbed

in reflection, were, with the exceptions named, the gentlemen assembled.

Not less surprising, not less curious, was the change produced by the

utterance of these words than that effected in the castle of the Sleeping

Beauty, when, after a Jong sleep of I know not how many hundred years,

she and her whole household were in a moment restored to consciousness

and activity. The
;
words, simple as they were, produced a magical

effect. To me they indicated nothing; to me they were as a sealed
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book. What could they imply ? What was the nature of that incom-
prehensible mystery which seemed to be attached to them ? They were
but words—ordinary words. They described the colour of a man’s
garments; there their utility ended. Tun Man in Black! Gracious
Heavens ! what portentous meaning could four such insignificant words
indicate? Was there anything remarkable in the colour? Was there

anything unusual in persons being clad in “ customary suits of solemn
black?” On the contrary, they were the most becoming. Heavens!
nine persons out of every ten wore them in the most civilised countries in

the world. Had it been the *Man in White,
#
the matter would have

been different. It might have been expected to excite surprise ; it might
have been expected to raise human curiosity t*> the highest pitch.

There are seasons when things of a comparatively insignificant nature

will produce effects by no means in proportion u^th the means applied.

A tone, a look, a gesture, may rccal with painful accuracy certain

periods of existence over which the mantle of oblivion might well be
thrown. A strain of music, a flower, a landscape, may suddenly reveal

to the mental eye “some bright spot on memory’s waste” on which we
love to dwell. It may he connected with our childhood, or, peradven-

turc, with our maturer years. It may be associated with that* period

which occurs to most of people once in their lives, which has no counter-

part in anything that went before, or in anything that comes after—that

period when the flowers seemed to possess a richer perfume, their leaves a

brighter hue ; when the sky appeared to wear a softer, warmer tint

;

when Nature, indeed, wore her loveliest and most captivating aspect, and
when the rich swell of music held in thrall the rapt and listening ear.

Our impressions do not so much depend upon the objects upon which we
gaze, as upon the lens through which they are exhibited to us. It was
not that the sky was brighter ; it was not that the flowers were fairer

;

it was not that the music was sweeter. It was the heart which, having
for the first time become susceptible to the influence of love, coloured the

objects around, and gave to each a hue transient and reflected.

I must apologise fo»this digression; but as a pedestrian in the course

of liis peregrinations, stumbling over a stone, sometimes stoops to examine
it with eager curiosity, so the rclater of a story iqay let slip an observa-

tion which may at once suggest a different train of thought from that

which previously occupied his mind, and thus for a moment retard the

progress of his narrative.

The words uttered by the gentleman in the buff waistcoat struck a

chord in memory which seemed to recal to the minds of the gentlemen

present some event of their past lives of the greatest importance. Their

pipes fell from their mouths, and lay broken into a thousand atoms upon
the floor; they silently stared at each other in the greatest consternation,

and a clammy sweat became visible upon their bald foreheads.

“ What said you ?” at length inquired Jacob Gripley, his eyes flashing

indignation.

“ I mentioned The Man in Black/’ replied the short gentleman,

calmly.
“ The Man in Black !” echoed the corpulent gentleman, in the

brown wig.
“ Merciful Heaven! Tiie Man in Black!” exclaimed the tall man.
“ I need not repeat my words, gentlemen,” said the red-faced man,

quite unmoved. *
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“ The harmony of this company has been disturbed,” said the stout

gentleman.
“ Mr. Tweedlethumb,” said Jacob Gripley, “ I'm sorry for this act of

indiscretion ; let it be forgotten. Gentlemen, here are plenty of pipes

;

I beseech you to make use of them/’

The invitation was immediatgly accepted, and the usual silence again

prevailed. I was a silent observer of these extraordinary proceedings,

and though I felt the greatest curiosity to know who Tiie Man in

Black was, and why the mention of him should produce so great a
sensation, I was constrained to remain in total ignorance as to his

character.

A considerable time passed away, and the silence remained unbroken.

The fire was now beginning to burn less brightly: the light from the

candles grew dim and feeble ; and the whole place appeared less cheerful

than before. Nothing was heard, save an occasional cricket upon the

hearth, to disturb the deathlike stillness that prevailed. A mighty
change suddenly came over the spirit of the entire company. They
seemed spell-bound—their limbs were rigid—they were unable to move.

Their eyes stared wildly, and the hair upon their heads stood erect.

Their gaze was directed to one place— it was fixed upon one object. I

turned my own towards it. 1 was appalled— I was scarcely able to

breathe, and quite incapable of giving utterance to the agonising feelings

by which I was oppressed. I observed that a chair, which during the

evening had been empty, was now filled! It was occupied by a man in

a black suit. He held a long, curiously-shaped pipe in his hand, from
which he drew' vast clouds of smoke. A low murmur at length ran

through the company, and I fancied I hoard these words, in an under

tone, pass from one to another

—

“Tiie Man in Black !”

1 could not raise my eyes from this extraordinary phenomenon ; and
for a few minutes was incapable of the least locomotion. The cause

of tli is alarm was either indifferent or insensibhi to the terror he had
inspired. lie was fixed as a statue — cold as the sculptured marble.

His pipe was never once removed from his mouth, and he continued

to draw from its long and spiral tube immense volumes of smoke,

which floated and wreathed above his head, forming all kinds of odd
combinations. I watched him with the most intense anxiety. I ex-

pected he would speak— change his position. I was mistaken. His

limbs appeared to be inflexible. I was only conscious that he was
alive by the vapour which he perpetually emitted from his mouth.

I strove to catch a glimpse of his countenance, but 1 was unsuccessful

;

the dense smoke effectually concealed it from my view. I bethought

me of his profile ; the smoke was in front of him rather than around.

I changed my position ; l seated myself on his right hand, though at

a suitable distance. He remained iu the same attitude, and, apparently,

without any effort on his part;—the vapour floated round to the side

on which I sat, and completely defeated the object I had in view. I

crossed to the other side, but the screen was as effectual as before.

My curiosity was raised to the highest pitch. Who— vvhat was this

man, that he should thus wish to conceal his features? Was he a man ?

I now began to comprehend the terror which had been produced by the

short gentleman in the buff waistcoa£ by the mention of The Man in
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Black ! This was The Man in Black !—this was he, without ques-

tion. His sombre garments—his capacity as a smoker—the surprise and
alarm of* the company—all seemed to strengthen the hypothesis. What
was his object in intruding upon the company ? Ilia society was not
desirable ; he was not sociable ; he was not, apparently, a friend of Mr.
Gripley; he was not invited; and, notwithstanding his proficiency as a
smoker, he was evidently not respected by any member of the company.
Other reflections instantly suggested themselves. How had he gained
ingress to the mansion ? The hall-door, I had understood, was already

barred and locked. How had he beei^ able to enter the room aud
deposit himself in the chair, without having Iveen observed? These
questions were difficult to answer : it was sufficient, the man was there.

He had come there mysteriously; nobody kuew*when—nobody knew how !

For a moment, T raised my eyes from the object on which they had so

long been fixed, and I discovered that the other gentlemen had gone. * I

was solitary and miserable. I alone was loft to his society—I alone was
made the companion of—whom? The Man in Black. I was con-

vinced that it was he—nay, it could be no other. For hours and hours my
eyes were intently rivetted upon him. I made myself sure that some
change would take place in his attitude, which would clear up the mystery
with which he was surrounded. It was not so. To my great Surprise,

he continued to smoke with unabated vehemence, and, strange to say, his

pipe never required replenishing. The bowl seemed to be inexhaustible,

and to be stored with a supply which experienced no diminution. The
tube was twisted in the most singular manner, and which I could not help

regarding with great curiosity. Whilst my eyes were carefully scrutinis-

ing it, my attention was suddenly attracted to the bowl. I imagined it

underwent a change, which, however, was momentary. 1 fancied a small

transparent spot became visible in the centre, hut which almost imme-
diately disappeared. I watched it more closeh, but I observed nothing

further. I kept my eyes, however, fixed upon it, and at length the pipe

displayed the same singular phenomenon, but on a much larger scale, and
which in tills instance was not evanescent. The bowl of the pipe, which
was somewhat large, grew quite red, and thq glow which proceeded from
it in some measure illumined the room, which had for some time been in

almost total darkness, the candles having long since expired and the fire

in the grate throwing little light into the chamber. The fire by which the

bowl was illuminated enabled me to see it with more distinctness than I

had as yet had an opportunity of doing. It was of an oval formation,

somewhat resembling the shape of those old-fashioned mirrors, which are

now regarded as valuable relics of antiquity. The beat within grew
more and more intense, and at last it became brilliantly transparent. The
silence that prevailed was unbearable. I was almost choked, and the per-

spiration 'trcained from my face. The man smoked without intermission;

the smoke as it ascended twisted itself into the most grotesque and ludi-

crous shapes. Oh ! that the tick-ticking of some clock, or the sound of

some blacksmith’s forge could have been heard to break the awful silence

that reigned around—a silence more fearful than the grave—a silence of

which that of the chamber of de&th i^Jbut a faint a.id imperfect resemblance.

'I hero was something singular about this pipe. Its shape was diflerent

from any 1 bad as yet seen, and the bowl considerably larger. The
vapour which was discharged from the man’s mouth now arrested my
attention. It did not ascend iu the precise maimer in which it had

i

• 4
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previously done, but appeared to be endowed with the power of assuming

the most fantastic and hideous combinations. Now it seemed like heavy

masses of dark clouds, driven rapidly athwart the slcy by a violent wind

;

now it assumed the appearance of a serpent, and coiled and wriggled

itself into the most horrible contortions; anon it wore the appearance of a
demon, whose head and body*-were encircled by myriads of scorpions.

To my horror and consternation*, the objects multiplied. Thousands and
thousands of serpents, demons, and scorpions filled the air, and disported

themselves around the head of the man, who remained as silent and as

indifferent as ever. Shocked.by the horrors by which I was encom-
passed, my eyes again ^sought the bowl of the pipe. My nerves were

again put to the severest test. The most frightful countenance I had
ever beheld was suddenly Exhibited upon it. It was haggard and care-

worn—the cheek bones greatly projected—the eyes were sunken and dull

—the skin pinched, yellow, and unwholesome. The expression of the coun-

tenance denoted suffering and despair. The lineaments at last gradually

softened and assumed a somewhat mild and placid appearance, and slowly

and almost imperceptibly disappeared from the pipe. The face was imme-
diately replaced by another of a different character altogether. It was stout

and well-coriditioned, but the teeth were ground together and the lips closely

compressed. The eyes shot forth flames of fire, and the expression of

the face indicated rage and disappointment. The ferocity of the counte-

nance, however, gradually relaxed a? it .slowly vanished from my sight.

A third now presented itself. It was sad and melancholy; the eyes

were dull and inflamed, and its appearance indicative of mental agony.
In a similar manner to the preceding ones, its aspect became more com-
posed before it faded from my view.

Ircould endure these sights no longer. I called aloud in my agony,

and was determineerto make an effort for my deliverance.
“ What means this ?” I demanded. “ Speak—say, who are you ?”

A hollow, sepulchral voice thus made answer

:

“ I am the minister and the vindicator of the tobacco plant—of that

plant which is so highly valued and so much sought after by all races of

mankind, and which has been one of the greatest boons to the whole
human family—of that plant which possesses the power to calm the angry
passions of men— soothe thjm under every distress, and reconcile them
to the evils and discomfort's which they are called upon to encounter in

the course of their pilgrimage to a better land. I have already endea-

voured to illustrate its virtues. The faces which you have seen cross the

bowl of the pipe have been exhibited to you with this intention. The
first countenance is symbolical of poverty—the second of anger— the third

of grief and mental affliction. You will have observed, as each of these

evils has been subjected to the influence of the tobacco, how the ex-

pression of the face has mollihed— its features relaxed, and how, before

it finally disappeared from the pipe, it lias put on an air of comparative

resignation.”

Delighted with this explanation, and grateful for the friendly manner
in which it was given, I bent forward to shake hands with this benevo-
lent man. In so doing I fell from my chair, and discovered that it was
day. I had been dreaming.

Whenever I smoke a pipe this vision recur3 to me, and my imagina-
tion is so vivid, that I frequently fancy I behold, iji the empty chair

opposite me, this identical Man in Black.
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THE NIGHT ATTACK.

BEING THE FOURTH CHAPTER OF “INCIDENTS OF THE ROAD; OH,
PASSAGES FROM THE LIFE OF A COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.”

By Joseph Anthony, Jun.

Dacre.—How strange the diance
That unexpected thee should liitlie]; bring,
On this eventful night.

Tiie Outlaw.

Some years ago, on a raw and gusty evening, in the month of Sep-
tember, 1 drove up to a roadside inn, which, at that time, rejoicing under
the name of the Flying* Childers, to all travellers journeying between

and Bury St. Kdmund's, professed to afford good accommodation.
A more unpromising and uninviting exterior than the said Flying Childers

presented, considering the size of the building, I have rarely looked upon.
To those not thoroughly acquainted wTith the geography of the locality,

it would appear at first sight to have been built with the view alone of
securing, as a half-way house, the custom of travellers—by no means
inconsiderable in number—journeying between the two towns. A nearer
inspection, however—for the Flying Childers lay some hundred yards or

more off the public road—would show that there was every indication of

a nest of supporters lying in the hollow behind, the tower of a church
at no great distance, and a faint canopy of smoke hanging over the trees

which stood around it, indicating pretty plainly that the said inn was in a
very favourable position to command the support of those who vegetated

in the village, as well as those who journeyed on the highway.
I ha \c already observed that its exterior was anything hut prepossessing;

I might add, that the interior was fully in unison. This I knew from
having frequently pulled up for the purpose of giving my Rosinantc a
feed, and myself a gftss of their best home-brewed, which, to say the

least on’t, was a very prime article, and of a verity in that part of the

world a rarity ; for wretched is the stuff generally vended under the

cognomen of ale in the counties of Cambridge and Suffolk. I say that

the interior of the Flying Childers was such as you would be prepared to

find from its outward appearance, and had it not been when I was within

half a mile of the inn that my horse, through overwork, gave indications

of distress, and the night coming rapidly on, I should never have dreamt
of seeking within its walls accommodation for the night. Indeed, such

was my disinclination, that on my nag first showing symptoms of giving

in, I enter* ained the thought of walking him the next ten miles, rather

than trust myself to such haphazard comfort as I might find at the said

inn, and my resolution so to do was o \ly changed by the reflection that

my Rosinante had, during the past week, been somewhat overtasked,

and that to proceed farther would be downright injustice to his noble

nature, and the faithfulness of his services during the many years I had
called him mine.

Convinced on this point, and feeling assured from my former obser-

vations when calling at the house, that although their accommodation for

bipeds wa9 of an inferior and limited character, their stabling was excel-

lent, with, as I at the moment imagined, a stoical indifference to my own

4
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creature comforts, I drove up, as I have said, on a gusty September
evening, to the door of this very unpromising-looking inn. I felt fully

satisfied that my tired beast would fall into good hands ; for in allusion

to the ostler who officiated as horsekeeper to the Brilliant, which changed
at the Flying Childers, I hfd heard Joliffij, who worked that once

fast four, declare “ old Sam .could turn out bosses with any man in

England.” The secret of this was, that old Sam had his hobby like

everybody else ; and Sam's hobby was his love of horses. He was fond

of, and took a pride in what he had to do for them. His whole

world was bound in by horseflesh. He had no ideas beyond the stable

and the coach ; and probably no class of men were ever looked upon with

more deadly dislike thar the various troops of railway surveyors ^nd
their stalls, who were making their appearance in Sam’s locality when I

last saw him. Yes, Sam was indeed a connoisseur in horses. I have

seen him walk round his cattle after they were harnessed to the Brilliant;

and whilst Joliffi? was engaged in the interior, on that business common
to all coachmen pulling up at inns, he would inspect the team with the

mont scrupulous attention; if a single hair were turned, smoothing it

carefully down, then stepping slowly backwards to contemplate with

marvcWous complacency the subjects of bis care and pride.

But Joliffi) drove good cattle, very different to those we see now-a-
days. pairs and unicorns attached to coaches, which, under the names of

3Ieteor, Wonder, Everlasting, &e., carry such striking satires on them-
selves.

To return to the Flying Childers.

My host had no fire lighted in his best sitting-room, as he was pleased

to term it, when 1 entered, so, after seeing a bedroom, which was a
tolerable place, 1 amused m\self by watching Sam’s operations on my
steed, and engaged him in an amusing colloquy on his favourite subject,

until I was informed the room was ready.

The room— the best room! Picture to yourself, reader, with the pros-

pect of a long winter’s evening before you, a rather spacious apartment
with bare walls, its floor scarcely covered by a scifVity, and in some parts

dilapidated, carpet, a tabic covered by a cloth which had evidently once

borne a pattern, but which was so stained and defaced by sundry visita-

tions of vaiious liquors, that you might as well have searched to find the

original colour of the cloth, as the device which it once had borne.

There was certainly a good fire, and the mantel-piece displayed a number
of what in my hostess’s eye were, doubtless, ornaments, consisting of

diminutive wax figures in little dirty glass cases ; the same questionable

taste that had so installed them had, no doubt, also presided over the

bestowal of a border of bright yellow paint, which, on a black oak

ground, circled a rather antique mirror, adorning the wrall over the fire-

place. Books, I bad none with me ; what was 1 to do to kill the hours

until bedtime ? A dirty-looking volume lying on a sideboard, as it met
my gaze, for the moment elated mo with the hope that it might, prove

something curiously rare—a fail of manna in the wilderness. Alas ! it

was hut an old battered “ Directory and on examining it I found, as a

matter of course, that it, was deficient of those pages which had once
graced it, containing the names of the natives ami general statistics of
the parish in v\hieh 1 was sojourning, and which I will here call Sandy
Hollow.

It would be no easy task to learn the. true motive which instigates this
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stupid piece of mischief so generally practised ; certain it is, that three-

fourths of the “ Directories” to bo found at inus are despoiled of those
pages relating to their own locality, or, if not tom from the book, are so
defaced as to be scarcely legible. The once useful compilation belonging
to the Flying Childers formed, as I have /observed, no exception to the
rule

; there was, indeed, a full, true, and particular account of the whole
county, save and except the identical part once devoted to the place

of my sojourn.

The last page of the mutilated work now appeared where the topo-

graphical and statistical information relative to the place in which the

Flying Childers was situated had once commenced. Here, some one,

probably a casual sojourner like myself had scribbled memories sacrum
of Sandy Hollow.

Somewhat annoyed, I threw down the book, for It had occurred to mo,
whilst cogitating how I should contrive to despatch the time until it

should be a fitting hour to seek an interview with Mr. Morpheus, that a
Captain B

,
the father of an old schoolfellow of mine, had chosen the

locale for his residence, some years past, when my intimacy with his son

terminated by the latter going abroad. I expected to have found his

name in the Directory, and, in consulting it for that purpose, felt half-in-

clined, should his residence be within a tolerable distance, to pay him
a visit.

im
It was certainly a long time ago,” I ruminated, whilst gazing in the

fire and sipping a mixture of something which I tried to persuade myself
was sherry negus, such as 1 had ordered—“ a long time ago since I had
seen my friend’s father but my recollections were such as induced

me strongly to entertain the idea of calling on him, rather than pass the

evening iu so cheerless and dreary a place as the best room of this high-

way inn. When wc were lads together, I had been a frequent guest at

my friend Frank’s home, and with what interest did I now recal the

young, fast-fleeting days that 1 had passed uuder his father’s hospitable

roof! How sweet are reveries of the past! liow sweet to pause at times

amidst the whirl and 1/fhiyburly of every-day life, with all it stern realities,

and, winging fancy to by-gone hours, live them with all their sunshine o’er

again
;

beholding forms undying in memory; and listening to voices

whose melody, alas ! is hushed for ever. Thus, in the eloquent language

of \V ilson,
“ may one moment minister to years, and the life-wearied

heart of old age, by one delightful remembrance, be restored to primal

joy ; the glory of the past brought beamingly upon the faded present,

and the world that is obscurely passing away from our eyes re-illumined

with the visions of its early morn.”

Since the days on which I so fondly dwelt in my reverie, the captain

had marrijd a second wife, changed his residence, and Frank, the first

friend of my heart, had been wrecked and lost on his passage out to

India. It was so long ago, I reflected the chances arc that the captain

has forgotten me. How unpleasant, too, to go through the ordeal of

self-introduction, whilst there existed even a possibility of not being wel-

come ; nay, more, it flashed across my memory I had somewhere heard

the captain’s last wife was a bit of a termagant, and, indeed, had been the

cause of poor Frank’s going abroad. And this remembrance was almost

decisive. “ Fll stay where I nui,” mentally I exclaimed ; drawing my
chair closer to the fire, and endeavouring to feel quite satisfied that second
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thoughts are always the best. It took, however, some little time, after hear-

ing argument on both sides, to come to this decision. On the one hand,

there was a cheerless room, no company, no books, miserable fare, per-

chance, if I ventured to order supper ; and, withal, the melancholy night-

wind fitfully wailing round t*.e building, and at times shaking the old

shutters with a rattle that made my heart leap within me : on the other

hand, there was the chance of enjoying the captain’s society, his com-
fortable drawing-room, reminiscences of dear old times, his pictures, and

his port.

On coming to the conclusion to remain where I was, I again reviewed

my position in the Flying Childers, and vigorously tried to persu ide

myself that the quarters were not so bad. My host had, perhaps, a little

library somewhere in the house, perchance amongst his collection some
choice old black-lettered volume might reveal itself, and, cheered by the

thought, I rang the bell, determined to order mental and physical re-

freshment together. My hostess, w'ho answered the bell, was a tidy-

looking little body, clean and countrified, and so truly unsophisticated ill

manner, as led me to infer that she had never extended her researches

into the world beyond the knowledge of it afforded by the daily occur-

rences^of Sandy Hollow and the Flying Childers.

As, of my two requirements, food for the mind was uppermost in my
thoughts, when, in obedience to my summons, the hostess entered the

room, it will not appear singular that my inquiry should be

—

“ Have you any books in the house ?”

“ Rooks, sir,” replied the landlady, with a look of amazement ;

66 rooks,

sir ?”

Innkeepers, be it observed, and waiters in general, have an impression

on ‘their craniums, as though it had been engraved there, that eating and
drinking form the most important occupations in life, and are rarely pre-

pared to reply to questions on other heads than the all-engrossing subject

of victualling. Some years ago I was witness to an amusing illustration

of this, in one of the large hotels in the north of England. The omni-

bus which runs from the railway-station had bar&y deposited its passen-

gers at the door, when a tall, portly gentleman walked into the room
where I was sitting, and after divesting himself of his travelling coat,

and giving orders to Boots respecting his luggage, drew up a chair to

the fire and rang the hell.

“ Waiter,” said he, as that functionary entered the room, and speak-

ing rather rapidly, but, to my tympanum, very distinctly, “ waiter, what

papers do you take in ?” adding, without stopping for a reply to his

question, “ if you have to-day’s Times

,

let me see it directly.”

Waiters in large inns, as some of my readers may have noticed, often

affect to be wonderfully alert, which is not unfrequently carried to an

extreme.
“ Yezur,” they often exclaim, before you have well given your instruc-

tions, affecting an aptitude and smartness in comprehending your wants,

and vanishing when your drawing breath is perhaps but a breathing comma
in the sentence you are delivering, bringing you to a full stop ere you
have more than half expressed your wishes. “ Yezur,” said the worthy
in question, ere the portly traveller had ceased speaking, and was out of

the room in a twinkling.

Ere the gentleman, however, had quite stretched out his legs at the
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fire, the waiter returned, and advancing close up to him, thus delivered

himself

:

“ Soup, ox-tail and mock-turtle ; fish, salmon and sole ; beef, roast

and boiled ; leveret, chicken
; hashed—”

“ Hashed be hanged !” roared out the infuriated traveller, starting up
in a rage from his chair. “ I asked you jor the Times paper. Curse
you, waiters, you can’t think it possible fora man to want anything but
to be always stuffing and swilling. I want? the Times paper, 1 tell you ;

curse your hash !” * *

“ Rooks, sir!” exclaimed the presiding genius of the Flying Childers,

with a look of amazement. *

“ No, you mistake me,” I replied, half laughing, the circumstance

related occurring to me at the moment. “ No, I said books—books to

read. I shall also want some supper in an hour oj* so
;

pray' what can.

you give ine ?” My hostess retired to consult the larder, and at the same
time to search for any volume the house might contain.

“ Yes, I am booked here for the night,” I mentally' exclaimed, whilst

applying the poker to the fire, making it blaze and sparkle quite cheerily

over the room, producing an exhilarating though transient effect on my
spirits. “ The quarters are not so very bad, after all,” L thought ;

“ the

books that may turn up, the nice supper that they probably maj' give

me. Ah ! these country inns ; did I not know how snugly they could

do a bird occasionally ?”

Alas ! for my hopes, my hostess returned ; they had no books at all in

the place, and, with regard to supper, there was nothing left but cold

mutton. Should she cook me some eggs and bacon? In utter' despair, I

ordered the latter to be ready in an hour, and after two or three turns

across the room, sat down again to cogitate whether I should not, after

all, seek out and venture on a visit to Captain B . My hostess

must have thought inc a restless sort of being, for she had not long

left me ere I again summoned her to iny presence. The residence of the

captain, it appeared, was not more than half-an-hour’s walk distant, lying

to the left of the village. The landlady' could give me no information

relative to the members composing his family ; indeed, she knew but very

little about them, as they had come to reside there since she was married,

which, she informed me, was the time when she had left the village for

the Flying Childers.

Only half-an-hour’s walk! What though it was night, and the road un-

known to me, 1 resolved upon going, and slipping on an overcoat, with a

trusty blackthorn in my hand, I issued forth from the inn.

Keep straight down the lane, sir,” said my hostess, who had accom-

panied me to the door to give me the required directions ;
“ keep straight

on till you come to the common, which you must leave to your right, and

take the other road round by the mill, and it will take you, in about a

quarter of a mile farther, to the house
;
you will see it among the trees.

You had better let Sam go with you,
“ No,” said I, “ the distance is so short, and your directions so plain, I

shall not need him. Should I not return in an hour, give Sam the eggs

and bacon, and tell him to sit up for me until twelve; should I not return

by that time, lie need not wait longer, but go to bed.” So saying, and

buttoning my coat closely round me, with a u Good night” to my hostess,

I sallied forth from the Flying Childers.
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It was, indeed, a dreary night, the wind had increased in violence, and

was now howling furiously ; dark masses of cloud were careering along

the heavens, allowing a crescent moon, and a solitary star here and there,

occasionally to peep forth, as though to reveal how rapid was their flight.

The air, too, had become very chilly, and I began to congratulate myself

in not having pushed on my f
iaded steed, now so comfortably housed, and

myself with something of a prospect of getting into comfortable quarters.

There was no difficulty in following the directions I had received, and
within" half-an-hour from the time of starting I found myself at the house.

By the imperfect light afforded, the dwelling appeared to bo one of those

old-fashioned, gabled, irreguhr buildings which here and there arc seen

scattered over the country, mementos of olden times. It seemed nicely

situated, well protected on three sides by a deep belt of trees, with a fine

sweep of lawn in front, \Miich, by the dimly-seen grouping of the shrubs,

^1 judged to be tastefully ornamented.

With not a little pleasure I learned from the domestic who answered

my summons at the door, that the captain was at home, and follow ing the

presentation of my card, I was immediately ushered into his presence.

I will not dwell on the first moments of my meeting with the father of

my old schoolfellow; enough to say, that he well and right-gladly remem-
bered me, that, the associations which my presence called up brought

more ‘than one tear to his eye, and that his voice faltered, veteran as

he was, as lie grasped my hand in both of his hands whilst bidding me
welcome.

There was no reserve about him. I had not sat ten minutes beside his

hearth, ere he had communicated to me the leading events of his life since I

had last seen him. The principal part 1 was already in possession of from

other sources, and thatwas Frank's death. It appeared that some fewmonths
after the captain’s second marriage, having had some words with his step-

mother, and an appointment abroad offering itself at the time, my old

schoolfellow* resolved upon accepting it, his father in vain endeavouring to

dissuade him. I have before related that, on his passage out, he met with

his death. The captain showed me a letter which Frank had written to

him on the day of his embarkation, replying to his father’s last written

appeal against his departure, in a tone of linn resolution and confidence,

yet breathing withal, to him, the warmest affection throughout; I per-

ceived by the crumpled and worn state of the paper, it was a dear

memento, and that the captain had many a time and oft read it o’er and
o’er again. My host had no family by his present wife, who, I learned,

was on a visit with her relatives in the north of England, and that he

purposed in a few days taking a trip himself to the same quarter to bring

her home.
*

Desirous of dispelling the sadness which our reminiscences of the past

had thrown around us, L led my host away from talking of his lost son,

and not a little did I amuse him when describing my irresolution at the

Flying Childers, and the complication of causes which led me in desperate

resolve to seek him. He rallied me on my modesty, and ere we sat down
to supper, so friendly had we become, that I had made a promise to spend

a week with him in the following spring. I know not that I ever more
readily accepted an invitation in my life, so cordial was the captain’s

manner, so much heart was there in all lie said. Rapidly flew the time, the

captain showing me all his curiosities, of which he was an enthusiastic

collector, his pictures, and his books. More than once, whilst we were
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thus occupied, my host regretted the absence of his man-servant, to whom
it seemed he had given a couple of days* holiday to attend a sister’s

wedding in an adjoining county. lie also showed me his favourite nag,

and his stabling ; and, after I had seen his fawn-and-white dog, which

had recently borne ofF a coursing trophy, we returned to the house.

Being more snug, as he observed, than thejdrawmg-room, my host now
ushered me into his library, where a blazing fire, a goodly display of bottles

and glasses, and a chess-board opened on thft table, gave pretty clear indi-

cation that the captain had determined our companionship should not termi-

nate very speedily. As 1 was a chess-player, and lie passionately fond of

the game, we had already arranged that I should give up all thoughts of

returning to the Flying Childers, give mv host battle, and take up my
quarters for the night where I was.

After a round or two of the captain’s port, to 3rink some old-fashioned

toasts, and by way also, as my entertainer said, of preparing the palate .

for the true flavour of the next bottle, we sat down to the game.
The veteran, although much attached to chess, Avas not a first-rate

player; we were about equally matched, our contest proving so in-

teresting to both, that it was midnight when my ho?t, with a fresh bottle,

proposed another game.
I readily assented ; a supply of wood was brought for the firc^ my

host then hade his servants go to bed, and we commenced another engage-
ment. And thus we sat in the captain’s old-fashioned library, in tlu* dead
of night, silently engrossed in mimic battle. So still, so hushed A\as all

around that we could distinctly hear the village clock as it struck tho

quarters, and at intervals almost startling was the souud of a mouse rattling

in the wainscot.

The servants had retired about half-an-hour
; we had arrived at a

critical part of the game ; the captain, after a long deliberation, had taken

up his remaining bishop to make a move, when, through the stillness of

the building, broke a sound as of a door being forced from its hinges.

The noise was but momentary, and was succeeded by the silence of the

grave. The captain’s hand remained suspended over the board
; we

looked at each other, bu^spoko not, moved not—scarcely breathed. For
a moment or two wc sat as though spell-hound.

“ What can it bo ?” we at length exclaimed in a breath, rising together

;

and at the same moment again the noise broke through the stillness of

the night.

“ They are breaking in,* said the captain.

“ Have you pistols?” I inquired, both scarce speaking above our

breath.

“ Ay, but they are in my bedroom. Hark !**

A low whistle now rose on the air, as though proceeding from the back

of the house: another, which seemed to come from the front, replied, and
all again became still.

The room in which we sat was at the head of the grand staircase, and

as the shutters were closed we at once concluded that our sitting up was

not known to the burglars, for such they evidently were. It was a trying

position, to meet which we both felt that all our nerve and coolness would

be requisite. Our words were uttered in whispers, and in much less time

than words can be written to tell it, we had decided on our plan of action.

That such a daring attack would not be made unless there were numbers
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we felt assured; although it was most probable they had ascertained the

absence of the man-servant, and doubtless calculated on finding, besides

the captain, none but women in the house.

My host was wonderfully cool and collected; we took off our boots, put

out tlie lights, noiselessly took the logs off the fire, laying them apart on

the hearth and extinguishiiiflr the flames, so that their light, gleaming from

beneath the door, might not
1
prate of our whereabout. The captain then

left me to reconnoitre at the thead of the stairs, whilst he sought his bed-

room for the pistols. Scarcely had I taken up my position when I dis-

tinctly beard footsteps approaching towards the lobby from the back part

of the bouse. What anxious moments were those ; I thought my host

would never return. - So absorbed was I listening to the approach of the

burglars, that ere 1 was aware of his approach, the old gentleman had re-

joined me. *

I breathed more freely on receiving the weapons which he placed in my
hands, feeling assured, from the daring manner in which the ruffians were

entering the place, that it would require something more than our showing

ourselves to make them beat a retreat. The relief I experienced on the cap-

tain’s return was, however, but transient, for in handling the pistols he had
given me, I found they were uncapped, though loaded. In his hurry he

had forgotten to examine his own, and lie soon found that one only of

the brace which he had retained for himself was so furnished. Barely had

we made this unpleasant discovery, when we heard the burglars, who had
now reached the lobby, conversing in a suppressed tone of voice, yet every

syllable they uttered fell with painful distinctness on our ears.

“ Where’s the lantern ?” said the fellow who appeared to be leading;

“ shove the slide, Ned, it’s as black as the devil, and I can't feel no door.”

“ liusht! hushtl” came from the ruffian bringing up the rear, and who
i$ obedience to the other’s request drew back the shade from his lantern,

throwing a gleam of light forward, which, whilst it displayed to them the

position of the rooms, revealed to us, who were with breathless interest

watching their movements, the advancing figures of three men, whose
faces were covered with black crape. Two of them carried formidable-

looking bludgeons ; the other appeared to he unarmed, until, in bending

to open the dining-room door, the stock of a pistol, stuck in the breast of

his coat, displayed .itself.

“ Could I but get to the blue-room, my caps are there,” said the captain,

as the ruffians disappeared in the dining-room.
“ In what part of the house is it?” I inquired, with not a little anxiety.

“Within a dozen paces of the foot of these stairs,” replied my host;

“we must get them at all risks.”

At this moment we heard the crash of splintering wood.
“ They are forcing open the drawers/* whispered the captain, “could we

be sure they would remain but a few moments wo might reach the room
unseen/*

We were on the point of advancing for the purpose, when the light

from the burglar’s lantern gleamed on the wall of the lobby opposite the

dining-room door, and we had barely time to draw back ore they, evi-

dently disappointed in their search, emerged from the apartment and ad-

vanced towards the stairs.

The captain at this juncture placed his hand on my arm, and just

breathing the words, “Follow me!** he led me along the lauding-place
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until wo came to the foot of the stairs which conducted to the story above.

Drawing me with him, within a recess formed by tho broad staircase, we
cowered down amongst a lot of lumber and awaited tho ruffians* approach.

Whilst in this position we exchanged but few words, agreeing that they

were determined characters we had to do with, and that it would be mad-
ness to show ourselves until we were in possession of the caps. Scarcely

had we concealed ourselves, when the footsteps of the marauders announced
that they had gained the head of the stairs0which we had just quitted.

“ To be sure,” said one of them, as though supporting the proposition

of a previous speaker, “have the old buffer out at once; curse me if I

like this slow work.” #
“Ay, Ned, let’s find him oift,” said another;* “ and if he isn’t as

nimble as nine-pence in shelling out, we’ll make his bones dance a
hornpipe in his skin. Here, Bill, give me the glim.” Saying which,

the speaker led the way, followed by the others, into a bedroom, wrhere

they were soon engaged forcing open drawers, and stow ing away on their*

persons all the valuables they could conveniently carry.

Whilst they were thus occupied, the captain gave me a silent signal,

and, together, we emerged from our hiding-place ; in our hurry dis-

placing some piece of lumber from its equilibrium, which, with a loud

noise, fell to. the ground. We did not pause a moment to mark what
effect this might have produced on the marauders, but glided rapidiy and
noiselessly down the staircase.

“ Thank God !” ejaculated my host, as groping about in the dark, in

the blue room, he gained the object of his search; “here they are.”

Having capped the pistols, a few words sufficed to determine our plan

of action. We felt tolerably confident they were now in our hands. To
capture one of the gang was to fee a primary object ; and it was agreed

we were not to resort to the barkers unless they should show desperate

fight With this view, the captain furnished himself with a strong, lead-

knobbed stick, which fortunately lay convenient ; mine I found where I

had deposited it on entering the house—in the hat-stand of the hall.

This 1 carried in one hand, with the other one of the pistols, depositing

its fellow in my jacket-pocket, ready for immediate use.

To secure one of the*l>urglars being our principal object, so to sur-

prise them, as to cause them to scatter, was to he the first attempt. Our
arrangements were barely completed, when the screams of the women-
servants rang through the house, informing us too plainly of the ruffians’

progress. We ascended the stairs, and, listening at the foot of the flight

of steps which led to the servants’ bedrooms, heard the burglars, with

horrid imprecations, threatening to murder them if they did not discover

their master’s retreat. The women were sobbing and begging for mercy,

protesting they knew no more than they had already told.

“Come, no snivelling, mistress,” said one of the ruffians; “if you
can’t show' us your master, you can show where he keeps his money,

and where tho plate is, for we can’t spare time to look for it. By all the

devils in h— 11 ! if we don’t get hold on we’ll cut your throats.”

By the scuffling of feet that followed, we found that they were descend-

ing the stairs with the women, exercising no longer caution in their

movements, believing, doubtless, the captain, through fear, had concealed

himself, and relying on the vigilance of their watchers outside the

building.
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That they had confederates we ascertained, from perceiving a window

—

which, from the landing where we stood commanded a view of the lawn

in front—standing open. The ruffians, in ascending the stairs, had
noticed it, and had evidently made use of it to communicate with their

accomplices without. Conjecturing such to be the case, the captain put

his head out at the window, when a voice from beneath exclaimed, kC Well,

have you nailed him?” 4

My host growled out something, which the querist might possibly

have Construed into “ all right,” and drew in his head.

“ They are numerous,” said he ;
“ I’m afraid we shall find it necessary

to use the pistols. Here tli^y come. Back for a moment to our hiding-

place.” We cowered down again in the recess that had served us so well

before.

They were nowT close upon us, continuing their brutal imprecations lil the

terrified women as they descended together the flight of stairs which we had

just quitted. Fortunately for our object, one of the ruffians here left bis

fellows with the' servants, and, passing so close to our hiding-place as

almost to touch us, proceeded to the open window to speak to the watch

without, to see that all w as right, and to report progress.

We could distinctly catch the words which he addressed to his com-
rade outside—they were very brief

;
he turned from the w indow, but had

scarcely moved a couple of paces ere the captain, giving me the signal for

action, wo together threw ourselves upon him. So sudden, unexpected,

and impetuous was our onset, that the fellow’s astonishment and terror for

a moment deprived him of utterance, as wT
ell as power to resist. Without

any difficulty we forced him to the floor, his heavy fall being the first in-

timation to his accomplices below that there was some check to the

audacity of their proceedings. The prostration of the fallen burglar’s

nprvoua system was, however, but momentary, which he soon displayed

by violent exertions to free himself, wliilst vociferating to his fellows lor

help. Whilst assisting the captain to keep him down, I, at the same time,

administered some very unmistakeable blows with my stick to the hand
of the ruffian, which held a bludgeon, and wliich, through excess of pain,

he was compelled to relinquish. No sooner was it in my possession than

I threw it out of the window, thus depriving hint,1 as we then thought, of

his only weapon, as we found he carried no fire-arms.

This was all the work of a moment, and scarce had I thrown away the

fellow’s bludgeon, when the other two ruffians, draw n by his cries for help,

appeared at the head of the staircase ; the foremost of the two having in

his right hand a pistol, which he held ready to fire.

“ Blaze away,” cried the captain, addressing me, whilst applying the

stock of his weapon to the cranium of our fallen foe, who was now
struggling with the energy of desperation. I did not hesitate a second,

but fired immediately at the foremost man. At the same moment, he,

observing my figure between him and the misty light wliich the window
afforded, discharged his pistol. I felt the charge whizzing past my cheek,

the effect of which announced itself iu the crashing glass of the window
behind me. My fire appeared to have been equally ineffectual, for they

both rushed forward. The lantern, which one of them carried, he cast to the

ground, to free both hands for close action.

For the next few moments it was a desperate encounter ; the captain

had disabled the ruffian wc had first attacked from joining in the fray,
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and springing* to his feet as the two others rushed forward, we became
equally engaged hand to hand.
Our two opponents were both armed with heavy bludgeons; fortu-

nately for us, possessing no fire-arms beyond the piece which had been
so ineffectually discharged.

Here we had an advantage. In addition to which they >vere evi-

dently surprised, having no conception that
1 they would meet with more

than one to cope with. On advancing so daringly they had not seen the
captain, or else supposing their comrade, who was grappling with hihi,

would keep him in check, were hardly prepared to meet such an equal

repulsiou
; and even then they bore upon us#with a fearlessness and deter-

mination worthy of a better cause. •

The encounter was, however, but of short duration. From the fellow

who assailed me I received a severe blow on th?s arm ; and had not my
stick fortunately partly parried the force of the descending stroke, the

w

bone would inevitably have been broken. Finding 1 stood no chance in

this species of warfare with the burly fellow who pressed upon me, with
my disengaged hand I drew forth my remaining pistol. At the same
instant a discharge from one of the captain's barrels, and an exclamation

of pain and terror from the ruffian he w as combating, in conjunction

with the appearance of my piece, operated like magic on my adversary,

for he instantly turned and took to his heels, being scarce a second
behind his companion, who, hit by the captain, had also taken flight

down the stairs.

“ Are you hurt ?” was my gallant host’s first inquiry.
“ No. Are you ?”

“ Merely a scratch or tw’o which this fellow has contrived to give me
with a knife, which I soon stopped his using.”

This was hurriedly spoken, whilst we were both endeavouring with

our handkerchiefs to tie the arms of the remaining burglar, who, stunned
by the blows which the captain had given him, lay almost passive.

“ These handkerchiefs will never do,” said my host ; he may come
round, and the others return. Quick—tear down a bell-rope out of

one of the rooms ; we will secure this scoundrel, at all eveuts, whether
they come to the rescue*or not.”

Having bound our almost insensible captive to the banisters, we de-

scended the stairs in pursuit of the discomfited burglars, and to show a
bold front should they venture upon returning.

By the light of the lantern, which the ruffians had left behind them, a
pretty close sprinkling of blood showed itself up to the door where they

had broken in, and through which they had retreated, telling, in language

uninistakoable, that one of them had indeed been winged. We did not

extend our researches beyond the door, one of the women, who seemed

almost frightened to death, here joining us. From excess of fear she

had well nigh lost the power of speech, and it was some little time ere

we gleaned from her, that when the burglars, hearing their comrade’s

cry, had left them, herself and fellow-servant had endeavoured to escape

from the house, but having seen two men on the watch had run back

again ; that Mary had got out some way through the cellars she thought,

but she had not sufficient courage to follow her.

“ I trust she has got clear off,” said the captain; “and if she has we
shall have half the village here in no time.”

Wc returned to our prisoner, who had partly recovered from the severe

2l2
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visitation liis skull had received, and he glowered upon us, as we ap-

proached, like a caged tiger. At my request, the captain now bared his

wounded arm, when two gashes, inflicted by the ruffian’s knife, revealed

themselves. Under the circumstances, there are few who would have
blamed my host, had he, in the struggle, instead of stunning, blown out

the fellow’s brains.

Whilst we wrere thus engaged, and endeavouring to devise some plan

of proceeding until morning* should bring us assistance) a tremendous
uproar and the sound of voices announced the approach of a nume-
rous body, and in a few moments some twenty people of the village,

armed with a variety of weapons, came tumbling into the house, led by
the housemaid, Mary, who it appeared had succeeded in effecting an
escape and giving the alarm. Guarded by a number of these t'mely

visitors, our prisoner, without loss of time, was conducted to the village, and
safely secured in th.e strong room which served for a prison, under the

immediate care of that lynx-eyed and important functionary, the head
and only constable of Sandy Hollow. I may as well here observe, that

from thence the prisoner in due course was introduced to the interior of

the county gaol.

Whilst some of the rustics took charge of the captured burglar, others

commenced an active search in the neighbourhood, which was unfortu-

nately unattended with success. On making an examination, we dis-

covered that the ruffians had, by means of a pole, scaled the yard wall

in the rear of the building, and with a crowbar, which we found on the

spot, had broken open the scullery door. There was but little reason to

doubt that they w'ere aware of the absence of the man-servant, and believ-

ing that, besides the captain, there was only female domestics in the

house, had, doubtless, calculated on a safe and easy pillage.

® Fortunately, amongst the reinforcement from the village, was the head
assistant of the surgeon of the place, who dressed the captain’s wounds,
which, though ugly to look at, I was glad to hear were not dan-
gerous.

During the following day I stayed with my gallant host, and in the

evening, my horse having become itself again af£er its salutary rest, came
forth from the stable, eager for work and brisk as a kitten. Enough to

say, that he wTas turned out from the masterly hands of Sam, wKo, criti-

cising his points, was high in his encomiums, and who, with a delighted

eye, beheld him, obedient to my w*ord, bound away like a bird from the

door of the Flying Childers.

When I next met the captain, it was at the trial of the captured

burglar, when the ruffian, having doggedly refused to betray his accom-
plices, was transported for life.

The events of the night which I have related have become a stock

story—a standing dish with the captain. In his relation of the circum-

stances, he ever attributes to a Providential interposition the unlooked-for

causes that led me to join him that night. That my horse should have
showpn symptoms of distress and exhaustion—the night become so boister-

ous—and the inn so destitute of everything in the shape of comfort—
were, at all event?, a fortuuate combination of apparent untoward events.

They were, indeed, as my gallant friend is wont to observe, the causes of
giving him a companion, whose presence, in keeping him up beyond his

customary hour of retiring to rest, had, in all probability, saved him from
becoming a victim to “ The Night Attack.*'
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THE CONFEDERATES
; OR, THE DAYS OF MARGARET OF

PARMA.
|

AN HISTORICAL ROMANCE.

Chapter XVII.

A fever, of excitement prevailed throughout Brussels on the day ap-

pointed for the entrance of the confederate*nobles. Scarcely where the

gates thrown open, when a long file of horsemen* headed by Henry of

Bredcrode and Louis of Nassau, rode through^ and took their way to-

wards the heart of the ci%. Besides the sword, then the ordiuary badge
of rank, each cavalier had two large petronels at his saddle bow—a circum-.

stance which was remarked with no slight mistrust by the authorities.

The people, gradually increasing in numbers as the procession moved
forward, almost impeded by their swarms the progress of the riders ; and
each throughfarc, by-street, and lane yielded its tribute to the dense mass
of human beings crowding round the confederates. It was observable,

ligwcver, that there was a total absence of any demonstration of feeling

on the part of the multitude, whether favourable or otherwise, if vve ex-

cept a vague, indefinite terror and amazement with which the greater por-

tion appeared to be stricken.

But, apparently anxious to avoid creating any disturbance, the horse-

men proceeded leisurely, and with great precaution, through the now ad-
vancing and now receding tide of the populace. Their progress was
necessarily slow; and much time elapsed before they came to the Palace
of Orange, in front of which they made a halt, when the two leaders,

having dispersed their followers each to seek his quarters, or the friends

who awaited him, entered the palace, and made for the apartments that

had been prepared for them.
' Although no less than four hundred men formed the body that had
entered the city in a regular troop, the whole of that day solitary riders,

whose^pstume betrayed neither their rank nor their business, were con-

stantl *ropping in; and most of them, it was remarked by the idle crowd
that continued to gather in groups before one palace or another, took their

way to that of Orange. Among these, a young cavalier was observed,

whose countenance expressed annoyance at the impertinent curiosity of

which he was the object. Attended by a single servant, whose dark,

plain livery, displayed the colours of no noble house, he was endeavouring

to force his way more speedily than was practicable through the shoals of

people, of different ages and sexes, who encumbered the streets. At length,

fairly wearied with his unsuccessful attempts, he passed into a dark, narrow

alley, where, finding that lie still attracted observation, though on a lesser

scale, lie dismounted, and, flinging the :eins of his horse to his retainer,

threaded on foot the many throughfares leading from that spot to the

Palace of Orange, which seemed to be, as it had been that of so many on

that day, the bourn of his journey.

Here, too, a degree of noisy bustle prevailed, very much at variance

with its usually solemn, even pompous regularity. The court exhibited

not only its customary crowd of retainers of every sort, but strange faces
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and strange liveries seemed to make themselves at home within its pre-

cincts. Arkel, for it was he, missed, also, that degree of attention which

was usually bestowed upon visitors, and wondered how he was thus per-

mitted to circulate, unquestioned, through the deserted corridors of the

building, lie had penetrated
u
o far as to ascend a private staircase which,

he well knew, would lead to - :lie apartments generally assigned to Count

Louis, without encountering the least interruption.

The measure works more powerfully than I had expected,” thought

the youth.

As he passed along the gallery at the head of the stairs, a page, ap-

parently loitering about the anteroomsr
for

r
his own pleasure, met his eye:

he wore the rich livery of Nassau. Arkel, therefore, made up to him and

inquired for the count. The hoy assured him that lie was not in his apart-

ments— where he was lie could not tell—lie woufc go and inquire. After

•the lapse of a few lfiinutcs he returned with the intelligence that his

master was in the armory, alone, and disengaged. Thither Arkel ac-

cordingly proceeded ; he was, however, surprised and not a little abashed

when, instead of his friend and leader in the career of plotting, which he

had so warmly though secretly embraced, he saw there—alone, indeed, and

disengaged—not the younger, but the elder brother.

Although the person of William of Orange, commonly called “ The
Silent was not striking by its proportions, nor his countenance by any re-

markable combination of feature, it was impossible to gaze on him and not

feci that one stood in no ordinary presence. The beholder might, at first,

have been embarrassed to discover the true source of this impression; but

a closer acquaintance would have enabled him to trace it to that superiority

of mind and intellect which lighted up his deep-set eye, and pale,

thoughtful countenance, to whose power even tlio.se yielded who were

scarcely conscious of its existence. His manners, partaking of the lofty

grace that distinguished the great of that period, were tinged, besides,

with a gravity almost amounting to an habitual melancholy. He deserved

fully the epithet of "Silent” which lie had early in life acquired
;
though

notin the vulgar acceptation of the word, for bespoke well and willingly;

but never did his words betray more of his thoughts than he exactly meant
to convey to the ears of his listeners. Whilst all affectation of pj^dcnce

was carefully avoided, the virtue itself was never under the control of a

wiser head. Distrustful and watchful in the hour of prosperity, but fer-

tile in expedient, and never discouraged in adversity; bold and even daring

in the hour of need; ever on his guard against fortune and man; patient,

persevering—far-seeing, these were qualities lie possessed in no ordinary

degree, which, when united, may he justly termed “the genius” of states-

men and rulers. William of Nassau was organised to be a chief and a

leader, and owed less to adventitious circumstances than most great men
whom history has recorded in her pages.

Arkel, on perceiving his mistake, hastily apologised for his abrupt

intrusion ; and explaining that his visit had been intended for Count
Louis, to whom he wished to communicate matters of importance, he
would have retired, but the prince’s courtesy induced him to remain.

“ You see me here,” said he, “ loitering away an idle hour. I am
overlooking the embellishing of a gun which I intend to give my brother

Louis. A young man like you must love to look on such things. I will

profit by your opinion.”
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At the prince’s command, an aged armourer brought forward a half-

finished matchlock. It was clumsy in form, bell-mouthed, short and
thick in the barrel, and heavy in the shoulder-piece; but much less

cumbersome than the celebrated muskets with rests, introduced into the

Netherlands at a later period by the Duke) of Alba, which so charmed
13rantome. The stock was carefully inlaid with ivory and black horn,

after a most finished and complicated design. In the centre of the orna-

mental work was a small si field, containing the arms of Nassau^ accu-

rately wrought in the same materials. The old man, gratified by the

attentive examination which Ark el bestowed upon his handicraft, produced

more samples, and, among others,*a breastjflate and gauntlets inlaid with

gold, of matchless beauty.
“ Have you, indeed, unassisted, achieved this^work ?” inquired Arkel.

“Conrad,” said the prince, with a smile, “suffers no one to share his

triumphs, nor even to learn his art. He is possessed, as you see, of great,

skill. He has inherited a few valuable secrets from his father, who, in

his turn, had them from his, anil so forth. Tradition says that one of

his ancestors accompanied one of mine to the Crusades, where he learnt

the art of damascening of the Saracens, bv whom both were, for many
years, kept prisoners ; for Conrad’s fathers have ever been as true to

mine, as he is to me.”
The room in which they stood was hung all around with various suits

of armour belonging to every country and to every epoch. The collection

formed a perfect history of its progress through succeeding centuries,

from the chain-mail used in the first tournaments, down to the more
costly, though less cumbersome, harness then in use. Weapons of

offence were classed with the same attention to order. Many of these

were enriched with precious stones, gold, and silver, and the value of the

whole was lieyond estimation. Although of more modern invention,

many small brass cannons, specimens of the gradual improvement these

engines bad of late years undergone, were ranged alongside the wall.

Distributed about the room were also models of entire towns, with their

lace-like towers, streets, and fosses—of fortifications and plans of castles

and gardens, inosfaccurately and delicately carved in wood.

Arkel’s attention soon became rivetted by a few remarkable specimens

of armour which, the prince observed, belonged to his son Philip. They
had made part of the collection of the late Count of Biiren, and had
been placed in their present position in order to make more complete the

effect of the collection, by filling up certain interstices in the epochs.

“ It is natural,” continued he, “ that a young man like you should feel

much pleasure in such objects. I beg, whenever you feel inclined, you
will pay this room a visit ; it is an agreeable way of passing a leisure

hour.”

Then abruptly changing the subject, he demanded of his visitor if he
had not of late been to Antwerp; and, without allowing the surprised

youth time to reply, inquired if it were not to him that Count Louis had

intrusted a small commission for himself.

This small commission was to the amount of many thousand florins.

Arkel was not altogether pleased that Count Louis had thus divulged

the secret of his movements to the prince ; but a second thought convinced

him that there might exist a more perfect understanding between the

brothers than was generally supposed. He could, at all events, gain
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nothing by an attempt at evasion ; he therefore frankly replied in the

affirmative.

“ How found you the spirits of the citizens—much chafed, doubtless ?”

“I had but little opportunity of judging—my stay there was brief;

but I heard as much from a person who must, I think, have been well

informed.”
44 1 feared it would be so,’" said Orange, negligently, as if the words

rather escaped his lips than his thoughts. “ Your father has many friends

there ;—in what town, indeed, in these lands, is he without such ? Surely,

your arrival gave pleasure ?”

“ My family arc aljogethef ignorant of my visit to that place, and I

thought it best, in the present state of affairs, to assume another name
for the nonce. It could matter but little, as I saw but two persons

besides my host during the short time I spent there.”

*
‘ 4 You were right i- your name nrght have drawn attention upon you.

At this period the public spirit is in sucli a state of effervescence in the

provinces, that one should avoid everything likely to cause a sensation.

By-the-by, are you aware that your father has been here some days?
You may he ignorant of this, as I see you are just from horseback. Nay,
nay, no excuses. But where can Louis and Bredcrode tarry all thfo

time ? I advise you, my young friend, unless what you have to tell iny

brother be urgent, to postpone your visit and your communication for

another moment. His time, at this juncture, cau scarcely be called his

own.”
The prince evidently intended to express that he had extended his

courtesy as far as he thought convenient or necessary. But Arkcl hesi-

tated ; liis colour went and came, and his heart heat almost audibly with

the contending feelings by which it was agitated. The natural timidity

of his ago, augmented as it was by being in the presence of one who
awed not only his enemies but even his friends, was yet increased by
sonic unpleasant misgivings as to the propriety of the step he was medi-
tating. Fully impressed with the importance of the packet he had in

his possession, and being uncertain as to the course it were best to

pursue, he had, as wc have seen, taken his wa»y to "the castle of Pur-
merend, with the intention of consulting w ith its lord, who, all circum-

stances considered, would, perhaps, have been his best guide. The
sudden and unexpected departure of that nobleman for Brussels had,

however, whilst it disappointed his views, allowed him time for relloetion.

The opinions of the Count of Egmont were not publicly known. Whilst

he was esteemed by every one as the very flower of chivalry, his open,

bland manners, affable to all, rather established the idea that he was
attached to no party, than they encouraged the hopes of any one in par-

ticular. Thus Arkel, after having, during the few days he spent in the

castle, debated with himself in what manner he should proceed, had
come to the final determination of delivering the packet into the hands
of Count Louis or those of Brederode; “For,” thought he, <fc

it is my
first duty to serve my own party.” Now, for the first time, the idea

presented itself of submitting his important deposit to the inspection of

the Prince of Orange. The temptation was strong; but he still felt

that strange reluctance to give up a plan once adopted, which often

leads men to persist in a line of conduct even when* unforeseen circum-

stances render it no longer necessary. He replied, therefore, that he had
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a most important communication to make to his highness’s guests, which
made it very desirable that he should be admitted to speech of them as

soon as possible.

The prince, more influenced, probably, by an almost mechanical habit,

or, we should rather say, by one of the predominant qualities of his

nature, than from any particular interest in Arkel, had, during the
greater part of their conversation, kept his piercing gaze rivetted on his

countenance, and watched its workings (Closely; and he h|ul ere this

come to the conclusion, highly creditable to his knowledge of human
nature, that the youth had something on his mind of which it much im-
ported him to disburden himself—something it might interest himself to

know. No chance of this nature, however slight, was ever neglected by
him. He had found it of untold advantage tlupughout his busy career

to attend to what might seem trifling and unimportant to others ; and as

the poetical imaginations of some will conjure up ?• graceful image, or

derive a pleasing thought, from objects which, to the duller minds of

others, would convey nothing, so the peculiar alchemy of the prince’s

sharpened intellects would turn trifles into positive advantages to himself

and his plans. By no means startled, therefore, by Arkel’s insistance, he
said, calmly,

“ And cannot your communication be intrusted to a third party, my
young friend? 1 should, perhaps, be as wise an adviser as my brother

—

or even,” added he, with a smile, “ as Brederode himself.”

Carried away by these words, Arkel joyfully exclaimed,
4t If your grace would, indeed, consent to become, not my adviser

only, but my guide, in the first difficulty my life has yet known, I should

be but too happy.”
“ Speak," said the prince, encouragingly.

Elated with the idea of importance with which the disclosure he wns
about to make, and the treasure ho thought himself possessed of, were

about to invest him, Arkel paused yet a moment ere he proceeded. He
should, then, have a secret in common with the master-spirit of the age

!

Perhaps the papers he was about to deliver might influence, nay change,

the very course otMiis politics. Then, again, they might not be so all-

important as he had fancied them, and he might only reap a well-earned

censure for having so long retained them in his possession. At all events,

he would remit them to the prince, to dispose of them in the manner he
should think most advisable, and thus get rid of a responsibility which

began to wreigh upon his spirits. All care at the conclusion of his rapid

reflections vanished from his ingenuous countenance ; a smile, betraying

the relief of bis mind, stole gradually over it ; bis hand was hastily thrust

into his bosom,—when the favourite page of the prince entered the apart-

ment.

So eager was the boy with the message he had to deliver, that he
scarcely noticed the presence of Arkel; and thus the latter, both from

his proximity to the parties and from tne degree of resonance produced

by the peculiar form of the armory, distinctly heard his words, though

they were spoken in a low tone, or rather what was meant to be such.

“ My lord, the Spaniard is without, awaiting your commands. This is

the hour appointed.”

A slight shade of impatience passed over the prince’s brow. Ho re-

plied in a whisper, that was, nevertheless, distinctly audible,
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“ The Spaniard may wait. On no account suffer him to depart. You
understand? I will see him presently.”

The obedient sprite disappeared ; and, turning to Arkel, the prince

was about to propose adjourning to his cabinet, where they would be

safer from interruption, wh<fU again the door opened, and another page
appeared, and announced the near approach of the Counts of Egmont,
Mansfeldt, Horn, and others bf equal distinction, who were making towards

the armory, under the impression that the Counts of Nassau and llrede-

rode were there. When, in answer to his hasty inquiries, he heard that

his brother was yet from home, the prince determined on receiving these

distinguished visitors.. himself, and gave orders accordingly ; although

Arkel fancied he could trace upon his features an expression of disap-

pointment. He might have said something more—would probably have

fixed a more convenient day or hour for their interrupted conversation to

be resumed, but be was prevented by the entrance of his visitors.

Arkel vanished by one door as the noblemen came in at the other, and

he found himself in a passage different from that by which he had ap-

proached the armory. He was quite unacquainted with this part of

the building, and was fearful lest, by threading unknown corridors, he

might intrude upon some of the more private apartments ; nor did the

very sparing light that found its way through the few small and irre-

gular apertures, which served rather to let in air than the rays of the

sun, tend to diminish His embarrassment As his eve, however, grew
more familiar with the demi-obscurity, he perceived at the upper end of

the passage two figures, who had evidently been made aware of his

coming by the sound of the closing door. The light from one of the

loopholes near which he stood fell full upon one whose gay colours and
diminutive size showed him to be the page who had first interrupted his

interview with the prince ; the other, whose face was muflled in his short

cloak, must be the Spaniard whom he had announced.

Involuntarily to that word Arkel associated the idea of Chicvosa.

Whether, however, this was suggested by the mere word winch, twice

repeated, struck upon his ear, or by the stranger’s appearance, he could

not determine ; but every additional glance, as k j regained for a few
minutes uncertain how to proceed, convinced him more forcibly of the

identity which at first he imagined conjured up merely by the power of

his own fancy.

His curiosity at length got the better of his desire to avoid recognition,

and, advancing to the page, he requested to be conducted to the apart-

ments of Count Louis.

The page hesitated for a moment, then consulted with his companion
in a whisper. The attentive Arkel could not catch the muttered reply,

nor even the faintest sound of the voice, whose peculiar sweetness would,

he conceived, have betrayed at once the individuality he sought to ascer-

tain. The youth appeared satisfied ; and saying aloud, “ It is well, I

shall be back instantly,” lie prepared to do Arkcl’s bidding.

His young conductor was well known to Arkel, his brother having

filled the same office in his own family far many years. They were sons

of a nobleman whose large estates, like those of his own father, lay north

of Gueldres, who was considered very fortunate in having secured to his

children such noble et bonne nourriture
, as the training of youths of

high descent was then termed. • As they traversed the turnings and
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windings leading to the more public part of the building, therefore,

Arkel, willing to confirm himself in his opinion, ventured, on the strength

of old acquaintance, to inquire the name of the person whom they had
left behind.

The boy started at this abrupt question ; .and Arkel, seeing his con-

fusion, maliciously repeated his inquiry, rajher with the view of further

disconcerting his companion than from an impertinent desire of pene-
trating into the prince’s privacy. The page, however, recovered his

composure, and answered firmly, 44 Who comes here or goes hence are

things which concern the prince, and him alone. You can have no
interest in asking.” • #

Arkel felt the rebuke, but replied, laughing,
44 Come, Master Page, that was well parried, but I am not satisfied.

I happen to know both the Spaniard and his name—perhaps part of

his errand too. Come, here’s a guess. What do* you say to Lopez
Chiovosa ?”

The boy remained silent.
44 Have you lost your tongue, Sir Page?” said Arkel, haughtily,

44 that you answer me not.”
44 Why do you ask questions which I ought not to answer ?” said the

page, raising his large blue eyes with candour to the face of his interro-

gator. 44 Would you have me betray my trust, or tell a falsehood? I

will do neither.” .
44 Well,” exclaimed Arkel, covering with a gay laugh the confusion he

really felt,
44 1 will never, henceforth, allow the vulgar proverb, 4 Liar

like a page,’ to be uttered in my presence; for I have, at last, found one
who proves its falsehood. That is right, my lad; persevere thus,” conti-

nued ho, with a patronising nod; 44 I am glad to have tried your
mettle.”

" *

The arch expression in the page’s countenance showed that lie w as not
quite the dupe of the turn which Arkel had given to the matter, but, im-
patient to rejoin the person be bad left in the gallery, he hurried away
without reply. lie had scarcely departed, when the door of an anteroom
opened, and Count*Rriderode, refreshed by an elegant morning toilette,

made his appearance. He looked surprised, and not exactly pleased,

when bis eye fell upon Arkel.” •
44 Why so late, Lamoral? We expected you long ago at Breda; we

even waited for you. This is not the fitting hour or place for informing

us of the result of your visit to Antwerp.”
44

I was delayed by an unexpected circumstance, and was very much
disappointed, upon my arrival at Bois le Due, to find that you and even

John Marnix had flown, 1 awaited at Purmererul the news of your
arrival here, and am nowr come to join you.” #

44 It is most unlucky that we did not meet as wrc agreed ; but now, my
young friend, that we have done so, it must be mv first request that you
leave us in all haste. Your best method of serving the cause is by in-

stantly withdrawing yourself from Brussels, where, if you stay, it wall be

next to impossible not to betray your connexion with us. Nay, that is

an essential point, Lamoral, ami one which you must concede. We are

not yet secure enough of your father’s good-will to risk his discovering

you to be one of us. We might, perhaps, lose you, as we are about to

lose one of our most valuable members who, in obedience to his father's

persuasions and commands, will no longer be seen among us. You would
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not, could not disobey yours; nor would I, myself , a father, countenance

such a step. We might, by a premature discovery, not only risk your

loss, but even our hopes of eventually bringing your noble father to act

in concert with us. You see, Lamoral, I am in a great hurry. Count
Louis and I scarcely had tiire to change our riding costume for a more
beseeming one, when we w<jre informed of the arrival of many friends.

We cannot make them tarry ; I cannot just now argue the point with

you, hut I entreat you to grant me my pleasure in this.”

“ But, my dear count, what I have to communicate may be of such

importance as even to outweigh all other considerations. I claim but a

quarter of an hour’s patience—nay, half that time will suffice.”

“ I cannot now even allow you the slightest fragment of it, foi here

comes Count Louis—you know how little he can endure to wait—so

really, my young friend, if you have aught to say so very material to our

interests, 1 beg you will write it, or bide your chance of finding us less

engaged; now we cannot attend to you, or rather, I should say, to any
secret conference. Believe me, Lamoral, the most important thing at

present is, that you go hence as soon as possible. You ask whither?

Why, anywhere, my dear hoy, to get out of the way. To Antwerp, if

you will; in a few' days I shall be there myself, and ready to give you as

much of my time as you may please to command. Above all, do not

dream of appearing at the banquet whicli CuyUembcrg is to give in our

honour. But sec, Count Louis is impatient. Adieu! adieu!”

Vain were the hesitating words of Arkcl ; they were lost in the dis-

tance as the two confederates, having hurriedly though kindly greeted

him, took their way in all haste towards the armory.
“ Fate herself seems to have set her will against it,” thought the young

man ;
“ and now I remember me, if there be any truth in astrology, to-

ddy is one on which it is unlucky to reveal secrets. The difficulty I find

in getting rid of mine is like a warning. Such secret hints of nature

ought never to be repulsed when understood. I'll even follow Brcderode’s

advice. I'll meet him at Antwerp; but I will attend the dinner of Count
Cuyllemberg in spite of hirn. A few days cannot make much difference,

and I shall have still more leisure during that t*meJ,fo reflect upon this

affair. As no one seems at liberty to consult with me, or even to listen

to what I have to say, 1 shalfc have but the more time to consult with

myself, and listen to the voice of my own presentiments. At all events,

the packet is safe for the moment. No one guesses in whose possession

it now is, and I am yet free to deliver it to whom it may best suit me.

How easy it were, after all, and how proper, to give it to my father

—

but he, too, is engaged.”

So saying, or rather thinking, Arkcl left the palace, and sought,

through the^hronged city, the dark alley in which his follower awaited

him.

Chapter XVJIL

Night gradually stole upon the city of Brussels, and with the help of the
patrol, sent the inhabitants to their homes if not to their beds. It overtook
the traveller by land and by sea, and caused the world to seek its tempo-
rary repose. Sleep sank, with its golden dreams, on the eyes of the young
and the innocent ; with here and there, perchance, an exception, where the
brighter visions of some untried heart in its spring, kept some fair lid
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from drooping. But many, very many, on that calm night counted the

weary hours as they chimed from a neighbouring church, whilst the rest-

lessness of fever, pain, or the pang of remorse, banished the slumbers

they vainly courted.

How many are watchers, and how different the motives that make them
such ! Those who love and meet by stealth, whose smiles arc shrouded by
the same veil that may soon, perchance, coijceal their tears—the happy
mother whose ear is greeted by her infant*! first cry—the bereaved and
the departing—the laborious student and the giddy reveller—the admhb
ing astronomer who gazes with ecstasy on the starry skies, and the nun
who kneels before the marble of her altar, ajid looks up with hope to the

gloomy vault of her chapel ; all these find life as tousy and as fraught

with care in the light of the moon as in that of day.

Amongst the unquiet spirits of the night noifo was more active than
that of William of Orange. As the hour of one struck from the church
near the Palais dc la Cour, he left his room, and preceded by his trusty

page, bearing a silver flambeau, moved swiftly, though with a noiseless

step, towards another part of the building. Perchance the light that

gleamed from one solitary window of the government palace, was that

by which Margaret of Parma was devising some new spell to lay that

most dreaded of spirits at rest for ever.

In a small circular room leading from the banquet-chamber saUthree

gentlemen, conversing round a tabic. A couple of large, yellow wax-
tapers shed a calm, steady light*upon their countenances, whilst a cheer-

ful fire, blazing in the chimney, cast upon them occasionally a wanner
glow, revealing their graried expressions to the Prince of Orange, as he
glided in and took his seat amongst them, his keen eye resting alternately

on the open brow and cheerful smile of Egmont, on the calm, collected

aspect of Mansfeldt, and on the arch, bold features of De Horn.
“ We cannot, we ought not as Flemings, to submit to such tyranny

any longer!” the latter was vehemently exclaiming. “ It is in vain that

you tell me I say tins too bluntly and too openly: it is only by opposing

an enemy boldly that there is a chance of conquest. Liberty must
wrestle with her oppressor if she would not be crushed—she must
struggle, and that niftely, if tyranny is not to rivet her chains for

ever
!“

The prince looked pleased, but Egmont’s full, manly voice was raised

in opposition

:

"
I, too, am a Fleming, and see with a bleeding heart our privileges

destroyed, and our country in danger of becoming, not only a province

of, but a prey to Spain ; and, were we free, I should be the first to pro-

pose myself as your leader in any perilous adventure that could tend to

avert so great an evil. But indissoluble ties bind us to Philip. We owe
him allegiance, for he is our sovereign—gratitude, for most of us have
received personal favours of no mean kind at his hands and those of his

father ; and most of all are we bound to him in reverence and love, as

members of the noble order of which he is the head. Shall we, with the

emblem of innocence and faith resting on our bosoms, sully the heart

within ? Shall knights and nobles fling their vows to the air, as though
they were obscure hinds whom fetters alone can bind? No!” continued

he, with increasing vehemence, i( even death cannot absolve the traitor

from deserved ignominy. The old laws of our forefathers are not yet
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forgotten. The lists nmy be closed against the son of the rebel—his

arms reversed—his honours may become extinct, and the shame of his

deed rest upon his line.”

“ And his estates confiscated,” added Mansfeldt, with a sigh; “his

children outcasts from the land of their birth. Yes ! the sufferings that

rebellion may entail, even when dared in the fairest cause, are so great as

to outweigh any advantages, that could ever result from it. I would not

plant a flower that could only bfoom in blood and ashes.”

r- “ Had llrutus thought thus, Rome had never been free,” said De Horn,

moodily.
“ For my part,” said the prince of Orange, “ I agree in some measure

with Count Egmouto The crimson ribbon around our throats binds the

hand, although it cannot enchain the mind.”
“ Then throw from y<Mi,” exclaimed l)e Horn, impatiently, “ the con-

temptible trinket ; for what else can that he called which enslaves a

mans actions ?”

“ The word of a knight alone should bind him for ever,” observed

Egmont ;
“ how much more his oath ! And this very badge which you

despise, is an honour conferred by the King of Spain.”
“ Then let us send it back to Spain. The emblem that Philip wears,

or gives, should be a wolf, and not a lamb,” said Dc Horn, vehemently

flinging on the table the small golden ornament of the Fleece, that hung
around his neck by a crimson scarf. “ There! —do like me—throw away
with this band all the scruples that the wearing of it lays upon your

hearts, and, like mine, suffer yours to beat henceforth hut for your

country !” *
“It were unwise, to sav the least,” observed Mansfeldt, “ to deprive

ourselves of so powerful a shield as the Golden Fleece may prove.”
“ And who would renounce willingly the honour of belonging to the

most noble Order existing ?” said Egmont. “ Who would not value that

emblem which suffers none other to stand near its greatness ?”

“Yes,” said De Horn, with a bitter smile ; “Faith, it would seem, can

suffer no other virtue to thrive beside her. No one, at least, will say that

Mercy or Justice go hand-in-hand with her just now. But you, Mansfeldt,

care not if these be wanting.”
“ You do our friend injustice,” said the prince : “ he expressed himself

in the council as generously as any of us against the Inquisition. Pru-

dence is wisdom, and shows not lack of feeling.”

“ Thank you for judging me rightly,” said Mansfeldt, reddening as he
spoke.

“ I do not mean to deny,” continued the prince, “ that the impulses of

Dc Horn meet, in some degree, with my sympathy. But, perhaps, our vows
are not so binding as we imagine. Perhaps, agaiu, the Fleece has not

more power to protect than could have the lamb of which it is the emblem.
Perchance, too, if several of us were to send back to the king this greatest

mark of his favour, it might give him a timely and salutary warning.

It may be wholesome to let him know that others can dare as well

as he.”

“ I think you will scarcely find aught to justify such a measure in the

tenets of the Order,” said Mansfeldt.

“We had better read and examine,” exclaimed De Horn. “It will

go hard if I cannot convince you.”
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44 You would persuade us to our ruin, if we were willing,” observed

Mansfeldt.
44 There may stand nothing against our renouncing the Order, if we

chose no longer to remain its members,” said Orange. “ This deserves

consideration.”

After some further debate, it was agreed to refer to the book in which

were transcribed the laws and principles founded by Philip the Good,
Duke of Burgundy, upon his institution of fho Order, in honour of his

alliance with Isabel of Portugal; and to which were appended the* new,,

regulations that had been introduced by successive monarchs. Each
knight, on his investiture, received a copy of^his document, which, at his

death, together with the collar of •the Order, his Iheirs were bound to

restore to the king, who, in turn, transmitted them to him who was
elected in lieu of the deceased ; for the number ofelie members admissible

was limited, and the death or the disgrace of a knight afcnc made room
for another. Francis Verdugo, one of the gentlemen of Count Mansfeldt,

was sent by the prince to bring from its retreat this treasured volume. He
soon returned, bearing a box of gold exquisitely wrought, through the

interstices of which a crimson velvet lining was visible. The prince un-

closed it with a small golden key, and removing the satin envelope., pro-

duced the small vellum deposit.

“ Here, Verdugo,” said ho, 44 seek out thfi rules, aud read them«in a

clear, audible voice.”

The person thus addressed tpok the volume respectfully from the

prince’s hand, and ran his eye rapidly over a few of the pages, as he suf-

fered them to escape through his fingers. The caligrapliy was beautiful

;

it was no where illumined, and its extreme simplicity harmonised but

little with the pomps of which it spoke.
44 4 We, Philip, by the grace of God Duke of Burgundy/ ” began

Verdugo, in a monotonous tone of voice.
44 Pass that,” said the prince.

The reader, having turned a few more pages, continued :

—

44 4 First day.—The knights shali be habited in long, flowing, crimson-

velvet robes, trimmed with flints, sparks, and fleeces, lined with minever,

and escaloped hoods l/r*Ae same. This day shall they go to Mass, and
each deposit a gold piece with the treasurer of the Order, return to die

palace of the king, and dine with him as brothers/
”

Verdugo again suffered his eye to run over some lines :

—

44 4 Second day.—They shall issue from the palace of the sovereign

covered with long, black mantles, with black hoods and cornettes. They
shall thus proceed in solemn array to the church, and attend the Service

for the Dead.
44 4 Third day.—Their robes shall he of snow-white damask, with

hoods, and wreath of crimson velvet—liem—hem

—

4 attend Mass, aud
each offer a wax taper, bearing his arms, to the shrine for the dead. The
king sits as head of the——” '

44 Spare us that 1” exclaimed De Horn, impatiendy. 44 We’ve all goue
through the mummery.”

“ There can exist no grandeur, or rather no impression of it can be

conveyed to the mind, but through the medium of pomp and solemnity,”

observed the prince.
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« But grandeur and greatness are not always synonymous. Can you

turn to nothing more important—more to the point, Verdugo?”
« No,” answered the reader, again turning over the leaves, and seek-

ing, though apparently in vain, something relative to the subject under

discussion. His eye glanced over pages full of the costume of the Order,

and its gradual improvements or changes ; the number of knights ad-

missible ; the ceremony o^ election and of reception ; the manner of

holding the chapters ; but nothing of consequence could he see.

“ Give me the book,” said the prince, with some severity of manner.
“ I shall probably be able to find what we want. Ha ! here it is :— ‘ The
knights are all brothers, apd shall be bound in love and unity as such,

nor shall they shrink from each other.’ Here, again

—

e The duke, or

king, shall not determine upon war or peace, nor upon any great inno-

vation or change whatsoever, without assembling the knights to inform

them of his wii, and demand their opinions and votes ; nor shall he de-

cide on aught without their consent.’
”

The prince read in a clear, steady voice ; not a word but had its full

value.

“ Methinks,” continued he, “ the king has set us the example of

peijury. He has forgotten to consult, or even to trust, his knightly coun-

sellors on so many points, ^iat they, who cannot eject him from among
thenr., might withdraw from a bond which he has been the first to

break.”
“ For myself,” said De Horn, “ I have no scruples whatever on that

head. The Venetians boast that they were Venetians before they were

Christians. Surely, we ought not to forget that we were Flemings before

we were knights, and that our country once knew freedom.”
“ Will your grace allow me the book for one moment,” said Mans-

feldt, “ and for one moment only. There,” rapidly glancing over the

pages, “ I have it and rising, he read in a high, impressive voice

—

“ ‘ The knight who shall be found traitor to his king, and acting

against his allegiance, shall be accused, tried, and condemned for perjury,

deprived of the noble insignias of the Order, and given over to the laws

of his country to be punished according to his deserts.’ ” Mansfeldt

closed the book, and continued :—“ GentlemedV ?^ieed not remind you
how the act you meditate will be viewed by the sovereign whom it is

meant to insult. Are you willing to submit to his displeasure, or able

to cope with it ? Neither, I should hope and imagine. Frovoke not a
struggle which can but end in mischief to yourselves. As a friend and
brother do I warn you. Be persuaded by my voice ; if you will not,

then let me withdraw from amongst you. But be not rash, I entreat

you. Draw not the wrath of the sovereign upon you by a measure
which will diminish, nay, even destroy, all your power over your country-

men ; which will, I make bold to say, break the chain that yet binds

together the nobles of this land. Dc Horn be advised. Pause, Prince

of Orange, and think of this.”

“ You are right,” said the prince, calmly; “ take up your chain again,

De Horn, it is not yet time ! as the king says, when he revolves in his

mind the cheapest and safest way of taking the life of a Nassau. It is

not yet his ; though he may, peradventure, take it one day. It is not
yet time to act, but,” continued he, rising from his seat, “.it is fully that

to seek our pillows.”
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“ What noise is that ?” exclaimed De Horn, changing colour, and
fixing his eye sternly upon the arras. " Surely no spy could find his

way here, and at this hour !”

The look of Orange lighted upon Verdugo’s countenance, just as a
faint smile was fading from his contemptuous lip. The expression did

not escape him.
“ I would not vouch for that,** said he, filing the eye of that gentle-

man until it quailed before his steady gaze* then, glancing at his master—“ We are taught to believe that kings are the representatives 6f the

Highest. His eye and ear are everywhere ; and to supply their defi-

ciency in this respect, do princes oftentimes see and hear with the

faculties of others, and thus may he said to be omnipresent. Never was
bar or bolt so strong, or the hour so dark, but these organs of royalty

will defy the one, and set at nought the otliel*; nor is there a veil so

deep but their senses will penetrate its folds. Again that sound!

—

a rustle behind the arras. By Heaven
!

gentlemen, we will seize the

traitor
!”

With his eyes still fixed on Verdugo, whose sallow complexion gave

way to a deathlike pallor, the prince rose and made towards the door;

whilst Egmont and Do Horn precipitated therflselves, with drawn swords,

against the tapestry. The fiery noblemen had already made a couple of

rents in the loom, before they would admit the truth that the only tesist-

auce they encountered was the wall behind the arras, and that nought

but air intervened. They then became aware, for the first time, that

Mansfeldt had followed the prince into the passage beyond. They came
up with them, but the light from the flambeau, which Orange had
hastily snatched, was too feeble to penetrate the obscurity beyond the

immediate spot where they stood grouped together.

“ The search is now vain,” said the prince, turning towards them
look as calm as if nothing had occurred to ruffle it. “ Count Mansfeldt

and I arrived in time to see a dark form glide swiftly along the passage,

but so cautiously keeping out of the rays of the light as to render detec-

tion impossible. It darted boldly across towards a private staircase,

through which it is next to impossible that he should not have escaped..

Especially as I doubt?^)t the traitor, whoever he may be, is possessed of

private keys, as well as an accurate knowledge of my house.”

“But surely he could not vanish through the wall,” exclaimed Eg-
mont.

“ No ; but through the door that the arras conceals most easily.

Raise the tapestry, and you will, doubtless, find he has left it open in his

hurry to escape. What makes this more extraordinary is, that I fancied

myself the sole possessor of the key to that long since condemned en-

trance. Said I not well, my friends, that priests are right in terming

kings God’s representatives on this earth? For their eyes and their ears,

are indeed everywhere.”
“ They would be both blind and deaf to all things were it not for their

spies,” said De Horn.
“ They are not, perhaps, the only men who resort to such means,” said

Mansfelat, emphatically, at the same time turning his clear, blue eye full

on William of Nassau.
" Well,” observed De Horn, impetuously, “ it is better to pay a spy

than to be one.”

yol. xviii. 2 M
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The colour mounted to the counts very brow, and tinged his temples

with crimson.

« J do not know to whom or what your allusions tend, De Horn, nor

do 1 seek to understand them. At my years the blood grows cooler, and

the reason, it may be, becomes all the freer. I repeat, I wish to under-

stand you in nothing; but I will again state my own opinions on the

discussions of this night so clearly as to avoid, if possible, all misunder-

standing on your part, or that of any one here present.”
v u Refore or behind the arras?” insisted De Horn, with a sarcastic

smile.

“ Wc need dread no further interruption,” said the prince ;

u my trusty

page keeps watch without.”

Hut the reply of Orange did not prevent Mansfeldt from coolly pro-

ceeding in the same ton£ in which he had commenced

:

“ Nay, my friends, it is not from the fear of having this night’s con-

ference made known that I beg, once more, to withdraw' from all future

meetings of a similar tendency; but because I am convinced they will

end in betraying those who figure in them into actions which my prin-

ciples disavow—my prudence forbids. You, Count De Horn, should be

too knightly, and you, Prfnce of Orange, too wise, not to see that what

you meditated but now must compromise both honour and safety; T, at

least, ‘will countenance so overt an act of contempt towards our sovereign

neither by my words nor my presence.”

“ I am with you, Mansfeldt,” exclaimed Egmont, pressing the golden

emblem of innocence to his bosom ;
“ for I will never give up this badge

of honour but when summoned by my Cod or my king.”
“ You are perfectly right, my friends.” said the prince ;

“ consult your

consciences, and,” added he, with a peculiarly expressive smile, “ the dic-

tates of prudence. De Horn’s proposal did not entirely meet with my
approbation from the first.”

“I do not care,” exclaimed De Horn, angrily, t€ who disapproves of it?

I am proud of daring to proclaim iny sentiments openly.”
“ Tush, De Horn,” said Egmont, soothingly, for he saw his friend had

arrived at a pitch of excitement at which he might easily forget himself

beyond recal, and make a quarrel at a most untinfeiy*moment. u Tush

!

Speak not of openness to us who have met by stealth and Tby night, that

its veil might the better conceal the mystery of our assembling. It is

personal to us all. Come, it were wisest to give up arguing, since we
are of such decided opinions that nothing can alter them. Let us all part

friends as we met, and forget everything except that we are still brothers

of the Order, therefore bound to love and trust each other; and let us

keep our counsel to ourselves.”

The cheerful courtesy of Egmont acted like a charm upon the others ;

and the midnight conclave was dissolved with, at least, every appearance

of cordiality ; though, perhaps, at the heart of each, with the exception

of Count Egmont, whose noble, unsuspicious nature was confident in

everything, there rose a doubt—a suspicion of all else beside himself—of
the proceedings of that night especially, most unfavourable to the tardy

repose which they at length courted.
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PROFESSIONAL MEN.

By E. P. Rowsell, Esq.

NO. I.—THE BARRISTER.

The profession of a barrister finds much favour in our eyes. From
the heavy expenses attendant upon *its adoption, it Aiay not, indeed, be
entered upon by any not tolerably well circumstanced; but, on the other

hand, it is a profession which will assuredly prove to the clever and
painstaking man, who has embraced it, richly fruitful in honour and
advantage. Here, at all events, merit may look down upon unworthiness;

here, the intellectually- gifted man may survey with complacency any
puny-minded but aristocratic rival, competing with him for distinction

aud emolument. Such antagonist will not succeed here; his wealthy
and noble friends may procure for him a living in the church ; and in-

asmuch as he may give over the main labour involved by such living to

a couple of curates, to be had upon—oh! such cheap terms, his •de-

ficiencies, if not unnoticed, will not interfere with his holding his trust,

and his receiving the pecuniary* benefit attaching thereto. Or there

may be obtained for him a snug government appointment (though these

snug government appointments are getting very rare now-a-days), and
as he will probably be able to sign a receipt for his salary (he unfortu-

nately cannot be relieved of that trouble ; that cannot be done by deputy),

be may with great comfort retain such appointment unto his life’s end.

But all the influential and titled supporters in the world cannot make
a small-brained and incapable man a prosperous barrister. At the bar,

men of ability and legal loro, only, can by any chance achieve success.

Solicitors dare not give a brief to the Honourable Mr. Augustus Tim-
toddy, merely on account of the “ Honourable.” If the Honourable Mr.
Timtoddy were connect!® with the highest family and the most influential

and richest personages in the realm, and were inferior in ability to Mr.
Jones, the youngest son of John Jones, fishmonger, the latter would be

the man who, before the Honourable Augustus, would receivo a brief.

And we say this circumstance makes us look upon the profession of a

barrister with peculiar favour. We contemplate with delight the long

list of men who arrived at eminence at the bar, and in many cases

attained the bench, who owed their advancement purely to their talents

and their industiy. It is so at the bar, that the gifted and intelligent

must win their way. A physician may be a very clever man, but by
very slow degrees is bis cleverness exhib^ed, and tardy, therefore, is

his progress to renown. The clergyman may be a very learned man and

effective preacher, but it will only be by slow degrees likewise that he will

arise at a lofty and dignified position. But it can hardly be that the bar-

rister shall bo a sound lawyer and a good speaker, and shall not speedily

obtain both wealth and distinction. A barrister’s talent is not hid like

the talent exerted in many other occupations. When a clever counsel

2m 2
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makes a speech, the judge hears it, his fellow-barristers hear it, and

(what is vastly more important still) the solicitors in court hear it; and if

the speech be undeniably good, and the manifestation of superior ability

be unmistakeable, it is a matter of policy to retain this barrister, whoever

he may be, aristocrat or plebeian, rich or poor, in future cases, that he

may work for other clients the same good result that in all jfrobability

his cleverness will achieve for his present. The clergyman who preaches

an eloquent discourse, pleased and moves his hearers, but the sensation
* excited is small compared with that created in a court of law among
solicitors, through the delivery by a rising barrister of an effective and

powerful speech. Hencefofth let i\ot the young man be afraid. lie

may be mightily independent ; he need not seek, for he will be most

abundantly sought; ^he road to fame and fortune lies open before

him, and while men equally clever in their professions as doctors or

clergymen, will he making, perchance, little way, he—the barrister

—

may spring forward in an incredibly short space of time to high honour

ana great affluence.

But while we thus contend for the arena offered by the bar as being

admirably adapted for the ambitious man who has talents qualifying him
for such a field of action, it is fair we should notice one or two things that

may be urged against the profession. In the first place, don’t let any

gentle youth who has to choose a profession, venture to select that of a

barrister, albeit his talents may point that way (if he have no particular

ability he wall earn more money by sweeping crossings), unless he is pre-

pared to work like a drayhorse. Thriving barristers do work like dray-

horses. The wear and tear of having to peruse half-a-dozen briefs almost

at one time, containing each of them a mass of matter enough to make
one’s head whirl round—the giving such consideration to each case as is

•absolutely essential to the understanding the main features—the consul-

tations, crowding 011c upon another—the arguing, explaining, enforcing

each cause, any false move being of vital consequence and damning a

man’s reputation—notwithstanding the immense number of demands
upon his thought and consideration thundored at him from all quarters,

render it almost impossible to rivet the attention ugpn one point even for

a few minutes ; we say, all these circumstances combined, do most cer-

tainly constitute the life of a successful barrister one of most awful labour;

and, though his gains may be great—oh, he earns them—earns them to

the very last penny.

There is another objection that should be noticed, upon quite a different

score. The indiscriminate advocacy of right and wrong—the often so

stating a case that counsel appear to be endeavouring to persuade others

to an opinion they do not themselves hold—the helping to gain a cause,

concerning which there may be a clear conviction in the mind that it is a
bad and unjust one ; this is unquestionably a nauseous necessity to which
the barrister has often to submit. The case is not, however, so bad as

some would have it. Lord Brougham’s dictum that counsel is called

upon to do anything for his client; that he is to throw aside every con-

sideration save that of advantaging such client, is utterly, inexpressibly

monstrous. There is no such a call upon a counsel ; if there were, it would
be disgraceful to be a barrister. No; the counsel is bound to do for his

client just what that client, if he had the requisite legal knowledge and
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ability, might be expected to do for himself, yet without overstepping the

bounds of right and fairness. It were, in truth, degrading the profession

to a most awful depth to make it compulsory oil the “ hireling advocate,”

as the barrister is sometimes politely termed, so to identify himself with

his client that he should undertake to do anything, or say anything, for

that client that could be regarded as antagonistic to principles of honour
and morality. Every fair and legitimate advantage that the advocate can
grasp he is bound to seize; he is paid for dtAng this, and in doing it, he
only renders an equivalent for the fee he has received ; but that a counsel

is called upon to do any mean or dirty action, to have recourse fo any
trickery or questionable proceeding., merely because his so doing might
prove beneficial to the cause of his client, is an untrue assertion cal-

culated infinitely to injure the character of the yrofession, and to draw
down upon it the suspicions and dislike of all upright and honourable

men. .

Still, as we have said, counsel must indiscriminately advocate, to a cer-

tain extent, both right and wrong. They must occasionally—in appear-

ance at all events— back up injustice and fight against equity. And this

necessity must ever be, to a sensitive individual, a very disagreeable one.

However, if the counsel only bear in mind how far he is required to go in

his advocacy of a cause, of the unsoundness of which he may entertain

little or no doubt, the difficulties started by conscience will quickly disap-

pear. lie is to do all that fairly can be done, he is to say all that fairly

can be said, no more; if he go beyond, if he have regard only to winning

the day, if he seek to conquer by all methods, no matter how questionable

or how opposed to right and equity, then, we say, the barrister lowers him-

self to a degree saddening to contemplate, and which tends to throw last-

ing discredit upon a profession which really and truly is a lofty and a
noble one. •

Ay, a lofty and a noble one ; for if he act so that even when support-

ing wrong, he render no offence to the inward monitor—wdien by good
fortune, he shall be called upon to combat for the right—the counsel may
feel a glow within him at the thought of how legitimately he may now
employ all his energy ajj his power, all his skill, to win a victory. We
can envy a barrister into whose hands a good and just cause is entrusted.

We can envy the gratification with which ho must prepare for the struggle

—

the heat with which he will strive for success—and the satisfaction with

which he may hereafter contemplate the fact that in having won this vic-

tory there is a deeper cause for rejoicing than would exist in the mere
circumstance of his having added to his list of triumphs. It is a glorious

duty the having to advocate the cause of the widow and the fatherless—

the desolate and oppressed. It is something to step between the perse-

cutor and the persecuted—and to do battle with a giant’s power in a

righteous suit. It is something for the eloquent advocate to be called

upon to do his best for the weak against the mighty, and to employ his

noble talents and lofty energies to bring victory to the right, and cast

confusion on the wrong. So that there may be many a bright labour

upon which the barrister may look back in after years, and many a thought

may recur of most joyful and blessed exercise of abilities and powers.

And people may talk of the “ hireling advocate,” and sneer and say the

fervour is bought with money, and that the hope of gain alone excites
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the ardour; but we feel sure that where the rig-lit is advocated and the
wrong denounced, it is a much stronger emotion which animates the vast
majority of English barristers,—an earnest and hearty desire to gain a
victory, because the victory is for justice and for truth—to inflict a defeat
because the opponent is an oppressor and wrong-doer.
The functions of the bench do not give rise to the same excitement and

animation engendered by the duties of the bar, but they are of a higher
and more exalted order. The occupation of a judge cannot but be re-
garded by every one with earnest respect and reverence. It stands alone
in dignity ; an honourable and upright judge is a character than which
we cannot conceive a nobler or a lqfticr. The man who, day by day,
brings to bear all the faculties of a superior intellect energetically and
perseveringly to the tajk of applying justice, of detecting falsehood, and
of unveiling truth—of raising up the wronged and casting down the cvil-

doer—-who, unmoyed by any consideration save that of discovering and
establishing the right; and who, nevertheless, when called upon to
punish transgressors remembers mercy, only indicting such penalty as
may be necessary to deter others from committing a like offence;—such
a man, we say, may well claim, and should ever receive, as much homage
as we would pay to any living being. It must be a glorious change from
the bar to the benoh-7-lrom the scene of incessant turmoil and excitement
to aposition identified with calmness and serenity. For no elaborate
displays of eloquence aie needed from the judge. Eloquent he may still

be, but his eloquence should be of altogether a different order to that in
which he delighted at the bar. Fervour there should still be, not fervour
to win a cause, but a deep and holy earnestness to exhibit and establish
truth. Unmoved by any save righteous motives, unstirred by anything
like passion; apart from the conflict, calm, serene, and dignified, the
judge should, as it were, simply look down upon the combatants, sec
the cause of their quarrel, and, without the slightest shadow of bias,
plainly set forth that cause divested of all mystification that may have
been cast around it; and leave it to the jury to decide the bare question
of facts. And a judge who so does his duty, being equally conscientious
in his general dealings, may, without quailing, loo^,forward to that com-
ing day, when in a mightier court he himself shall be summoned and his
own cause shall be heard.

Upright judges and an enlightened bar, may God ever give us

!
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JACOB VAX DER NEESS.

A ROMANCE.

By Madame Paalzow.

Chapter XXIII.

Van der Neess, as we have before informed our readers, justly deserved

the character of a shrewd, cautious trader. He was quick in discovering

the motives and views of those with whon^ he dealt, and was enabled to

give a tolerable exact opinion of the condition and importance of most of

the great mercantile houses in Holland, and in the Netherlands, as he

had ways and means to spy out even their most* secret undertakings; but

Van der Neess was a wretched politician ; he had caught up some few

imperfect notions on the subject of politics; and thfcse lie clung to with

short-sighted obstinacy, and imagined iufallible. It happened that about

this period he had contributed a considerable sum towards a Portuguese

loan; lie received very high interests for this, and deemed it a remark-

ably judicious measure, especially from its being an underhand proceeding

conducted with the strictest secrecy.

But a peace was concluded witli Portugal, which suddenly placed this

affair in a very dubious light. The payment of the interests ceased al-

together, while there was no mention made of the capital, which appeared

to be endangered in the financial crisis of that country; and N6ess dis-

covered to Ills infinite alarm, by the manner in which his application was

treated, that lie had become entangled in an undertaking in which,

perhaps ho dared not even confess to have taken part in, and for which,

at all events, lie could not claim the protection of the States of Holland

;

for liis creditors did not hesitate to ask how, as a burgher of Holland, he

could have boon induood to supply the foes of that country with money.

As long as this affair continued in regular train, Van der Neess had

secretly exulted in his sagacity; he had never troubled himself with any
doubts as to its moral admissibility, for he was not given to be scrupulous

on that point. Advantage, success, and security, were the only considera-

tions by which lie weighed any undertaking.

Van der Neess was perfectly aware that the principal and most re-

spectable capitalists of Amsterdam had refused, with proud disdain, to

have anything to do with this affair, of which the managers kept behind

the scenes. But lie could not appreciate the higher motives by which

they were guided, and therefore only congratulated himself on his superior

judgment, and entered with malicious exultation into this unsafe and un-

lawful speculation. Satisfied by the pompous papers that were drawn

out, and the ministers
,

guarantee that lie was perfectly safe, he continued

for some time to receive the high inter its for his capital with infinite

delight.

But suddenly the payment ceased. Van der Neess immediately applied

to the agents, and the affair appeared at once in its true light. In order

to effect the peace, the ministers who had guaranteed this loan were dis-

missed in disgrace, and all their measures, as far as possible, were thrown

upon their own responsibility. Thus the government was wholly excul-

pated aud freed from all obligations regarding what had passed. In
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reply to Van der Ncess’s application, the papers on which he supported his

claims were returned to him, without any further consideration; and he

was informed that any responsibilities which the former ministers had un-

dertaken, were now to be considered as private transactions, in which the

present government could take no interest. Thus it appeared Van der

Naess’s papers possessed no higher authority than that of the deposed

ministers; besides, it was said there was no note of any such loan in the

ministerial papers; and thus Mynherr Jacob van der Neess’s whole demand
was treated as a private affair, for the settlement of which he was referred

to the ci-devant ministers, who had now become private individuals.

This answer was given with the less hesitation, that the agents w era

fully conscious of the advantages they had over a burgher capable of

supplying the enemies of his country with money during the progress of

a war, who, in case he attracted publicity by his complaints, would be con-

sidered little better than a traitor to his country. This opinion, as we
have hinted before, wras pretty clearly expressed in the answer he received,

added to a serious warning to keep as quiet as possible in order to avoid

attracting attention to his dishonest proceedings, and a compassionate

promise to keep his conduct secret from the States of Holland.

Our readers may imaging the effect of this communication upon Van
der N6css. The gout seemed suddenly to have left him. He roared and
jumped about like a lunatic, unable to form a resolution, and apparently

insensible to the pains of the gout. Perhaps this caused them to cease,

and reanimated his stiffened limbs, acc6rding to the usual process of

nature under severe mental agitations.

To his great astonishment, Caas found the bed empty when he came
the next morning at the usual hour to dress and lead down his master. The
maid was in great alarm, and declared she had never heard anything more
terrific than Van der Necss’s roaring and howling during the preceding

day and night. She stated that he had run about wildly from one coffer

to another, and she had heard a great rustling of papers, though she care-

fully kept out of his way, for he had repeatedly exercised violence against

himself, and torn his hair and his clothes ; and she would even swear he
had jumped on the table, then back to the floor, til| everything shook and

creaked around him.

He had left the house at dawn of day, without changing his clothes

or taking any breakfast ; though he had eaten nothing since the morn-
ing of the preceding day.

Van der Neess had, too late, learnt the true nature of the transaction

in which he was implicated ; he now discovered that he was caught in a

trap, while, to attempt to escape, was as perilous as to sit still. Ills

lamentable ignorance of political results had led him into this misfortune

;

but as he would not attribute this blame to his own deficiencies or his

insatiable avarice, he vented his rage in curses loud and deep on the

ministers, the king, the country, the agents—everything but himself

—

and at length resolved to repair to Antwerp, where the head agent of

the Portuguese minister lived, and make him answerable for his demand.
But he began to suspect something more than mere mercantile calcu-

lation was required to conduct affairs of this sort
; and though ho had

always spoken with great contempt of state policy, as a farrago of non-
sense, yet he began to think it might be useful to him to know some-
thing about it, as he had to deal with those who made it an excuse for
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their conduct towards him ; and therefore he determined to get some
hints on the subject from Cornelius Hooft, who, he thought, must have
all that trash at his fingers’ end.

To Cornelius Ilooft, therefore, Van der Neess repaired, in the frenzied

excitement caused by his fears ; and his was the first hand that raised

the bright knocker of the door, for the sun had just begun to gild the

steeples and roofs of the highest houses with its earliest rays.

Cornelius Hooft was a thorough man of Ihe world. After being.mar-

ried three times, he had been left a widower at last, and his only daughter
was advantageously settled at the Hague. Since then, Mynherr Cor-

nelius Ilooft, who had been raised ito the rank of burgomaster, had led

the life of an elegant bachelor, surrounded by all the comforts of wealth

and refinement. He was nursed and attended by a set of well-schooled

domestics, and his house was a model of order and regularity.

The porter, therefore, appeared very indignant at Van der N6ess’$ early

summons : and as he did not immediately recognise him, owing to his

disordered appearance, refused him admittance, saying that Mynherr
Cornelius was engaged at his morning toilette.

A gruff answer from a servant ever had th^ effect of increasing Van
der Neess’s rudeness. Thus he would not suffer himself to be repulsed,

but became so furious as to outdo even the porter in violence, Cowing
to the stillness that reigned in the streets at that early hour, the noise

of this scuffle resounded all over the house, and at length reached even

the luxurious apartment of Mynfierr Cornelius, which, draped with green

silk hangings, looked into a neat little garden, and was seldom exposed

to such interruptions of its peaceful quiet. As Van der Neess in his fury

had repeatedly uttered his name, the porter’s continued refusals to let him
in proceeded rather from the obstinacy natural to servants who have ex-

perienced mde treatment, and the wish to procure himself some littlfc

satisfaction, by suffering Neess to rage on, than from the fear of disturb-

ing his master, though he did not fail to plead the latter as his excuse,

maintaining that such a fellow, as he called him, was not entitled to

speak to a burgomaster.

As soon as Cornelius Hooft heard what was going on, the strife, of

course, was brought to an end; and Van der Neess darted past the valet,

who came to conduct him, and rushed up*the polished, carpeted stair-

case, growling, and shaking himself like a wild animal, till he reached a

small parlour adjoining Cornelius’s sleeping-room.

A bright fire was blazing in the marble chimney, near which stood a

breakfast-table, covered with costly articles of plate and porcelain, and in

a rich damask-silk fauteuil sat Mynherr Cornelius, wrapped in a dress-

ing's0'™ trimmed with fur, and preparing to enjoy the dainties and deli-

cacies of a Dutch breakfast.

Neess hurst into the room as if he w^ero pursued, and suddenly stopped

before Cornelius. It wft impossible to imagine a greater contrast than

was offered by these men. The appearance of the one was elegant, gen-

tlemanly, and neat in the extreme ; ho looked healthy and cheerful, even

handsome, for his age. The good-natured expression of his countenance

was agreeably enlivened hy his bright, expressive eyes; and a slight sar-

castic smile played about his lips.

We have attempted to give our readers an idea of Van der Neess's

personal Appearance and style of dress; but the general effect of all this
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was surpassed on the present occasion. It was the first time he had

ever incurred any serious loss; one, too, which he was to bear without

murmur or complaint. Since the preceding day he had writhed under

the influence of the fiercest passions ; ho had neither eaten, nor slept,

nor thought of his attire. Through the violence of his agitation, the

power of the gout had been subdued
;
yet his thoughts were so absorbed

by his loss that he never once noticed this. Suffice it to say, Van der

Need’s appearance wa» frightful ; and it seemed more natural to imagine

him some monster wrapped in men’s clothes, than to believe a human
being could be thus feai fully disfigured and disguised.

Mynherr Cornelias looked at him .with unbounded surprise, for, bat

two days before, he had left him in his armchair a close prisoner with

the gout; and thougU it was not the first time Van der Neess had re-

covered from such an attack, there was a fearful wildness in his looks

which could not £k1 to attract attention.

“ Really, Van der Neess,” cried he, “ you are very active for a person

suffering from the gout. It seems the attack has passed off more quietly

than usual, but it is surprising how soon you get on your legs again.”

“Ah, don’t talk of that,” cried Niess; “it is of no consequence.

Misfortunes soon give a man the use of his legs. I believe I was as stiff

as poker even yesterday, but that sort of thing must yield to necessity.

I never once thought of my legs
; they followed of themselves.*

’

“ Now, Neess, have you really experienced a misfortune?—that is

to say, a misfortune that deserves to be called so? Good God ! I hope
Floris is well ?’*

“ Floris, Floris !” cried Ntfess, much irritated that this should be ac-

counted the greatest misfortune. “ Floris must now give up all her

follies, and cease to play the fine lady ; she must lay aside all the airs of

her grand relations, and set to work without the assistance of a maid or

an errand-boy.”

Van der Neess felt a secret pleasure in tormenting Mynherr Cornelius

with fears regarding his darling, for he well knew his own distress would
not much affect the burgomaster.

“Compose your&elf, Van der N6ess,” replied ^ornelius at length, in a

calm voice ; “ you have suffered some miserable mischance or other to

drive you frantic. As long as Floris is well, you will manage to get

over the rest. Here’s a chair for you ; come, sit down, and take a cup
of this good Mocha coffee, instead of your porridge, which, I warrant,

was not ready at this early hour.”

“Indeed!” cried Van der N£ess, striking his fist on the mahogany
table with such violence that everything shook upon it. “ So, whatever

may happen to poor Van der Neess is of no consequence, provided it

does not touch that dainty doll, Miss Floris. But this time she won’t

escape. This time she will have to suffer as well as her poor despised

father ! This time she will have to go beggii% along with him, and
bear the yoke as well as her poor ruined father

!”

Cornelius now grew more attentive.

“ Van der Neess,” said he, seriously, “ lay aside this frantic violence,

and speak like a sensible man. Have you suffered any heavy losses ?

Come, now, compose yourself. You will attract general attention by
this manner; and there will be no hope of saving you, if you give way to

despair, and thus lose your credit.” »
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This had some effect. Van der Neess paused for a moment, and then
said, as he produced the ill-fated papers

—

“ Look here, my lord burgomaster ; examine these papers ; then, if you
also say they arc of no value, Van der N6ess will be no better than a
beggar; and he may begin again where he was forty years ago—turn

porter, carry burdens for others, and let out his warehouses for other

people's goods.” .

“ You aggravate again, Van der N3tess,” said Mynlierr Cornelius.
u Let us see, man, what you have there; a sly old fox like you is not
likely to be out in his reckoning.”

“Ah! if it were but a matter of common calculation,” shrieked Van
der Neess, relapsing in his old despair. “ But this—ha ! this is more in

your line, though it is a trick of the devil’s devising. It surpasses my
powers of calculation. There ! read—read, and say whether there is any
escape or help for a poor honest man, whom a set /)f infernal wretches

have conspired to rob and ruin, like so many highwaymen and pick-

pockets.”

But Mynlierr Cornelius had no sooner glanced at the contents of the

papers, than he pushed away the inviting breakfast-table with some im-

petuosity; his countenance suddenly changecl, the veins ou his forehead

swelled high, and betrayed his rising passion, while his eyes flashed with

indignation. •

Without reading to the end, he threw the papers from him, with an
air of horror and disgust, anti, rushing up to Van der Neess, with a
sudden impulse of passion, he cried

—

“ Is it possible that you arc implicated in this dirty, disgraceful trans-

action, miserable, treacherous usurer that you are ? To secure the pitiful

interests, which the meanest money-changer in our money-market
spurned from him, because it dishonoured him, you have entered into*-a

speculation for which you deserve the halter! Do you know,” cried he,

with increasing wrath, “ that you have not only acted like a rascal, but

like a fool—like a poor, miserable fool? You have suffered yourself to

be overreached like a silly schoolboy, and made yourself a laughing-

stock for your adversaries
!”

“ Overreached!” slmeked Van der Neess, wringing his hands; “over-

reached did you say? But these papers—these great names— these

ministers—these securities ?”

“ Silly, wretched usurer !” cried Mynlierr Cornelius, quite beside him-

self with rage, “ you deserve to be kicked out of my house!” He threw

the papers furiously on the ground. “ Bah ! they contaminate the place

where they lie. Do you know that, if I choose to betray you, you would

be turned out of the merchants' guild, and come under the power of the

law, to be branded as a common traitor to your country, and then re-

warded with the halter?”

Van der Neess started back a few steps ; his knees tottered.

“ Turned out of the guild, my lord burgomaster!—and a beggarl

And is all this worth nothing?” he shrieked, suddenly, and in mortal

agony threw himself on the ground beside his papers.

“ Worth so much,” cried Mynherr Cornelius, “ that you may thank your

God if I take these papers with the tongs, and throw them into this fire,

in order to efface all evidence of your treacherous guilt ! Ha ! fellow !

why did you come hither to make me your confidant in your villany ?
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Don’t you know that it would be my duty to seize these papers, and
deliver them up to the great tribunal of commerce ?”

With a savage yell, Van der N6ess threw himself upon the scattered

papers, and hastily collected them.

He quaked with fear and alarm at the harsh words of Mynherr Corne-
lius, who was generally so mild and forbearing, without, however, feeling

conscious of the shameful partr he had acted.
“ 01), noble sir !” cried he, in a cringing tone, “ is it possible that all

this is as you say? Good God! have mercy upon me!—and yet, what
have I done? Is not every measure allowable in trade that is safe and
advantageous? Ilow^then have I sinned so grossly in making a loan

such as great states often make to each other ?”

Cornelius suddenly gaz>ed at him—the thought flashed across his mind
that perhaps this man was unable to judge of the extent of his crime.

The comparison he* had made use of sounded like the short-sighted

jargon of a common usurer, who considers duty to his country, patriotic

virtue, and honour, as mere hollow, high-sounding terms, to which no
one attaches any serious importance.

“ Van der N6ess,” said tljc noble-minded ITooft, at length, in a more
composed tone, “ it is hard to say whether you are more kuave or fool.

What vou have said just now is pure nonsense, and for your honour I

will strive to think you have been only a fool. But it is your despicable

avarice that has made you so great a fool, and you are now justly

punished for yielding to it. Have not I often warned you not to meddle
with politics? Confine yourself to petty usury and small traffic— that
is your field, and there you will always reap your profits; but you have
not enough of general knowledge to enter into more important trans-
actions, and you ever were a fool with regard to politics. Have you
ev£r heard of such a thing as the States of Holland countenancing a loan
which was to benefit the country with which they were engaged in war?
Would not that be casting the balls that were to be fired off at ourselves?
Can’t you understand that ?”

“ Yes, yes ; I understand it,” cried Van der N6ess. “ I do understand
it ! But there is nothing of all this in these papers—not a word ; this

is a different thing altogether.”
“ If you supplied the country which was at war with Holland with

money to prosecute that war, you did the same thing, and proved
yourself a traitor, who, according to law and justice, should die on the
gallows

!”

a

“Gracious God! you would not?” shrieked Van der Neess, flinging
himself on his knees before Ilooft. “ Oh, have mercy on me ! Great
God, I am a beggar already ! A beggar ! and you yet talk of punish-
ment!—of the gallows! All is lost—all! The treasure I have so
fondly hoarded—Angela’s fortune— all—all gone! Noble burgomaster,
think of Floris— of your darling—what will become of her? Think of
her if—11a ! if you send her father to the gallows ! Good God, I do not
know what to say !”

Cornelius turned from him with feelings of utter loathing. His heart
was ready to burst with indignation; but Van der N6ess had artfully

touched the right chord to move him. The thought of Floris disarmed
him, and he began to consider what could be done to save Van der N6ess,
at least from public shame.
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The latter instantly perceived the advantage he had gained. Mynherr
Cornelius turned towards a window to recover his composure ; as ho con-

templated the flourishing shrubs in his garden, the fragrant flowers, the
hallowed repose and beautiful regularity of nature, he shuddered to think
of the fearful state of degradation into which man alone can sink by his

own free will when once he breaks loose from the control of his Holy
Protector. The innocence and perfection, of nature inspired Cornelius
with the deepest pity for those who were under the influence of guilt

and sin ; his eye grew moist, and he inwardly breathed a prayer lo God
for assistance in this difficulty.

When he turned round ho saw Van der N6ess standing before him
with an air of abject humility, holding the ill-fatcdf papers in his hands.

“God knows whether I act aright in lending a helping-hand to conceal

your crime,” said Mynherr Cornelius; “but listen to me: I will do so

only on one condition,—that you do not cross this threshold ere every one
of these papers, which prove your guilt, be consumed by the flames in

this grate.”

Ncess started back with a frantic gesture.
“ Gracious God !” he shrieked. “ What ! burn all these documents,

bonds, receipts—things as good as ready Tnoncy, drawn out by the

government of a kingdom? Bum all this in a fire, did you say?—lose

all ? You—you don’t mean to say you think all this is worthless?

Can’t you help me, then, to recover my money—my own. and my
Floris’s fortune?” •

“ That’s quite out of the question,” returned Cornelius; “these docu-

ments have, cither through inadvertence or design, been drawn up in

such a manner as to impose no obligations on the succeeding ministers.

The answer you have received might, I think, have convinced you of this.

You have been informed that the minister considers this loan altogether

as a private affair of his predecessors, since no mention is even made of

auy such loan in the financial registers of the former ministry, and
especially as the papers you have forwarded in support of your claims

are utterly destitute of any official character. Mark, therefore, the

government refuses to acknowledge your claims, and so does the minister

with whom you treated. He naturally declares your demand to be a

debt of the government with which he has no concern, and there also he is

in the right. But both parties are encouraged to treat you thus harshly,

by the certainty that you dare not complain of them, nor apply to the

States of llollaud to procure you redress, though they would do so ia

any other case, because this whole transaction was an act of treachery

towards these States. Do not you feel how contemptuously you are

treated, and with what coldness and indifference the whole affair is spoken

of? Our enemies may, indeed, love treason, but they will ever despise

the traitor ; and your stupidity and avarice have now placed you in this

predicament.”
“ And yet^” growled N6ess, in a tone of dogged resolution, thrusting

the papers in his bosom, “ and yet I will not burn them. I shall not

rest till I have my money ; and if you will not assist me, I shall bid you
farewell. You have sufficiently insulted me : go—you are a false friend

;

and your proud ideas and subtle distinctions teach you to affront those

who are inferior to you. But, for all that, I shall find ways to enforce

my rights. I am not the only person who has done such things in this
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city; and now we must stand by each other. As to the States, I laugh

at them ; their ways are often crooked enough. No ; I am not such a

novice as you think me. Go ! feed your fire with something else. I

shall yet coin this combustible material into gold 1”

Thus saying, he rushed furiously towards the door. Mynherr Cor-

nelius caught him by the arm, and detained him for another minute.
“ You are too much excited, and too unreasonable, ever to get your-

self out of this difficulty
;

but, 'mark my words, if anything of this affair

should transpire at the money-markets, or the town -hall, or anywhere,

I shall denounce you, and demand your punishment. Floris will then

be taken from you, ,and consigned to the guardianship of the clnef

burgomaster, and give up your name. You know that wo possess the

power to act thus, and I shall enforce it if the slightest hints of this dis-

graceful affair should get abroad.

. “ But I,” shrieked Van dor Neess, “ forbid you to enter my house.

Come, if you dare, and demand Floris ; I shall teach you to remember
Van der Neess as long as you 1 ivo. If you m ill treat me like a wild

beast, you shall learn what the bear will become if you attempt to rob

him of his cub. And now my sweet and mighty sir guardian, now your

petted wax-doll, who hitherto could wear nothing but silks and gauzes,

forsooth ! shall learn what it is to have a beggar for a father

!

She shall suffer for it now—so she shall—and if it were only to tor-

#ment you.”

With a furious jerk he freed liimselt from Cornelius’s grasp, and,

pushing him aside, rushed out of the room with a frantic yell.

After a few minutes, Mynherr Cornelius’s valet looked in, much
alarmed, and expressed great delight on seeing his master c]uite safe, for

Van der Noess’s frightful agitation and savage look, as he darted down
stairs and out of the house, had inspired the domestics with the fear that

he had committed some violence on their master.

Van der Neess, in the mean while, collected his scattered thoughts to

find some means of escape. lie took his way to the most disreputable

part of the town, entered haunts of the most equivocal character, and
held consultation with persons who dared not show their faces on the

Exchange, but were ready to transact for others all affairs that shunned
the light.

Through these persons Van dcr Neess sought to apply once more to

the agents at Antwerp, who belonged to the same class of disreputable

and proscribed members of the commercial world ; and, spurred on by
despair, die even resolved, in case this application should lead to no result,

to set out in person for the court of Portugal, where he hoped he should

be able more openly and boldly to assert his claims. Somewhat com-
forted by the assurances of these wretched accomplices, Van der Neess

hurried home about noon. But the peaceful appearance of this home,
with its comforts and its little luxuries, drove him to a new fit of despair.

He was seized with fierce and bitter anger at the thought that up to that

moment he alone was suffering, while no one in his house had as yet

experienced any mortification or distress.

He hastened with a species of demoniacal delight to the place where
his unsuspecting child was seated to destroy the peace she yet enjoyed.

In the tumult of his feelings he hated even Floris, who, pale and sad, was
gazing at the flowers in her court, and striving to interest herself in their
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charms, and bury among them those sweet hopes which had enticed her to

yandcr so far from them for the last two days.

Van der Neess glanced at her for a moment through a crevice in the

door, and, enraged at her unconscious calmness, he called down a fearful

curse even upon her head, and then burst into the court with fierce im-
petuosity, hoping thus at one blow to destroy her peaceful repose.

“ In the name of Heaven what is the matter !” cried Floris, when she

saw him rush up to her in the greatest alarm. “ I did not know that any
accident had occurred to you.”

“An accident 1” cried, Neess, fiercely; “an accident do you call it?

Fool
!
proud haughty fool!” he shrieked, rudely pushing her away from

him. “ Is it an accident that your father is become a beggar? Is it only an
accident in your opinion that your father must take to carrying burdens in

liis old age, and Mynbcrr Caas live like a gentleman in comparison to him;
—an accident—an accident! No! you will be the firgt to feel the con-

sequences of the accident. Away! away! with all this finery; away with

all those useless traps in the house and court. Your drosses must go to the

haberdasher s; your flowers must be rooted up, and exchanged for bread

—ay, for bread ! I shall have the house cleared out even to-day. I shall

have all the plate, the carpets, beds, utensil?, ornaments, and all your
follies, wherewith you have ruined your father, thrown together in a heap
—and T shall send for the pawnbrokers, and those who deal in such ’frip-

pery, and they shall carry off all this for bread—yes, girl, for bread I say

—for bread, which your father has no longer the means to buy ! And
you, with your soft hands and smooth face, must henceforward learn to

scrub and cook, for I can no longer afford to feed useless wenches and idle

lackeys. As to Mynherr Caas, that grand gentleman, he shall find the

walls too high, and the doors too thick, to admit him here. My precious

young lady no longer requires a footman; she must learn to fetch home*

the dry bread herself, which will henceforth be our only fare.”

Van der Neess might have said more, Floris would not have interrupted

him, paralysed with horror, and suddenly aroused from her soft reverie

to a reality more frightful than anything her imagination could have

pictured. She at once perceived what was actually the case—her father

really hated her; and ar ho jumped about before her, in the transports of

his rage, his eyes darting forth glances of bitter hatred, she trembled for

her life.

Poor Floris did not know that it was her immovable silence that drove

him to such a state of frenzy ; he was enraged at being unable to render her

as despairing as he was nimself, for this would have given him some
satisfaction.

Perhaps only the timely appearance of Caas and the maid saved her

from actual ill-usage ; on them, Van der Neess vented his long-suppressed

fury, and overwhelmed them with blows rnd cuffs, as many as they

would bear, though not without receiving some in return, till finally he

turned them out of the house without further ceremony. Poor Floris’s

terror, when she found herself alone with her father, was so fearful, that

she threw herself at his feet, and cried, in a faltering voice, “ For

Heaven’s sake, father, do not kill me ! Let me not die by your hands.”

This satisfied Van der Neess ; he felt he had rendered her as wretched

as he could wish. He then recommenced his description of the life she

was to lead thenceforth; and, with savogc joy, annihilated all the inno-
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cent pleasures of his trembling child. When, at length, the picture was

complete, even fo the minutest particulars—it was but a fac-simile of tty
life to which he had doomed Groneveldt’s widow and daughter—he
turned, with brutal satisfaction, to the remembrance of that wretched

state of things, and fell back at once to the point where he was twenty

years before. Angela’s indefatigable exertions had been unable to

change his disposition. Though ho had for some time appeared a dif-

ferent person, this change’ was merely owing to the circumstances in

which he was placed, and to which he submitted against his own will

and inclination, as an inevitable necessity ; and Van der N6ess was once

more a low, grovelling miser—a misanthrope, who looked with bitterness

and envy on all mankind— a merciless tyrant, who loved to revel in his

fierce passions. And in thus giving way to his old nature, he seemed

to feel a sort of demoniacal satisfaction at being released from the con-

straint of years.

Floris felt so utterly and hopelessly wretched—so stunned and stupi-

fied at all she heard and saw—that Van der Neess met with no obstacle

in giving full play to the horrible disposition which had been newly
awakened within him. At length he started up, and rushed into the

house, with the intention cof despoiling the apartments of all the articles

he had threatened to sell. He announced this to Floris, commanding
her to stay where she was, and on no account to open the door to any
one. He then repaired to the old banqueting-room, to begin his de-

vastating course there, and locked tlu door behind him after he had
entered. When Floris heard the lock turn, she uttered a heavy groan,

and sank, fainting from her seat, on the ground.

Meanwhile Caas, who was convinced Van der Neess had lost his senses,

and feared he would kill Floris, after soothing the screaming handmaiden,

had hurried to Cornelius Ilooft, to implore his aid in rescuing his poor,

defenceless mistress.

Mynherr Cornelius had not been idle since Van der Neess left him. He
had taken secret measures to discover whether any reports were as yet in

circulation about Van der Neess, and had the satisfaction of ascertaining

that nothing of this affair had as yet transpired, and, consequently, his

accomplices seemed to be more prudent than he 'himself, and conscious of

the risk they ran. He felt rather uneasy about Floris, and he was
debating with himself whether he was called upon to attach any import-

ance to Van der Neess’s prohibition of his entering the house, as he
longed to give the poor girl the protection of his presence, when Caas

was announced. The poor fellow’s distress was so visibly imprinted on
his countenance that Cornelius started up in affright, and urged him to

speak, scarce allowing him to recover his breath.

When Caas had delivered his faithful report, Cornelius no longer

doubted that Van der Neess had lost his senses ; and the thought of poor

Floris being utterly in the power of this maniac so terrified him, that,

scarcely waiting to put on his cap and cloak, he hurried through the

streets even faster than Caas.

The latter followed, with Ilooft’s valet; but when they arrived in

front of the old house, all attempts to procure admittance were fruitless.

They knocked loudly at the doors, and threw pebbles at the windows.

All in vain. The iron gate, as well as the doors of the house and of the
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court of business, were locked, and, after the closest investigation, they

could discover no sign of life.

At length Caas lost all patience, and determined to climb over the

high walls of the court of pleasure. In spite of its height, he accom-
plished this feat, by mounting on Mynherr Cornelius's shoulders ; but no
sooner had he reached the top of tne wall, whence he could look down
into the court of pleasure, than he uttered a loud cry.

The poor fellow fancied he saw his worgt* apprehensions fulfilled, for

Floris, who had received a slight hurt in falling from her seat, still lay

motionless on the spot where we left her, her dress stained with blood.
“ He has murdered her !” cried Caas, in despair. “ He has murdered

her; she lies weltering in her blood!” •

Thus saying, he jumped from the high wall, and fell, half stunned,

into Florists soft flower-beds. His first impulse vrtis to rush up to Floris.

At the same moment,
“ No, no !” cried Mynherr Cornelius, in joyful accents. “ Heaven be

praised, she is not dead, nor is she severely wouuded; it is only a

fainting-fit. But, God, God! who can tell what she may have under-

gone ? I swear, by the God of Heaven, ’tis the last time she shall suffer

in this house. She shall not be left any longer in the power of this mon-
ster, Van der Neess, who does not deserve the name of a human being.”

Caas hastened to summon back the maid, whom Jacob had so rudely

chased. Mynherr Cornelius then took Floris up in his arms, aud carried

her to her bedroom, where he Itft her to the care of this maid. Her
consciousness slowly returned, though she could not immediately recal

what had happened ; but when Mynherr Cornelius approached the

bedside, she immediately recognised him, and rewarded liis anxious in-

quiries with one of her sweetest smiles.

“ Rest and quiet will be the best things for her,” said he, as he turned

away. “ She must be left in peace to collect her thoughts.” And
having given some directions to her maid regarding the treatment of her

patient, he descended to the lower part of the house, to ascertain what
was become of Van der Neess.

Finding the door of the old banqueting-room locked, he and Caas

explored all the other apartments, in hopes of discovering him
; but as

their search proved fruitless, the idea flashed on their minds that he must
be shut up there.

Encouraged by Mynherr Cornelius, Caas and the valet broke open the

door with a hatchet. The first thing that met their gaze was the miser’s

heavy money-chest, which, as we have said, was placed in a recess of the

wall, and secured by a door lined with iron. But on the present occasion

both the door and the chest were open. Cornelius no longer doubted that

Van der Neess would be found here.

As he advanced farther into the apartment, his conjectures were

confirmed, for Van der Neess was lying on the ground, between the

great oaken table and the strong-box. But he was not alone ; another

form lay prostrate half across his back. It was poor old Susa.

Cornelius shuddered, and started back a few paces. He at once sus-

pected what, on closer investigation, proved to be the case,

—

They
WERE BOTH DEAD !

An impenetrable darkness rested on their fate. Susa, who had grown
VOL. XVIII. 2 N
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quite childish, had for years taken up her abode in the chimney corner of

this apartment ; here she would dream away her days in harmless inac-

tivity, unconscious of all around her, except the presence of Floris, whose

little hand she would often press to her lips, and that of Van der Neess.

Her hatred for him was become a sort of instinctive feeling, for she had

always known him from any one else, and on his appearance would mutter

between her Ups the word “ Robber,” which she yet remembered, and
throw anything at him which, she happened to have in her hand ;

nay, on

one Occasion, when he ventured to tease her, and approached somewhat
too close to her, she angrily caught hold of him by bis hair, and scratched

his face so fearfully that he was disfigured for many days.

The most natural conclusion was that Van der Neess, under the influ-

ence of his excitement, had forgotten old Susa’s presence, and locked her

up with himself in tile apartment. Probably some new ebullitions of

rage, such as he was wont 1o indulge in when left to himself after any
great agitation, had attracted her attention, and aroused her from her

stupor, for all the chairs and tables were displaced, and this led to the

supposition of some disturbance.

A fit of apoplexy had evidently seized them both, but it was impossible

to guess how the struggle siad arisen between them which seemed to have

preceded it. Van der Neess had dragged a bag of gold out of his iron

chest) and part of its contents lay scattered around him. Susa also

grasped a piece of gold in the hand that was now closed in death. But
the most remarkable thing was, that tke unlucky papers which Van der

Neess intended to coin into gold were torn to pieces; some bits were

found in Susa’s hands, and others in Van der Ncess’s, while the remainder

lay in fragments around them.

Mynherr Cornelius ordered old Susa’s body to be carried to a sofa. He
gazed at her sunken features with feelings of respect and emotion. “ Poor
faithful creature,” cried he, “ even in thy last moments thou hast uncon-

sciously struggled for the honour of the family to whose service thou hast

devoted thy whole life, and, as if thou hadst been aware of the ignominy
these papers would entail, thou hast destroyed them, perhaps, at the price

of thy life!”

Van derNeess’s countenance bore a frightful egression— even in death

the traces of his fierce passions were still imprinted there, and it seemed
natural enough that an attack of apoplexy should be the consequence of

such fearful agitations as he had undergone.

Cornelius caused all the fragments of paper, as well as the scattered

gold, to be collected, and having locked them away in the strong-box,

possessed himself of the key.

Ilis next care was to communicate the terrible catastrophe which so

fearfully terminated the tragedy acted in the ill-fated house, to Floris,

with every imaginable precaution.

On returning to her, he found her so pale and weak that he would not

hazard giving her any hint of what had taken place. He obtained a
promise that she would not leave her room till his return on the following

morning; and replied, to her anxious inquiries regarding her father, that

he had been seized by a fresh attack of the gout, and after being put to

bed by Caas, had fallen asleep. Floris appeared so much relieved by this

answer, that Cornelius no longer felt any uneasiness in leaving her.
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He had sent for the coroner and undertaker, and charged his servants

to make the necessary arrangements as speedily as possible ;
thus he had

the satisfaction ere night to find every preparation made, and the two
corpses laid out in their coffins, and placed on trestles beside each other,

in the great banqueting-room.
Mynherr Cornelius fell into a deep and painful reverie as he gazed on

these two lifeless forms, united in death after an enmity that had begun
with the first day of their acquaintance, and continued inveterate to the

last moment of their existence. An impenetrable mystery must ever rest

on their latter end
:
yet it seemed but too likely” that the last and greatest

effort of this enmity had been to cause the annihilation of its object. But
here, now, Vander Ncess was force?! to endure the presence of his enemy
in silence. By a strange fatality, the scene of his fearful injustice—of his

wicked oppression—and his wretched and tyrannical conduct over those

who were entrusted to his care—had become also the scope of his death ; at

the moment, too, when he was preparing to plunge once more into the

career of vice he had ever looked back to with regret, while he had
breathed out his sordid spirit over the source of all his crimes—his gold.

“ Oh,” cried Mynherr Cornelius, with great emotion, “ is not this a just

retribution? Ilow clearly we may trace the justice of Heaven even in

this life, if we do not wilfully blind ourselves to the ways of Providence.

Almighty Father! even on earth Thou art a just and righteous Judge!
Woe to him who does not understand Thee. If he attempts to set Thy
justice at defiance, he will soon b* at variance with Thy providence, hate

the world, feel enmity towards his brethren, and continue obdurate in pre-

sumption and sin to the end of his miserable existence
!”

After this short funeral discourse, which Mynherr Cornelius involun-

tarily pronounced to the memory of Jacob Van der Ncess, he turned

away: and we shall follow his example, and turn, from the painful reflec

•

tions such a character suggests, to his heiress.

Cornelius Hooft did not fail to pay his visit to poor Floris as early as

possible on the ensuing morning, and as he found her much strengthened

by her night’s rest, though still very pale and sad, he proposed her

coming down to the court of pleasure, and breakfasting with him in the

fresh air. *

He left her to give the necessary orders to tills effect, and then waited

at the bottom of the stairs. He was greatly affected at seeing her

descend with a slow and cautious step, as if fearful of disturbing her

father, while she seemed oppressed by some painful presentiment. On
reaching the landing-place she threw herself into his arms, and with

tears in her eyes inquired in a trembling voice for her father.

“ He is sleeping,” said Cornelius, in a subdued voice, as he led her past

the door of the old banqueting-room where Van der N6ess was, indeed,

taking liis last sleep.

Hooft wished to keep her in the dark till she had partaken of some

nourishment, and been fortified by the fresh morning air for the painful

and agitating tidings that awaited her.

But Floris was unable to enjoy the beauty of the morning; the

oppression of her heart became more painful every moment. In obedience

to her old friend she sat down under the balmy shade of the lime-tree,

and attempted to partake of the breakfast he had prepared for her, but

2 n 2
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her breath came thick and short ; she started at the slightest noise in the

house, and when Caas at length made his appearance, with a woful

countenance, on which he vainly sought to force a smile, she could contain

herself no longer, and bursting into tears, she cried

—

“ For Heaven’s sake tell me what has happened ? I feel some dreadful

misfortune has occurred/*

At that moment she saw her mother’s old friend, Mynherr Harsens,

appear at the door leading from the hall; she hastened to meet him,

repeating in a faltering voice

—

“ Tell me, I beseech you, what has happened ? Where—oh ! where

is my father ?”

“ He sleeps the sleep of ages,” replied Mynherr Harsens, in a mild

voice. “Trie burden of earthly temptations which rendered him so

miserable and so unhappy has been taken from him. Come, my poor

child, let us pray beside his coffin.”

Floris paid her father the full tribute of filial affection ; she seemed to

have forgotten whatever could prejudice this feeling, and was so utterly

disconsolate at the idea of his having parted from her in anger, that she

had need of all her confidence in her old preceptor, Mynherr Harsens, to

believe his assurance that no lasting reproach or irretrievable offence

attached to her thereby.

She was so engrossed by the painful feelings this idea called forth, that

the news of Susa’s death made less impression on her than would other-

wise have been the case, though it increased the sense of loneliness that

had stolen over her sad heart.

Cornelius was unable to fulfil his intention of taking Floris away
immediately from this house of mourning, for she insisted on keeping

watch beside the dead bodies of her father and her old nurse. As she

«knelt beside the coffin of the former, her oppressed heart found relief in a

flood of bitter tears, and the fervent prayers she addressed for him to the

almighty Disposer of events deeply moved her sympathising friends.

“ Verily,” said Mynherr Cornelius, when, at length, the fierce expres-

sion of Jacob’s features relaxed in death, and the wrinkles of his brow
gradually faded away, “it would almost seem as if her prayers had
brought him forth from hell, and this unhappy signer had found mercy in

the sight of his offended Judge for the sake of his angelic child.”

“ God’s mercy is great,” replied Mynherr Harsens, mildly.

When the remains of these last inhabitants of the old house of the

Purmurands had been consigned to their eternal resting-places, Floris left

the abode of her parents with Harsens and Cornelius Hooft, to repair to

her aunt, who with maternal tenderness offered her a home.

Hooft proceeded to take an inventory of Van der Naess’s effects. lie

received active assistance in this task from Ilarsens, who had become a

celebrated preacher, and was then in the enjoyment of an excellent

living.

No evidence could be found of the sums Van der Neess had contributed

to the Portuguese loan beyond the very unsatisfactory bonds and papers

which had been destroyed in his last struggle with Susa. The two
gentlemen could not help shuddering as they consigned these fragments

to the flames; but they discovered that almost the whole of the usurer’s

hoarded treasure was thus consumed thereby. This fact, which he could
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not conceal from himself, must have rendered his last hours hopelessly

wretched, while the agonies he had suffered in consequence, and the
fearful agitation of his brain, had finally caused hi9 death.

The treasure for which lie had sinned so grievously, dooming himself

and others to sorrow and misery, vanished from his grasp in the last

hours of his life ; and the curse of Groneveldt, which his terrified imagi-
nation had caused him so often to hear, had at length laid him prostrate

on the very spot where once he solemnly svfore to protect the widow, and
the orphan, and tp watch faithfully over their fortune, and where soon

after he broke that solemn oath.

The sale of the old house and o£ Angela’s jewels., added to the ready

money found in Van der Neess’s strong-box, produced a moderate sum,
which Cornelius put out to interest, and which, at all events, would pre-

serve Floris from absolute poverty.

By Angela’s will, Mynherr van Marseeven had been named chief

guardian to Floris; but after his wife’s death he had retired from the

government, and set out for Venice, where one of his daughters wa9
established, and, in consequence of his absence, all the duties devolved on
the other two guardians, Hooft and llarsen^ who fulfilled their trust

with scrupulous exactness. Cornelius even made an attempt to recover

some part of Jacob’s loan to the Portuguese government; but bis exer-

tions proved utterly fruitless, for the reasons we have before stated.*

Floris continued to live with her aunt. In the society of this beloved

relative she gradually recovered from the varied and painful agitations

she had sustained. Undisturbed by the influence of domestic sufferings,

the noble qualities of her mind had full opportunity to develop them-

selves ; and, under Urica’s judicious guidance, her understanding became

cultivated, and her views enlarged.

Thus time rolled on. But during the course of the ensuing winte?

Urica’s strength gradually decayed, and her anxious friends could no

longer conceal from themselves that her dissolution was approaching.

She was evidently aware of her situation, for all her plans and arrange-

ments bore reference! to her approaching death.

It was her desire tjiat Floris should take up her abode with the

Ilarsens after this event, in preference to entering into the family of the

Marseevens, since the moderate sum she had inherited from Van der

Xless would not enable her to live in the style to which she would grow
accustomed in the burgomaster’s house, and Urica felt great doubts as to

whether her own original fortune would ever pass into Floris’s hands.

Owing to the improvement of his circumstances, Ilarsens now lived in a
very comfortable and elegant manner, though he kept clear of ostentation

and extravagance
; and as his two daughters were married, he consented

with pleasure to take charge of Floris, who, on her part, offered no

objection to the wishes of her aunt.

Spring returned once more, but Urica’s weakness increased with every

day, and she expressed her fears that she should not live to see Lora

Fawcett’s return. She still felt great uneasiness with regard to hi9 love

for Flojris. Mynherr Cornelius was a bad counsellor. To let the young

people marry and bo happy was the best plan, in his opinion, for he could

not bear to see Floris look pale and melancholy, and would have gone to

the ends of the earth to procure for her the object of her wishes.
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Harsens, Urica’s second counsellor, was too little acquainted with the

circumstances to pronounce an opinion
;
yet he remarked that a mutual

inclination was indispensable to the happiness of both parties in marriage,

and, where this was known to exist, there might perhaps be serious harm
done in preventing a union.

Mynherr van Marseeven’s advice would have had most influence with

Urica, as she had great confidence in his experience and knowledge of

liurrian nature; but she was* deprived of this assistance, as he had not

then returned from Italy.

Meanwhile, the letters she received from Lord Fawcett, and fhe

accounts she heard of him through other channels, created a beneficial

interruption to these anxieties.

He seemed to have .cast off the indolence of his nature, and entered

with energy on the duties of life. He had acquitted himself of his

mission to general satisfaction, and spoke much of the delight with

which he anticipated his return.

When Urica received these welcome letters, and marked with appro-

bation the healthy tone of inind they indicated, she would often fall into

a musing mood.
“ Why should not I trust him ?” thought she, at length. “ Why

should I interfere with his happiness, when I see that the faults that have

so ldtely occasioned me sorrow and solicitude are now yielding to the

powerful influence of manly energy and noble, undaunted resolution ?”

Sometimes she would show these letters to Floris, and when the latter

had read their contents over and over again, she would fix an earnest

inquiring glance on Urica; and though neither of them spoke, Floris’s

youthful heart beat high, for she read sweet comfort in that gentle

affectionate look of her aunt.

* About this time, also, Urica heard of the death of the old Countess of

Kilmainc. 6i Another obstacle removed,” she thought, and she gazed

with deep emotion at Floris ; animated by new hopes, the lovely girl sat

at her feet lost in a pleasing reverie. Urica could not behold her without

emotion, and began to hope with her, that all the fe^rs that had formerly

influenced her decision might be dissipated.

At length Van Marseeven returned : Urica was no longer able to leave

her bed; infinitely relieved by his presence, she confided to him all her

fears and anxieties, her wishes and determinations, regarding the darling

of her heart ; and as she trusted implicitly in his judgment, she left the

decision of Floris’s fate in his hands.

Van Marseeven saw that IJrica’s hours were numbered, and therefore

wrote off immediately to press Lord Fawcett’s return.

But she did not live to see him again. Her pure spirit winged its

flight from this world of trials ; and as her sorrowing friends gazed on

the sainted repose of her beautiful features, they felt that in this instance

death had lost its sting.

Ulla, Urica’s faithful domestic, anxious to pay a last tribute of respect

to her departed mistress, insisted on being permitted to arrange the

chamber of death. On the following day she summoned Urica’s mourn-
ing relations. A number of young orange-trees in blossom had been

placed around the room, and filled the air with their fragrant perfume.

An open coffin was placed in the midst, surrounded with moss and flowers,
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which contained Urica’s beautiful form. A loose robe of white silk

descended to her feet, and her delicate white hands were folded on her

bosom ; but the mysterious ring of the Casamborts no longer sparkled

on her finger. Van Marseeven had solemnly delivered it to Floris, now
the eldest and the last of the Casambort family, and placed it on the

little finger nature seemed to have formed for its reception.

For years no eye had seen the luxuriance of Urica’s beautiful hair ; but

now it was parted on her forehead, and fell around her like a golden

mantle, while a diadem of rubies, which she had worn at her first mar-

riage, graced her snowy brow. Iler classic features, exquisitely lovely

even in death, beamed with a smil^ of peace and happiness.

Floris and her surviving friends gazed in speechless admiration at this

beautiful picture of death ; they knelt down in ^solemn meditation, and

their sorrow was turned into devotion.

At that moment a hasty footstep was heard advancing. Floris trem-

bled. Lord Fawcett stood among the mourners.

“Alas!'* he exclaimed, in a tone of the bitterest griefj “ I am too

late!”

“Not too late to pray with us,” said Harsens— “ not too late to read

with us in the radiant countenance of this iJlessed one the certainty of

the heavenly felicity that has fallen to her share ! You have lost her for

this world my young friend, but she has lclt you her blessing ; aftd her

pure spirit, no longer confined by earthly bounds, found comfort for this

temporal separation, in the confident hope of an eternal reunion. May
that hope also have a soothing influence on you.”

When the first tumult of feeling had subsided, Harsens read prayers

over the body, and Hooft and Van Marseeven succeeded in persuading

Lord Fawcett, who was utterly absorbed by his grief, to quit the chamber

of death.
<

*

After the interment of the corpse, Floris took up her residence with the

Harsens, according to her aunt’s desire; and the kind solicitude of her

old preceptor and his excellent wife, soon made her feel at home in their

comfortable dwelling. After the first weeks of mourning were past,

during wliich nothiiigjhad occurred to disturb the unreserved meetings of

the young people, Lord Fawcett acquainted Floris’s chief guardian, Myn-

heer van Marseeven, with his sentiments towards her, and requested per-

mission to address her. Van Marseeven heard this proposal without any

signs of surprise, and told Lord Fawcett he had foreseen his intention,

and should make no objection if Floris consented ; but he made a point

of acquainting the young earl with the precarious state of Floris’s affairs,

and proved that unless the claims were attended to which, in virtue of her

aunt, she was entitled to make on the King of England, he would re-

ceive a portionless bride.
,

Lord Fawcett seemed relieved from a weight by this communication

;

he delighted to think that his beloved Floris would henceforward receive

everything from him, and the dirty gains of the miser no longer adhere

to her person.

After some consultation on the subject, Van Marseeven and the other

guardians decided that the time lmd arrived for making use of the docu-

ment which entitled Floris to assume the rank of Countes3 van Casambort.
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The chief burgomaster represented that it would be advantageous by

placing her more on a level with the proud family into which she was

about to enter, and further might assist her claims on Charles IL, by

proving her right to succeed Urica in all her prerogatives; while, on the

other hand, there was no one now living who could be wounded by her

change of name. wv

He then proceeded to acquaint Floris with the existence of this docu-

ment, and all the reasons whilh had prevented its being sooner put into

force. Floris heard him with infinite surprise, and at first expressed great

reluctance to change her name, as she deemed it a slight to the memory

of her parents. Bqt Van Marseeven* proved to her that the grounds of

Angela’s former objections no longer existed, and as she had implicit

faith in his judgment, $he finally yielded to his advice, and assumed the

title of Countess van Casarnbort.

When Lord Fawcett informed his beloved that he had received Van

Marsceven's permission to address her, she no longer doubted that Urica

had finally revoked the decision which had caused her and Henry so much

pain. Time and absence seemed but to increase their mutual affection;

and now that this great obstacle to their happiness was removed, the

young Countess van Casarnbort no longer kept her lover in suspense,

and as his duties demanded his return to London, she consented to his

wisiufe for a speedy union.

Lord Fawcett took Caas into his service, and on perceiving his shrewd-

ness and intelligence, and the good use he had made of the opportunities

afforded him by the chief burgomaster, he promoted" him to the office of

his -secretary, and thus gratified the poor fellow’s .utmost ambition.

On the day before the young countess's marriage, Van Marseeven was

both surprised and gratified to receive an official despatch containing a

cheque on the Bank of England for a part of Uriels loan, and a promise

for the payment of the rest in regular instalments from Charles II.’s

private fortune.

As the death of Urica was still too recent to admit of any public cere-

mony, the young Countess van Casarnbort was united to the Earl of

Fawcett at an early hour of the morning, by her ola preceptor, Mynherr

Harsens, in the presence of all her surviving friends. After she had

gone through the painful task of bidding them farewell, she embarked

with Lord Fawcett on board a vessel held in readiness for him, and set sail

for her new country.

As the shores of Holland receded from their view, Lord Fawcett

glanced proudly at the beautiful girl who had so confidingly entrusted

her happiness to his keeping ; and as he pressed her fervently to his bosom,

he swore to prove himself worthy of her love, and to justify the opinion

she had formed of him.
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No sooner does the voyager to the Netherlands lose sight of New
Dieppe, with its arsenal and shipping, than he finds himself upOn the

confines of a land utterly unlike any other he has visited, and without its

counterpart on the map of Europe. Now and then, on one side or the

other, he perceives, starting, as^t were, from th<$ yellow waters of the

Zuider-Zee, a cluster of trees, a church-spire, or a group of buildings,

exhibiting precisely the appearance of objects booking through the sea-

like haze that at morn and evening in autumn overspread the marsh-
lands of England. Everywhere the hostile element is higher than the

land, and hides the faint ridge of sandhills that form the boundary be-

tween them, so that, even at a small distance from the shore, you see

nothing of the lower story of the houses, only their high-pointed roofs

clustered together, and looking like those that children make with cards.

Unfortunately, ships are not permitted to steam through that famous short

cut, the IIelder Canal, which would much facilitate the voyage; buttas the

distance by sea takes less time than towing through it, we made the per-

sonal acquaintance of the “rcjling Zuider-Zee,” and liked it less than
Column s song about it. We were, however, lucky enough to arrive at a

favourable time of tide, and, though the propeller left frequent marks of

its passage in the trail of black mud it turned up, crossed the Parfipus (a

shoal which forms the bar of the port) without difficulty, and found our-

selves, thirty-six hours after leaving London, gazing on the domes apd
steeples, and quaint-looking houses of the ancient city of Amsterdam.
The moment we land, our interest enlarges, and we forget that at this

season of the yeqr none of those adjunct* which render a metropolitan

residence desirable, for its fashion or its amusements, are in existence

;

the wealthiest and most refined of its inhabitants are out of town, its

44 societies” scattered.* its public places of recreation for the most part

shut up. Still, that chief charm of travel, novelty, exists in abundance,

and at every few steps we meet with something to strike the eye and merit

our attention. It would be impossible not to admire a people who, with

such disadvantages of soil and situation, have, by indomitable perse-

verance, sturdy labour, and patient enterprise, raised cities on the site of

shoals and quagmires, and converted their naturally alluvial territory into

rich pasture-lanl. The same reiterated industry that, pile by pile (through

layers of peat, in some places, it is said, forty or fifty feet deep), laid the

foundation of the city, and diked out its natural enemy, the sea, is still

as active as ever in sustaining the victory it has achieved, and illustrates

itself not only in this—which, if relaxed, would be followed by inevitably

fatal consequences—but in the ordiuary habits of the people. The
homceopathical repairs bestowed daily upon their craft, the niggling neat-

ness exercised in their houses, the superlative care by which everything

is made to look as well, and last as long, as possible, does not arise from

the contemptible spirit of grasping economy, but is natural to the idio-

syncracy of a people obliged to exercise minute care, thoughtfulness, and

a nice attention to mere details, as a condition of their national existence.
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Commercial Englishmen, to whom (to use their own axiom) “time is

money,” laugh at the routine by which the barges on the Amstel are kept

bright and sound, as if newly floated, and the overreaching prudence

which detains their ships in dock rather than sail them at lower freights

than they are accustomed to, but forget that this nice attention to small

effects is so much a national characteristic as to distinguish their school of

painting, and that to this principle of caution, under another form, they

are indebted for the fact that, while peace and commerce have been driven

from almost every other part of the Continent, the Bourse at Amsterdam
is as much frequented as ever, and the port thronged, not with hostile

ships of war, but wealth-bringing merchantmen.
The men who potter about on board their bees-waxed-looking barges,

with a roll of putty in cfhe hand and a paint-brush in the other, varnish-

ing invisible scratches, and filling up the shadow of an opening in their

seams, are the sons of those sure, but slow, workers who elevated the

ninety islands which compose Amsterdam, and drove the 13,659 piles

(pretty well for the foundation of a single building) upon which Van
Kempcn raised the magnificent Stadthouse that, in two hundred years,

has not sunk a quarter of an inch. In a word, however, we, with our

railway rapidity of action, our quick returns, and steam-hurried traffic,

may Ifugh at the Dutchman’s phlegmatic and plodding nature. It is

essential in a land where the carriage of goods is for the most part per-

formed by “trak bots” on slow canals, and the foundation of a man’s

house takes a longer period to complete than the after-building of it.

On the other hand, the splendid results of this long-winded, indefatig-

able spirit of laborious resolution— call it what you will—cannot fail to

awaken admiration when we perceive the disadvantages with which it has

h?d to struggle. The city is a wonder in itself, and its existence a phe-

nomenon from day to day. The breaking in of a dike, the overflowing

of a sluice, and it would share the fate of the other “ drowned lands”

that form the legends of the Zuider-Zee, and return to the oozy salt

marsh on which it stands. The ninety islands, with the two hundred and

ninety bridges that connect them, are divided into streets and “ grachts

the latter have canals flowing through them, aiick & line of trees upon

their banks. The form of the houses, all alike—and yet not one like its

neighbour in point of height, form of windows, or style of decoration

—

have, viewed from the port, a very curious effect. Even those on the

“Buiten Kant,” which are for the most part private dwellings, and very

handsome, exhibit the same versatility in point of adornment, though
their general features are the same.

On the way to this part of the town, at the foot of one of those curious

bridges—the construction of which Evelyn noticed two hundred years

ago—stands a round, red-brick building, with a white tablet in the wall,

on which appears a rude carving of a ship at sea, and a woman with up-

lifted hands watching its course from a tower ; underneath is inscribed, in

ancient Flemish, the words, “ Scrayer liorck,” with the date, 1569. The
building itself, however, is of much earlier origin; and is said to be

coeval with St. Anthony’s Gate, the most ancient in the city, and
one of its boundaries in the thirteenth century. In those times, and
long after, the “ Weeping lower,” as it is called (the literal translation

of the antique words above), stood far out, at a considerable distance

from the town, and was the last point from which departing vessels could
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be seen. Here, therefore, the women came to take their farewell gaze
of those most dear to them ; and here, it is said, one fair young* vrouw
died of grief at separating from her husband. It is now used as a
“kantoor,” or excise-office

;
but the carved legend on the wall—its

quaint appearance, with the pathos of its name and history—despite its

present purpose, and the very practical, hArd-featured, blue-jacketed,

brass-buttoned men one always sees trying* the focus of their telescope at

the upper step of the doorway, retains a degree of even poetic interest.

Only a short distance farther on, about the centre of the “Buiten Kant,”
you see the carved medallion of a man’s head, supported by naval and
warlike trophies, half-way up the ‘front of one of the houses—it is that

of Do Buiter, whose name appears beneath. And this was for some time

the dwelling of the admiral, the Nelson of the Netherlands. One cannot

but be interested in this conservation of his home, Fp indicative of the

enthusiasm with which his memory is regarded, or refuse - for all the

triumphant assurance graven on his tomb, that he planted his Hag at

Chatham—our sympathy with feelings so nearly allied to our own. He
lived in an age when rapiers were more influential than goosequills, and
the only arbitration thought of between nations, that of might and the

sword. We, as a maritime people, know well the ancient value of these

arguments ; and if we are now in a position to be amongst the margin the

almost apostolic mission of peace, it is because war, which had its mission

also, in dying out, has left us heirs of that stability, and wealth of arts,

and increase of intelligence, which its red hand gathered for us, “ when
the fight was done,” in every field, from Acre down to Waterloo.

But to pass on : only a stone’s throw from the “ Buiten Kam,” we
find the “ Entrepot Doik, Arsenal,” &e.— all very perfect in their way,

but possessing few points of novelty for visitors familiar with those *of

Sheerness and Portsmouth. We will, therefore, proceed at once to the

Botanical and Zoological Gardens, which appear on either side of L*es

Arbors ; so that the summer places of amusement lie altogether, and the

comet-a-piston of Frascati’s orchestra penetrates the palm-houses of the

one, and the alleys of the other, and the interval between them may be

walked in a few miAates. Here, for half a franc, one may spend a day
very pleasantly in botanising. The garden is small, but well filled, and
possesses a very beautiful collection of Cape plants, and a deputy-super-

intendent extremely intelligent and obliging. We found him delighted

to have the opportunity of exercising his English, and loud in his admi-

ration of the scholarship and botanic skill of a fair countrywoman of

ours, Mrs. Wr d, of the Heath, Hampstead, who had spent some
time in Amsterdam the previous summer, and had visited the garden

daily. She was one of the exceptions he had found to the haughty

manners of English visitors generally, who, doubtless, for the most part,

regard M. Vander Brink, in his straw hat and round-toed hlompen, as a
part of the exhibition, and his dates, Latin names, and flower histories

—

unless, indeed, they be botanists themselves—as one does the oral tra-

ditions of the guides in Greenwich Hospital, the Abbey, or St. Paul’s.

A horticulturist by profession—a writer from instinct—a lover of poetry

and literature—a ransacker of old chronicles, and collector of rare

books,—nothing can exceed the modesty and simplicity of this young
man, who seems perfectly unaware of possessing a higher order of attain-

ments than one would expect from a person of his cramped opportunities,
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whose only time for study (apart from that of his art) is stolen from his

hours of rest. Ilis intelligence is the only trait comparable with his

modesty, unless it be (where he secs it really wished for) the readiness

with which he imparts it. We noticed, in the hot-houses here, a large

species of light-brown beetle, bred in the tan, the male of which is dis-

tinguished by a formidable•horn, projecting with a slight curve upwards
from the front of the head, aiid*. which we do not remember to have met
with Except in collections at home. Twelve years ago the garden

appeared cut up into small.square beds—perhaps the very form in which

Linnaeus saw it, or, more primitively still, that in which it existed at t! e

date of Evelyn’s visit* in 1641, thirteei# years after its foundation. There
are some beautiful specimens of the talipot-tree, with its stem wrapped
up with hairy fibres, as

#
if Nature had matted it for travelling. The

poisonous euphorbia-— with which the Cadres render their arrows deadly

—i3 trained against the wall, and “ pandamus horridus,” armed with

terrific spines, lifts its triangular, sanguine-coloured body, upon pile-like

roots, which it drives down according as its growth and weight requires

them. Here the supposed sycamore of Scripture puts forth its golden

fruit beside the Nile plants “ papyrus antiquia ;” and there the bread-

fruit tree raises its notched stem under a crown of leaves, spread forth

like fe^thers. Anything more beautiful than the velvet ones of the

arrowroot-plant, their rich green surface, shaded and underlined with

purple, it is impossible to paint.

But the wonders of this exotic repository (for general visitors) are the

water-plant, with its hidden reservoirs, and the “ nepenthes distillatoria,”

whose'%reen pitchers, at the period of our visit, were in their prime.

There is the whole family of palms, with cocoafc, bananas, and Indian-

njbber trees—“ siphonica elastica in fact, specimens, but not collections,

of almost all the plants introduced into Europe, as well as those indi-

genous to it. It is quite wonderful (at the small sum charged by the

city for admission) that it is not more generally frequented ;
but, except

the students who have the right of cutrie
,
the majority of its visitors are

strangers, and on any occasion of our going there we never saw above

one or two persons walking about
;
yet, if only fi>i* the simple love of

flowers, and the charm of shade and odour, one would think it would bo

a favourite retreat in summer, with at least the fairer portion of the

inhabitants. The Zoological Garden, on the contrary, has nothing to

complain of on the score of patronage ; it has its visitors daily ; and on

Sundays, after two o’clock, a continuous throng of them, at double the

price charged at the Botanical; but, then, to the attractions of living

lions, &c., a museum of comparative anatomy, with a fine collection of

shells and fossils, there is superadded handsome refreshment-rooms, fragrant

alcoves, and shady paths. Here the company take their coffee, sip

sherbet, or drink wine ; nor is there any veto in existence against the use

of that privilege, without which no paradise would be perfect to a Dutch-

man—smoking is allowed ad libitum. The family-inan puffs on beside

his partner, a fair “ vrouw,” whose face, like a sea becalmed in sunny
weather, has but one expression—that of perfect placidity; cigars and
sentiment take the parterres, or stroll within the green screen of the

alleys ; but in no case do you see the one abandoned for the other. We
almost question if gallantry in the Netherlands would make any progress

at all without the inspiration of tobacco! Amongst the curiosities in
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the museum, they show you a small shell, on the mother-of-pearl lining

of which is distinctly portrayed the miniature-head of a boy ; it is ex-

tremely curious, as there is no appearance of its being artificially done,

—

on the contrary, it is neither raised nor depressed, but appears to be caused

by a difference of colour only ; how it should have taken the form it has,

and with so much accuracy, appears unaccountable. In one of the cases

of stuffed animals is the preserved figure of an ourang-outang, who may
be regarded as one of the public benefactflrs of the citjjp-having produced
by his exhibition, when alive, 1700 guilders, which were presented to the

poor in 1845 ; he only survived his translation from the East twelve months.

But now for the park. A handsome avenue, linpd with a double tier

of elm and lime trees, and as level and firmly-gravelled as a garden-path,

leads from the Zoological Gardens to the gates pf the “ Hortus Botani-

cus,” which is on a line with it ; the one opening on the right hand, the

other on the left ; and not a stone’s throw from the last is the plantaadge,

or, as it is called, with a triple roll of the 44 r,” Pa-r-r-rk. In France, last

summer, they used to say that the revolution had induced a double aspira-

tion of this letter ; but the sound oT the French republican 44 r” is nothing

to the prolonged roll of the same consonant in the Netherlands. Nothing
can be more dissimilar to our notions of a place with this name than
44

les petit arbores” at Amsterdam—a few narrow paths, shaded with trees,

converging to a centre, in which seats arc sprinkled, with a broad \^alk on
either side, and an enclosure dedicated to the members of certain societies

who meet at Frascati’s during the winter months ; for every circle in the

social sphere of Amsterdam is divided into societies—a species of fainily-

club—which have their regular winter and summer rendezvous, these in

the town, the others m the suburbs, for the purpose of conversation,

dancing, concerts, See. Twice a week, then, besides Sundays, the orchestra

plays—the beaux air their dogs, and the ladies their Parisian bonnets; afid

a few unique specimens of coach-building, with an English brougham or

two, wait for their freights at the gate, or make the circuit of the avenues

iu slow time. A *few hours later, when the exclusives have withdrawn, it

is thrown open to the general public on payment of a franc each, with the

addition of a vast quantity of llambeaux, andfort# demonstrations on the

part of the band; Meyerbeer and Rossini give place to Russel and Julian,

and the “ Royal Irish” and 44 Mary Blanc” appear just as much at home
as at the Surrey Gardens, or in the popular vicinity of the 44 original

Bones.’* The sentiment, nursed amongst the birds and flowers of the

Zoological, becomes a less abstract feeling in the alcoves of the illuminated

plantagc, and (alas! poor human nature !), “be thou as cha9te as snow,

thou shalt not escape calumny,” intrigue is said to be just as rife here as

elsewhere. There are other public promenades on the outskirts of the

city, and plantations in the vicinity of the different ports ; for as nature

never makes woods in the Netherlands, the inhabitants endeavour to in-

demnify themselves by planting trees wherever it is possible—not merely

for their beauty and the pleasant shade they afford, but for the purpose of

strengthening and binding the embankments, which the interweaving of

the roots with the soil do very effectively.

Not only are the public roads converted into avenues throughout the

length and breadth ofthe land, but the 44 grachts” are planted on either side

with rows of linden, or elm, or chestnut, which, in Evelyn’s time, made
the emperor’s street (the

44 Kiezcr’s Gracht”) appear 44 like a city in a wood,
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through the goodly ranges of stately lime-trees before every man’s door

at the inargent of that goodly aqueduct or river, so curiously wharfed

with clinkers (white sun-baked bricks), of which the spacious streets on

either side are paved.” Both this and the 16 Ileeren Graclit” retain the

imposing appearance here described ; and with their hanging festoons of

carved-work, their richly-ornamented roofs, tall, and, for the most part,

violet-tinted windows, and door-lights (to make them range of the same
height) glittering ^vith golden stars on a black ground, have a very

striking and even magnificent appearance. In the business-streets, and
the less private “ grachts,’’ the houses, as wc have said before, though all

alike, arc yet all different—evidently the offspring of a single architec-

tural type—all tall and narrow, with high carved gables turned to the

street ; there is a difference in their tallness, and not one in the whole line

will be found to bear a facial resemblance to its neighbour; all arc studded

full of windows and ornate with scrolls, and foliage, and bas-reliefs; but

neither in shape, size, or colour, are the windows of one house like another,

neither is there a particle of likeness in their individual adornments; some
have dark green “persiennes” on thj outride, some light green blinds

within, some are tinted blue, some coloured violet, and others couleur de

rose; some are square with small panes, others tall and narrow, with

French casements; some will have three windows on a story, in which

case iti neighbours on either hand will be sure to have les3 or more ; but

they all agree in the article of crane heads projecting from the fronts of

the houses, and the little slanting mirrors at the side of the windows, which,

without looking out, enables them to sec all that passes.

Apropos of look-outs, perhaps the windows of our inn, in the Warmoc-
straat, commands as animated a view as any in the city; there is, to be

sure, little to he seen at the' front but the shops and the passing of loot-

psfesongers, for the street, though one of the principal ones, is not wide

enough for two carriages to pass abreast—a possibility, perhaps, undreamt
of at the period of its creation, when only physicians and great men were

permitted to use them, and these only by paying a heavy tax, lest their

vibration should be found injurious to the pile-supported city, a law

which still enforces the removal of all merchandise by sledges—but the

windows at the hack look out upon wliat is called, par excellence
,
the

Water, and has the Bourse for its limit at one end, and that momently-
recurring feature in Amsterdam, a bridge, at the other. Opposite is a

very busy “graclit,” with a long line of irregular-looking, narrow-fronted,

red, white, and brown houses, with various-coloured windows and stone

facings peeping through the green boughs of elm-trees which fringe the

banks, and drop their leaves upon the decks of the bright-sided craft

moored under them; these, with their long, spangled pennants, Dutch
tricolored and painted flags, their varnished hulls and verdant bulwarks,

their tiny windows with white muslin curtains, carved tiller-heads, and no

end of brass-work about them, have a much livelier air upon their native

waters than we should be incliued to give them credit for, especially when
the sailors’ vrouws—generally North Holland or Friesland women—
happen to be on board, the former with her head half-helmeted in plates

of gold or silver, the latter with a glittering band across her forehead,

and ornaments of the same precious metals shining above the little bunch
of curls on either temple, under a light lace cap with an extraordinary

depth of border behind.
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But, to return to the “ graeht.” As soon as the palace clock chimes a
quarter to three, the exchange bell rings, and the pavement grows black

with broadcloth; burgomasters, merchants, brokers, and shipowners are

all hurrying to the Bourse, anxious to save a quarter-guilder fine, inflicted

if not within its doors when the hour strikes and the bell ceases; and, as

this “graeht” is the nearest way from the Wester and Ooster Docks and
Buiten Kant, it is of course generally taken. On—on, Frenchmen,
Englishmen, Americans, Hollanders—one* wonders where they all,come
from, smoking, chatting, smiling, bowing, examining note-books and
bills of lading ; some solitary, but for the most part in social groups

—

three or four together. The ringing of the bell, and hurried congress of

burghers, all hastening to the vicinity of the Hotel de Ville, has, for one

ignorant of this their custom always of an afternoon, rather an ominous

sound and appearance. If from France, the tocsin and national guard
occur to him, and he expects to hear the rappel beatea, and see the win-

dows thrown up, and the tricolor flaunt out, forgetful that in this com-
mercial city property is differently regarded from what it is at Paris, and
peace and order ofmuch more interest to the careful inhabitants generally,

than the glorious, but unripe cry of <c Liberte—Egalite—Fraternite !”

As they swarm by, a lady passes with Ifbr husband, and, though a
stranger, every hat is successively raised to her ; a custom which puzzles

one at first, but is requited by a return of the courtesy at the hands fcf our

inale companion ; or, if alone, a lady receives it as the homage offered to

her sex, not herself, and no acknowledgment is required.

The Bourse is a plain, solid structure, of i^ry modern construction,

taxed, like an Irish estate, with the liabilities of its predecessor, in the

shape of a privilege, “ more honoured in the breach than the observance,”

which the children of the town claim in favour of one of th^Kalver-street

Burgomaster’s School boys, who, at the period of the Spaniards’ attempt
to subjugate the country, and during their attack on Amsterdam, dis-

covered, while playing near the Bourse, that powder had been secreted

beneath it, for thcipurpose of destroying the burgomasters and merchants.

His timely alarm preveuted the calamity ; and being offered any reward

he desired, he is said to have requested for himself and all the boys of the

city to be permitted ianually, during fair-time, to beat their drums in

front of the Bourse. Time has not annulled this obligation; and on the

second Monday in September, the opening day of the fair, every boy in

Amsterdam claims his part in the drumming, which lasts, during certain

hour9, for the week. The intolerable din drives the merchants from the

Bourse in despair, and loudly reminds them of their hereditary obligation

to the Kalver-street charity children, which obligation has, in modem
times, been renewed in the self-sacrifice of Van Spcyk, who was one

of them.
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Chapter I.

As I advanced in my devious way through life, all experience tended

to confirm me in my Udoption of tragedy as a literary pursuit. It is true

that I had practised painting with as much industry as ever artist bestowed

upon his craft, and hafi covered my walls with representations of the

classic drama ; but now the dominant impulse of my mind was to travel

in the soul's direction, to go on until I had felt all my being ; and while

thus engaged in acquiring fresh knowledge of human things, as expressed

through my own types of the universal, to rigidly cultivate that pure art

which best awakens passion in others by means of words, as it had been

roughly excited within me lry deeds, and so to fulfil no common destiny.

Since the occurrence of late events, I felt as if my vocation had been re-

vealed as if no transient light had dawned upon me. With other views

than formerly I began to regard my early sorrows : they appeared now to

be the mellowed sources of inspiration, §uch as poets crave ; the living

memorials ofNature seen on her troubled sides. I ceased to repine at a

lot not happy ; it appearttl marked out for exaltation, a fruit of the ways
of Providence, offspring of a liigher wisdom, the aim to create a sufferer

who had power to instil sympathy into human breasts. I beheld good
springing up fountains eternal, out of evil which had ceased to afflict

;

newr hope rising grandly, almost dispassionately, ill many pleasing forms

upon the ancient pedestals of despair. For, in the dramatic world, sorrow'

revives no more as a misfortune, but as a glory
; thesignal of heroism,

the high emotion wherein great men rise superior to all save doom. As
the machinery of Truth thus unrolled her w heels before my eyes, laws

hitherto unknown in the moral world were evolved, declaring a force of

necessity over things that be ; a force I hailed as just, under whose
saving constitution the charter of free-will itselfhad been conceded to each

living thing.

And then all that was tragical, the mournful thought and sad expres-

sion, affected me profoundly; it seemed to touch me with a feeling which,

in seriousness of purpose, resembled religious awe. A fine image had all

the importance of a divinity in my mind, and would strike me to earth in

unutterable piety towards the sources unknown of the sublime. I began
in my new walk by making a rapid survey of the historic field, and, as

others had already done, by abstracting the ideal features in their most
engaging aspect, for of such transformation are they capable in a master’s

hand. Then the mighty triumphs of vengeance arose before me in

spiritual grandeur ; retribution had its hour, justice its final sway.

Having an object in the pursuit, I found myself at times sympathising

with the living whose lot was wretched, the foremost of whom I was my-
self. But I had learned to defy calamity at large ; desiring ardently that

affliction.might befal me, if only to hail its advent as a lesson. I began
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to regret my reserve which hail tended to limit the circle of my sympa-
thies, and to render so few dear to my heart. But misfortunes were many
in that day ; and when trouble befel my friends I partook intellectually

of its lowering influences, and deeming myself rich in experience at

another’s expense, the description into which it merged was not the less

expressive.

I resumed lyy costly entertainments at the Aula Palace, and invited

almost nightly the most heartless among the great. And what uncommon
beings were some of these ! The cool conspirator, the bolder assassin,

even that modern Brutus himself, Lorenzino ! how' wild was their aspect,

how graceful their intercourse with the refined, how engaging their

manner towards the fair ! Then I saw the discrepance between men’s

actions and the true end of their being, and was diverted by it from the

tragical to the sarcastic—that moral frontier over which the damned and
the holy recreate their wits at the expense of the fectble minded. The
confiding epicure (always mild in conversation), the pleasant libertine,

the thoughtful sycophant, the hypocrite of many virtues, all found a
welcome within my doors. I loved to contemplate them not only in the

present moment, so important to themselves, but as creatures floating

down the stream of eternity hereafter; not overlooking their passage

through the cemetery where tho green lichen would succeed the last

vibration of the selfish heart ! And so far from shuddering at my own
misanthropy, I almost desired a commission from Heaven to put an end
by my own devices to the wasteful career of those around me. In the

midst of all this want of love for others, self-sympathy alone was not ex-

tinct. On the contrary, my sensibility on every subject that concerned

myself was diseased. A mere expression having any association with my
past life would recal distress, and wounds, accidentally ripped open, would
bleed afresh ; but the soliloquy, now wasted no more, was inscribed cn
tablets that it might melt the hearts of men.

All this is true of that time ; an unhealthy epoch of limited duration,

but not the less V> be recorded, since it forms a distinct link in the

historic chain. It yields a study of nature, though in her least attractive

phase; nerertheless, it was not unproductive of ideas, such as have since

met with ®pplau?e a.fiong the very creatures out of the rottenness of

whose character they first sprung.

From this state of mind 1 passed to another, neither more amiable nor

just. I seriously considered whether there were not legitimate opportu-

nities, in troubled times like those, to work out the laws of human
suffering in men, whom it had been a virtue to torment ; wretches whose

unpunished crimes had prospered, who, formed by nature to perpetuate

evil, had no conscience wherewith to repent of their misdeeds. My
thoughts ran wild against those oppressors whose cold-hearted policy I

had seen at play in the midst of my country’s struggle ! IIow many
maxims of government did I not hear uttered to justify, almost to giv©

sensibility to, the decisions of the stony heart—maxims which moved the

blame of human misery from priestly councils on to the huge shoulders

of Providence itself ! And scarce less hateful than the tyrants and their

ministries was the literary circle of that day. which I shunned with

marked antipathy, consisting as it did of ignorant and pitiful men. Most
of them bad risen from the social dregs into mortal distinction; all were

devoid of respect for real greatness. Had Dante himself lived among
VOL. xviii. 2 o
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them, they would have silently resisted his claim to glory until, by his

unaided efforts, he had secured the prize. 31any in the world at large

are princes by nature, few by position ; those who have vast possessions

may display their dignity; those who are poor must be obscure. So is it

with genius ! Who knows the literary man of that time who has stood

forward with disinterested love to promote the welfare of another, whose

struggle-? had not yet won him the affections of mankind ?

Had I been born the wretch .who, endowed with virtue and genius, is

clad by the donor of such gifts in rags and fed on refuse, my eccentri-

cities must have met resentment, and my pretensions have been trampled

on by the illiterate world. l)ut, as the possessor of honour and goJJ,

man almost asked to bo insulted by me*’. Well did he bear my morose-

ness, uhieh even increased his urbanity, as if supplying a new motive to

the flatterer.
*

There were tin\es, certainly, even then, when I was courteous and

cheerful; hut these were like the second summers which mock the

haggard autumn of the new world, and have no sooner raised the spirits

of men than they suddenly depart and leave the decay of nature to pro-

ceed unchecked. My mind was agitated by great and complicated

passions, but it was not always that I allowed it to be thus a prey to it-

self. It was rather like a tyrannic government which plants spies in its

own huart, in the very centre of its subsistence ; the breast a prison an

which the free-born passions struggled in irons. In my soul I recognised

an iron-crowned divinity controlling the boundless empire of self.

With my own passions thus rising against me, it was often a fearful

task to overawe this inward mob, and save the soul from the horrors of

civil war. Yet not only effected I this, but more; I preserved the ex-

terior aspect of repose. 1 smiled peacefully An those I disliked; I

Mossed the creatures for whose annihilation 1 could have almost cursed

myself, and died. Still the struggle for peace ns as not all concealed, and

then, among other expedients, I would proceed to the church of St.

Lorenzo, and, at the tombs of mighty men, learn that* exalted calm in

which the dead abide. Or, after some of these passionate outbursts, 1
have sought the nearest mountain solitude. There, to prove to myself

how tranquil and self-complacent 1 had become, LJiavc draw# forth the

dagger which I wore always, on whose point was engraved the magic
name, and have felt that to touch my heart with it would be to transfix

her unconsenting soul with mine in dying ecstasy; and yet I have re-

turned the loved idol to the sheath with a playful smile. And then have
I felt with exultation that my army of passions was disciplined, that my
spiritual warriors were organised for battles not yet at hand.

Thus is the career of genius like that of a comet among the fixed stars

of life. It rolls in an eccentric orbit; suns can arrest it not; its flame is

the wonder of the universe, the terror of worlds ; an unconscious record

in itself of nature's greatness.

And what power does it not confer on the wicked—on those to whom
wickedness is no more than the free enjoyment of passion ! Thus rea-

soning within myself, I have stretched my limbs across a loose fragment

of mountain, and defied the mass to descend . I have whispered to the

passing cataract, “ Genius alone was insufficient for one who had to pass

through a triple ordeal unscathed ; so it was gilded with the madness of

hope, that enthusiasm which smooths the rugged ways of earth. I have
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coined the true image ; adopted it as my own; presented it to my fellow-

sufferer as a token. How, without the strength of inspiration which a

mild insanity puts forth, is such effigy to be borne ? But none shall dis-

cover my secret : I conceal it in caverns of the soul deeper than those

through which your hissing waters betray their course ; my power lies in

its magic ! You may bear my secret to the winds, instil it into the
rivers and seas as they engulf you ; but you cannot betray it to man.
He shall feel it, and know it not: for in my reason will 1 conceal it; and
that power is as strong within me still, and as sane as the heavens them-
selves !”

Having thus whispered in the ear of Nature, I have risen again and
been quiet as the air after a storm. Strange to say, it was such out-

bursts as these which led me to discover that yeace which, I at last so

fully attained to, was the highest attribute oi the soul. Be calm, ye
philosophers

; to murmur at your lot is to disturb thc.dead who sleep be-

neath your feet. Then imitate the peaceful : let the works of God be your
model, but the mildness of Iiis Son your example—a mildness more
miraculous than the voice which stilled the tempest and convulsed the

grave. Let your madness even be tranquil : all tilings are possible with
God—most things with men !

#

With all this, how conscious was I that my progress as yet was that of

moral degradation. I was in the midst of sins which I abhorred ;*which
1 myself committed; and which yet seemed not my own, but tllose of

man. Why was it thus? I was to be the sufferer of my race
; to be

made a sacrifice for the heathens of my line ; and there can he no suffer-

ing without a consciousness of sin ! So was it, then, that Virtue, now
that she was my companion, had become as a sport in my bands, and
seemed what many deem her, the mere creation of philosophy. Her
practical bearings, certainly, were contradicted hourly in the business t>f

the world, and her worshippers had the look of dreamers.

In these moods [ lived ; my heart still burning with good, my steps

sinking deeper into evil. Yet, I was not of the world !

9 Chapter II.

I sought Orazio at the Casino : he was only staking money ; but such

was his eagerness, that had the universe been his, he would have gambled
away the worlds, and, these lost, lie would have almost staked his own
existence. When the fever is over the gamester feels that he has been a

fool, but, while it lasts not a voico from heaven could convince him that

he should desist, unless it promised to make him richer than his antago-

nists and their united resources. I knew riiis, and waited until I found

him at liberty.

It so happened that in an hour from the time I entered, he had won
so much money as to have reduced three or four nobles to beggary.

Orazio was flushed with success ; I approached him, for my sister’s

sake, with the intention of asking him to my castle. lie had been there

but once since his marriage, and then only at the funeral of Moro. By
more hospitably reminding him of the period when he had liked me best,

I thought to rouse his old affection for Angela. When he saw me in

such a forgiving humour, at the same time being well pleased with hira-

2 o 2
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self, his mind, by a coincidence not strange, reverted to the period when
I had most served him, and, to my surprise, he himself proposed a visit

to the Volterrana, in which we should be accompanied by my sister. I
was willing to forgive him the injuries he had done me. I told him that

I had come on purpose to invite him ; so it was arranged that, on the
following day, we should leave the town. But our renewed affection was
soon at an end, for a friend of Orazio’s had, meantime, arrived at Florence,

and claimed his presence at the table to fulfil an old engagement
; he

remained, and I abandoned him once more to the living vengeance of

Moro

!

I began to study my sister’s sorrows—to keenly witness how her

bosom suppressed the sob, how the tears fell with scarcely a corresponding

expression of grief. She was too good to complain, and the shadows of

distress darkened her spirit rather than her face. We had, by tacit con-

sent, refrained from mentioning Orazio’s name ! I felt every day more
and more disposed to rescue her from her sad position. How beautiful

she looked in smile-subdued affliction!

I believed that Orazio still adored Angela in his heart : had he been
visited by misfortune he would have sought solace in her alone. But,

alas ! there is no other misfoi tune than poverty with worldly men
;
and,

as my sister’s dowry was secured to her, he could never feel the gripe of

want. Strange world! He ranked his wife among the statues of his

palace ; but, as she was his only true happiness, it was natural that he
should neglect her. i

It is remarkable that the imaginative are able to foresee the worst that

can happen, and often they experience mentally the details of their future

mbfortuncs ; but, instead of avoiding the path which leads to trouble,

they rather pursue it with the confidence of men inured already to its

dangers. On tile other hand the prudent, who have no fancy to bear

them on its wings, can realise no such vision, and avoid whatever evil

they anticipate with an instinctive aversion. I saw that Orazio’s hour
was conic ; the reign of terror which he had exercised over me had created

a reaction, the result of which 1 indistinctly foresaw, while I laughed at

my late feeble effort to avert it. But the prophetic state of feeling

which made me acquainted with this truth was different to that which l

had undergone on former occasions. Before, there had existed a dreadful

anxiety—an eagerness in company with my resolves, such as is felt by a

new ruler in the popular cause ; but now, the practice which I had gone
through had softened my efforts into a sentiment of* tranquillity. The
hasty stride across my chamber, the fierce exclamation, did not charac-

terise my proceedings. Reclining rather at full length on a downy couch,

I thought over the particulars of a new battle, avoiding carefully the

evils which had betrayed me before, and smiling while I negligently

rehearsed the scenes.

I remained in this quiet state of mind for some days, awaiting the

arrival of the hour which was to incite me to action, not for my own sake,

hut for the peace of Moro's soul, and the fulfilment of my vow to liis

dying ear. I saw it approach too soon, for while seated in my study one

evening the history of Orazio seemed to pass s.moothly over mjr mind like

a vessel on calm waters. Unexcited, I saw my brother conspiring against

my life, and coveting the lands of my inheritance. I saw myself on the

cvc of being dragged to a prison, like a criminal, owing to his false accu-
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sation of me concerning the murder. Yet I felt that I had maintained
myself superior to his arts, and that I had power to provide for my own
safety. Perhaps I was in some degree moved at my sister's lot, for what
a painful void was there iu my heart on her account 1 It was the neg-
lected seat of friendship—the place where Orazio might have been. By
its side there was another cell of affection, where, faithful as a nun, lived

my sister still. Her husband had spumed her side in my heart ; widowed,
deserted, in tears, her form dwelt within me

!

I went to the Via Romana, where Orazio and Angela lived. My
carriage drov| into the court of their palace. I entered, I ascended the

steps, I walked into the presence' of Angela, she flew into my arms. A
floodgate seemed removed from between our emotions which rushed into

each other, and were lost in one troubled flood. •

Oh, affection ! that I had been set apart for thee ! Who was more
alive to tenderness, who perceived with sweeter gratitude its humanising
effects ? I loved my sister above all worldly objects ; her devotion, her

kindred love entranced me, it quelled my passions, it suspended me in the

midst of beatitude! Beautiful, angelic being! she departed early for

heaven ; she entered its distant convent in iier youth; she has taken the

veil of glory ! But for her premature fate I might have been an unbe-
liever ; but my eyes could not follow all her loveliness into corruption. It

is true I traced the withering of that plant of Paradise ; the dispersion of

each flower ! And I looked ujjon the haunts where she had rested ; all

was gone: the flowing garment found no form wherefrom to borrow
grace, the mosaic of her boudoir uselessly awaited her footsteps, the

marbles which she had worked into smiles of joy had caught the sadness

of the air—smiles which thenceforth expressed, alas ! we are only

survivors ! But it was merely the earth which was thus cypress-shadgd

by desolation—my love followed her afar, and whene\ er I looked above I

saw her mingling with the angels.

Great, indeed,,was my affection, and at this interview it was at its

height, like the sky in a sunburned heaven. I spoke of it with fervour,

and implored iny sister to live no longer in sorrow, but to accompany me
to my home. On thjp occasion my arts of persuasion were exercised with

ill-success: she shuddered amidst her tears at the idea of quitting that

new home, although it had disappointed her earliest hopes and pleasures,

and replaced them with the phantom of love. Orazio had once prized her

;

she could not now remove herself from the scene of his affection. And as

he loved no other, she fondly anticipated a return of his eyes to her fair

beauty, of his smiles to her devoted gaze. As I stood, half-deterred from

pressing my solicitations further, I thought of my father’s words, his fatal

love ; my mind then passed to all those unhappy creatures whose lot had
resembled his, and, succeeding to this traL>. ot reflection, the idea of Moro
rushed through my brain, his cold hand grasping mine, his impressive

look attracting my spirit upwards, and wresting from it a vow too earnest

to be forgotten. At the remembrance a frenzy seized on my frame ; my
heart was maddened. My first impulse was to destroy the statues or to

hurl myself on the ground, for a sudden strength possessed me which I

could not control, nor, without violence, exhaust. I set fast my teeth,

I looked around ; the roof and walls of the apartment seemed to await but
an outbreak of my stormy spirit to fall a mass of ruins. Without knowing
precisely what I was about, 1 seized on Angela and rushed to my carriage
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with the prize. Meeting* with some resistance from domestics, the touch

of my hand overthrew every one who came near me ; some lay prostrate

in the corridor, others clung to the palisades, or rolled down the marble

steps like masses of inanimate matter. Meantime, I reached my
chariot, and was not long in conveying my sister to the palace whence

1 came.

I took her to her olden chamber. She had fainted, and was as pale as

the white rose, all animation being for a long time suspended. She con-

tinued during an alarming interval in her first swoon, and only opened

her eyes to relapse into another. I summoned Montecqjfciiio ; he pro-

nouuccd the heart .o be unsound—perhaps broken ! She rallied at

length, and was sensible
;
hut it was only to sob. At midnight she was

left to the care of her old nurse. Looking out of a casement which

commanded the court, I observed the excessive beauty of the night

:

below was a flood of light, above were its unnumbered sources. 1 was

suddenly startled, for at that moment a tremendous knocking at the

gates shook the building; the porter rushed into the <court, advanced,

retreated, and stood still by turns, as if doubting how to act. I com-

manded him from the window where I was to await my descent before he

unbarred the gate. 1 joined him in the court, and ordered him to be in

readiness to open the portal the instant the knocking was repeated. On
such occasions as these Orazio was all passion, and 1 apparently all calm-

ness. I almost hoped by delay to increase his fury and my own tran-

quillity. In a moment the gate was nearly shattered by the fierce energy

of Orazio’s arm: it opened, he dashed into the court.

“Restore my wife to me!” he exclaimed ; saying which he rushed at

me with a naked stiletto, and, piercing my cloak, lost his hold of the

weapon, which had become entangled in the folds of my garment. lie

drew another from his side and aimed a blow at my heart. I turned

away, and, with the instrument which ho had first used, struck him with

fiendlike deliberation at the moment that he staggered^ast me, uttering

the name of Moro as he dropped.

At this same moment Angela flew into the court, and received her

husband in her arms. She held him a short timq/ kissed his forehead,

and fell with him to the ground. She rose to gaze at his face; she

laughed and screamed. She tried to arouse him. He was dead—per-

fectly dead. She dropped on the corpse .and was insensible once more.

When I saw fully the situation to which I was reduced 1 groaned

inwardly after a deep and long inspiration. No excitement was other-

wise mingled in the horrors of that hour. A supernatural stillness hung
over my spirit, such as the souls of exiles experience as they wander the

margin of the flood, and remember their sins of old. I felt too familiar

with my crime; it seemed to have been committed long before, and the

spectacle at my feet appeared only monumental. How was this? Ac-
customed to view all things as predestined, instead of contemplating the

present deed, my mind was with Him who before the world was made
had ordained all things to be. My spirit was in the dawn of destiny, it

hovered upon a period of history which was unwritten, and which the

rational tradition of tilings increate had mysteriously handed down from
dateless epochs; periods of anarchy antecedent to the hour when the

face of the waters was first ruffled.

If I felt awe it was soothed by these falso but sublime associations, for
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in comparison with my deed the heavens themselves seemed new. These

privileged emotions passed away ; of a sudden I was seized by the hand
of Time, and whirled into the present. My sister had moved, and looked

me in the face, and I was human again.

And then when I beheld the corpse I saw no vices left ; but the

virtues of my friend seemed still to survive. Forgetful that I had acted

only in self-defence—greatly as imagination might exaggerate iny posi-

tion—I hated myself worse than I coidd have hated a foe, and yet I

inclined not to take vengeance on myself. I was conscious that had I

perished by my own hand, the mighty universe would have survived my
insignificant fall, and in its unchanging aspect beey. a commentary on my
obscure ambition.

Other thoughts led me forth by degrees frogpi the prison of my soul.

I looked on high, and beheld the fair moon over the quadrangle of my
palace, dressing with a dim beauty the busts of my forefathers ; and hun-

dreds of stars drew my attention to the upper regions of the blue abysm.

I saw glory in the heavens ; I approached timidly, and they resisted

not ; I mingled my aspiring genius with the tranquil majesty of the

universe. It was a great moment in my existence : my moral courage

increased, and 1 drew in with ray breath asleep draught of the grandeur

of nature. 1 then was able to look placidly down on the lifeless form,

and to gaze until the earth on which my victim lay seemed to gl<Ay as an
altar. It is finished,” I thought; u the sacrifice is made.** Smiling

almost over the mysterious victory which the spirit of Moro had thus

gained, 1 looked up at heaven again as I had done when he swore me
to this deed ; and on that night, in the presence of myriads of worlds,

the authors and harbingers of fate, the triumph of tragedy seemed con-

firmed.

Chapter III.

An investigation into the circumstances of Orazio’s death was formally

entered on by the civic authorities. The evidence of my domestics, how-

ever, speedily set 4jie inquiry at rest and ended in my favour. But I

was ordered to retire a prisoner to my castle as soon as the funeral

was over; for the first year of Alessandro’s reign was marked by acts of

justice.

My sister was lost to ine. She could neither weep nor speak, and her

eye was fixed ere it met its object. She knew the worst the moment
that she looked on her sea of trouble ; she stood not therefore on its shore

to regard its vastness, or to draw hope from its illusive horizon, but

plunged at once into its depths to rise no more.

She had been sick for many months, and despair had hastened her

towards the grave. I felt responsible for these melancholy consequences,

but I bore my trial, which was a heavy one, with as much submission as

the excitement under which I laboured would allow. I sat by her,

watched her, ministered to her, but she scarcely observed me. Her eyes

moved vacantly over all objects alike.

Three days after her husband’s death, on entering her apartment I found

her on her knees before a crucifix, holding the portrait of Orazio in her

embrace, her head resting on the little altar at which she knelt. I called
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on her by name, I placed my arm around her, and raising her from her

position drew her gently to my breast. She was almost cold; the chill of

death entered me; I uttered an involuntary shriek, and dropped the

beloved body from my arms. It fell heavily, and the miniature was

shivered to atoms. Her attendant had sat in the room unwilling to inter-

rupt her devotions, unconscious of her end.

Her chamber had thus become a sepulchre, her body resting in the at-

titude of prayer for her departed soul 1

On the sixth day the chapel in the parish church at Aula, which was

about one mile from the castle, \n as lined throughout with black, and the

windows were blinded with crape, while to displace the darkness many
hundred lights burned in the place of mourning. A baronial coronet was

fixed in the centre of thg ceiling, and waving folds of ermine gracefully

descended from it to each corner of the chapel. Beneath the coronet a

chaste cenotaph was erected, and on it rested the coffins of the dead. All

the nobility of the neighbourhood were invited to attend the funeral, and

numbers of both sexes crowded to witness the performance of high mass on

the occasion. I took my place apart from the rest, and hid my spirit in

mourning. The great altar, whose candlesticks were of solid gold, was

profusely illuminated ; and the ceremony of high mass commenced in

religious pride. The organ pealed forth in mechanical grandeur its imi-

tation of human woe, the voices of chanters mingled with it a penetrating

harmony. One particular voice rose higher and sweeter, and seemed to

thrill rapturously through the angelic attitudes which lived in the frescoes

above.

It is the custom for none to be admitted to these funereal ceremonies who
are not attired in mourning, with the exception of tfypse who are about to quit

the world for a monastic life. Among the assembly I observed a female

ckd in white, and decked out in jewels and flowers, while a sad expression

of countenance contrasted with those gay habiliments. The virgin was

about to take the veil, and thus, for the last time in life, she was to appear

among men in the pleasing garb of fashion. As I gazbd I wondered at

such resignation. Her mind, thought I, is better fortified than mine

;

she rejects instead of hourly cultivating the little apibition which meets

encouragement in this world. She adopts, instead,' the hopeless reality of

a cell, and patiently awaits her future reward

!

My encounter with this lovely young woman at the chapel was one of

the most extraordinary events of my life. I had only to look at her face

for a moment to discover her perfect resemblance to the charmer of my
vision in the robbers’ cave. Having once seen the pure reality of all that

the most vivid dream could reveal of female beauty, my eyes were fixed

on the apparition
; my sight grew unsteady in the midst of so much

ravishment, and floated in the voluptuous image which was no longer only

there, but was all-present as in a world of rapture. And was she to be
hidden hereafter from all but the Maker’s eye, who might watch over her
in the midst of millions as easily as if she were at His right hand ? How
selfish must be the hearts of those who would devote such loveliness to the

desert of religion, to the convent, from whose home enthusiasm was ex-

pelled by the shadow of the tomb ; as if it were a dwelling-place in the

past, ana willed by the dead to be for ever theirs ! Would the inmates
of an arid convent have more sympathy for her than the living ? Her
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eyes were too mild to have elung to forbidden gladness—her meek ex-

pression declared her the victim of the selfish pious—an orphan whom
none would rescue.

All other consciousness than that of her presence had vanished from
within me. Meantime the service had gone on; its most touching
portions had elevated my soul into loftier conceptions of love, not divine

but human—the love of virtue, and of her who was its incarnation. The
bishop had begun his sermon in reprobating domestic quarrels, and.had
alluded to the fate of Orazio and Angela. All, save myself, were in

tears. I heard not his words. The novice wept as her image had done
in my sleep, and once more she resembled a moral sayiour in whose veins

the blood of the Redeemer flowed, but whose example none could pursue

At length her eyes moved upwards, she directed her looks to the

coronet, perhaps to heaven ; she dropped them, and they fell in full-orbed

vision on me. I started involuntarily and changed countenance; she

observed my confusion, and withdrew her gaze, which sank into its wonted
supineness ; nor was I able, by the most fervid and penetrating expres-

sion of love, to recover her glances to me.

I found afterwards on inquiry, that Theonoe had brought the novice

with her to the chapel, and that her name wSs Abarbanel. The reality

of her apparition did not lessen the likeness she bore to Ippolito; and as I

looked at her, the saying of Angus, that he was a little girl, again tame
to my remembrance, and more than once, I doubted whether it was not

he, in the dress and sex of wonuftihood, who had appeared in the chapel.

My regard for the innocence of Ippolito led me to forbid his presence at

the funeral; therefore, not seeing him and the novice together, I was
unable at the time to resolve my doubts. But by questioning him about

the mass, I was assured that he had not been present, and never having

known him to deviate from the strictest truth, believed him. Mindful
that Angus had pronounced the real name of Ippolito to be Adora, we
called the novice by that name whenever we made her the subject of

allusion.
*

Towards the conclusion of the sermon, I looked around, and saw the

monumental figure of jmv mother. Her marble eye represented the ab-

sence of vision, but he# benignant smile was saved, and seemed to pause

upon the cenotaph before her. Then the crape-lined walls, the burning

candles, were restored to my long-abstracted view ; on my ear fell the last

words of the preacher. Finally, a noise, like the roaring of a distant wave,

announced to me that the congregation was rising, and ready to mingle

again in worldly scenes.

I returned to Florence, and thus was ended my six days’ labour; and
I retired from the world into the depths of my own misery, in the vain

hope of rest on the seventh, which was the ’’abbath-day.

It may appear that this free confession contains inconsistencies of

principle and action not easily reconcilable in one man. Often have I

thought so too ; when, in the same hour, feelings the most humane have

been succeeded in me by the wish to end the world by fire, and to involve

myself and my species in one common ruin. But the type of thi9 is found

in nature; birth is cotemporary with death; growth with decay, in one

and the same being. The volcanic region is often the scene of the

avalanche ; and both, while necessary parts of the world’s system, are
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apparently inimical to the safety of living things. Winter and summer,
night and day, appear equally inconsistent at first view; but between all

these diversities, there subsists an intrinsic harmony. The intermediate
links which connect them are more or less hidden from the view ; but all

spring alike from a central government whose effective laws constitute

his tyrannous republic of creation. The soul which blasphemes feels

not a virtue in its words, but rather a bewildered lamentation of the cir-

cumstances which keep piety afar; the heart which is cruel takes but
revenge on the fate which placed it thus remote from pity. Evil and
good even arc members of the same family, as are ugliness and be uity

;

the one but an irregular manifestation of the other. So arc all the wrorks

of God, both in their integrity and disorder, reconcilable with wisdom
divine; especially sinqo a saving remedy against evil is at the command
of all.

For many dayfe after the funeral, I remained in my study, absorbed in

active meditation. The time passed rapidly ; but my thoughts kept pace
with it in its flight. AN hen the twilight of each evening fell, my mind
cast on it a maddening glare, and 1 paused exhausted, as if to rest and
contemplate the race which 1 had run with the hours. In proportion as

my strength vanished, my ideas became more vivid, my words more
fluent.

The night did not put a period to my labours
; I still went on indulg-

ing in the pleasing madness of fancy. 1 depicted my late trials scene by
scene, and the events appeared before fne with as much force as if again
represented in the theatre of the world- The senses were my chief

prompters
; they opened the memory of recent disaster, and its circle of

passions revolved after it again. Night alter flight, I persisted in these
sad delights, until at length 1 sank back on the couch in a state of inseu-

* sibility. •

1 know not how I reached my bed, but when consciousness was re-

stored, 1 found myself groping oil the brink of frenzy, my eyes wandering
about my room in search of Giuditta, whose look i 'now feared to meet.
Mv presence of mind, however, did not entirely forsake me in that hour,
for, although 1 muttered occasionally an unmeanjng sentence, I knew it

the moment after; as if unable to listen to my Hvords, I could read my
recollection of them. Then would I busy myself in trying to extinguish
the wild thought, and to strangle the monsters of fancy. After the lapse

of several days I slept, and dreamed that I was buried with Orazio and
Angela. The dream was tranquil ; I awoke refreshed, and from that
time began to recover from the low fever which had prostrated me. But
I remained weak in mind and body, and felt everything so acutely that I
could not, without pain, even have plucked a flower from its stem.
And still, with all this unhealthy sensibility, a feeling of apathy was

coexistent. At times, 1 felt as if I had received a friendly visit from
Death, who had appeared in a fascinating shape to invite me to his still

domain. Such was my feebleness, 1 had neither inclination to accept
nor to decline his sad but pleasing offer of an untroubled asylum. I

could not think, I dared not feel ; my hopes were scattered by the autumn
which had prematurely visited my soul, and they lay around me like

withered leaves, which a spark of emotion must have totally consumed.
Tears unbidden traced their way down my cheek, as from time to time I
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thought over by-gone days, and on affections lost ; on misdirected ambi-
tion ; and the sacrifice of that hourly joy which was originally entailed on
being.

And as I thus sadly and penitently mused, my eyes lived upon the
floating image of Adora Abarbanel. Suddenly, while I thought of all,

in the presence of that heavenly messenger, that being who proved to be
the most favoured of all human, a belief came over me that Giuditta’s

function had for the present ended ; that she whom I had injured had to

suffer no longer at contemplating my deeds; and the same instant, a

sound from the Campanile loomed heavily upon my heart.

It was the summons of the Misericordia! I felt, whiie the call yet startled

me, that I owed all my devotion to that glorious Giuditta. Would that

1 had obeyed it, as was my duty ! How it would have lightened the bur-

den of her soul at that bitter hour had I gone to her, and returned goodly

offices ; to her, the most pure of women, who, from the practice of too

much virtue, had been deserted by all in the hour of need.

Chapter IV.

The time had come when I was to put off the tragic mask of Moro,

that portraiture of human wickedness, and assume that which is pre-

figured in the Vera Icon, miraculously transferred in drops of sweat from

the Redeemer’s visage; the dewdrops of His thorny crown, effused under

harshest experience of sin bruising a divine spirit.

My deed of sin, perpetrated while yet the tragic mask was upon my
brow, brought me into the presence of Adora. Thus was there a spot in

the valley of deep shades, a Camaldoli in leafy Vallombrosa, whence i<T

was my lot to perceive a glimmer of heaven afar off—to sec through the

lurid shadows of fire a cool white light above ! I had attained to the

sight through blood malevolently spilt, and was to pass to it through a

fiery ordeal, the sole road to the possession of her on whose white

raiment was the image, and in whose veins flowed the blood of a Re-

deemer. •

She was of the holy family, a race selected in an ago of faith to

exhibit great examples to mankind. She was another St. Veronica, and

was born to impress upon my soul an uufadiug spectre of the Ecce

Ilorno, which she bore as on a radiant banner. But woe to him who
achieves salvation through the like ordeal. And let none deem that

where the career of guilt pauses, the confines of heaven come in view’.

Midway extends a gulf, not for torment, but expiation.

The fatal calm, as if my first love were ao longer an element in my
destiny, still held me. It led me to disregard the commands of Ales-

sandro, the newly-installed doge (for Florence was subdued under the

Medici), to retire a prisoner to my castle. I cared not wluit might

happen. Thanatos, who had crept back into my service during my
illness, warned me, but I dismissed him with coldness ; too indifferent to

discharge him finally from his office, though the admonitions of Angus
rang more loudly than ever in my ears. But I was no longer blind to

the character of the man, though I forbore to accuse him of perfidy and
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crime. His interview with the robber-chief in Calabria, his presence in

the caverns, his earnest conversations with Orazio at the Villa Savatelli

—yet more recently, his appearance at Volterra, in the hostile camp-
discovered to me his guilt; while his pretensions to literature, his

assumed contempt for women, made him despicable to me: yet I

retained him in my service, feeling that his time would come.

But what gave me greater uneasiness was my growing unpopularity.

The late events had become rtiore and more a subject of conversation in

the world. No one understood my motives, or could penetrate into their

origin ; for, to know me truly, implied a knowledge of relations existing

between the Creator and created, but which yet remains unrevealed. All

things conspired, therefore, to make it expedient that I should retire to

my country dwelling;#-but I made no attempt to do so; and when the

order of the government was repeated in a more peremptory tone, I could

only entreat the rtiessenger to convey the necessary orders to my servants,

—an act which he performed. Then I travelled over the old country in a

state too apathetic to regard the well-loved scenes
;
yet a sense of liberty,

though I was not free, possessed me. The recollection of the young
novice was constantly in mv thoughts ; her heavenly face was ever before

my eyes. Milissa’s image had in some degree departed ;
her fascinations

were limited to recollection—removed from my feelings to my memory

;

whilb Adora, she in whom I saw sublimest virtue, which to behold is to

love, was fully established in her stead, and called into being a less pas-

sionate and more holy sentiment.

When my carriage reached the spot where the roads divided—one

towards my castle, the other in the direction of the villa of Savatelli, at

which Adora was then staying—my course hesitated a moment
;
but ere

long I ordered the driver to take the latter road : I had determined to see

TAdora. On a sudden iny energy returned in its wonted strength—an

energy which was to overcome many obstacles, arid whose impulse,

though it might be arrested, could never be destroyed.

As I came in sight of the villa of Savatelli, a spy—he who came as

a messenger from the government to me at Florence—presented himself,

and demanded a few words of private conversation. Then he briefly

intimated that I must accompany him to the fortress of Volterra.

Having read his warrant, I surrendered myself into his hands.

I entered a vehicle which presently drove up, and my new acquaint-

ance took his seat outside ; but to my surprise a corner of the carriage

was occupied by another, a ruffianly-looking fellow, whose exterior was
like a column in an armory, he bristled so with weapons. I did not

perceive him till I was seated, and the door had closed ; and before I

could demand his business there, the horses were iu rapid motion. I

turned to him in silence ; his face was muffled ; but I kept iny eyes on

him, while with my left hand I touched my dagger.
" It is useless to resist,” said the ruffian, in a whisper—a truth I had

already perceived.

I had heard and read much of the feelings of men under solitary con-

finement, and was not altogether sorry of an opportunity to experience

them in my own case. I soon arrived at the prison-gate, and, having

alighted, entered it. I traversed a court, and crossed a drawbridge lead-

ing to the tower of the fortress, which we entered through a doorway
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sunk in the deep stone walls. We then descended a few steps into a cell,

furnished with a seat and a bed of straw. There I was left by the armed
man. As he took leave, I desired him not to desert me, and«gave him
gold, which he eagerly clutched; a circumstance not to be construed

otherwise than as favourable. I had never felt the power of the law until

I heard the lock turn on my dungeon-door ! At the heart-appalling

click, I felt separated from the universe—in some degree, from God. I

breathed with difficulty. I pressed the pjjms of my hands against the

rough and damp walls, as if to move them from between me and the day,

but only to know that I was indeed in bonds. My first emotion was one

of lofty anguish, which expressed itself in moans. I sobbed, but with no
disposition to shed tears. I shook my limbs with impatience, clasped my
hands, and looked upwards into the darkness. I beat my head, but witn

tenderness; I seized my hair, but with the gentleness of one who had no
friend save himself. I sank into my seat ;

I threw myself on the straw,

but rose again immediately. There was no rest for me ! I tried to

climb to an aperture in the wall, through which a ray of moonlight

passed ; but the cold chill which struck through me; and the slipping of

my foot as I tried to lix it, deterred me. I went to the door and examined
the lock; but all my exertions were fruitless :• I was a prisoner; the law
was stronger than I

!

When 1 had re-collected my senses, I experienced sensations whith I

had never before known. It seemed to me as if the future were cut off.

I could not even look forward to* the next moment. Time had become
to me a stagnant pool ; its onward wave stood still.

When I was first arrested, I suppressed my sentiments of defiance until

I should be alone, when I anticipated a fearful outbreak; but instead of

this happening, they had "passed off completely, and I could have em-
braced my foes. Again I laid down on the straw', drew my cloak over

my head, and invited slumber, feeling as if I might have sunk into total

apathy for the remainder of my existence. T thought hurriedly over the

past, which had taken the same aspect as the future had so recently

assumed ; no event attracted ; none appeared momentous, or even interest-

ing to me. The loss of liberty was the loss of all concern for what had
been, or had yet to be. *•

Marvellous were the visions of that night. In a city like Volterra,

raised upon Etruscan foundations, and irrigated by the current of my
affections, as far as the spirit passes over the ideal forms of what it loves.

I naturally dreamt of the tilings and times of old. First, I saw an Etrus-

can sarcophagus, on which were sculptured the arch of Hercules, and a

funeral procession moving through it. I then beheld various sculptures,

mutilated and scattered about the floor. I seemed buried in the ruins of

antique art. I stretched my arms forth, as i wonder, when an old man
appeared, holding an intense light, and pointing to a chain which was

made fast to a staple in the wail, and then towards the floor, in which

there were hollows, worn by the feet of some wretched captive.

“ I am the Genius of thy house/
1

said the old man, “ and an elder of

the Etruscan race. I will snow thee within this hour things such as you
can never again behold."

I arose and followed him. With a key which he drew from his bosom,

he opened the door, and led the way up a narrow staircase. As my foot
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reached the first step, I met my mother : she shook her head mildly, and

disappeared behind me. A second time I was attempting to ascend the

steps, wh$n 1 beheld my father: he set his eyes on me coldly, and

vanished. A third time 1 essayed to mount, when Melissa hurried

alarmedly by me, her brother at her heels, hobbling after her on splendid

crutches. 1 paused for breath, and once more began to advance, when
Giuditta, winged as an angel, passed me. I then heard the voice of the

Genius from above reproving my delay, and was about to obey his call,

when the procession of souls, each bearing a torch, repassed in the order

in which they had first appeared, but in more rapid succession, and

vanished out of sight. And now ensued a scene which no words can

depict. With the rapidity of a waterfall the figures rushed down, and

vanishing below, instantly reappeared above, whence again they descended,

chased by hell-hounds,Vhicli leaped the flight of stairs like cataracts, and

howled as from terror, while the slamming of doors shook the tower to its

foundation. I sank to the ground exhausted, and continued for some

moments, with my head reposing on my hand and rny hack turned on the

infernal scene, the noises of which, lost gradually in the distance, became
hushed. When I looked up, the Genius was no longer on the narrow

llight, but—as if Palladio* had raised his wand—stood at the top of a

staircase, which was broad and of great architectural beauty, and had on

eacH side of every step a large alabaster figure.

“ Thou hast lost* thy way according to tliv wont,” said my venerable

guide ;
“ ascend without further loss of,time, for the night changes.”

I did as he commanded, and no sooner arose than I seemed wafted

upward without an effort. A corridor opened on a platform outside the

tower, where I found myself with the Genius, and in the distance I saw'

Ariosto and Michael Angelo in earnest conversation. Such a night as

•then shone no mortal ever gazed upon : all the luminaries above burned in

large distinctness, and the blue sky appeared thrown over them as a

precious robe. Below', on all sides, nature slumbered as in refreshing

sleep, and seemed entranced in a dream of glorious resurrection from the

past revolutions of this globe.
<l And now',” said the Genius, “ I will display before thee, in the forms

of reality, what the Alleghieri, Buonarotti, and Kaffaelli have only con-

ceived of art. I will show thee the cartoons and models which were

designed by immortal natures before the world was created, and from

which its scenery was executed.”

As he thus spoke, his language lifted up my heart, and I felt as 'if

gigantic iu stature. I looked, and saw a work of colossal proportions,

which, from the perfect intermixture of light and shadow, had the appear-

ance of a solid model. It was the snow-sown wilderness, on which no
man reaps : the destitute earth, whose inhabitants are the quivering ice-

crags and rushing waters. This picture disappeared, and I beheld, as at

its base, Etruria, Appennine-cinctured, with her feet in the ocean. Her
breasts were cities, palace-gemmed ; her mantle, the waving corn-fields

and pendant vine; her shield, the dark-grey olive-grove.

This also passed away, and figures, single and in groups, stood before

me, the diyine originals of those serene statues of ancient Hellas which
from time past have delighted the chaste vision of man !

“ All I have looked upon,” said I, “ is grand and beautiful ; it is
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emblematic of gladness; but fit only to please the perfect and the im-
mortal.”

“ After those ancient models,” replied the Genius, u the perfect and the

immortal were created, for such were man and nature originally: but

things are now so changed, that it is difficult for the artist to conceive, or

the poet to enjoy, their lost beauty. The one must labour through the

process of refining nature, and seize the exemplars as they return to the

inward vision of reason which could not deeply; the other must spend all

his years in restoring to his faculties their primitive balance. Great were
the labours of Hercules, but those of the Ideal are far greater.”

I sank at the feet of the Genius, and embraced his knees, exclaiming,

“Blessed art thou who dost thus feast my reason with the teachings

of truth.”

The Genius smiled, and said, “ Follow, and \ will bring thee to

the labours of a rival school, whoso art thou hast had .the boldness to

enter on.”

Again we stood in the corridor, when presently the great staircase

gaped at its centre, and the alabaster images stood at double their former

distances from each other, and glowed as if illumined.

“ Now comes the trial of thy courage,” said the Genius ;
“ look over

the edge of the con idor, and tell me if thou art so hardy as to face the

element which rages beneath us ?” •

I advanced, and gazed on an ocean of lire, extensive as that which is

outspread before the eye of him who stands on the Tuscan shore. The
waves were boisterous, as if pregnant with storms contending together for

birth, and the heritage of tyranny over nature’s calm; and as deep a hue
tinged those waves, as is seen when the sun sets in summer like a ball of

ruby behind Mie waters. My temples were scorched as I looked upon the

billows. I hastily receded, and cried out, “ Good Genius, my path has

been heretofore perilous ;
urge me not on to inevitable destruction.”

“ Thy fears are natural,” be answered ;

“ but if thou confidost in me,

the vessel of thy fat® will be piloted in the way thou hast to go.”

lie spoke in the manner of one who had already passed through the

ordeal wThich I knew to be awaiting me. I placed myself in his hands.

We descended into a flfcat, against whose sides the rod waves whitened

into foam. We seemed to be voyaging for many nights and days. My
companion was silent, and, as I sat beside him, no other idea occupied

ray mind than that of motion upon a charmed sea. At last we reached

the shore of a barren and rocky country, and, gliding among its cliffs,

landed upon the silent beach. Standing there, the Genius waved his arm,

and the flood w<: it back, when there began to emerge from the sands

beautiful remains, as of a ruined city—the reliques of palaces, halls, and

temples. I looked round. My eyes were at* -acted by figures sculptured

in whitest marble. The Genius, seeing me dwell on them in admiration,

said,

“ Palaces may be ruined, halls deserted, temples destroyed ; but the

works of genius for ever remain. Man may neglect or know them not;

but God, as now thou beholdcst, is the preserver of all that is worthy to

be saved.” *f

Gazing in mute wonder still, I drew nearer, and walked through its

streets. Its bold architecture excited within me the most stirring emo-
tions. My eyes flashed upon its noble pediments and columns; and
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instead of reflecting with pain on the vanity of the dead who had dwelt

there in grandeur, I took account only of their glory, which assumed a

solemn and holy aspect in my mind. When I came to examine the

marble statues, I discovered each work to express some dominant passion.

Here, Laocoons plunged and writhed in the folds of serpents ; there, in

the midst of petrified beholders, stood Medusa, bristling with Terrors.

There, the Gladiator, sinking upon the ground, took his final leave of

cartjh, but spent eternity in expiring. And there the Saint escaped

despair, and prayed, and with looks of penitence occupied all time ; for

though the artist can seize but the feeling of the moment, he makes it

last for ever.

Discerning nothing that represented the phases of the soul in repose,

I turned to the Genijis, and begged him to point out such. He made
answer,

“ There are none such in this city ; them you beheld on the other side

of this flood—beheld, but regarded them slightly. Here dwelt the self-

accursed : here had their abiding place the impassioned whose ends were

attainable only through suffering.”

“ What was the end they sought?” I asked.
4< Their end was repose, •but under conditions not possible to man—

a

repose which, seeking through excitement, they only attained unto in

death. Know that highest art, reaching at the Divine attributes, repre-

sents the passionless, the forms in which concentre harmoniously the

energies of human soul in perfect peace. A word more,” continued the

Genius, “ before we part. Apply what thou hast seen. Hitherto hast

thou lived in the joyous Valdamo; there hast thou pursued the first

portion of thy career, self-led into many troubles. The vale of life is

changing for thee into the valley of the shades, where the buzz of insect

**13 heard which carries with it the sting of siu. Nor will thy sorrows end
there ; for when most thou hast need of peace, instead of finding the

elysiurn of thy dreamy hopes, thou wilt be disquieted by a picture of the

dq-k side of thy heart. Such is the portion of those tfho follow, however
faUttff, the ancient Saviour, that awful Master of old. But fear not for

thyself, brave youth, thou whose glory it may be to redeem thy race. I

will not forsake thee. When thou hast seen thyself in all the darkness of

human nature, the wings of the avenger shall be collapsed, and thou wilt

emerge from their shadow into the crystal light of thy apotheosis, to

suffer no more. In me behold Atresthe
!”
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The quarrel between Nicholas Assheton and Sir Thomas Metcalfe
had already been made known to Sir Ralph by the officious Master Potts,

and though it occasioned the knight much displeasure, as interfering

with the amicable arrangement he hoped to effect with Sir Thomas for

his relatives the Robinsons, still he felt sure that he had sufficient influ-

ence with his hot-headed cousin, the squire, to prevent the dispute from
being carried further, and he etoly waited the conclusion of the sports on
the green to take him to task. What was the knight’s surprise and
annoyance, therefore, to find that a new brawl had sprung up, and igno-

rant of its precise causp, he laid it entirely at the door of the turbulent

Nicholas. Indeed, on the commencement of the fray he imagined that

the squire was personally concerned in it, and, full of wrath, flew to t/TTT

scene of action ; but before he got there, the affair, which, as has been
seen, was of short duration, was fully settled, and he only heard the jeers

addressed to the retreating combatant by Nicholas. It was Sir

Ralph’s way to vent his choler in words, but the squire knevfchi an
instant, from the %xpression of his countenance, that he was greatly

incensed, and therefdte hastened to explain.
“ What means this unseemly disturbance, Nicholas?” cried Sir Ralph,

not allowing the other to speak. “ You arc ever brawling like an Alsa-
tian squire. Independently of the ill example set to these good folk,

who have met here for tranquil amusement, you have counteracted all

my plans for the adjustment of the differences between Sir Thomas
Metcalfe and our aunt, of Raydale. If you forget what is due to your-

self, sir, do not forget what is due to me, and to the name you bear.”

“No one but yourself should say as much to me, Sir Ralph,” rejoined

Nicholas, somewhat haughtily, “ but you are under a misapprehension.

It is not 1 who have been fighting, though I should have acted in pre-

cisely the same manner as our cousin Dick, if I had received the same
affront, and so I make bold to say wmld you. Our name shall suffer

no discredit from me ; and as a geiffleman, I assert, that Sir Thomas
Metcalfe has only received due chastisement, as you yourself will admit,

cousin, when you know all.”

“ I know him to be overbearing,” observed Sir Ralph.
“ Overbearing is not the word, cousin,” interrupted Nicholas; “ he is

vol. xvin. 2 r
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as proud as a peacock, and would trample upon us all, and gore us, too,

like one of the wild bulls of Bowland, if we would let him have his way.
But I would treat him as I would the bull aforesaid, a wild boar, or any
other savage and intractable beast, hunt him down, and poll his horns,

or pluck out his tusks.'*

“ Come, come, Nicholas, this is no very gentle language,” remarked
Sir Ralph.

“ JVhy, to speak truth, courin, 1 do not feel in any very gentle frame

of mind,** rejoined the squire; “ my ire has been roused by this insolent

braggart, my blood is up, and I long to be doing.”
“ Unchristian feelings, Nicholas,” said Sir Ralph, severely, “ and should

be overcome. Turn the other cheek to the srniter. I trust you bear no
malice to Sir Thomas. 'V

“ I bear him no malice, for I hope malice is not in my naturfe, cousin,*’

replied Nicholas, M but I owe him a grudgc,^ind when a fitting opportu-

nity occurs
”

“ No more of this, unless you would really incur my displeasure,” re-

joined Sir Ralph ;
** the matter has gone far enough, too far, perhaps, for

amendment, and if you know it not, I can tell you that Sir Thomas's
claims to Raydalc will be difticult to dispute, and so our uncle Robinson
has found since he hath taken counsel on the case.”

“ Kave a care, Sir Ralph,” said Nicholas, noticing that Master Potts

was approaching them, with his ears evidently wide open, “ there is that

little London lawyer hovering about. But I'll give the cunning fox a
double. I*m glad to hear you say so, Sir Ralph,” he ad<|ed, in a tone

calculated to reach Potts, “ and since our uncle Robinson is so sure of his

cause, it may be better to let this blustering knight be. Perchance, it is

the certainty of failure that makes him so insensate.”
* “ This is meant to blind me, but it shall not serve your turn, cautelous

squire,” muttered Potts; M I caught enough of what fell just now from
Sir Ralph to satisfy me that he hath strong misgivings. But it is best

not to appear too secure.—Ah, Sir Ralph,” he added, coming forward,
“ I was right, you see, in my caution. I am a man of peace, and strive

to prevent quarrels and bloodshed. Quarrel if you .please—and unfortu-

nately men are prone to anger—but always settle y8ur disputes in a court

of law ; always in a court of law, Sir Ralph. That is the only arena

where a sensible man should ever fight. Take good advice, fee your

counsel well, and the chances are ten to one in your favour. That is what
I say to my worthy and singular good client, Sir Thomas ; but he is

somewhat headstrong and vehement, and will not listen to me. He is

for settling matters by the sword, for making forcible entries and detainers,

and ousting the tenants in possession, whereby he would render himself

liable to arrest, fine, ransom, and forfeiture, instead of proceeding

cautiously and decorously as the law directs, and as I advise, Sir Ralph,

by writ of ejectioneJirmce or action of trespass, the which would assuredly

establish his title, and restore him the house and lands. Or he may pro-

ceed by writ of right, which, ptfhaps, in his case, considering the long

absence of possession, and the doubts supposed to perple* the title

—

though I myself have no doubts about it—would be tne most efficacious.

These are your only true weapons, Sir Ralph,—your writs of entry, assize,

and right,—your pleas of novel disseisin, post-disseisin, and re-disseisin,

—

your remitters, your praecipes, your pones, and your recordari faciases.

These are the sword, shield, and armour of proof of a wise man.”
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“ Zounds! you take away one’s breath with this hailstorm of writs

and pleas, master lawyer !” cried Nicholas. 44 But in one respect I am of
your 4 worthy and singular good’ client’s opinion, and would rather trust

to my own hand for the defence of my property than to the law to keep
it for me.”

“ Then you would do wrong, good Master Nicholas,” rejoined Potts,

with a smile of supreme contempt p
44 for the law is the better guardian

and the stronger adversary of the two; and so Sir Thomas will find if he
takes my advice, and obtains, as he can and will do, a perfect title juris
et seisince conjunctionem,"

“ Sir Thomas is still willing to refer the case to my arbitrament, I be-

lieve, sir?” demanded Sir Ralph, uneasily.
44 He was so, Sir Ralph,” rejoined Potts, 44 unites the assaults and bat-

teries, with intent to do him grievous corporal hurt, which he hath sus-

tained from your relatives, have induced a change of mind in him. But
as I premised, Sir Ralph, I am a man of peace, and willing to interme-

diate.”

“ Provided you get your fee, master lawyer,” observed Nicholas, sar-

castically.

“ Certainly, I object not to the quiddam hdkorarium
,
Master Nicholas,”

rejoined Potts ;

44 and if my client hath the quid pro quo
y
and gaineth

his point, he cannot complain.—But what is this? Some fresh &Jturb-
ance !”

44 Something hath happened t& the May Queen,” cried Nicholas.
“ I trust not,” said Sir Ralph, with real concern. 44 Ha! she has

fainted. They are bringing her this way. Poor maid ! what can have
occasioned this sudden seizure ?”

44
I think I could give a guess,” muttered Nicholas. “ Better remove

her to the Abbey,” he added aloud to the knight. ***

44 You are right,” said Sir Ralph. 44 Our cousin Dick is near her, I

observe. He shall see her conveyed there at once.”

At this moment Lady Assheton, and Mistress Nutter, with some of

the other ladies, came up.
44 Just in time, NeJj,” cried the knight. 44 Have you your smelling-

bottle about you ? Thl May Queen has fainted.”
44 Indeed!” exclaimed Lady Assheton, springing towards Alizon, who

was now sustained by young Richard Assheton ; the forester having sur-

rendered her to him. 44 How has this happened?” she inquired, giving

her to breathe at a small phial.
44 That I cannot tell you, cousin,” replied Richard Assheton, 44 unless

from some sudden fright.”
44 That was it, Master Richard,” cried Robin Hood ;

44 she cried out on

hearing the clashing of swords, just now, and, I think, pronounced your

name, on finding you engaged with Sir Thomas, and immediately after

turned pale, and would have fallen if 1 had not caught her.”
44 Ah, indeed!” exclaimed Lady Assheton, glancing at Richard, whose

eyes fell before her inquiring gaze. 44 But see, she revives,” pursued the

lady. 44 Let me support her head.”

As she spoke, Alizon opened her eyes, and perceiving Richard Assheton,

who had relinquishedher to his relative, standing beside her, she exclaimed,
44 Oh

!
you are safe ! I feared ” And then she stopped, greatly

embarrassed.
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“ You feared he might be in danger from his fierce adversary,” sup-

plied Lady Assheton ;
“ but no. The conflict is happily over, and he is

unhurt.”
“ I am glad of it,” said Alizon, earnestly.

“She had better be taken to the Abbey,” remarked Sir Ralph,

coming up.

“ Nay, she will be more at ease at home,” observed Lady AsshetoD,

with a significant look, which; however, failed in reaching her husband.
“ Yes, truly shall I, gracious lady,” replied Alizon, “ far more so. I

have given you trouble enough already.”

“No trouble at0 all,” said Sir Ralph, kindly; “her ladyship is too

happy to be of service in a case like this. Are you not, Nell? The
faintness will pass off, presently. But let her go to the Abbey at once,

and remain there till the evening festivities, in which she takes part,

commence. Give her your arm, Dick.”

Sir Ralph’s word was law, and therefore Lady Assheton made no
remonstrance. But she said, quickly,

“ I will take care of her myself.”

“ I require no assistance, madam,” replied Alizon, “ since Sir Ralph
will have me go. Nay, you are too kiud, too condescending,” she added,

reluctantly taking Lady Assheton’s proffered arm.

AVid in this way they proceeded slowly towards the Abbey, escorted

by Richard Assheton, and attended by Mistress Braddyll and some others

of the ladies.

Amongst those who had watched the progress of the May Queen’s

restoration with most interest was Mistress Nutter, though she had not

interfered ; and as Alizon departed with Lady Assheton, she observed to

Nicholas, who was standing near,

“ Can this be the daughter of Elizabeth Device, and granddaughter

“ Your old Pendle witch, Mother Demdike,” supplied Nicholas; “the
very same, I assure you, Mistress Nutter.”

“ She is wholly unlike the family,” observed the lady ;
“ and her fea-

tures resemble some I have seen before.” c

“ She docs not resemble her mother, undoubtedly,” replied Nicholas,

“ though what her granddame may have been some sixty years ago,

when she was Alizon’s age, it would be difficult to say. She is no beauty

now.”
“ Those finely modelled features, that graceful figure, and those deli-

cate hands, cannot surely belong to one lowly born and bred?” said Mis-

tress Nutter.
“ They differ from the ordinary peasant mould, truly,” replied Nicholas.

“If you ask me for the lineage of a steed, I can give a guess at it on sight of

the animal, but as regards our own race, I’m at fault, Mistress Nutter.”
“ I must question Elizabeth Device about her,” observed Alice.

“ Strange, I should never have seen her before^ though I know the family

so well.”

“ I wish you did not know Mother Demdike quite] so well, Mis-

tress Nutter,” remarked Nicholas—“ a mischievous and malignant old

witch, who deserves the tar-barrel. The only marvel is, that she has not

been burned long ago. I am of opinion, with many others, that it was
she who bewitched your poor husband, Richard Nutter.”
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“ I do not think it,” replied Mistress Nutter, with a mournful shake of
the head. 44 Alas, poor man ! he died from hard riding1

, after hard drink-
ing. That was the only witchcraft in his case. Be warned by his fate

yourself, Nicholas.”
*

“ Hard riding after drinking was more likely to sober him than to
kill him,” rejoined the squire. 44 But, as I said just now, I like not this

Mother Demdike, nor her rival in iniquity, old Mother Chattox. The
devil only knows which of the two is worst. But if the former hag did
not bewitch your husband to death, as I shrewdly suspect, it is certain

that the latter mumbling old miscreant killed my elder brother, Richard,
by her sorceries.” •

“ Mother Chattox did you a good turn then, Nicholas,” observed Mis-
tress Nutter, 44 in making you master of the fair Estates of Downham.”

“ So far, perhaps, she might,” rejoined Nicholas, “ but I do not like

the manner of it, and would gladly see her burned ; nay, I would fire the
fagots myself.”

4 4 You are as superstitious as the rest, Nicholas,” said Mistress Nutter.
44 For my part, I do not believe in the existence of witches.”

44 Not believe in witches, with these two Uving proofs to the contrary?”

cried Nicholas, in amazement. 44 Why, rcndle Forest swarms with
witches. They burrow in the hill-side like rabbits in a warren. They
are the terror of the whole country. No man’s cattle, goods, nor even
life, are safe from them, and the only reason why these two old hags, who
hold sovereign sway over the others, have ’scaped justice so long, is because

every one is afraid to go near them. Their solitary habitations are more
strongly guarded than fortresses. Not believe in witches ! Why, I should

as soon misdoubt the Holy Scriptures.”
44

It may be because I reside near them that I have so little apprehen-^

sion, or rather no apprehension at all,” replied Mistress Nutter ;
“ but to

me. Mother Demdike and Mother Chattox appear two harmless old

women.” %

44 They’re a couple of dangerous and damnable old hags, and deserve

the stake,” cried Nicholas, emphatically.

All this discourse had been swallowed with greedy ears by the ever-

vigilant Master Potts, who had approached the speakers unperceived;

and he now threw in a word.
44 So there are suspected witches in Pendle Forest, I find,” he said.

44 I shall make it my busiuess to institute inquiries concerning them, when
I visit the place to-morrow. Even if merely ill-reputed, they must be

examined, and if fouud innocent, cleared ; if not, punished according to

the statute. Our sovereign lord the king holdeth witches in especial ab-

horrence, and would gladly see all such noxious vermin extirpated from

the land, and it will rejoice me to promote his laudable designs. I must

pray you to afford me all the assistance you can in the discovery of these

dreadful delinquents, good Master Nicholas, and I will take care that your

services are duly represented in the proper quarter. As I have just said,

the king taketh singular interest in witchcraft, as you may judge if the

learned tractate he hath put forth, in form of a dialogue, intituled 4 Dee-

monologie,' hath ever met your eye; and he is never so well pleased as

when the truth of his tenets are proved by such secret offenders being

brought to light, and duly punished.”
44 The king’s known superstitious dread of witches makes meu seek

yol. xvni. 2 q
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them out to win his favour,” observed Mistress Nutter. 44 They have

wonderfully increased since the publication of that baneful book!”
<c Not so, madam,” replied Potts. 44 Our sovereign lord the king hath

a wholesome and just hatred of such evil-doers and traitors to himself and
Heaven, and it may be dread of them, as indeed all good men must have;

but he would protect bis subjects from them, and therefore, in the first

year of his reign, which I trust will be long and prosperous, he hath

passed a statute, whereby it is enacted 4 that all persons invoking any

evil spirit, or consulting, covenanting with, entertaining, employing,

feeding, or rewarding any evil spirit ; or taking up dead bodies from

their graves to be used in any witchcraft, sorcery, charm, or enchantment

;

or killing or otherwise hurting any person by such infernal arts, shall be

guilty of felony withouPbenefit of clergy, and suffer death.’ This statute,

madam, was intended to check the crimes of necromancy, sorcery, and

witchcraft, and not to increase them. And I maintain that it has cheeked

them, and will continue to check them.”
“ It is a wicked and bloody statute,” observed Mistress Nutter, in a

deep tone, 44 and many an innocent life will be sacrificed thereby.”
44 How, madam!” cried faster Potts, staring aghast. 44 Do you mean

to impugn the sagacity and justice of our high and mighty king, the

head^)f the law, and defender of the faith?”
14 I affirm that this is a sanguinary enactment,” replied Mistress Nut-

ter,
44 and will put power into hands that will abuse it, and destroy many

guiltless persons. It will make more witches than it will find.”
44 Some are ready made, methinks,” muttered Potts, and we need not

go far to find them. You are a zealous advocate for witches, I must say,

madam,” he added, aloud, 44 and I shall not forget your arguments in

+heir favour.”
44 To my prejudice, I doubt not,” she rejoined, bitterly.

44 No, to the credit of your humanity,” he answered, bowing, with pre-

tended conviction.
4

44 Well, I will aid you in your search for witches, Master Potts,” ob-

served Nicholas; 44 for I would gladly see the country rid of these pests.

But I warn you the quest will be attended with ris^, and you will get few

to accompany you, for all the folk hereabouts are mortally afraid of these

terrible old hags.”
44 I fear nothing in the discharge of my duty,” replied Master Potts,

courageously ;
44 for as our high and mighty sovereign hath well and

learnedly observed

—

4
if witches be but apprehended and detained by any

private person, upon other private respects, their power, no doubt, either

in escaping, or in doing hurt, is no less than ever it was before. But if,

on the other part, their apprehending and detention be by the lawful ma-
gistrate upon the just respect of their guiltiness in that craft, their power

is then no greater than before that ever they meddled with their master.

For where God begins justly to strike by his lawful lieutenants, it is not

in the devil’s power to defraud or bereave him of the office or effect of his

powerful and revenging sceptre.’ Thus I am safe ; and I shall take care

to go armed with a proper warrant, which I shall obtain from a magis-

trate, my honoured friend and singular good client, Master Roger Nowell.

This will obtain me such assistance as 1 may require, and for due ob-

servance of my authority I shall likewise take with me a peace-officer, or

constable.”
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“ You will do well, Master Potts,” said Nicholas; “ still you must not
put faith in all the idle tales told you, for the common folk hereabouts are
blindly and foolishly superstitious, and fancy they discern witchcraft in

every mischance, however slight, that befals them. If ale turn sour after

a thunderstorm, the witch hath done it; and if the butter cometh not
quickly, she hindereth it. If the meat roast ill, the witch hath turned the
spit ; and if the lumber pie taste ill, she hath had a finger in it. If your
sheep have the foot-rot—your horses the staggers or string-halt—your
swine the measles—your hounds a surfeit—or your cow slippctli a calf-—

the witch is at the bottom of it all. If your maid hath a fit of the sullens,

or doeth her work amiss, or your man breaketh a (fish, t^e witch is in

fault, and her shoulders can bear the blame. On this very day of the

year—namely, May-day,—the foolish folk hold any aged crone who
fetcheth fire to be a witch, and if they catch a hedgehog among their

cattle, they will instantly beat it to death with sticks, concluding it to be
an old hag in that form come to dry up the milk of their kine.”

“ These are what Master Potts’s royal authority would style i mere old

wives
1

trattles about the fire/ ” observed Mistress Nutter, scornfully.
“ Better be over-credulous than over-sceptical,” replied Potts. “ Even

at my lodging in Chancery-lane I have a Tiorseshoe nailed against the

door. One cannot be too cautious when one has to fight against the

devil, or those in league with him. Your witch should be \)§t to^every

ordeal. She should be scratched with pins to draw blood from her;

weighed against the church biblfc, though this is not always proof ; forced

to weep, for a witcli can only shed three tears, and those only from the

left eye ; or, .as our sovereign lord the king truly observeth—no offence

to you, Mistress Nutter-r-
fc Not §o much as their eyes are able to shed

tear-', albeit the wonienkind especially be able otherwise to shed tears at

every light occasion when they will, yea, although it were dissemblingly

like the crocodile and set on a stool for twenty-four hours, with her

legs tied across, jyid suffered neither to cat, drink, nor sleep during the

time. This is the surest w*ay to make her confess her guilt next to

swimming. If it fails, then cast her with her thumbs aud toes tied

across into a pond, ^nd, if she sink not, then is she certainly a witch.

Other trials there art? as that by scalding water—sticking knives across

—heating of the horseshoe—tying of knots—the sieve and the shears

;

hut the only ordeals safely to be relied on, arc the swimming and the

stool before mentioned, and from these your witch shall rarely escape.

Above all, bo sure and search carefully for the witch-mark. I doubt not

we shall find it fairly and legibly writ in the devil’s characters on Mother
Demdike and Mother Chattox. They shall undergo the stool and the

pool, and other trials, if required. These old hags shall no longer vex

you, good Master Nicholas. Lea' 3 them to me, and doubt not I will

bring them to condign punishment.

'

“ You will do us good service then, Master Potts,” replied Nicholas.

“ But, since you are so learned in the matter of witchcraft, resolve me,

I pray you, liow it is, that women are so much more addicted to the

practice of the black art than our own sex.”

“ The answer to the inquiry hath been given by our British Solomon,”

replied Potts, “ and I will deliver it toyou in his own words. * The reason

is easy/ he saith, ‘ for as that sex is frailer than man is, so it is easier to

be entrapped in those gross snares of the devil, as was overwell proved to
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be true, by the serpent's deceiving of Eva at the beginning, which
makes him the homelier with that sex sensinc.*

”

“ A good and sufficient reason, Master Potts,” said Nicholas, laugh-
ing. “ Is it not so, Mistress Nutter ?”

.

“ Ay, marry, if it satisfies you,” she answered, dryly. “ It is of a piece

with the rest of the reasoning of the royal pedant, whom Master Potts
styles the British Solomon.”

“ I only give the learned mbnarch the title by which he is recognised
throughout Christendom,” rejoined Potts, sharply.

“ Well, there is comfort in the thought that I shall never be trken for

a wizard,” said the squire.
“ Be not too sure of that, good Master Nicholas,” returned Potts.

“ Our prescient prince seems to have had you in his eye when he penned
his description of a wizard, for, he saith, ‘ A great number of thorn that
ever have been chnvict or confessors of witchcraft, as may be presently
seen by many that have at this time confessed, are some of them rich

aud worldly-wise ; some of them fat or corpulent in their bodies ; and
most part of them altogether given over to the pleasures of the flesh,

continual hauntingtof company, and all kinds of merriness, lawful ami
unlawful.' This hitteth you^exactly, Master Nicholas.”

“ Zounds !” exclaimed the squire, “
if this be exact, it touchcth me too

nearly to bp altogether agreeable.”
“ The passage is truly quoted, Nicholas,” observed Mistress Nutter,

with a cold smile. “ I perfectly remember it. Master Potts seems to

have the ‘ Dacmonologie’ at his fingers’ ends.”
“ I have made it my study, madam,” replied the lawyer, somewhat

mollified by the remark, a as I have tho statute an witchcraft, and indeed
most other statutes.”

* “ We have wasted time enough in this unprofitable talk,” said

Mistress Nutter, abruptly quitting them, without bestowing the slightest

salutation on Potts.

“ I was but jesting in what I said just now, good Master Nicholas/''

observed the little lawyer, nowise disconcerted at the slight, “ though
they were the king’s exact words I quoted. No ope would suspect you
of being a wizard—ha !—ha ! But I am resolved tf> prosecute the search,
and I calculate upon your aid, and that of Master Richard Assheton,
who goes with us.”

“ You shall have mine, at all events, Master Potts,” replied Nicholas

;

“and I doubt not, my cousin Dicks, too.”
“ Our May Queen, Alizon Device, is Mother Dcmdike’s grand-

daughter, is sne not ?” asked Potts, after a moment’s reflection.
“ Ay, why do you ask ?” demanded Nicholas.
“ For a good and sufficing reason,” replied Potts. “ She might be an

important witness, for, as King James saith, * bairns or wives may, of our
law, serve for sufficient witnesses and proofs/ And he goeth on to say,
‘ For who but witches can be proofs, and so witnesses of the doings of
witches.’

”

“ You do not mean to aver that Alizon Device is a witch, sir ?” cried
Nicholas, sharply.

“ I aver nothing,” replied Potts ;
“ but, as a relative of a suspected

witch, she will be the best witness against her.”
“ If you design to meddle with Alizon Device, expect no assistance
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from me, Master Potts,” said Nicholas, sternly, “but rather the con-
trary.”

“Nay, I but threw out the hint, good Master Nicholas,” replied

Potts. “ Another witness will do equally well. There are other children,

no doubt. I rely on you, sir ; I rely on you. I shall now go in search of

Master Nowell, and obtain the warrant and the constable.”
“ And I shall go keep my appointment with Parson Dewhurst, at the

Abbey,” said Nicholas, bowing slightly tef the attorney, and taking his

departure.

“ It will not do to alarm him at present,” said Potts, looking afterhim,
“ but I'll have that girl as a witness, and I know hoy to t^rify her into

compliance. A singular woman, that Mistress Alice Nutter; I must in-

quire into her history. Odd, how obstinately sb*i set her face against

witchcraft. And yet she lives at Rough Lee, in the very heart of a witch

district, for such Master Nicholas Assheton calls this Pendle Forest. I

shouldn’t wonder if she has dealings with the old hags she defends

—

Mother Demdike and Mother Chattox. Chattox ! Lord bless us, what a

name !—There’s caldron and broomstick in the very sound ! And Dem-
dike is little better. Both seem of diabolical invention. If I can unearth

a pack of witches, I shall gain much credif from my honourable good
lords the judges of assize in these northern parts, besides pleasing the

king himself, who is sure to hear of it, and reward my praiseworthy* zeal.

Look to yourself, Mistress Nutter, and take care you are not caught trip-

ping. And now, for Master Roger Nowell”
With this, he peered about among the crowd in search of the magis-

trate, but though he thrust bis little turned-up nose in every direction, he

could not find him, and therefore set out for the Abbey, concluding he had
gone thither.

As Mistress Nutter walked along, she perceived James Device among
the crowd, holding Jennet by the hand, and motioned him to come to her.

Jem instantly understood the sign, and, quitting his little sister, drew
near.

“ Tell thy mother,” said Mistress Nutter, in a tone calculated only for

his hearing, “ to eomq to me, at the Abbey, quickly and secretly. I shall

be in the ruins of the did convent church. I have somewhat to say to her,

that concerns herself as well as me. Thou wilt have to go to Rough Lee
and Malkin Tower to-night.”

Jem nodded, to show his perfect apprehension of what was said and his

assent to it, and while Mistress Nutter moved on with a slow and dignified

step, he returned to Jennet, and told her she must go home directly—

a

piece of intelligence which was not received very graciously by the little

maiden; but nothing heeding her unwillingness, Jem walked her off

quickly in the direction of the cottage; but while on the way to it, they

accidentally encountered their mother, Elizabeth Device, and therefore

go up to th’ Abbey, directly, mother,” said Jem, with a wink;
“ Mistress Nutter wishes to see ye. Yo’n find her i’

t’ ruins o* fc’ owd
convent church. Tak kere yo’re neaw seen. Yo onderstond.”

“ Yeigh,” replied Elizabetn, nodding her head significantly ;
" ey’n go

at wonst, an’ see efter Alizon ot t* same time. Fo ey’m towd hoo has

fainted, an been taen to th’ Abbey by Lady Assheton.”

stopped.

“Yoi
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“ Never heed Alizon,” replied Jem, gruffly. “ Hoo’s i’ good hands.

Yc munna be seen, ey tell ye. Ky’m going to Malkin Tower to-neet, if

yo’n owt to send.”

“ To-neet, Jem?” echoed little Jennet.

“ Eigh,” rejoined Jem, sharply. “ Howd te tongue, wench. Dunna
lose time, mother.”

And as he and his little sister pursued their way to the cottage,

Elizabeth hobbled off towards the Abbey, muttering, as she went, “ I hope
Alizon an Mistress Nutter winna meet. Nah that it matters, boh still

it's better not. Strange, the wench should ha’ fainted. Boh she’* always

foolish an tiimnersoiqe, an ey half fear has lost her heart to young Richard

Assheton. Ey’n watch her narrowly, an if it turn out to be so, she mun
be cured, or he securecUr-ha! ha!”

And muttering in this way, she passed through the Abbey gateway, the

wicket being left open, and proceeded towards the ruinous convent church,

taking care as much as possible to avoid observation.

Chapter V.

THE GARLAND ON TIIE GRAVE.

Not far from the green where the May-day revels were held, stood

the ancient parish church of Whalley, it,s square tower surmounted with

a llagstaff and banner, and shaking with the joyous peals of the ringers.

A picturesque and beautiful structure it was, though lull of architectural

incongruities, and its grey walls and hoary buttresses, with the lancet-

shaped windows of the choir, and the ramified tfacery of the fine eastern

^window, could not fail to please any taste not quite so critical as to require

absolute harmony and perfection in a building. Parts of the venerable

fabric were older than the Abbey itself, dating back as far as the eleventh

century, wThcn a chapel occupied the site, and though 1 many alterations

had been made in the subsequent structure at various times, and many
beauties destroyed, especially during the period of the Reformation,

enough of its pristine character remained to rendof it a very good speci-

men of an old country church. Internally, the cylindrical columns of the

north aisle, the construction of the choir, and the three stone seats sup-

ported on rounded columns near the altar, proclaimed its high antiquity.

Within the choir "were preserved the eighteen richly-carved stalls once oc-

cupying a similar position in the desecrated conventual church ; and though

exquisite in themselves, they seemed here sadly out of place, not being

proportionate to the structure. Their elaborately-carved seats projected

far into the body of the church, and their crocketed pinnacles shot up
almost to the ceiling. But it was well they had not shared the destruc-

tion in which almost all the other ornaments of the magnificent fane they

once decorated were involved. Carefully preserved, the black varnished

oak well displayed the quaint and grotesque designs with which many of

them—the prior’s stall in especial— were embellished. Chiefamong tnem
was the abbot’s stall, festooned with sculptured vine wreaths and clustering

grapes, and bearing the auspicious inscription:

Simptr gatrtrcnUs sint fata sttte srtettUs

:
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singularly inapplicable, however, to the last prelate who filled it. Some
fine old monuments, and warlike trophies of neighbouring wealthy
families, adorned the walls, .and within the navo was a magnificent pew,
with a canopy and pillars of elaborately-carved oak, and lattice-work at
the sides, allotted to the manor of Read, and recently erected by Roger
Nowell; while in the north and south aisles were two small chapels,

converted since the reformed faith had ^obtained, into pews—the one,

called Saint Mary’s Cage, belonging to the Asshcton family; and the
other, appertaining to the Catterals of Little Mitton, and designated

Saint Nicholas’s Cage. Under the last-named chapel were interred some
of the Paslews of Wiswall, and here lay the last unfortunate Abbot of
Whalley, between whose grave and the Asshcton and Ilraddyll families,

a fatal relation was supposed to subsist. Anothe!* large pew, allotted to

the Towneleys, and designated Saint Anthony’s Cage, was rendered
remarkable, by a characteristic speech of Sir John Towneloy, which gave
much offence to the neighbouring dames. Called upon to decide as to

the position of the sittings in the church, the discourteous knight made
choice of Saint Anthony’s Cage, already mentioned, declaring, “ My
man Shuttleworth, of Hacking, made this form, and here will I sit when
I come, and my cousin Nowell may make a seat behind me if he please,

and my son Sherburne shall make one on the other side, and JVJaster

Catteral another behind him, and for the residue the use shall be, first

come first speed, and that wil^ make the proud wives of Whalley rise

betimes to come to church.” One can fancy the rough knight’s chuckle,

as he addressed these words to the old clerk, certain of their being

quickly repeated to the “proud wives” in question.

Within the churchyard grew two fine old yew trees, now long since

decayed and gone, but then spreading their dark green arms over the

little turf-covered graves. Reared against the buttresses of the church

was an old stone coffin, together with a fragment of a curious monu-
mental effigy, likewise of stone; but the most striking objects in the

place, and deservedly ranked amongst the wonders of Whalley, were

three remarkable obelisk-shaped crosses, set in a line upon pedestals,

covered with singular ^devices in fretwork, and all three differing in size

and design. Evidently of remotest antiquity, these crosses were tradi-

tionally assigned to Paullinus, who, according to the Venerable Bede,

first preached the Gospel in these parts, in the early part of the seventh

century ; but other legends w ere attached to them .by the vulgar, and
dim mystery brooded over them.

Vestiges of another people and another faith were likewise here dis-

cernible, for where the Saxon forefathers of the village prayed and slum-

bered in death, the Roman invaders of the isle had trodden and perchance

performed their religious rites; sc ne traces of an encampment being

found in the churchyard by the historian of the spot, while the north

boundary of the hallowed precincts was formed by a deep foss, once

encompassing the nigh-ohliterated fortification. Besides these records

of an elder people, there was another memento of bygone days and

creeds in a little hermitage and chapel adjoining it, founded in the reign

of Edward III., by Henry, Duke of Lancaster, for the support of two

recluses and a priest to say masses daily for him and his descendants ;

but this pious bequest being grievously abused in the subsequent reign of
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Iieory VI. by Isole de Heton, a fair widow, who, in the first transports

of grief vowing herself to Heaven, took up her abode in the hermitage,

and led a very disorderly life therein, to the great scandal of the Abbey,

and the great prejudice of the morals of its brethren, and at last, tired

even of the slight restraint imposed upon her, fled away “ contrary to

her oath and profession, not willing, nor intending to be restored again,”

the hermitage was dissolved by the pious monarch, and masses ordered to

be said daily in the parish church for the repose of the soul of the

founder. Such was the legend attached to the little cell, and tradition

went on to say that the anchoress broke her leg in crossing Whalley

Nab, and limped ever afterwards ; a just judgment on such a heinous

offender. Both these little structures were picturesque objects, being

overgrown with ivy anti woodbine. The chapel was completely in ruins,

while the cell, profaned by the misdoings of the dissolute votaress [sole,

had been converted into a cage for vagrants and offenders, and made
secure by a grated window, and a strong door studded with broad-headed

nails.

The view from the churchyard, embracing the vicarage-house, a com-

fortable residence, surrounded by a large walled-in garden, well stocked

with fruit trees, and sheltered by a fine grove of rook-haunted timber,

exteijded on the one hand over the village, and on the other over the

Abbey, and was bounded by the towering and well-wooded heights of

Whalley Nab. On the side of the Abbey, the most conspicuous objects

we§e the great north-eastern gateway witn the ruined conventual church.

Ever beautiful, the view was especially so on the present occasion, from

the animated scene combined with it ; and the pleasant prospect was en-

joyed by a large assemblage, who had adjourned thither to witness the con-

cluding part of the festival.

Within the green and flower-decked bowers which, as has before beeu

mentioned, were erected in the churchyard, were seated Doctor Ormerod
and Sir Ralph Assheton, with such of their respective, guests as had not

already retired, including Richard and Nicholas Assheton, both of whom
had returned from the Abbey; the former having been dismissed by Lady
Assheton from further attendance upon Alizon, and the latter having con-

cluded his discourse with Parson Dewhurst, who, incieed, accompanied him
to the church, and was now placed between the vicar and the rector of

Middleton. From this gentle elevation the gay company on the green

could be fully discerned, the tall maypole, with its garlands and ribands,

forming a pivot, about which the throng ever revolved, while stationary

amidst the moving masses, the rush-cart reared on high its broad green

back, as if to resist the living waves constantly dashed against it. By-

and-by a new kind of movement was perceptible, and it soon became

evident that a procession was being formed. Immediately afterwards the

rush-cart was put in motion, and winded slowly along the narrow street

leading to the church, preceded by the morris-dancers, and the other

May-day revellers, and followed by a great concourse of people, shouting,

dancing, and singing.

On came the crowd. The iingling of bells and the sound of music

grew louder and Jouder, and the procession, lost for awhile behind some

intervening habitations, though tne men bestriding the rush-cart could be

discerned over their summits, burst suddenly into view ;
and the revellers
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entering the churchyard, drew up on either side of the little path leading

to the porch, while the rush-cart coming up the next moment, stopped at

the gate. Then four young maidens, dressed in white and having
baskets in their hands, advanced and scattered flowers along the path; after

which ladders were reared against the sides of the rush-cart, and the men
descending from their exalted position, bore the garlands to the church,

preceded by the vicar and the two other divines, and followed by Robin
Hood and nis band, the morris-dancers, and a troop of little children sing-

ing a hymn. The next step was to unfasten the bundles of rushes, of

which the cart was composed, and this was very quickly and skilfully per-

formed, the utmost care being taken of the trinkets and valuables with

which it was ornamented. These were gathered together in baskets and
conveyed to the vestry, and there locked up. Tliis done, the bundles of

rushes wero taken up by several old women, who strewed the aisles with

them, and placed such as had been tied up as mats in the pews. At tho

same time, two casks of ale set near the gate, and given for the occasion

by the vicar, were broached, and their foaming contents freely distributed

among the dancers and the thirsty crowd. Very merry were they, as

may bo supposed, in consequence, but their mirth was happily kept within

due limits of decorum.
*

When the rush-cart was well-nigh unladen, Richard Assheton entered

the church, and greatly pleased with the effect of the flowery garland? with

which the various pews were decorated, said as much to the vicar, who
smilingly replied, that lie was gfcul to find he approved of the practice,

“ even though it might savour of superstition and, as the good doctor

walked away, being called forth, the young man almost unconsciously

turned into the chapel ,on the north aisle. Here he stood for a few

moments gazing round the church, wrapt in pleasing meditation, in which

many objects, somewhat foreign to the place and time, passed through his

mind, when, chancing to look down, ho saw a small funeral wreath, of

mingled yew and cypress, lying at his feet, and a slight tremor passed

over his frame, as he found he was standing on the ill-omened grave of

Abbot Paslew. Before lie could ask himself by whom this sad garland

had been so deposited^ Nicholas Assheton came up to him, and with a

look of great uneasiiifess cried, “ Come away instantly, Dick. Do you
know where you are standing ?”

“ On the grave of the last Abbot of Wlialley,” replied Richard,

smiling.

“Have you forgotten the common saying,” cried Nicholas, “that tho

Assheton who stands on that unlucky grave shall die within the year ?

Come ''way at once.”

“It is too late,” replied Richard; “I have incurred the fate, if such a

fate be attached to the tomb, and as my moving away will not preserve

me, so my tarrying here cannot injure me further. But I have no fear.”

“ You have more courage than I possess,” rejoined Nicholas. “ I would

not set foot on that accursed stone for half the county. Its malign in-

fluence on our house has been approved too often. The first to experience

the fatal destiny were Richard Assheton and John Braddyll, the purchasers

of the Abbey. Both met here together on the anniversary of the abbot's

execution—some forty years after its occurrence, it is true, and when they

were both pretty well stricken in years—and within that year, namely

VOL. XV1XL 2 R
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157S, both died, and were buried in the vault on the opposite side of the

church, not many paces from their old enemy. The last instance was my
poor brother Richard, who, being incredulous as you are, was resolved to

brave the destiny, and stationed himself upbn the tomb during divine

service; but he, too, died within the appointed time.”

“ He was bewitched to death—so, at least, it is affirmed,” said Richard

Assheton, with a smile. “ But I believe in one evil influence just as much
as in the other.” u

“ It matters not how the destiny be accomplished, so it come to pass,”

rejoined the squire, turning away. u Heaven shield you from it

“ Stay !” said Ricjiard, picking up the wreath. “ Who, think you, can

have placed this funeral garland on the abbot’s grave ?”

“ I cannot guess,” <**ned Nicholas, staring at it in amazement : “ an
enemy of ours, most likely. It is neither customary nor lawful in our

Protestant country so to ornament graves. Put it down, Dick.”

“I shall not displace it, certainly,” replied Richard, laying it down
again ;

“ but I as little think it has been placed here by a hostile hand,

as I do that harm will ensue to me from standing here. To relieve your

anxiety, however, I will come forth,” he added, stepping into the aisle.

“ Why should an enemy deposit a garland on the abbot’s tomb, since it

was by mere chance that it hath met my eyes ?”

“ 3ieie chance !” cried Nicholas ;
“ everything is mere chance with

you philosophers. There is more than chance in it. 3Iy mind misgives

me strangely. That terrible old Abbot Faslew is as troublesome to us in

death, as he was during life to our predecessor, Richard Assheton. Not
content with making his tombstone a weapon of destruction to us, he

pays the Abbey itself an occasional visit, am], his appearance always

betides some disaster to the family. 1 have never seen him myself, and
“trust 1 never shall ; but other people have, and have been nigh scared

out of their senses by the apparition.”
" Idle tales, the invention of over-heated brains,” rejoined Richard.

<c Trust me, the abbot’s rest will not be broken till the Ilay when all shall

rise from their tombs ;
though if ever the dead (supposing such a thing

possible) could be justified in injuring and affrighting the living, it might
be in his case, since he mainly owed his destructionto our ancestor. On
the same principle, it has been held that church-lands are unlucky to their

lay-possessors ; but see how this superstitious] notion has been disproved

in our own family, to whom Whalley Abbey and its domains have
brought wealth, power, and worldly happiness.”

“ There is something in the notion, nevertheless,” replied Nicholas

;

(i and though our case may, I hope, continue an exception to the rule,

most grantees of ecclesiastical houses have found them a curse, and the

time may come when the Abbey may prove so to our descendants. But
without discussing the point, there is one instance in which the malignant

influence of the vindictive abbot has undoubtedly extended long after

his death. You have heard, I suppose, that he pronounced a dreadful

anathema upon the child of a man who had the reputation of being a
wizard, and who afterwards acted as his executioner. 1 know not the

whole particulars of the dark story, but I know that Paslew fixed a curse

upon the child, declaring it should become a witch, and the mother of

witches. And the prediction has been verified. Nigh eighty years have
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flown by since then, and the infant still lives—a fearful and mischievous
witch—and all her family are similarly fated—all are witches.”

“ I never heard the story before,” said Richard, somewhat thought-
fully

;
« but I guess to whom you allude—Mother Demdike, of Pendlo

Forest, and her family.”
“ Precisely,” rejoined Nicholas ;

“ they are a brood of witches.”
“

#

In that case, Alizon Device must bo g, witch,” cried Richard ;
“ and

I think you will hardly venture upon such an assertion after what you
have seen of her to-day. If she he a witch, I would there were many
such—as fair and gentle. And see you not how easily the matter is

explained? ‘Give a dog an ill name and hang hW—a proverb with
which you arc familiar enough. So with Mother Demdike. Whether
really uttered or not, the abbot’s curse upon her and her issue has been
bruited abroad, and hence she is made a witch, and hci; children ar* sup-
posed to inherit the infamous taint. So it is with you tomb. Is is said
to be dangerous to our family, and dangerous no doubt it is to those who
believe in the saying, which, luckily, 1 do not. The prophecy works its

own fulfilment. The absurdity and injustice of yielding to the opinion
are manifest. No wrong can have been doao the abbot by Mother Dem-
dike, any more than by her children ; aud yet they are to be punished for
the misdeeds of their predecessor.” #

“ Ay, just as you and I, who are of the third and fourth generation,
may be punished for the sins o£ our fathers,” rejoined Nicholas. “ You
have Scripture against you, Dick. The only thing I see in favour of
your argument is, the instance you allege of Alizon. She does not look
like a witch, certainly ; but there is no saying. She may be only the
more dangerous for her fare beauty and apparent innocence!”

“ I would answer for her truth with my Jjfe !” cried Richard, quickly.
“ It is impossible to look at her countenance, in which candour and puritv
shine forth, and doubt her goodness.”

“ She hath c.a?t her spells over you, Dick, that is certain,” rejoined
Nicholas, laughing ;

“ but to be serious. .Alizon, I admit, is an exception
to the rest of the family, but that only strengthens the general rule.

Did you ever remark
j
the strange look they all—save the fair maid in

question—have about the eyes ?”

Richard answered in the negative.

“ It is very singular, and l wonder you have not noticed it,” pm-sued
Nicholas ;

“ but the question of reputed witchcraft in Mother Demdike
has some chance of being speedily settled

; for Master Potts, the little

London lawyer, who goes with us to Pendle Forest to-morrow, is about
to have her arrested and examined before a magistrate,”

“ Indeed !” exclaimed Richard ; “this must be prevented.”
“ Why so ?” exclaimed Nicholas, in surprise.

“Because the prejudice existing against her is sure to convict and
destroy her,” replied Richard. u Her great age, infirmities, and poverty,

will be proofs against her. How can she, or any old enfeebled creature

like her, whose decrepitude and misery should move compassion rather

than excite fear—how can such a person defend herself against charges

easily made and impossible to refute ? I do not deny the possibility of

witchcraft, even in our own days, though I think it of very unlikely occur-

rence ; but I would determinate^ resist giving credit to any tales told by
2 b 2
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the superstitious vulgar, who, naturally prone to cruelty, .have, so many

motives for revenging imaginary wrongs. It is placing a dreadful

weapon in their hands, of which they have cunning enough to know the

use, but neither mercy nor justice enough to restrain them from using it.

Better let one guilty person escape, than many innocent perish.
.

So

many undefined charges have been brought against Mother Demdike,

that at last they have fixed a stigma on her name, and made her an object

of dread and suspicion. She is endowed with mysterious power, which

would have no effect if not believed in
;
and now must be burned because

she is called a witch, and is doting and vain enough to accept the title.”

“ There is something in a witch difficult, nay, almost impossible to

describe,” said Nicholas, “ but you cannot be mistaken about her. By her

general ill course of life, by repeated acts of mischief, .and by threats,

followed by the consequences menaced, she becomes known. There is

much mystery in the matter, not permitted human knowledge entirely to

penetrate ; but, as we know from the Scriptures that the sin of witchcraft

did exist, jmd as we have no evidence that it has ceased, so it is fair to

conclude that there may be practiscrs of the dark offence in our own

days ; and such I hold to Mother Demdike and Mother Chattox.

Rival potentates in evil, they contend which shall do most mischief ; but

it must be admitted the former bears away the bell.”

“ if all the ill attributed to her were really caused by her machinations,

this might be correct,” replied Richard, “ but it only shows her to be

more calumniated than the other. In a word, cousin Nicholas, I look

upon them as two poor old creatures who, persuaded they really possess

the supernatural power accorded to them by the vulgar, strive to act up

to their parts, and are mainly assisted in doing so by the credulity and

fears of their audience.”

“Admitting the blind creoulity of the multitude,” said Nicholas, “and

their proneness to discern the hand of the witch in the most trifling acci-

dents ;
admitting, also, their readiness to accuse any old crone unlucky

enough to offend them of sorcery ;
I still believe that there are actual

prlctisers of the black art, who, for a brief term of power, have entered

into a league with Satan, worship him and attend his sabbaths, and have

a familiar, in the shape of a cat, dog, toad, or mole, lo obey their behests,

transform themselves into various shapes—as a hound, horse, or hare,

—

raise storms of wind or hail, maim cattle, bewitch and slay human

beings, and ride whither they will on broomsticks. But holding the

contrary opinion, you will not, I apprehend, aid Master Potts in his quest

of witches.”

“
I will not,” rejoined Richard.

“ On the contrary, I will oppose him.

But enough of this. Let us go forth.”

And they quitted the church together.
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THE FOOTPRINTS.
DY CORNELIUS COLVILLE.

The extraordinary adventure I am about to relate occurred in the
autumn of 1822. I was staying in a remote part of the county of ,

whither I had gone for the benefit of my health. I intended only to re-

main a fortnight, and, indeed, could ill be spared from home for a longer
period, but I had already derived so nni^h benefit from the change of air,

that I determined to prolong my stay another week.
The strange occurrence to which I refer happened only a few days

before my return home. One evening I strolled a few miles from the

house in which I was staying. I had been prevented from walking during
the day, owing to the inclement state of the weather. It had rained

without intermission from about six o’clock in tfie morning till about five

in the afternoon, when the vapours cleared away, and a beautiful evening
succeeded. I had been so severely punished all day in consequence of
my compulsory confinement, that I hailed the reappearance .offine weather
with the liveliest satisfaction, and resolved to profit by it at once. If, how-
ever, I could have foreseen the singular circumstances that were about to

befall me, the probability is I should have remained in the house, or, at

all events, have gone but a short distance from home.
The evening was beautiful, and nature, after the recent rain, seemed

to be reanimated with new life. The foliage of the hedge-rows and trees

sparkled with small globules of water, which, as the rays of the setting

sun were reflected upon them, appeared to be myriads of the most bril-

liant diamonds. In some places I observed the golden corn still waving
in rich luxuriance, and seeming to invite the sickle of the reaper; in

others, the piled up shelves were already waiting for the husbandmen to

remove them.

I had wandered on, delighted with the beautiful and ever-varying

scene around me, without paying regard to the distance I had travelled or

to time, which heedlessly had been suffered to elapse. The road upon
which I had been travelling was not much frequented, and it was one that

I was totally unacquainted with. The sun had already sunk behind the

hills, and tne evening shades were beginning to gather around, when I

•was reminded that it was time to return. I looked at my watch and was
surprised to find it already eight o’clock.

As I have previously stated, the way which I had come was unknown
to me, and my attention had been so much directed to the objects

around me, that I had paid but little attention to it. I had in several

instances diverged from one path to another, and was by no means cer-

tain that l coudd find my way back again without assistance. I looked

around me to see if any person or house were within sight, that I might

make inquiry ; I, however, saw neither. For the first mile or two I was
perfectly convinced it was the road 1 had come; but I at last reached a
place where the road branched off in four different directions, and was so

completely perplexed, that I knew not which to take. I remained here

a full quarter of an hour, hoping that some person would appear in sight

and extricate me from the awkward dilemma in which I was placed. I
waited in vain ; no one appeared. The darkness was fast approaching,

and there was little time to lose. The moon had not yet risen, and her ab-

sence caused me much uneasiness. I regarded the roads for a few minutes
with the greatest attention, and at length took that which, to the best of
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my knowledge, appeared to be the right one. As l’^oiflf^did, I saw

two or three objects which I thought I had previously pasted, this

circumstance rendered me more comfortable in my mind than I should

otherwise have been. I travelled a considerable distance, but could not

perceive that I was getting any nearer home. Indeed, the painful truth

now forced itselfupon me, that I had taken the wrong road. It was useless

to think of retracing my steps, for the path having been tortuous and
intricate, I did not think myself^capable of doing so. I paused for a few
minutes and took a survey of the surrounding country, to ascertain, if

possible, my present position. Being totally unacquainted with the

locality, I could not form the most remote idea. A gleam ct hope
suddenly burst in upoVi me. I imagined I descried a feeble light in the

distance. I gazed at it intently for a few minutes, and was confirmed

in my former opinion.
1
1 advanced towards it, lor I felt sure that if I

could gain no information as to my position, I could at least be furnished

with some kind of sleeping accommodation for the night. A short while

sufficed to enable me to reach the place whence the light issued. It was
a small cottage that stood by the road-side. I knocked at the door, but

nobody answered my summons. I repeated the process, but with the

same result. I stood for a minute or two, and then walked to the win-

dow. I listened, and heard a number of voices within. The persons,

whoever they might be, were evidently engaged in a dispute; for the

debate rail high, and angry words were distinctly audible. The pulse of

my heart beat quickly. I was greatly agitated, and scarcely knew what
would be the best course to pursue under the circumstances. The hour

was now becoming late, and the only light afforded me was from the

stars in the blue firmament above. It became necessary, if I could not

secure a lodging where I was, to proceed in some direction. After a

little hesitation, I again knocked at the door, much louder than I had pre-

viously done. This time my application was successful, for some one, in

stentorian tone of voice, demanded

—

“ Who’s there ?” «

“ A stranger,” I tremulously replied. ,

“ What do you want ?” inquired the man, in a surly tone.

“ A bed for the night, or ” *

“ We havn’t one for ourselves,” was the reply.
^

“ I should be content to lie on the floor,” I suggested. *

“ There’s not room,” answered the man.
“ Will you,” 1 inquired, as a demure ressourcc, “ point mo the way

to > or to the nearest inn.”

The man now slowly undid the fastenings of the door, and in a short

time his huge, ungainly figure was revealed to my view. His counte-

nance was much disfigured, as though with blows, and its expression very

repulsive.

“ I do not know that place,” he replied. " The nearest inn is about three

miles from here. Take the road to the right, and go straight forward.”

I thanked him, and walked in the direction he had pointed out. The
appearance of the man had not at all prepossessed me in his favour, nor

had the noise that I had heard within the cottage tended to lull my sus-

picions as to the character of its inmates. I could not help thinking

there was a reason for refusing^me shelter for the night. Some deed

was probably to be accomplished which required the presence of as few

eye-witnesses as possible. When I was out of the man’s sight, I ran for
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a considerable distance ; for it appeared to me that I was in great danger
of being waylaid—robbed, perhaps murdered. It was now very dark,

and about ten o’clock. The road I was now traversing was remarkably
lonely; skirted, for a great distance on both sides, by thick, umbrageous
woods. I walked swiftly forward, trusting that I should at length reach
a house where shelter for the night and some refreshment would be
afforded me, for I was nearly exhausted by hunger and fatigue.

As far as I can judge, 1 had traveled upwards of three miles, and
still no house of any kind was visible. 1 was about to give the matter up
in despair, and seek shelter under some hedge for the night, when I ob-
served a flickering light, apparently but a short distance to the right.

I made no doubt that this was the inn alluded *to by the man, and ac-

cordingly journeyed on towards it. The light, however, led me entirely

from the road on which I had been travelling, and, in order to reach it,

it appeared necessary to make a path tlirough thg fields, if none was
Already provided. I looked around me for a few minutes, and at length

conceived I had found the proper way; but I speedily discovered my mis-

take, for when I hail arrived at the other end of the field, I saw that it

was not a regular footpath. I was, however, determined not to return,

so I contrived to make my way through# the hedge into the next field.

The road became still more disagreeable, especially to1 a person whose
feet were naturally tender, and who had already accomplished pretty

long journey. This was a fallow-field, and full of large clods and stones.

1 managed, however, to get across it, although I had another fence to

climb when I had done so. I passed more quickly through the*next two
or three fields, but did not seem to be approaching any nearer to the

light. I began now, indeed, to fear that it might be some treacherous

ignisfatuus,
or will-o’Uhe-wisp, that was luring me into all kinds of

dangers and difficulties. At this point I nearly gave up the enterprise as

hopeless ; but my energy again returned, and I hastened forward.

Several other fields were crossed, but the goal seemed as far distant as

ever. I would *iot now suffer my exertions to flag, so I pressed on, and,

after the elapse of about half an hour, found, to my great joy, that I was
now only a few hundred yards from the object of my search. There was
still, however, a wocd to pass through, which presented as many diffi-

culties as I had as ydt encountered ; for the underwood was very thick and
troublesome, and my hands were frightfully scratched by the brambles.

Wheu I emerged from the wood, the moon, which had now risen, shed

a rich silvery light upon a strange, antiquated-looking tower, from a

window of which the light which had Ic'd ine hither issued. The building

was a fine specimen of the Norman style of architecture, and seemed so far

to have escaped the ravages of time as to render only a few repairs neces-

sary. Its grey and venerable battlements (for it had evidently been used

as a place of defence) were overgrown with ivy, which pended in long

festoons from their sides. Small loopholes were discernible in several

ports of the building, and which served to admit the light to some stone

steps that led to the top of the tower. This singular fabric stood on a
rising ground, which sloped down to the wood already spoken of. It was

much screened from observation by thick copses, which on all sides sur-

rounded it.

I stood for some time surveying the place with eager curiosity. There

was something so strange about its appearance—so isolated in its situa-

tion, that I was at a loss to conjecture by whom it could be inhabited. It
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had certainly none of the appearance of an inn, aud was evidently not

adapted for such a purpose. It could not, therefore, be the house to

which the man had directed me ; or, if it were, it seemed probable that, in

doing so, he was actuated by interested motives. Who knew but the

place might be infested with a band of robbers, and that the inhabitants

of the cottage were in connexion with it ? I confess there seemed to be
rational grounds for such a suspicion. The peculiar position of the tower,

the lonely and unfrequented character of the district, the appearance of

the man at the cottage, and the violent altercation I had heard, all

seemed to favour such a supposition. The hour was very late, and 1 was
excessively hungry and fatigued, but I considered it would be imprudent to

make known my presence to the inhabitants of the tower before 1 had taken

a better survey of the place. I therefore walked once or twice round it.

A little to the left of tfie building there was a small garden, at the end
of which was erected a slight wooden structure, which I conceived to be a
toolhouse, or a place for the reception of garden-utensils. As it was pos-

sible, I thought, to learn something of the character of the proprietor by
an inspection of his garden, I accordingly entered it. It was laid out in

admirable style, and used only as a flower-garden. I walked up and down
it once or twice, and at length*my attention was rivetted, and my alarm

and curiosity considerably aroused, when I discovered on a portion of the

soil certain indentations, made by a human—or, perhaps, more properly

speaking—by a superhuman foot ! This circumstance called for parti-

cular attention on my part, from the fact .that the impression of the foot

was about twice the size of the foot of an ordinary man ! I placed my own
by the side of it, and w as struck with the contrast. Nor was the distance

between the several footmarks less surprising, from which it would appear

that the length of the person’s step (if, indeed, he were a human being)

was most incredible. I traced the footprints for several yards, and found

that they were all of the same size, and the space between was the same
in every instance. I was at the pains to ascertain this, because I conceived

it probable that the indentations I had at first observed anight not have

been made by a person actually walking ; but I was now convinced that

they were, and, to all appearance, the pedestrian had only been walking

in his ordinary way. This discovery alarmed me not a little, and I was
quite at a loss to conceive the nature of a being wlA seemed to differ so

widely from ordinary mortals.

I determined to prosecute my search further. The wooden building,

of which I have already spoken, was still unexplored : it could contain

nothing, I imagined, but perhaps flower-roots, garden-implements, seed

packages, &c. ; but in this I was grossly deceived. I had some difficulty

to encounter in approaching it, for the ground in front was covered with

thorns, which it was necessary first to remove before I could open the

door. It was not a pleasant task, and I was not so well prepared for it

as I might have been under more favourable circumstances. I was both

hungry and fatigued, and if I could but have appeased my voracious

appetite, I should have quietly lain under the hedge all night, and given

up all idea of effecting an entrance into the tower ; but the pangs of

hunger were excruciating, and I found it absolutely necessary to procure

food somewhere. I had tasted nothing since dinner, which I had
sparingly partaken of at an early hour. I proceeded to remove the im-

pediment that prevented my approach to the place in question. It occu-

pied me some time in doing so, for my hands were already very tender,
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from having so frequently come in contact with the brambles and thorns.

I succeeded, however, at length in removing them, and the way was now
clear. I took hold of the door, and attempted to draw it towards me,
but it resisted my efforts ; I* concluded that it must be locked. I how-
ever examined it closely, but found no indications of a lock. I placed

my hand on the other side of the little structure, and discovered that the

door was only fastened by a piece of cord. This I speedily untied, and
immediately succeeded in throwing the door wide open. God of heaven !

I had no sooner done so than I started pack with horror, and should

have fallen to the ground, but for some wooden palings which now op-

portunely afforded me support. I shall not forget the spectacle I beheld,

and the impression it made upon me. I shook in*every limb, and the

perspiration streamed copiously from every pore in my body. In the

entrance of what I had conceived to be a toolhduse stood, in an erect

position, an oblong, wooden box, in which was placed a human body, ap-

parently in the last stage of decomposition. The flesh had nearly all

fallen from the face, and the eyes and nose were already gone. Some
of the teeth were prominently and disgustingly displayed,* whilst others

appeared to have fallen out. It was some time before I recovered from
the shock I had received ; when I did s^, I found, in my precipitate

retreat, I had neglected to close the door of the wooden building. I

. hastened to remedy this omission, and to shut up the frightful and dis-

gusting spectacle from the pure air of heaven.

I now knew not what step take. If I had been so much surprised

and horrified at what I had seen in the garden, it was only reasonable

to suppose that the tower itself would display other horrors, perhaps of

a more fearful and painful a description. The dead body I had seen

only tended to confirm*me in my previous conjecture as to the character

of the occupiers of the tower. I had now no further doubt that they

were robbers—murderers—and that the dead body in question was that

of one of their victims. Still the footprints upon the soil were inex-

plicable. I was unable to form any idea as to how they had come there,

although I was fully persuaded that they were not those of an ordinaiy

human being.

My hunger was ^ow insupportable, and I would have given anything

I possessed to appease it. I examined my pockets, and found that they

contained a sovereign and a few shillings in silver. If the inhabitants of

the tower were really what I apprehended they were, they could have no

inducement to inflict personal injury upon me, if I voluntarily surrendered

the ijipney in my possession; and probably their charity would induce

^thehi^ when I represented my emergency to them, to offer me some food.

•^Filled with this reflection, I advanced to the entrance of this singular build-

ing. I knocked at the door loudly with my hand, but received no answer.

I repeated the summons, but witn no better success. As a last resource, I

pushed the door from me, and, to my great astonishment, it flew open.

With considerable hesitation I walked in, and entered a small room on

the left. I was struck with the oddity of the furniture, which was old-

fashioned, and principally made of oak. A square table stood in the

centre, hut although I am a man of an average height, the table reached

to my chest when I was standing. There were two enormous sized chairs

placed at the top and bottom, either of them capable of holding three

persons with ease. Further examination revealed to me other articles

corresponding in size with those I have named. There was a very large
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couch of antique manufacture, which extended from one end of the room
to the other, and which could not be less than twelve or thirteen feet in

length, and proportionally broad; there was a footstool capable, from its

appearance, of bearing the weight of an ox. . The massive stone walls of
the room were hung, in various places, with a few grini-looking portraits

and some faded specimens of embroidery. An excellent fire was burning
in the grate, and which gave a somewhat cheerful aspect to the place.

I looked eagerly round for food, and having discovered a small closet, I

speedily effected an entrance into it, but had my curiosity only increased
for my pains. It contained glasses and articles of crockery-ware of a
most unusual size, and capable of holding large quantities of liquor. I

determined to extend my search, and, therefore, left this curious apart-
ment, and ascended some stone steps till I came to a door on the right,

which I opened. I stepped into the room without ceremony, and which
I found to be a bedchamber. The bed it contained was the most extra-

ordinary I ever beheld ; its magnitude and apparent strength would have
been incredible, had I not seen it with my own eyes. It seemed more
adapted for an elephant than for a human being. The dressing-table, wasli-

stand, chairs, &c., corresponded in dimensions with this great unwicldly
piece of furniture. Who could,possibly be the inhabitants of this remark-
able place ? I had made sufficient noise to alarm a whole household, but
nobody appeared. Everything I had seen indicated that the building had
only vbry recently been occupied. The large fire in the room below

—

the bed ready for the reception of its u^al occupiers—the cleanliness,

and order everywhere observable—yet, strange to say, it appeared now to

be completely deserted, and exposed to the intrusion of any stranger who
might wish to enter.

I left this room and ascended some more steps, and entered another
chamber, but my surprise was further increased by discovering that the
articles in this place were all made on a remarkably diminutive scale. The
bed was not more than four-and-a-lialf feet in length, and very low. The
chan's, tables, &c., were made in a similar fashion. I vva^ more perplexed
than ever, and began to fancy that I was in some place of enchantment.
I presently quitted this room, and finding that the steps now led to the
top of the tower, I descended. When I reached th<j apartment I had at
first entered, it is impossible to convey an adequate idea of my astonish-

ment. Upon the table I have described was spread an elegant repast,

consisting of beautiful pastry, sandwiches, and some excellent wines ! I
did not stay to ask whence it had come from, though I was half inclined

to think it had been sent by some good fairy. After I had gratified my
appetite, I began to reflect upon the matter, and was almost persuaded to
believe that I was actually in a place which was under the spell of some
potent enchanter.

Whilst turning this matter over in my mind, I fancied I heard the
cries of a human being in the greatest agony. I listened, and the sorrow-
ful tones were repeated. They seemed to proceed from below. I con-
tinued to listen, but they suddenly ceased altogether, and I threw myself
upon the couch and fell asleep.

I slept two or three hours, when I suddenly started up. I know not
whether there was an impression upon my mind that some event was
about to happen, but I felt alarmed and uneasy. The moon was still

shilling with her former splendour, pouring a rich flood of light upon the
foliage of the surrounding trees. I approached the window, and was
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horror-struck to behold a figure of prodigious size rapidly advancing
towards the tower. He wore a kind of blouse ; and a thick leather belt,

with a large buckle in front, was fastened round his waist. On his head
he wore a thick sable cap. He was not long in reaching the tower, which
he entered without ceremony. I was about to throw myself before him
and implore his mercy, when, by a signal of his hand, he prevented me.
In as few words as possible 1 explained to him the various circumstances

which had caused me to become an inmqjc of his residence. I of course

concluded he was the owner of the place. He smiled benevolently, and
told me to retire again to rest.

I arose late on the following morning. My host was not long behind

me. He was the most extraordinary man I ever s&w
;
perfectly formed,

but of the most gigantic stature. 1 informed him of the alarm I had ex-

perienced at what 1 had seen and heard in the tower. 1 deemed it prudent
to be silent for the present as to the discovery I had nyide in the garden.*

“ Everything which you have seen and heard, ” said mine host, “is

easily accounted for. I am what is popularly called a giant, and till

within a year ago, both myself and wife (who was a giantess) used to

travel round the country exhibiting ourselves to the public. By this

means we accumulated a sufficient sum #f money to retire into private

'life; and, being anxious to escape observation, bought this old tower,

where the curiosity of the idle put us to no inconvenience. My ^ife has

been dead six months. The room with the diminutive furniture was pro-

vided for an old friend of miue—a dwarf, who still travels, and occasion-

ally visits me.”
I further asked him to explain in what way the repast of which I

had partaken on the previous night had been provided, and the meaning
of the mournful cries I*had heard.

“ In an apartment beneath the tower,” resumed mine host, “ and to

which you have access from behind, there is an old bedridden woman
and her daughter, the former of whom is an old servant of mine. She
is often, in he? bodily pain, heard to make loud lamentation. The
supper of which you partook was prepared for me.”

I at once apologised for the liberty I had taken until it.

“ IIow far shall Ijbe from , then?” I asked.

“About eight miles. I will show you in what direction to go; but

before you depart, I must be permitted to show you a curiosity. Step

this way.”
And he led me to the garden, and proceeded to the wooden building

previously referred, to.

I startled involuntarily back when I perceived his object. I, however,

concealed my agitation, so as to give rise to no suspicion upon his part,

lie opened the door of the structure, and revealed to me once more

the horrible corpse I had gazed upon on the preceding night.

“ This is an Egyptian mummy,” he said, “ and which we used to ex-

hibit to the public. It belongs to a period lfiOO years before the

Christian era, and was the daughter of the highpriest of Thebes.”

I was now more reconciled to the repulsive object, and examined it

with some attention, though it was still very hideous.

My host now pointed out to me the road I was to take. I thanked

him for his kindness, and bade him farewall. When I reached home,

the story I have just related was declared by all to whom I related, it to

be incredible, but I can assure the reader it is strictly tfue. ^ ^
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“TOMM Y ”

BY JOSEPH ANTHONY* JUN.

The familiar abbreviation of a patronymic placed at the head of this

essay is not, as at first sight might be imagined, intended to herald an
account of some son of the soil who has “ shuffled off this mortal coil”

under circumstances worthy of .being recorded, as offering variety to the

general exits of the human family from the stage of life ; nor yet is it

intended as the precursor of a dissertation on the abbreviations of nomen-
clature. No ; tne writer has a far different object in view, being neither

more nor less than that of bestowing a title on a prominent, and, to an
observer, a striking feature in every-day life, and which has hitherto been
without a name.

The reader will probably be startled at the boldness of the attempt

;

and, should he not find the appellation chosen a felicitous one, or, at least,

possessing soipc claims to be received as a happy hit, he will, of course,

be justified in applying to the attempt any epithet he may choose, con-

signing it to that 'oblivion which ever has, and ever will, await the aspi-

rations of fustian.

The writer would, however, premise that he does not claim to be the

originator of an appellation which, amongst those who have adopted it,

has been found of infinite service
;
yet, with the admission that he is not

the actual originator, he cannot deuy himself the opportunity of observ-

ing
r
that, by explaining the applicability of the term to a few, he has

since marked its advancement and general adoption with the many, and
has been frequently struck with the remarks of some who, finding it so

useful au auxiliary to their mother tongue, have confessed that, without

the adoption of the title of this essay, it would be all but an impossibility

to make intelligible their opinions on things which, as we have before

remarked, are represented before the observant eye in scenes of every-day

life.

•^.Before proceeding further with the subject, we would observe, that

our ambition is not to instruct, but to amuse; and that, although an
anomaly in language is here presented, an expression* at variance with the

accepted phraseology of the day, and although very far from dignified or

profound, we feel justified in thus advancing it, as it has taken with all

sorts of people—the more thought upon by them, the greater ideas have

been conceived of it—and has made such impressions as bid fair not to

be worn out or effaced. For, as has been well observed, “ True it is,

when parties of various htunours and inclinations join in the same appro-

bation of any action or thing, the union of sentiment, the combination of

so many different judgments, stamps an indisputable value on that which

meets with such universal applause.”

But what is Tommy ?

Tommy is the title of a great whole, admitting of innumerable classi-

fications. There is the Tommy of Society, of the Stage, the Pulpit, and
the Bar, and very many others. Without further enumeration, we will

now plunge in medias res, and give, as they suggest themselves, sketches

illustrative of the title of this paper.

For this purpose, reader, wc will trouble you to exercise your organ of

imagination, and conceive yourself, with us, in a spacious concert-hall, in
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a leviathan town of the north, celebrated for its music and misexy, clouds,

calico, and cash.

We introduce you as a stranger to this assemblage of wealth and
beauty, rendered highly select by an exclusive system adopted in the
admission of members, and which ensures the Tommy of high (that is

the town’s term for wealthy) provincial society bhing presented to us. It

is a full dress, and consequently a fashionable night. Observe the looks

of the visitors already seated at the last comers as they enter—the nods,

the smiles, the whispered comments, the hurried salute. Our seats, you
perceive, command a good view of the room. This part, you must
know, is called Market-row, so named from the promerfading beaux being
enabled here to obtain snatches of conversation with the fair ones who
are in the market, and who, being so, make it a point in this particular

locale to obtain good places. Having given you this piece of informa-

tion, you will not be surprised to hear that mauy matches have originated

on this very spot, and, that consequently, the whole system is viewed

quite in a commercial point of view.

The hall is nearly full, yet many are still crowding in, and not a few

turn to the gallery, evidently much disappointed in being unable to obtain

seats here below. Observe yon old dowager with the fair girl by her

side. See, they stop to address the chattering trio on our right. Listen!
“ Ah, Miss Jane, I am delighted to see you ! Hope you are well.

Fanny, you are looking charming to-night, I declare. How is papa?
When will you give us a call? We shall be most happy to see you.”

And she hurries away with her companion, not one of her three questions

answered, nor answering one of a similar number addressed to them by
Miss Jane and her friends* in the same hollow complimentary manner.

Yes, so it is, reader; we are now surrounded by the atmosphere of

Tommy.
What a buzz there is around us. Strange as it may appear, we assure

you that this, and the interval between the first and second part of the

concert, are the most prized portions of the evening’s amusements. If

you are a lover of music, and anticipate that, at the commencement of

the concert, this general chatter will cease, much disappointed will you

be. There will certainty not be such a universal babble as you now hear,

for the simple reason that amongst this large assembly there are sure to

be some who come to listen to the music. The majority, however, of the

somebodies present will exhibit their Tommyish manners by freely con-

versing with each other in anything but gentle whispers, whilst some star,

who has been paid a guinea for every note he sings, warbles forth an im-

passioned strain, in a language which probably not eight out of the

eight hundred present understand; and we think it but fair to state

that, should you, being unknown here, wish to be thought something

of, it will be well to take advantage of the first lull that offers itself to

make some observations aloud— all the better if delivered when a difficult

passage is being executed by the prima donna of the night. The words

should be loudly and lengthily drawled out ; and we would suggest, also,

the policy of turning your back to the orchestra as you deliver them.

Beware of testifying your admiration by applauding any part of the per-

formance, as that would be a token of excitement which here is pro-

nounced low—very low
;
yet fail not to join the promenaders round the
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room when the first part of the performance shall have terminated, and,

by staring at the fair I lobes with an air of assurance and self-admiration,

sustain the sensation which your first essay in the art of the Tommy of

Society may have created.

Such a preposterous display being* repugnant to your feelings and
good sense, we will venture to request a further hearing during the

interval of the concert, and„ whilst the lady-killing beaux promenade,

continue our remarks on Tommy.
Behold those two figures approaching us; rapid be your glance at the

spotless gloves of the twain, the well-cut coat, the neckerchiefs faultless

tie; allow your thoughts not to dwell long in conjecture as to the probable

amount of time each one may have devoted to his looking-glass, nor enter

into abstruse conjectures as to the possible difficulty they may individually

have struggled yith in tearing themselves away from the contemplation

of their mirrored likenesses. Examine the expression of each countenance;

let them be your study; we know it will be but a brief contemplation;

nay, you read all in a glance, but confess yourself at a loss to concentrate

that all, to convey the result of your reading of their frontispieces in a word
or iu a moderate sentence. There is vanity, yes—extreme affectation, yes

—

abominable pride, yes—yes, and so you might go on far into the catalogue

of human weaknesses, and yet not have exactly expressed your meaning
or the want of an appellation which would unite and express all, and
that word is Tommy—yes, killing Tommy. And why is it killing

Tommy? Who can look upon those two countenances, and the many
others who are flocking behind them, ogling the seated beauties in the

room, and read not that which passes within with as much ease as though
each one bore a tablet on his breast with his thoughts legibly inscribed

thereon, and were they to give utterance to their thoughts would not this

be their language:—
“ Look here, here is something worthy your attention ; am I not a

handsome looking fellow? I remember having heard in my earlier days

that I had my mother’s eyes, m y mother’s mouth, and I have not forgotten

that my mother was considered very beautiful.” Another :
a Here is a

brow; you may, perhaps, read there is something beneath it; my nose,

have I not been told that it is the very counterpart of Byron’s, and my
locks are almost as luxuriant as my sister’s, to say nothing of my new
satin stock and pearl pin.” Observe the smirking smile which at intervals

irradiates their countenances, the self-satisfied glance of the killer as he
meets the gaze of some fair daughter of Eve, who is probably reciprocat-

ing a little killing Tommy, also!

But here we touch upon delicate ground ; let us not venture to dwell

upon the little arts which they may legitimately practise in the science of

captivation; but, apropos to this, a passage from the Spectator occurs to

ns on the subject:

—

u Women, whose hearts are fixed upon the pleasure they have in the

consciousness that they are the objects of love and admiration, are ever

changing the air of their countenances and altering the attitudes of their

bodies to strike the hearts of their beholders with new sense of their

beauty. The dressing part of our sex, whose minds are the same with the

sillier part of the other, are exactly in the like uneasy condition to be re-

garded for a well-tied cravat, a hat cocked with an uncommon briskness,
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a very well chosen coat, or other instances of merit which they arc impa-
tient to see unobserved.”

Enough of the Tommy of p. public room; let us turn to another of its

branches. True friendship knows no Tommy, but insincerity much ; and,
indeed, the every-day dealings of mankind are full of it. It may be found
peeping forth in the pulpit, abounds in the senate, and flourishes in the
atmosphere of a court. At a public dinner, a^testimonial feast for instance,

there is ever a great display of it. The mealy-mouthed orator who,
warmed by his subject, or by wine, in expatiating on the character of the

gentlemen whose health he is about to propose, feels, by some extraordi-

nary process within bis own cranium, justified in attributing to him the

possession of such virtues, that the rest of the company must infallibly

look upon him as an angel, were he not cased in t>road cloth, and had
they not a glimmering recollection of having very recently seen him
convey into his interior sundry unweighed quantities of such earthly

things as roast beef and plum-pudding.

And this gifted and good son of Adam, whose name, according to the

gentleman who proposes his health, is destined to descend to posterity as

the pure philanthropist, or the immaculate patriot, is probably being tor-

tured whilst listening to panegyrics so freely bestowed, by a knocking at

the heart, reproaching him for having so cruelly, only the day before,

kicked poor blind beggar Will out of his garden, or by a stinging convic-

tion that the tenant of liis waistcoat pocket, in the shape of a hundred
pound note, being a slight acknowledgment from the sitting member fQr

the patriot’s disinterested .services, could another tale unfold; and wore it

invested with the powers of speech, might, with justice, interrupt the ful-

some orator with the cry of‘“ Tommy!”
But the Tommy of the Drama, lovers of Thespis condemn not the

theme, nor hastily jump to the conclusion that ridicule of the art is in-

tended. The drama has not a warmer admirer than the writer, nor one

who more sincerely'regrets that the May of its existence appears to have

passed away, and for ever. The drama, there is magic in the name; for

though the enthusiasm of the boy may have given place to the more
sober admiration ofmatgrer years, where is ho who never seeks again that

which probably first wanned and inspired his imagination—and if for that

alone cherishes a love of it through a lifetime—where is he who has not

revelled m the recollection of those young bright hours when fancy’s

flights were unfettered by the stern realities of life, when the mysterious

could cast its spell over the soul, exceeded alone in its thrilling power by
the fairy visions of the bright and the beautiful?

With recollections so cherished it may appear strange that we could

desire for a moment to show up the Tommy of the stage ; and there are

many who would, no doubt, join in the declaration which wo have fre-

quently heard, that no true lover of he legitimate drama could enjoy or

enter into the spirit of aught that might tend to throw discredit on the

art, such discredit in their eyes being a travestie of any of Will Shak-

spearc’s undying plays, or of any other piece which has taken its place

amongst the few sterling productions which are regarded as models for

succeeding writers, and gems of dramatic representation, A friend of

ours, whom we will here call Tom Merry, who is a great admirer of

burlesque performances, and who has been heard to declare that “ Hamlet

Travestie” is the best thing he ever beheld, is not willing to concede that
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in consequence thereof, he is incapable of appreciating the beauties which
abound in “ Hamlet,” or yet, because tears of laughter have rolled down
his checks whilst beholding Hammond enact the jealous Moor> supported

by an logo
,
who spoke doggrel rhyme with a strong Irish brogue, that

he can bo pronounced insensible to the unequalled and magnificent

language which reveals the passions of the human heart in “ Othello.”

We will not attempt to decide upon the case, but do not hesitate to

confess that, like Merry, wc ‘have enjoyed many a hearty cachination

whilst witnessing the travesties above named.

Our object is to portray the Tommy of the Drama, so frequently

brought before the public through the instrumentality of wretched actors

and worse writers, who pander to a low taste, find offer up that which is

as far removed from Vcason as it is from nature. Nay, even the best

pieces in the hands of some of these depredators on common sense,

becomes what we would call Tommy—when talentless Thespians assume

the representation of characters requiring a studied knowledge of the

author, and the essential ability so to follow in the wake of nature, in

the development of the passions, as to enlist by their truthfulness, the

spectator’s sympathy, and command his admiration. Members of the

profession who, for want of genius to conceive, and ability to execute,

render that ridiculous which would otherwise be perfect in its illusion

and rivetting in its interest—who imagine a knowledge of stage trickery

to be an excellent substitute for a knowledge of the workings of the heart,

and who gabble over a beautiful passage requiring discrimination and
taste in the delivery to arrive at a part, when the stentorian lungs may
be safely called into requisition, to vociferate such high-sounding and
throaty words as—vengeance and revenge.

The Tommy of the Drama flourishes principally in that department of

the art which is but little played at the large, and forms the staple part

of the business at the minor theatres, and that is the melodrama, in

which the improbable is generally woven with the exaggerated possible,

and when the interest is sustained by plenty of incident, and by a scries

of thrilling stage effects.

Here is the title of a piece which recently had a great run at a minor

theatre in one of the large towns of the north ; fc is a fine specimen of

the mysterious Tommy—“Blanche, The Disowned; or, The Fearful

Mystery of The Doomed House.” Another of the thrilling kind per-

formed at the same place—

"

Anselmo, The Accursed ; or, The Bloody

Dagger of The Skeleton Hand ;” and another, which was actually headed
on the bills A Terrific Ilit ! entitled, “ The Assassin Mouk ; or, The
Spectre of The Mysterious Cavern.”

Where is the young playgoer whose imagination would not he excited

on perusing the bill announcing either of the above pieces, to revel in

the exciting anticipation of beholding the strange revelations concomitant

with dark galleries, trap-doors, and secret vaults ?

Each a deep piece where much is to avenge,

Where the “ first heavy ” hoarsely cries “ Revenge!” .

Where murdering monks emerge from secret cells,

And ghosts from vaults where dreary darkness dwells;

Where bandit captains lovely maidens bear
To rocky caves illum’d by torches’ glare

;

Or black assassin in a blacker cloak,

At dead of night inflicts the deadly stroke;
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Or heroine wakening in a vault’s deep gloom,
Or yet discover’d by a moonlit tomb;
Where heroes stab themselves and then expire,
Or sudden vanish in a sheet of fire.

In such pieces as we have named, it is highly essential that the heavy
business should preponderate, for it will be found that the most successful

melodramas arc considerably spiced with “deeds of dreadful note.”

We remember some years ago, with sop?e friends, being present at tho

performance of a melodrama, the title of which has escaped us, in which
one of the characters, who rejoiced under the -appellation of Caleb

, had
much heavy business to do. He was as dark-looldng a villain as ever

handled cold steel, and his voice was one of the most harsh, inharmo-
nious, and consequently for the character, the jiost effective we ever

heard, not even forgetting the sepulchral tones of the celebrated O.
Smith. We cannot recal the precise number of the dramatis persona
to whom this truculent fellow administered a quietus during the course

of the piece, but well remember being struck with the fact, that master
Caleb never appeared but lie slaughtered his man ; such a desperado

never was, no matter who came across his path. The plot was so

arranged that Caleb had a host of enemies, long &id short, big and
little, on bis own private account, besides others, whom for sums of gold
he had pledged himself to introduce to his dagger. There was onetscene
of a forest, in which a Captain Somebody had lost his way, and whilst

he was conveying this piece of intelligence to the audience, it occurred to

us that if the captain did not speedily “move oil” Caleb would be vfith

him. Scarcely had we made the remark to one of our friends, when
sure enough that black phizzed gentleman emerged from behind a tree

and accosted the captain.’ It was an anchor to a needle that Caleb would
tickle his ribs with the well-seasoned blade with which we had seen him
let out the elixir of life of so many. The captain, as a matter of course,

on being accosted by the new coiner, liked not the looks of the fellow,

which was not vely surprising, and would have been less so had ho known
as much as wc did about him.

“ Yes,” we exclaimed, “ Caleb will astonish him !”

But whilst we werj cogitating whether robbery would instigate him,

or whether the object would be merely to keep his hand in practice, spe-

culation was at once removed by the desperado exclaiming aside,

“ Ha, Captain Brown ! ’twas from his regiment I deserted ; should he
recognise me—death and hell ! Ha, I have it i” and, as wc expected, out

came the dagger, and in less than a jiffy Captain Brown received the said

dagger in his brisket, after Caleb's most approved method of delivery.

Another of these performances which we witnessed struck us as offering

a very fair illustration of what we would call “ The Thrilling Tommy of

the Drama.” In the piece to which we allude, up to the last act, there

had not been a solitary case of slaughter. The author has reserved all

his strong effects for the last scene to form a tableaux of overpowering

interest. As the plot became developed, we saw that there was some
very serious business to come, and great things to be crowded into a brief

period, for some half-dozen or more had throughout the piece been

vowing deadly revenge against each other.

By one of those strange coincidences rarely known in every-day life,

but very frequently on the stage, there had been several assignations

VOL. xviii. 2 s
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made by the various dramatis persona* to meet at some ruins at the hour
of midnight. It was evident from this that there would be some queer
business going on; for it was well known that Marmaduhe and Sir

Thomas
,
Black Ned and the Butch Shipper, Frederick and Isabella

,

and one or two more, had, during the piece, been at sixes and sevens,

and all actuated, more or less, for and against each other.

We will not attempt to unravel the plot, the why and wherefore of the

strange doings; suffice it tha£ we give a description of the thrilling

tableaux.

The last scene was an old ruined abbey, beside which stood a blasted

tree, revealed by the light of a moon just emerging from a mass of black

clouds. The curtain rose upon this scene to slow music, and tne Dutch
Skipper shortly entered, saying something about the cold night ; a topic

which he soon changed to speak of the sums of gold which he was to

receive from Sir Tihomas for keeping back the boy. Approaching foot-

steps are heard.

“ Ha,” exclaims the skipper, “
’tis Sir Thomas f”

But,, of course, instead of the gentleman expected, it proves to be

somebody else,—no other, indeed, than Marmaduhe
,
who instantly re-

cognises the Dutchman, as the villain who stole and convoyed the rightful

heir to sea. "Revenge

—

Marmaduhe and the Skipper draw—they fight,

—-riddle diddle (Tommy) music,—a whistle is heard-

—

Marmaduhe falls

stabbed to the heart ;
and then enters Hlac.k Ned, who rushes to the foot-

lights, and almost breathless, communicates to the audience that he is

suffering from the pangs of remorse, the result of having assisted to

murder the present baronet’s brother, and stolen the son away; and,

having received a refreshing sound of applause from the gods, proceeds to

attack his old ally in villany, the Dutch Shipper.

After a good deal of slashing work, to which the music maintains an
appropriate accompaniment, Black Ned serves the skipper as the skipper

had served Marmaduhe. At this period, Sir Thomas rushes in pale and
haggard. It should be here observed that the Dutch Shipper

,
in the act

previous, had revealed to Sir 'Thomas
,
that Black Ned had been playing

him treacherous ; that the boy he had not murdered, but protected and
brought him up under an assumed name ; that he ^vas in the neighbour-

hood, intending to assert his rights,—preparing, with the evidence of

Black Ned
,
to charge the baronet with the murder of his, the rightful

heir's, lather. This will sufficiently account for the baronet looking so

haggard and desperate ; nor will it be thought surprising that in such an

extremity he should commence a vigorous attack on Black Ned
,
render-

ing the contest which ensued very exciting by drawing a pistol with his

left hand from his breast in the midst of their engagement with swords,

and blowing out the brains of his antagonist, who dies within a little

distance of the foot-lights, after the most approved melo-dramatic style

of giving up the ghost. Frederick
,
the rightful heir, at this interesting

moment emerges from the ruins ; and Sir Thomas
,
mistaking him for

something not mortal, staggers backwards, gasping out with shortened

breath, words which intimate that he regards the last-comer as a spirit

from the dead, the ghost of his murdered brother ; but speedily rallying,

and recognising the youth as the heir who has come across his path, to

dispossess him of his wealth, and to convict him of crime, with a loud
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“ Ha, ha !” rushes upon him, and after a brief struggle transfixes his

weapon in the breast of his second victim.

There now lay dead on the stage, Marmafluke, Black JS/'ed
,
and the

young heir; so much slaughter was, perhaps, never so condensed before;
quite enough for one piece might h& imagined

; but no, for just as Sir
Thomas had settled Master Frederick

,
in rushed Isabella

,
pistol in hand,

and, taking the villain baronet in fiank, shot him dead on the spot.

Throwing herself on the lifeless form of Frederick
,
her lover, this spirited

heroine next intimated to the audience that she was possessed of a phial

containing poison; and, what was more, that she intended to take

it
;
proving as good as her word by swallowing the potion, whilst the

curtain descended to slow and appropriate music. That which we
have been describing we would call the “ Thrilling Dramatic Tommy !”

u Lofty Dramatic Tommy” is presented in a performance wherein some
noble fellow, who has, of course, suffered much from* adversity, spouts

sorrow and sentiment ; and who magnanimously refuses to receive relief,

or be extricated from his difficulties by the sacrifice of a tittle oMiis proud
and noble spirit. The pathetic when some fair angel of earth parts from
her lover, who, through the machinations of a villain is unjustifiably con-

demned to a felon’s death. The pathetS generally tells well at that

particular crisis, when the bell is heard to toll, with the officer of the

guard pointing the way to the place of execution, the mute angflish of

the victim, and the hysterical screams of his betrothed. These, in com-
bination, attain the very acme*of the pathetic Tommy, although some
may consider it more touching when the lady stands in the relation of Wife

to the condemned one, with the introduction of a child which, as the

melancholy procession crosses the stage, lisps out the affecting inquiry,

“ Where is papa going ?”

Blowing up the citadel,—red and blue fire,—shouts from the victorious

besiegers,—entrance of the true and virtuous prince,—and death of the

tyrant, with a strong background of soldiers and civilians forming an

imposing tableaux,—presents “ Tommy*' in grandeur. But we must
pause ; this paper has grown to a length which we never contemplated,

although the subject is all but inexhaustible. If the illustrations we have

given do not strike /vith their truthfulness, and as exemplifying the

appositeness of the appellation of “ Tommy,” we feel assured that to

continue ’would not effect their object. We will, therefore, conclude

with this observation, that in the event of the reader laying down our

essay with the remark that “ there is nothing in it,” the writer will, in

such case, certainly escape the designation of te Tommy” being applied

to his production.

2 s 2
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THE ROSE QUEEN.

A TALE OF THE EIGHTH CENTURY.

By the Rev. James Bandinel.

Chapter I.

THE PRINCESS ALETIIl'.

Reader ! did you never hear of the Princess Alethe ? If so, I can

only pity you for yoqr lamentable ignorance, and assure you, that if you
will listen to me, you shall not long remain in such an unhappy pre-

dicament. Never head'd of the Princess Alethe ! Well : sic transit

gloria mundil There was a time, not merely during the bloom of her

youth and beauty-*—nay, not merely during her life, but for many hundred

years after her death, when every man, woman, and child, from the

banks of* the Dwina to those of the XoniJ, was as well acquainted with

the Princess Alethe, her beauty, her virtue, and her strange history, as

%vith the village may-pole or the old church tower. But people are

grown forgetful now-a-days : 'ihoy think of nothing but themselves, and
their own appetites, and their own interests. The days of chivalry have

passed away, the age of romance has given place to the age of reason

—

our very infants learn to count on their tiny fingers ere they can speak

—

our very poets prefer a draft upon Drummonds to a draught from the

Castalian spring. No pilgrims now set forth with scrip and wallet—no
wandering knights seek hapless captives, to release them from their

bonds. The only scrip men carry now-a-days is the scrip of a railway

company ; the only bonds they look to are Pennsylvanian insecurities.

It is not, therefore, after all, so very wonderful that even you, my dear

reader, raised as you undoubtedly are above the level of the nineteenth

century, by the monthly perusal of the first periodical of the day, should *

never have heard of the Princess Alethe. You see I Kave repeated her

name several times already, for it is rather a peculiar name, and I wish

you to become quite familiar with it before you hear anything more
about her. So you shall have it once again.

^
The Princess Alethe was, at the period at which my story begins, just

seventeen years old, all but one day. Seventeen all but one day is a
very charming age ; and there were at the time in question a great many
extremely pretty girls of that age. At least, their fathers and mothers

thought so ; and, what is more to the purpose, they thought so themselves.

And, of course, they must have been the best judges, for they had looked

at themselves in the clear still water much oftener and much longer than

any one else had done. We are bound, therefore, to believe, on their

evidence taken speciatim and seriatim
,
that at the time in question there

was a most extraordinary and unprecedented number of lovely young
creatures just emerging into early womanhood.
Amongst all the maidens of that day, however, there was none to

compare in any point, or in any degree, with the Princess Aleth£ ; if

they were beautiful, she was beauty’s self—if they each possessed one or

more exquisite charms of person, or of mind, she combined them all

;

and what is still more extraordinary is, that, whereas in establishing the

loveliness of her contemporaries, we have been obliged to rely princi-

pally (and in many cases entirely) on their own evidence, the testimony
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of the Princess Alethe is nil against herself, and in order to prove her
the peerless beauty that we declare her to have been, we must search
through all the musty records of that age—we must appeal to high and
low, rich and poor, knight and minstrel, chief and vassal, learned and
unlearned, young and old, ere we can collect all the requisite statements.

We have done so, and we find that, with the single exception of her own
voice, they all agree in proclaiming her tp be without an equal or a rival.

And though her own opinion might at first sight appear to possess some
weight, we have, after long and careful examination of manuscripts, dis-

covered one circumstance which entirely invalidates the princess’s claim

to be heard in her own cause. Dear reader ! Lovdly reader ! Can you
believe me? She never looked at herself iu her mirror. Yes, Malone of
all the maidens of her day, she never had recourse to golden speculum or
breezeless pool, for the purpose of contemplating her qwn loveliness.

And lovely she was—lovely as a soft, clear, bright, warm day of early

stimmer. Her eyes were as large, and rich, and soft, as those of the

stag ; and yet as clear, and bright, and* pure, and deep, as the fountain

which the sun shines on but cannot fathom. Her brow!—material

images are incapable of describing it. Its full contour, its noble height,

its calm tranquillity, told of a lofty soul, a powerful mind, and a peaceful

conscience. Her cheek!—a pearl glowing in the earliest sunbeam of
morning may best express its hue and its transparency. Her ftps !

—

The Rose Queen herself might have been jealous of them : she was
not so, however, as you shall see. Her smile !—it was but the accentless

voice of her heart, all joy, and love, and goodness, and kindness. “Her
rich dark ringlets fell in gentle, yet majestic beauty, over a neck and
bosom which painters and sculptors might emulate in vain, and even the

poet feebly image forth. Her whole form was symmetry—her every

action grace.

And she wasJust seventeen! all but, tliatfs to say; for she wanted
one day to complete her seventeenth year. To-morrow she was to come
out

!

Yes ! even in those days young ladies had to come out, and young
gentlemen too for that matter. The young ladies always, when prac-

ticable, came out oy their seventeenth birthday ; the young gentlemen

at different ages—none being ever permitted to associate with the brave,

or dally with the fair, until he had numbered twenty years, and slain a
bear, or hoar, or at least a wolf.

Now, Alethc, strange to say, was not at all pleased at the idea of

leaving her retirement—she was not, I assure you. Knowing that this

statement was likely to be called in question, I have taken great pains to

investigate it, and I beg to refer my readers, of both sexes, to the follow-

ing irrefragable testimonies :—“ Treue acodt of ye erley yrs of ye

pairlesse p.c.sse. Alethe. British Musaeum, Grimmaean Collection.

No. 7645, f 123, & f 222 b.” 61 Veritable nar11 of ye adduentyrs of

ye Pcsse Aleye. Bodleian Library—-Percian Room. No. 3732, f 32 b,

f 35, f 37 & f 127 b.”

Having these, as well as many other equally indubitable authorities to

fall back upon, I have not the slightest hesitation in reiterating the start-

ling assertion, that the Princess Alethe was not at all pleased with the

idea of leaving her retirement. When she found the day approaching,

«
nd saw all the preparations that were making for the high festival to be

eld on the occasion, she begged her father to allow her to remain one

year longer in obscurity. King Alured, however, though generally in-
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dulgent was always firm, and in the present instance his daughter’s in-

treaties were unavailing*. Aiul at length it was determined, that, as the prin-

cess grieved so deeply over her waning childhood, and suffered so much from

the sight of all that was going forward, she should, upon the day previous

to her seventeenth birthday, celebrate the morrow by anticipation, as she

had been wont to celebrate her former birthdays, namely, by spending

the hours from sunrise to sunset with her playfellows in the soft glades of

the deep forest of fdruna, the outskirts of which extended to within a

quarter of a mile of the city of Arlstadt, her father’s capital.

So about an hour before sunrise—for early rising was universal among
the Teutons of those'days, and the princess had always hitherto been in

the habit of commencing the enjoyments of her birthday by seeing the

sun rise over the deep cleft in the distant A Iff Mountains—her whole train

was ready to start. The princess herself led the party on a milk-white

palfrey, slender, swift, soft-mouthed, and sure-footed; her young female

companions, twenty-four in number, all remarkable for their loveliness,

following on piebald ponies, her* friend, the Lady Alice, riding next to

her. lly her side rovle her great uncle. Sir Reginald, an aged warrior,

who had the especial charge oft the princess’s person and of everything

that belonged to her; and the train of maidens was environed by two
line3 of knights, twenty-four in each column, with two behind to bring

up the rear.

These fifty knights demand a few words to themselves, inasmuch as

they formed a peculiar feature of the court to which they belonged. They
were neither young nor handsome, but, on the contrary, old and ugly;

there was not one amongst them who would not have frightened a young
lady of the present day into fits. In fact, whenever it chanced, as chance

it sometimes would, that any of the princess’s guard died, or became bed-

ridden, or otherwise unfit for service, a proclamation was issued that be-

fore a certain day testimonials were to be delivered to Prince Reginald

by all who wished to present themselves r.s candidates for the vacant com-
mission. The testimonials were to certify that the aspirant was brave,

honest, loyal, true, and extremely ugly. On the day after that on which

they bad been sent in, the testimonials were exatnii^d by the prince and

twelve other warriors of high renown, and those only were selected whose
courage appeared pre-eminent— whose honour was without reproach, and
whose ugliness seemed, as far as the documents in question were con-

cerned, utterly unimpeachable. The numbers having been thus diminished.

Sir Reginald named another day, and appointed a tribunal, consisting of

single ladies of a certain age, before whom the candidates were to appear.

On the day in question, the spinsters took their scats, and the knights were

summoned one by one into their presence; this was done twice, so that

the fair judges might have ample opportunity for arriving at a decision.

If on the second inspection any of the examiners thought any of the

examinees sufficiently good-looking to be her partner for life, she was
at liberty to take him; and the king, in such case, always gave her a

handsome portion. This process, we are told, generally diminished the

number of knights by the precise number of ladies, and the examination

then went on with the remainder, the ugliest of whom was selected. A
modem republican, especially if a woman-hating bachelor, might deem
this appropriation of the knights by the spinsters a violation of the right^
of man ; but the politicians of that day contended, that the candidate
were aware of the conditions before they submitted to die ordeal; and
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that no one was justified in appearing before the awful tribunal who was
not frightful enough to send the stoutest-hearted woman into hysterics,

and freeze the gentlest emotions of the most susceptible bosom. They
added, that there was still a resource left ; for, if the knight pertinaciously

preferred the service of the youthful to the love of the adult maiden, he
was permitted to cut off his nose, and thus become facile princeps. An
eye-witness tells us, that twenty-live out oil the fifty knights were noseless.

As, however, this statement, in common with others of the same character,

is not corroborated by a single contemporary authority, we cannot vouch
for its authenticity.

#

Well, as we before observed, they were all mounted, the princess on

her white palfrey with housings of gold, her maidens on their piebald

ponies with trappings of silver, and the brave and ugly knights on their

jet-black war horses, with their accoutrements of steel > when, lo and be-

hold, as ill-luck would have it, Sir Gerard, with the wall eye, and Sir

Gideon with the carbuncle nose—the most highly trusted of the whole

corps—fell from their horses in a fit of apoplexy. What was to be

clone? All was confusion. The princess was much‘discomposed. Who
would not be on such an occasion? Tier maidens, with the exception of

Lady Alice, began to shriek, and seemed inclined to devote themselves

solely to this vocal exhibition; the ugly knights dismounted by common
consent, and their steeds, having just received an extra feed all round, pro-

ceeded to neigh loudly, to kick, mud even to plunge.

Whilst all tliis was going on, the tumult was yet further increased, by
the sudden and unexpected arrival of two knights, each rapidly spurring

at the head of a small lytinue, from exactly opposite directions. They
were both well mounted, well caparisoned, and well armed.

fair Edrcd of Drontheim, Knight of the Red Dragon, was the son of

Oscar of Drontheim, a renowned sea king, by the beautiful Zara, a

Moorish princess.,whom he had carried off from the coast of Barbary, in

one of those expeditions which made the Scandinavian fleets for some
centuries the terror of three quarters of the world. lie was tall and
powerfully made, with a commanding carriage. His features, though
dark, were strikingly handsome, and their expression seemed to combine

the fierce heroism of Norway with the wild fire of Morocco. None,

indeed, could gaze long upon that countenance without feeling that

it belonged to one who possessed high powers and almost ungovernable

passions.

Sir Eustace of Rheinfels, Knight of the Golden Eagle, seemed almost

too fair for masculine beauty
;
yet there was a proud determination in his

deep-blae eye, a royal majesty in his chiselled features, which compelled

respect. He had been early instructed in the Christian faith by his uncle

Aelfric, a noble Teuton, who, hr dng himself received the truth, had

devoted the whole of his time and energy to its diffusion amongst the

wild tribes who at that time inhabited the country lying between the

Rhine and the Vistula.

The two strangers immediately requested to attend the princess.

Alured at first demurred, thinking that it was neither proper in itself, nor

fair to his other guests, to allow two such handsome cavaliers to accom-

pany Aleth& until she had made her formal appearance in the gay world.

He did not like, however, to offend the knights, for the fame of Sir

Edred had spread throughout the whole of Europe ; and the renown of

Eustace, as well as the high estimation in which the king held Aelfric,
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rendered him unwilling to refuse him. He remembered, too, that an old

witch had once warned him never to allow his daughter to visit the Forest

of Idruna without fifty armed knights in her train. With sundry mis-

givings, therefore, he consented, not, however, without charging Prince

Reginald to keep close to his niece during the whole of the day.

Chapter II.

TIIE FOREST OF IDRUNA.

It was a beautiful morning, that 18th of May, in the year 777.

Much time had been lost by the apoplectic seizure of the two veterans,

brought on, as is supposed, by their having each quaffed on the preceding

night three brimming flagons of alimeth, a glorious compound, for w hich

King Alured was peculiarly famous. It was formed by the mixture, in

equal quantities, of mead, from the banks of the Severn, mountain-dew,

from the Frith of Forth, and strong beer, from the Upper Danube, and
was never given out except on high occasions. In the present instance,

the peculiar cellar had been opened in honour of the princess’s approaching

outcoming ; and the two knights, having contrived to appropriate a barrel

of the precious liquor, proved the extent of their loyalty by drinking three

bumpers to the health of their lovely young mistress.

It was a beautiful morning, we said ; and so it was, as the eastern

heavens became every instant of a brighter, deeper ruby, and cast a rich

warm glow on the long and lofty line of grim black mountains, which

rose in stem and barren magnificence behind the eternal Forest of

Idruna. For a moment the princess reined up her palfrey, and gazed
upon the kindling scene, then plunged at once into the nearest glade, and
pressed onward at full speed to the Birthday Knoll. She was not too

late. She had just time to reach the well-loved spot, and gaze upon the

rich woodland sea which spread for at least fifty miles before her, to the

Alff Mountains, when the sun in all his glory rose slowly through the

deep opening in the lofty range, and filled both earth and heaven with his

golden light, save where the ebon shadow of the sullen mountains rested

like the pall of night upon the vales beneath. a
“ What is that ?” said she, speaking without changing the direction of

her eyes. “ What is that shining black object which juts out from the

Northern Mountain, and intercepts a portion of the sun ?”

“ It looks like a castle,” said a clear, rich voice beside her. “ Yes, it

must be.”

She started, for she had not noticed that, in the hurry and confusion

of the advance, Sir Eustace had succeeded in gaining her side.

“ Looks like a castle, sir knight !” joined in a full, deep voice.
" Methinks your eyes must be little practised in knightly adventures if

they cannot see, that it is a castle.”

“It is so very distant,” interposed the princess ere Eustace could

reply, “ that it requires a sight beyond that of mortal man to ascertain

the fact from this spot.”

“ Pardon me, lady,” replied Sir Edred, u your own retinue, if I have
heard aright, has hitherto been so entirely composed of the maimed and
the aged, that you are scarcely aware how far a good knight and true, in

the flower of youth or prime of manhood, is expected to see.”
“ You pay but scanty courtesy,” cried Sir Eustace, “ to the eyes of the

Princess Alethe, jewels without compare, stars without rival, suns before
which your orb looks dim.”
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The knight saw his mistake, and ground his teeth in silence ; then,

recovering himself, rejoined: “The true heart, lady, is seldom coupled
with the fluent tongue. But, as to the point at issue, yon speck is a
castle, the Castle of Sclircckenstein.”

“ Strange that I should never have noticed it before ! Have you ever
remarked it, Alice?”

“ It has been raised by Sir Hildebrand* lady, within the last twelve -

months.”

The group was now increased by the arrival of Prince Reginald, who,
taking his niece aside, and assisting her to dismount, commenced a homily
to her on her leaving her escort in company with two strangers. It was
not very severe, for the old warrior loved the beautiful girl too fondly to

treat her with anything approaching to severity. Indeed, who could

have been severe upon Alethe ? and it was merely in. obedience to her
father’s strict injunction that the old man admonished her of her indis-

cretion. How long the homily might have lasted we know not, for it

must bo acknowledged that the prince was rather inclined, at times, to be
prosy, especially with his niece, whose gentle naturo never permitted her

to show, and seldom even to feel, fatigue on such occasions. But, before

the princess had time to interrupt his exhortation by any vindication of

her own conduct, uncle and niece were startled by the loud barking of a
dog. The princess was without fear; and pre-eminently so with regard

to the brute creation ; for, bcskles that she was naturally courageous in

the highest degree, she had never yet seen the animal, however savage,

that did not pay homage to her loveliness and purity. More than once,

indeed, had she been in the greatest apparent peril from the ferocious

boasts which, during the eighth century, abounded in every European
foicst ; but no sooner had the foe reached her immediate presence, than,

awed by a power against which it made no attempt to struggle, instead

of devouring or destroying her, it paused in full career, and after a long

and intent gaze, retired to the depths of its native wilderness.

Alethe, therefore, followed the sound, and soon found herself in a ro-

mantic dell surrounded by high bushes, and approachable only by one

narrow inlet. On tljfc other side stood a magnificent bloodhound of enor-

mous size— his eyes glaring, his lips foaming; whilst Sir Edred was just

in the act of raising his boar-spear to strike the noble animal to the

earth.

“ Hold ! hold !” cried Aleth& ;
“ do not, I beseech you, harm that dog.

Pray tell me, sir knight, what is the matter.”

“ Nothing, madam, nothing. As I was seeking for a flower that

might, be worthy of your acceptance, I chanced to see yonder rose, and

was on the point of plucking it, when that fierce animal prevented me.

I endeavoured to drive him off, a: d, not being able to induce him to quit

the position which he has taken up, was just going to punish his insolence

when your highness appeared. Look at the rose !”

And she did look at the rose! and who could look at it and not love

it? I have seen many beautiful roses in my day, for I love the rose right

well ; but never saw I such a rose as that which now glowed in all its

matchless beauty before the Princess Alethfc. It was a moss-rose, not

quite full blown; but as she gazed on it, the leaves seemed to open more
and more and blush a deeper hue, whilst the air around became every

moment more exquisitely perfumed. She looked, and looked, and looked;

and the dog began to whme piteously.
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But her thoughts were suddenly turned into another direction; for Sir

Eustace, who from a short distance had seen her enter the thicket, now
came up, and perceiving the rose, exclaimed*

—

“Why does the Princess Alethe delay to press her sister to her
bosom?’*

“ My sister ?”

“ Yes, lovely princess. Is ?^ot yonder rose thy sister ? As thou art

among maidens, so is she among flowers, lovely without compare. As
thou hast hitherto lived *iri peaceful seclusion, and, if report speaks true,

even now shrinkcst from the high doom which awaits thee ”
“ Enough ! enough !” cried AlethO, bursting into tears. “ Live my

sister! Live in the wil^l wood, free and alone ! 1 will never tear thee from
thy simple paradise to that gaudy scene which is alike distasteful to thee

and to me. Live and be blest! And do you, sir knight, spare that

noble dog.
1 *

“ Your will is law, madam,” replied Sir Edred, sullenly; and the party

having retreated from the thicket, the princess issued strict orders to her

retinue that no one should enter the inlet, or otherwise approach the dell.

All obeyed her command implicitly, but the gloom which had gathered

on Sir Edred’s brow seemed to comnimicate itself to the rest of the

party*

The princess, seeing both the effect and the cause, entered into conver-

sation with her northern guest, as they partook together of their early

meal, and the darkness soon gave place to a wild and brilliant light that

shone from lip, and eye, and cheek, and brow, as though he were inspired,

as in answer to her simple, hut opportune questions, he told of the wonders
of the northern wilds and the western ocean, ami related those almost in-

credible achievements which had made bis name honoured and feared

throughout the known world.

Alethe was interested, as a girl of her age would more, especially be by
his narrative. And Prince Reginald began to feel uneasy. He concluded
the meal, therefore, rather abruptly, and drew off the whole body of

cavaliers, leaving the princess and her maidens to those girlish sports

which had on previous occasions occupied the greatei, part of the birthday.

At the appointed time all again met for refreshment, and on this occasion

Sir Eustace sat by Alethe, and Sir Edred opposite. This was as the

prince wished it, and, rising in high good humour, he proposed that the

knights should escort the ladies to a beautiful spot at some distance, then

separate as before, and all meet at the Birthday Knoll at half an hour
before sunset. Sir Reginald, however, made sure of the young guests

by inviting them to accompany him to the intended sccno of a future

hunt, whilst the main body of his knights halted at a respectful distance

from tlieir mistress, and small bodies of two or three rod© about in differ-

ent directions.

At length the declining sun warned the whole party that it was high
time to retrace their steps. All had, however, 60 much enjoyed them-
selves—the prince had been so very anxious to execute his stratagem, and
the princess felt so loath to conclude the last day of her girlhood—that

the sun had already neared the horizon ere the whole party had reached
the place of rendezvous. Alethe paused, and almost involuntarily turned
her eyes to the break in the mountains, whence she had that morning
beheld the sun arise in all his youthful splendour. She looked intently

;

for his setting beam shone with a bright, and, as it seemed to her, a
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lurid light upon the object asserted by Sir Edred to bo the castle of
Schreckenstein.

She had not, however, gazed long, when her uncle’s voice announced
that all was ready. The party formed, yith the princess at their head,
and had just commenced their return, in good order, when the alarm was
given that their path was beset.

“ And who dares beset my path,” said tly3 Princess Alethe, “ within a
few miles of my father’s dwelling?”
A stranger now came forward. His visor entirely concealed his coun-

tenance. His form was tall and robust, considerably exceeding the
common height and size of men ; his steed, though by no means handsome,
being sandy-coloured, with black mane and white hjofs, was of a power-
ful make; and the whole appearance, both of man and beast, betokened
strength and determination.

#
“ Sir Hildebrand, of Schreckenstein,” said be, addressing the princess,

“has sent me to beseech, in his name, your heart and han(J. And he
has deputed this gallant company to act as your escort through the
perilous wilds of the Forest of Idruna.” •

“ He who seeks my baud,” replied the princess, “must seek it from
my lather—must seek it in person.”

“ Nay, gentle ladye ! but thy father is of a morose and selfish disoosi-

tion, and might not feel disposed to part with such a treasure; therefore,

beautiful princess, has my master»sent me to bring thee to him with all

speed. Wherefore I pray thee to accompany mo without more ado since

if thou decline to do so willingly, thou shalt do so against thy will; and
if these valiant knights make any show of resistance, the carrion birds

shall have a rich repast fo-morrow in honour of thy birthday and thy
wedding, lovely one.”

Alctlic calmly, though indignantly, desired the envoy to depart ; and
Sir Reginald, placing the ladies in the midst, and the princess in the

centre of all, determined to cut his way through the opposing force. He
soon found that the enemy far outnumbered his own troop. Nothing
daunted, however, he made a bold charge, and so great was the effect of

his lances and of the compact mode in which the whole band was arrayed,

that the numbers were almost equalised, though several of his braver

knights had fallen and others were severely wounded. A furious sword-

fight now commenced, in which Sir Reginald, despite of his great age,

nobly vindicated the lame which he had acquired near fifty years before

when fighting against the Moslem in the armies of the Byzantine empire.

Sir Edred carried dismay and destruction wherever he came, and Sir

Eustace proved himself as invincible as youth, strength, and skill must
ever be when inspired by dauntless courage and ennobled by high feeling

and high principle.

The princess, seeing how matters stood, resolved to make a bold stroke

for freedom, and putting her palfrey to full gallop, burst through the com-
batants, followed by the most venturous of her train.

This heroic manoeuvre, however, though at first successful, seemed

likely to be unavailing. For the leader of the assailants having felled

Sir Reginald with a heavy blow, and in a most unknightly manner in-

flicted a mortal wound on Sir Edred’s steed, galloped after the princess,

reached her, dragged her brutally from her palfrev, and placing her like

a child across Ins saddlebow, dashed down an easterly glade, and made the

best of his way towards the Castle of Schreckenstein. The princess
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shrieked loudly, but her cries became every moment less and less audible

to her friends, none of whom had succeeded in following her, save the

Knight of the Golden Eagle, who, mounted on a charger of extreme fleet-

ness, continually gained on her pursuer, and called upon him to turn and
defend himself, llis loudly vociferated challenge attracted the notice of

two of the Sclircckenstein troop who chanced to be near at hand, and
springing through tljf bushes they placed themselves between tlieir leader

and Sir Eustace. Following (he base example of their commander, they

immediately disabled the noble charger, and the princess saw Sir Eustace

fall to the ground, and every hope of rescue depart. It is trre, she heard

the trumpets of hel father’s power advancing rapidly to her rescue, and
knew that the Lady Alice must have reached Arlstadt in safety, and given

the alarm. But of 'what avail is succour that comes too late?—every

moment the distance was increasing, the shades of night were deepening,

and the bushes on either side growing denser and denser. And yet, even

then, the soft fragrant breeze, that gently moved the roses o’er her head,

seemed to breath comfort to her soul. But no ! there can be no hope

—

through the close lushes she sees an open glade beyond, and another troop

of miscreants halted ready tq, receive her.

At this instant the thicket seemed stirred as by a hurricane; and one

of the largest and tallest hushes rapidly descending, struck the charger in

front, and brought both horse and rider to the ground.
“ Kay, fair maiden, hut thou slialt

?
not thus escape me,” cried her

captor, as Alethfc, released for a moment from his clutch, sprang to her

feet. IBs hand seized her mantle—she struggled vainly to free herself

—

and the sound of horsehoofs from the eastward told her that all hope was
passed, when a loud howl resounded through the brake, and a bloodhound,

of great size and beauty, sprang at his throat. Another moment and he
was on the ground, powerless in the grasp of his invincible antagonist.

Alethe looked round—hard by she perceived an opening in the thicket;

and no sooner had she entered it than the bushes—they were rose-bushes

—closed behind her, so as to present to the pursuers an impervious

barrier; and in another moment the noble dog was by her side looking

up into her face with an expression of the deepest gratitude.

Soon sounded in her ears the clash of arms—tlien came the shouts of

the pursuers and the cries of the pursued—and then, above all other

sounds, arose the voice of her father calling for his daughter. As he
reached the spot where the hostile leader had fallen, a gentle breeze lifted

the boughs of the thicket where she had been sheltered, and showed her

reclining on a mossy bank, with the bloodhound beside her.

The four-footed hero did not wait to hear his praises sounded by her

lovely lips, but bounding through a gap in the bushes disappeared at once

and for ever. The king clasped his child in his arms, and, escorted by a
goodly retinue, amongst whom she rejoiced to see, apparently uninjured,

her uncle and the two young strangers, the princess returned to her

father’s palace.

Chapter III.

THE VISION.

On reaching the palace, Alethfe was welcomed by her female train, and
especially by Alice, whose courage and presence of mind were lauded by
the whole court, and most of all by her fondly attached mistress. She
sought at once her own apartments, and having despatched her toilet as
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quickly as possible, took the soothing draught which the royal physician
had prepared, and soon fell into a deep slumber. It seemed, however, to

be a troubled one; and yet, from the smile that often played upon her
features, it would appear to haVe been not altogether painful. Alice, who
lay awake for some time after the princess had fallen asleep, observed
these symptoms, and with some pressing prevailed upon her mistress to
make the following confession:

—

“ It seemed to me,” said Alethe, “ that no soonefr had I laid my head
upon my pillow, and closed my weary eyes to sleep, than a sound of distant

music reached me, borne by a gentle breeze that mingled the rustling of

boughs and the purling of brooks with its silvery t^nes. Nearer and
nearer the harmony approached ; though it seemed rather like self-born
music wafted on the wings of the wind *than thg production of any
minstrel of earth. Slowly and sweetly the waves of sound drew nearer,

and as the melody became clearer, 1 was conscious of a delicious scent;

till, at length, the air around me was filled at once with music and
fragrance. So fatigued, however, did I feel with the day’s toils and
perils, that even in my dream I declined to open my eyes until the floating

sounds moulded themselves into words.” •

It was with great difficulty, and after nuiffh solicitation from the Lady
Alice, and much blushing on her own part, that the princess at length was
prevailed upon to repeat the following verses :— 9

“ ‘ Unheard be the sob, and unbreath’d be the sigh,

For the Queen of the Roses she comcth to bless

;

And wherever our Rosabel deigns to draw nigh.

Who can think of aught else but her loveliness?

“ * Sweet Rosabel dwells in the wild wood alone,

Alone in hei* fragrance, alone in her bloom,
And the wild flowers are kneeling around her throne,

Her smile their reward, and her coldness their doom.
“ ‘ The purple Violet kneeleth there,

And so doth the Cowslip of downcast eye,

And the quiet Primrose frank and fair,

Which the moss encircles so lovingly.

“ 1And the Windflower trembles with conscious love,

And the Daisy discloses her sinless gold,

And the Woodbine bends from her bower above,

And the Clematis meekly looks forth from the wold.
“ 1 And the Brione stretches her slender arms.

And the Speedwell laughs with his bright blue eye,

And the Orchis glows in conseioas charms,

And the Wildgrass breathes its silvery sigh.

“ ‘And the Hawthorn smiles his dazzling smile,

And cahuly muses the Asphodel,

But smiling or sighing, they, all the while,

Arc all of them thinking of Rosabel.

“ * For she is the Queen of • he Forest Flowers,

And they joyfully bow at their Sovereign’s throne;

As thou art the Star of these earthly bowers,

Whose sceptre all eyes and all hearts shall own.
“ ‘ Then open thy matchless eyes, sweet maid,

Her equaBfeloue in thy loveliness,

—

For she whom thou savedst in yonder glade,

The Queen of the Roses, she comcth to bless.

“ ‘ She cometh to bless her Sister dear,

And happy the maiden by Rosabel blest,

For myriads of vassals arc ever near

To study her wish, and perform her behest.*
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44 Thus urged,” proceeded Aletlie, 44 I opened my eyes, and beheld a
sight which will ever remain vividly impressed on my memory, though I

can scarcely give you the faintest idea of it in words. The whole room
seemed filled with waves of light, some of them of the hue of the violet,

others that of the honeysuckle, others were of a blight green colour, like

budding leaves, others of a deeper hue, others again golden, others

silvery, and others assuming the various shades of the rose, from the

faint hue of the maiden's blush to the deepest damask. All of these

waves appeared full of fragrance, and as the breezes stirred them they each

gave forth the sweetest sounds conceivable ; now rising \nio a silvery

cadence of deep and wizard harmony, now dying away again into almost

silence,—and yet it was not silence, one felt the presence of mude though
one could not hear it;. •

4h
1 gazed for some time bewildered on the beautiful scene, unable to

decide whether it were fancy or reality that moulded the waves before

me, now into flowers, and now- into angel forms of more than human
loveliness.

,

4 * At length a soft voice close to me uttered the word 4 Sister ;’ and
looking up 1 beheld* a form, such as no waking eye was ever blest with

contemplating. She reminded me of the description which that young
Greek harper gave of the Goddess Aphrodite,—only that she was far

more beautiful, and there seemed to be such a purity as well as grace in

every movement of her person, or tone of her voice, that I could almost

have fallen down and worshipped her.
“ 4 Maiden,’ said she, 4 1 am the Rose Queen. I come to return you

my deepest thanks for the service which you rendered to me this morn-
ing ; to warn you of coming evil ; and to assure you that whenever you
are in need of assistance, you shall receive it at my hands ; or—or

’

here her voice faltered.
44 4 Or at mine,’ said a voice of equal melody and of deeper tone. And,

as 1 looked in the direction whence the sound came, I beheld a slender

figure in njale attire, holding in his hand that which I should have taken

for a lance, had it not been so slight.
44 4 True,’ said the Rose Queen ;

4 Sir Faramond of the Red, Red
Rose will undertake to do ‘battle for you against aeiy denizen of earth or

air.’

44 4 Ay, or of the lower deep either,’ added he.
44 4 lie will undertake to do battle for you against all comers, should

you ever require his aid ; and, powerful and beautiful as you are, you may
require it. The clouds even now are darkening around you. Beware

!

Beware of Schreckcnstein ! Beware of Edred ! Beware even of your
uncle, if he ceases to he himself. Trust Eustace, the noble knight, and
Arnold, the minstrel of the Brocken.’

44 4 Your words are mysterious,’ I replied. 4 Can you not speak more
plainly ?’

44 4 No ; it is not permitted.’
44 4 At least tell mo who and what you are.’
44 4 1 am one of the most powerful of those sprits who resemble the

angels in many points, yet who resemble man in these three things :

—

We are not perfect ; we are in a state of probation ; and wo are (under

certain circumstances) subject to death. I and my race rule over the

flowers of the forest. Sometimes we manifest ourselves in the loveliest of
hem. In fact, during the greater part of the year, from sunrise to
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sunset, or as long as the iiower is naturally awake, we each reside in that

flower which is especially under our charge. When it closes, or the sun
descends below the horizon, wo depart, and either float through the air

in waves of fragrant melody,, or assume those human forms in which a
great portion of our existence is passed. The sylvan retreats which we
occupy when animating our chosen Bowers are rendered supernaturally

obscure to the sight, or impervious to the access of man, except on certain

stated occasions, when we are open to approach, and liable to destruction.

One of these occasions occurred to-day ; and it is only to your gentle
kindness that I owe my prolonged lift?.*

u 1 Nay, not only to me ; the noble bloodhound kept the intruder at

bay till 1 arrived. And now it bethinks me I owe my own escape to his

courage and opportune assistance. Pray, whither is he gone?*
“ 4 He is here/ said Sir Faramond. ‘ The lovely Rosabel forgot, in

enumerating those points in which our nature agrees w’itlj that of man, to

mention the most striking of all—namely, lore. I, though no spirit of

the forest flowers, but sprung from a sterner race, am a devotQd adorer of

the Rose Queen.’
“ The beautiful being whom he had mentioned seenied abashed by the

words of her admirer, and, turning her beaming countenance on me,
said,

“ £ Farewell, my sister—my sweet sister; and let the events of this
f
day

impress upon you, that the Great Father of all Spirits, embodied or dis-

embodied, will never allow the slightest act, or word, or thought of kind-

ness towards any of Ins creatures to go unrewarded, even in the troubled

and murky vale of this world. Love is the universal law of the universe.

Happy and wise are they avIio fulfil it, evey in the faintest degree;
happiest and wisest they tvho bear its impress clearly written on their

heaxt. But it is time to depart. Whenever you are in trial or trouble,

seek iny bower ; it will always be accessible to you, provided you bring
this in your bosom.* And the ltosc Queen laid a beautiful rose upon
my pillow.

“ And here it is !” cried Alice, pointing to the rose as she spoke.

And there it was, sure enough, looking more beautiful than auy rose

ever did look, excepting always the Rose Queen herself.
(t
It was no dream, then,’* said Alethe.

PESTILENCE AND THE GREAT EXHIBITION FOR 1851 *

<c Forewarned, forearmed,” is the appropriate motto adopted by the

author of a pamphlet, which expounds that without preparations being

made for the sanitary accommodation of the multitude of strangers who
may be expected to attend the Great Exhibition of 1851, there will be

great danger of some baneful illness breaking out. The author addresses

himself to the Prince Consort, as the prime originator of the forthcoming

Grand Exhibition, and he says

—

You arc known to be well versed in history, let History therefore speak to you.

Hear her voice, and consider us, as in fact we nearly are, past and forgotten.

Please to observe, while men and matter arc ever undergoing change, the laws of

nature are immutable. And this is one of her great laws, verified by the con-

* The Philosopher’s Mite to the Great Exhibition of 1851. Houlston and
Stoneman.
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conlant testimony of all ages throughout the world,—“ Great, sudden human
gatherings, domiciliated in a confined space, are liable to be followed by pesti-

lence in the compound ratio of the diversity of the sources from whence they
come, the diversity of breed, habits, and diet, and the length of their sojourn in
such given confined space—a liability scarcely to be obviated at all if such accu-
mulation be protracted, and, even if continuing for a few weeks, demanding
special regulations for the public health.”

It would be a mere senseless display of book-knowledge were we to refer you to

the hundreds of ' instances of pestilence accruing upon great international meet-
ings. Take up what history you .like; choose any quarter of the globe, any siicle,

any nation, any metropolis, any great city, and still the fact will encounter you.
You have near you good and truly learned men, who will refer you to the historic

proofs that the most widely-spreading and most exterminating pestilences of
Great Britain followed upon, and were traceable to, sudden and eno: nous influx

of foreigners. But if you will judge for yourself, read the reign of Edward III.,

and there you will trace the tragic consequences of such influx at the founding of
the Order of the Garter. What followed at Windsor? The Black Death, the
early history of which is still the subject of intense curiosity among the learned,

and has been, witliSn the last few years, reprinted both in Germany and in Eng-
land. That freak of Edward cost England more than a third of its population.

Again, in 1483, Richmond brought with him, to deliver his country from a so-

called tyrant, a motley army of aliens, and thus introduced the Sweating Sickness,

developed in the invading army soon after their landing at Milford Haven. In
some towns one-half of the population perished by it. If the work of the learned
Caius, the founder of Caius College, be too professional for your perusal, you will

find that my Lord Bacon, at a subsequent period, embodied an account of it in his

great work.
Will you go with us to the East? What have been the consequences of the

great Oriental sacred gatherings in that quarter? Please to ask your East India
Company how many thousands of deaths malignant disease were traceable to

such national meetings? For Italy, in the mediaeval ages, the records of the
Medici will suffice. You will there learn how frequently the pest recurred from
accidental and forced collections of people, driven from one city to another by the
calamities of war; so frequently, indeed, that the mere contingency of approaching
risk prompted authority to shut the city gates, and with them the gates of mercy,
on their fellow-creatures. And here, Prince, we tremble, while hastily flit before
our memory the names of great and good men who were execrated, defamed, nay
worse, murdered, because a mob will always concentrate their rage on individuals

and stupidity personify the cause of pestilence, instead of tratvng it to its complex
origin, for which they have not the mind or the patience. Even kings have thus
been maligned, and found Ilomers to immortalise the error. This makes us
tremble for your popularity. Is it well emcrited? What matters? Does not
history tell you, that a shadow of a pretence suffices for mob etiology? {Search

the archives of your fatherland. Do you not call to mfhd that influx of invaders
brought with it pestilence? Thank God! the English are only going to he
visited, and not invaded. But does Nature, in her above-recited law, make any
exceptions? Does she except those brought together from distant parts to join

in the praise of the Deity or in the defence of religion? Ask History again, and
she will answer you. Whether of yore, in the temple of Solomon, or in our own
time, on the plains of Ilindostan, such popular collections, ever found to be dan-
gerous, have demanded classification and division by the Jews in the one instance,

and secured the intervention of the Indian Company in the other.

The piety of the good St Louis availed not to save him and a great part of his

army from a similar catastrophe. Surely men are not so insensate as to expect
an immunity from a law which is not allowed to be inoperative, even when too
many are gathered together in Ilis name, as Christian history also suffices to show,
and as has been exemplified even in our own time in various parts of Europe? If
you dislike to read medical authors, turn to Froissart. If you require modern
documents for modern calamities, you can have them from your India House, from
your Board of Control, from your Army and Navy Medical Boards. That tho
sun shines at mid-day is not clearer to our minds than the embryo danger of your
monster Exhibition, however noble that monster is intended to be. It is that same
law which influenced the introduction of the pestilence of 1483, 1485, 1506, 1517,
1528, 1529—a law as clearly definable as that two multiplied by two make four.
It is notable that tho second recurrence hero cited took place just two years after
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all England had offered up prayers and thanksgivings for the withdrawal of what
has ever been considered a divine scourge, and just at the period when the short-
sighted wisdom of the learned had led them to infer that the calamities of the past
were the best guarantee against the danger of the future. The same law influenced
the introduction of the plague in <665

;
for both restorations brought with them a

motley influx offoreigners. Whether moved by the consideration of the jealousy
which might accrue from the presence of an army of foreigners, or struck by the
repeated examples of pest occurring in his own time, arising out of a contingent
plus population, that wise and sagacious monarch, Henry IV., dismissed with
largess all his alien supporters, and thanking thAn warmly for the services they
had rendered him. remitted them to their vessels at Plymouth, to sail from thence
to Brittany,—not allowing them to await cither the issue of his contest with
Richard, or for his own coronation contingent upon the deposal of that monarch.

All well-informed men are aware that those heavy visitations of ancient times
were traceable, like cholera, as coming from Asia; but it is equally notorious, that
when international intercourse was limited, throughout fomr outbreaks, Germany
and the Netherlands were exempt, while at the fifth, in these last countries, pest
developed itself at the great conference at Marpurgh, between JUither and Zuin-
glius, on trans’ubstantiation,—a curious omen for the present religious tendencies
of England.

The author then goes on to show how the centralisation of large

armies, and even common assizes have, by the excessive animalisation of

bouses not capacious enough for their ordinary and contingent inhabitants,

been the means of exciting sudden outbreaks. He then considers the

habits of foreigners visiting London. How they congregate in the

purlieus of Leicester-square, where the cupidity of lodging-house keepers

induces them to receive an overplus. Upwards of threescore foreigners,

he tells us, have been known to lodge, or rather to bundle, in one -house

in Castle-street, three in a bed. And then he asks

—

What number of visitors, may wc be allowed to ask, does your Committee ex-
pect? We have heard of 40,0Q0. Wc have heard of 100,000. We have heard ofa
million. And we think the last a nearer approximation to the probable truth.

Patriotism has attracted great bodies of men to her altars. Religious enthusiasm
more. But the incentive now held up to the world, if philosophers have under-
stood human nature, will prove that the worshippers of Mammon exceed all the
other worshippers or* the face of the earth. Tournaments and glory have had
their altars in the open air, and have allured their thousands; but this is the age
of Mammon, and its votaries will bo countless,—their name Legion. Your fine

mind has been too severely schooled in philosophy to be swayed by an argument
unsupported by facts, riease to observe a whole group of such facts in the ac-

cording testimony of all mftions.

Our philosopher shows that the severest distempers of an epidemical

character have travelled from Asia, and that the most violent outbreaks

of cholera have aiisen from undue and accidental crowdings. And he

not only avers that monster collections of masses in confined space,

especially when derived from various and distant sources, are commonly
found to bring with them all the heterodox materials necessary for pesti-

lential development, in that mystic caldron of human calamity, an over-

grown metropolis ; but he also says that wise men of all nations have

pronounced that every gigantic suieme for human improvement has

encountered dire reverses, never contemplated by the benevolent origina-

tors. Without going so far as the learned and clever author, and
placing much reliance upon untoward coincidences which would seem

a priori to call into question the benevolence of Providence, we must say

that there are statements and arguments in his pamphlet which claim

serious attention, and that with him we say, “ Forewarned, forearmed.”

2 VVOL. XVIII.
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THE CONFEDERATES ; OR, THE DAYS OF MARGARET OF
PARMA.

AN HISTORICAL ROMANCE.

Chapter XIX.

Loud and prolonged peals of laughter rose in noisy, chorus to the dark

oak ceiling of the banqueting hall ofthe palace of Cuylcmbcrg. More than

three hundred guests sat at the long, narrow tables ranged round the hall,

which was of loftier* and more roomy dimensions than common even in

those days. The heavy silver tankards overflowed with the richest and

rarest wines. Malvoisy and Cyprus glittered in slender Venetian glasses,

whilst in armoriated goblets the ruby vintage of France rivalled the golden

tribute of the Rhine. The sumptuous repast was drawing to a close, and
the menials had been dismissed, that nothing might check the free flow

of hilarity and the' unguarded license of the hour.

The eyes of the young fiien who, for the most part, composed this

assembly, were lighted up with an unnatural fire, and their cheeks tinged

with a ruddier glow than ever was bestowed by health; but the formidable

display of empty wine flasks, piled at intervals between the guests, suffi-

ciently accounted for these appearances! Those among the revellers who
had reached the meridian of life—except a few Protestants, whose stern

countenances spoke of the struggles for which they were preparing, and
others whose names and positions were sufficient to give dignity to any
cause they embraced—were men on whose harsh and worn countenances
disappointment and debauch had left indelible traces. The majority, how-
ever, seemed thoughtless and headlong youths, whose chief delight was
the wine-flask, whose chief aim to spend as quickly as possible the surplus

of vitality that overfilled their veins.

Florent of Cuylemberg and Louis ofNassau sat on either band ofBrede-
rode; and though two of them at least had passed the rubicon of youth,

yet their enjoyment of the passing hour seemed sfo keen and as careWls as

that of any there present ; but an observing eye might have perceived

that, under the appearance of levity, the looks of Brederode were occa-

sionally overcast, and that Louis of Nassau could at times with difficulty

repress an abstraction very foreign to his nature. The Count of Cuylem-
berg alone of the three seemed to enter freely, and without secondary
motives or thought, into the pleasures of the moment.

The conversation had hitherto followed the routine of all such meetings;

it was now fast reaching a point where mirth was in danger of becoming
madness—patriotism a devouring flame—where the most cowardly feel

themselves lions, the most hard-hearted have to combat their overflowing

sensibilities, the most reserved become loquacious. In short, all were
suffering, more or less, under an incipient inebriety which, acting upon
diverse natures and temperaments, promised soon to close the eyes of

some, and extinguish the few remaining sparks of reason in others.

Towards the middle of one of the tables we have described, a group
was eagerly conversing; for they yet maintained sufficient control over

themselves to listen to the observations of each other—a ceremony, as the
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din around proclaimed, deemed altogether superfluous by many. In the
centre of this group sat one of a peculiarly expressive aspect. His erect
bearing and air of oommand, as well as the abruptness of his manners,
betrayed the soldier ; but there was in his countenance a look of unmiti-
gated austerity, that conveyed a conviction of his tenets to the mind, even
before his name had justified it.

“ None can fully appreciate the extraordinyy qualities of the Prince of
Orange,” he was saying, whilst his untouched goblet, filled to the brim,
was slightly compressed by his fingers, as if mechanically, “ but those
who like me have the honour and pleasure of being constantly thrown
into his society, and of living within the circle of his hospitality.”

“ Is not he who is now speaking,” whispered a gaudily dressed gentle-

man, whoso profusion of pinking and slashing made him not unlike a
stuffed parrot—“ is not he who is now speaking, John M^rnix, Lord of
Thoulouse, the rank heretic, who conceives himself equally master of the
pen and of the sword, and plays by turns the soldier and the man of

letters?”

“ The same,” answered the person interrogated. •“ He resides at

Breda, in the midst of a nest of heretics like ftmself, all men of erudition,

of whom, by the way, many are here to-day. But hark ! he speaks.”
“ None,” continued Thoulouse, “ knows better how to win the hearts

of all that come within his sphere. It were difficult to say whether his

free and princely generosity, or his,affability, weigh most in tho scale of

public; esteem.” '

#

“ Certainly none in the Netherlands,” said Eustache Fiennes, Baron
tVEtquedra, “ can equal the prince in magnificence ; even in Brussels the

splendour of his establishment and retinue, the pomp and state that

surround him, excite, it is said, the jealousy of the regent and the court

of Spain ; and yet 1 have hoard it confidently asserted that it is nothing

compared with what he displays at Breda.”
“ He holds there cour pUniere, does he not?” inquired another; “ and

plays the independent sovereign ?”

“ He is one,” replied Thoulouse, proudly.

“How so?” pursued tjie same interlocutor. “He is vassal to the

emperor for his county of Nassau.”
“ True,” rejoined Marnix; “but his principality of Orange in France

is free—there he owes fealty to none.”

“ Yes,” observed a fourth, laughing ;
“ but his freedom in that quarter

lies somewhat too near Avignon and France for my taste. The first

quarrel, and his principality is packed up in a trice—he cannot defend it.”

“ He would sacrifice that and More besides for the sake of our rights,”

said Thoulouse, warmly. “ He is a right noble and wise prince, and

happy are the lands that owe allegiance to him alone.”

“Amen!” responded several in die vicinity of the speakers, and

enthusiastic were the shouts with which the health of Orange was drunk,

as the toast went round.

“ Whom are they drinking up there ?” inquired a voice from the next

table. “ Is it the noble Count of Egmont ? Faith, I have bqen in the

camp with him, and have seen him face the jaunty tranchmen. He took

the starch out of their ruffs, I promise you. I was with him at St.

Quentin, and a prettier affair I never wish to see.”

« I hear them shouting the name of the Prince of Orange,” said

2 t 2
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another ;
“ but I am all for native heroes. What need have we to cry

up so high those whose roots were planted in another soil ? Come ! let

us drink the toast our forefathers drank.
(

4 May the three great houses

bloom and flourish for ever—Egmont, the rich ; Wassenaer, the old

;

and Brederode, the noble
!’

Deafening were the clamours with which this popular saying in the

Netherlands was received by the assembled nobles, among whom it

passed like wildfire, until tfie beloved names had been duly honoured.

At the extremity of the table sat several rakish-looking youths, who
either could not catch, or did not understand, what was going for-

ward.
*

“ What on earth are they saying, Florent ?” said one, who could

scarcely have closed his twentieth year, to one somewhat older than

himself who was straining every muscle to look steady, and endeavouring,

though in vain, to obtain a distinct view of his neighbour, and a clear

comprehension of what was passing around him.
“ Really, I can’t tell,

,,

he gravely answered. <£ I can’t distinguish.

The ship rocks sp confoundedly—one can’t—the waves are so yellow and

thick”—he gazed wistfully as he spoke into a large goblet of Rhenish

that stood before him—“ so very thick, that one grows quite dizzy.”

^

“ Ha ! ha! ha! he’s gone—clean gone. Poor Florent ! lie can stand

nothing!” shouted another youth by his side. “ Now, here am i, at the

close of a feast as at the beginning.
t
I’ll give you a proof—I’ll tell you

hoW much I owe to the Jews to a hair’s breadth.”
“ That’s easily done,” said a third, laughing ;

“ say everything, and

more than you ever possessed, and you’ll not be far wrong.”
44 Do you mean to insult me ?” demanded he who had given rise to

this retort, and who appeared to have arrived at the quarrelling stage

;

“ if so, I’d have you to know I’m as good a hand at a sword-cut as any
man, and by ’r Lady—I—I ”

“ Sit down and be quiet, can’t you ?” interrupted a fourth. “ Don’t

you see that I can’t tell ray adventures in France, if you make such a

noise ?”

“ Who wishes to hear them ?” growled the angry man. “I tell you,

the strings of pearls my mother left me, that 1 used to wear round my
bonnet, were worth—were worth—let me see

”

“ As much as your acres every bit, I’ll be bound,” returned the other;
" and the weight of either would not encumber a flea’s back.”

Upon this the ruined gentleman grew outrageous, and would have

vented his fury in deeds as well as words, had not the unsteadiness of his

limbs, as well as the interference of his friends, prevented him. In the

mean time the fourth speaker continued vaunting of the things he had
seen at the court of France, at the height of his voice.

u Yes, by our Lady of Hanap ! no country can match France. She
boasts the loveliest queen and the merriest jester that ever were beheld

;

and I don’t know which did me the most good when I went to Paris, the

smiles of the enchanting Mary of Scotland, or the hearty laugh that

Brusquet—that half-knave, half-fool—cost me. The queen, one day,

invited no end—no end ”

“ Pray make an end to that stupid story of yours ; don’t you see I

want to tell
”

“ No end,” continued the unabashed speaker, “ of noblemen and
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gentlemen to sup with her ; and—and—and—for you kuow he is

postmaster-general of France
”

“ Who?—the queen or Brusquet?” interrupted one.
“ The queen, of course,” explained another.
“ All—all the footmen,” continued he ;

iC behind the chairs were
postilions in disguise, and trumpeted them deaf with the horns they
had concealed under their vests—and the pies were made of old leather—
the cast-off harness and saddles of the poster^ cut small and hacked, and
disguised with spices, and sauces, and

—

1 Sacre Dieu /’ she said
”

“ Who—Brusquet or the queen ?” asked several, laughing.
“ By my fay !” said one, “

it is a good story and a good joke, be it

who it may—ha ! ha ! Let us drink, to settle the matter.”
“ The queen, or Brusquet ?” continued the narrator, regarding his

interrogators with a stolid look—it is not clear; but I have no doubt the

.mystery will be unravelled when—when ” »

“ When you are sober,” observed a laughing neighbour.
" Sober! sober! ne’er more sober in my life,” was the reply, accom-

panied with a courteous inclination of the head, and a grave, meaning
smile, which raised shouts of laughter around. u Trjr me—I entreat

you to try. I can tell all my genealogy, froA one end to another, with-

out a fault.”

“ Pshaw!” exclaimed a young nobleman, putting forth a hand, evsry

finger of which was laden with a jewel. “ What is the stone in my
thumb-ring? Tell me that, if you are sober.”

“ That’s a good one. But hold it nearer-let me see. The light is

so indifferent ; and there is such a confounded noise.”

“ lla! ha! an excellent reason, that last, for not seeing clear.”

“ It is—it is a turquoise. Yes—give it to me—there,” said the in-

ebriated gentleman, holding the ring deliberately between his forefinger

arid thumb, and winking at it very sagely. Yes ; it is a turquoise—as

blue as the skies, or as the eyes of the Madonna. I declare, gentlemen,

it is blue, and a turquoise. No ! no ! it is not that either—no, on closer

inspection, I see it clearly—oh! it is palpable—the stone is red—glow-

ing red! It is a ruby, by St. Andrew! tho patron of the Order I shall

never belong to—it is a Varc and rich ruby—of as great price as the kiss

of beauty. Most lovely ruby !—but, no—you need not laugh, gentle-

men ; I retract in time—I do, honourably, like a knight and a noble.

It is—let me see—yes—it is an emerald—green and brilliant, like the

serpent’s eye—glittering and deep as the waves of the sea. A beautiful

stone, by my fay ! and well worth, like the best pearl of Fernando

Cortez, being kept for a fair bride, whenever 1 chance to get one.”

“ You had better keep your eye mpon him, whispered Launcelot de

Brederode (a natural son of Count Henry) to the owner of tho ring, who
was no other .than Arkel, “ or he vill certainly pocket the stone. I

have known worse jokes pass at a bauquet before now.”

“ Thank you for the warning,” returned Arkel, in the same under

tone ;
“ I will take care.”

The orator, delighted to perceive that he drew upon himself general

attention, continued his rhapsody.

“ You wish me, messire, to return you this—this exquisite jewel—this

pearl, as I was saying, beyond all price ; but you are mistaken, messire,

strangely mistaken—you misname it in calling it a pearl—it is a
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diamond, fit only for a king’s crown—a dewdrop on a flower, as the

rhymer lias it. Gentlemen, who knows the song ?”

44 Give me back my dewdrop, or whatever you please to call it,”

said Arkel, somewhat impatiently ;
44

it is a heirloom, and I was wrong
to toy with it at all.”

Alter some gentle insistance, the ring, which was of great value in

many respects, was restored to its owner. It was a star-sapphire, of the

purest water and large size a gem not only highly esteemed in jewellery

at that epoch, but to which superstition and romance attached the belief

of supernatural properties.
44 Why, Launcqlot, how is this ?” exclaimed Charles Mansfeldt, son of

Count Ernest, who, at the earlier part of the banquet, had sat higher

up the table, but Hio now joined his friend. 44 Whom have you got

among you ? Lamoral, as I live ! I thought you told me positively

that your fathe/’ had advised him not to remain in Brussels, and that he

had departed accordingly.”
44 And so he had,” replied young Brederode; 44

at least so I believe; but

here he is, as you see, as merry as any of us, ami right merry are we all,

I can assure you. rI am ready, for a wager, to ride like the wind through

the streets with Conrad Vnh der Noot, back to hack on the same horse,

and that, too, with our barrets turned inside out; we have done it

before now.”
44 And may do so again, Launcelot, if you please,” returned Mansfeldt,

laughing good-naturedly, 44 but you miVst not expect me to be a party to

your frolic.”

44 You arc so horridly tame, Charles,” said Launcelot, shrugging his

shoulders disdainfully; 44 you will not, forsooth, enter frankly into a jest,

and yet you enjoy one, after a sl^ fashion of your own, at a distance.

You’ll stick in purgatory, Charles—you'll never get beyond.”
44 If I avoid sinking lower,” said Mansfeldt, “that will, at least, he

something in my favour. But you and the brothers Van der Noot
are wild Junckers

;

your heads, I fear, are not very steady on your
shoulders.”

44 As for that matter,” replied Launcelot, 44 there are not many here at

this moment can boast of so great an advantage.
1,

44 1 hope you don’t mean this as an omen,” said Cornelius Van der

Noot, the younger brother, wdiose wild countenance, inflamed with wine,

harmonised strangely with the tones of a voice almost sepulchral.
44 God grant it may not be one!” said Charles Mansfeldt, whose

hilarity was damped by thi9 passing observation. 44 That was a strange

thought of yours, messire.”
44 Yes,” said Cornelius Van der Noot, who grew more melancholy and

desponding with every additional glass.
44 Who can tell how many here

present shall die before a few, very few, short years are over! or what
death we may die! When I gaze around me, I almost fancy this hall a
funeral vault, and that 1 see skulls grinning at me from under these

barrets for all their tinsel ornaments and gay feathers!”
44 For our Lady’s sake, don’t let him proceed thus, Launcelot,” said

Mansfeldt ;
44 he will sing us the service for the dead in a few minutes.”

4C That he will,” said Launcelot; 44 what raises the hearts of others,

makes him as heavy as lead. But he’ll soon fall asleep, that’s one
comfort!”
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“Ha! a well-timed interruption,” exclaimed Conrad Van der Noot.
“ Here comes the Spaniard I told you of, Launcelot, who sings like a
nightingale

; he is full of life and spirit, and will make us as merry as

birds, if lie but chooses either to talk or sing. But he is capricious and
variable.”

fc£ A Spaniard!” said Mansfeldt. “Is that prudent? Is it right?”
“Oh! perfectly safe, on my word,” replied young Brederode. “ I

know him well—he is heart and soul our <Avn ; and between you and I,

he has already proved himself useful and trustworthy to many of us.”
“ That is to say, he has lent money to the Van der Noots and to

Launcelot over and over again,” whispered another youngster in Mans-
feldt’s ear ;

c< he has helped them out of many a scrape.”

At that momeut a form, whose plain burglwr’s garb contrasted

strangely with the gay costumes around him, surpassing in manly grace
every bting, however distinguished, in that crowded halls crossed, with a
swift step, the short distance that intervened between the door and the

table at which the youths were sitting. There might be in the quickness

of his movement, and the haste with which the young men made way for

him, a desire to reunite, as speedily as possible, in social enjoyment ; but

to Charles Mansfeldt’s observing eye it lnfd more the appearance of an
anxiety to escape the notice of those who occupied the upper end of the

room. He turned towards Arkel, who being precisely in the same situa-

tion as himself in every respect, was the person there with whom he felt

he could most sympathise. They had been more moderate in their liba-

tions than the others, and had evidently preserved their faculties more
unscathed. Arkel returned his gaze, and then fixed his eyes with amaze-

ment on the new comer.
.
Jlis surprise soon gave way to a mixed expres-

sion of curiosity and anxiety. The latter feeling communicated itself

instantaneously to Mansfeldt; and; he determined to watch narrowly the

person thus introduced, doubtless for the first time, to such a circle. The
stranger seemed, however, perfectly at his ease, until he became conscious

of ArkePs gaze ; then indeed a slight flush betrayed some symptom of

recognition on his part, and an embarrassment came over him which did

not escape Mansfeldt’s observation; it was, however, but passing; he

recovered himself almost instantly.

“ Is it long since you left Antwerp?” asked Launcelot, nodding, in a

most friendly manner.
“ Only a few hours,” replied the stranger. “ I came in all haste upon

your invitation.”

“ Well, well,” said Launcelot, laughing away some slight confusion ; for

he remembered the invitation had been accompanied with, or rather was

the herald of, certain demands of a very different nature, which he did

not wish to hear alluded to at that moment. “ You are come, and wel-

come. You gire an enemy to the Ii quisition, and, therefore, the friend of

every one here present, although known to few; so here's a pledge to a

better acquaintance with my worthy friend, Lopez Chievo9a by name, by

birth a Spaniard, Moor, Saracen, Turk—it matters not what.”

“ But it does matter,” said the young Spaniard, haughtily ;
“ to me,

at least, if to none else.”

But his health was drunk with such loud demonstrations of kindness

by the offender himself and the brothers Van der Noot, that what he

might have said was drowned in the increasing confusion. It was even
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with the greatest difficulty that he freed himself of the somewhat incon-

venient professions of the brothers, who, taking by main force each one

of his long, thin, dark hands, swore that their friendship for him would

last until the clouds should fall, and the world dissolve ;—a declaration

which brought tears of sensibility into the eyes of an old campaigner
who sat not far off. The disorder and clamour among the young men,
augmenting with every second, at length attracted the attention of the

graver portion of the company forcibly towards that quarter.

“ Messire de Barlaymont may look and talk as disdainfully as he
pleases/' said Count Henry de Brederode, looking with a smile of satis-

faction on the scene of unbounded revelry which the crowded hall dis-

played. “ If we are but des Gueux* as he pleased to call us but this

morning, we are mc^ry ones at least. Had each here present his own,

many of us would be richer than he.”

“ But how was that?” exclaimed several voices at a time. “ When

—

where did Barlaymont apply so vile an epithet to us?”
“ I and ‘many others overheard it,” said Brederode. “ Yesterday, as

I was handing the petition to the princess.”

“ How came Efarlaymont to be there ?” demanded Berghe, who had

not arrived in time to join the confederates at the presentation. “ Tell

me, I pray.”

“•The council was but just over when we were admitted into the pre-

sence, as I have already told you. Many of the councillors had remained

by tliQ regent, among whom, of course, the President Yiglius and Count
of Barlaymont were first. When the princess saw us enter with a self-

possessed air, she became very pale, and turned to Barlaymont, as if for

support. Upon which, we, who were nearest/ distinctly overheard these

words: ‘Fear not, madam, they arc but a pack of Gueux/ This he
spoke in French.”

“The insolent wretch!” exclaimed several voices, with angry vehe-

mence. #

“ Never fear, gentlemen,” said Louis of Nassau, “ we will force the

wrord down the villain's throat before the day is closed.”

“I, on the contrary,” said Brederode, “ feel very much gratified by
the epithet. Barlaymont has often taxed me with not belonging to the

Order. Faith, I have not much inclination towards an assembly so few

members of which have any bowels left for the mother that bore them

—

the land that gave them birth. If you thiuk like me, my friends, we
will form a new Order among ourselves—a new brotherhood; rendered

necessary by the state of our country and our own position. Wo have

gone too far to recede, our best chance of safety lies in going forward.

He who retracts is lost ; union makes the weakest strong. Yes ! let us

form a new Order. Heretofore, such have been inaugurated by princes;

an afflicted people may, in their turn, create one for the holy purpose of

maintaining their threatened liberties, their failing prosperity. Let the

word pronounced in scorn by a proud upstart be our watchword ! Let
us redeem it from its base acceptation, and show that a patriotic self-

devotion may ennoble all things, even the most lowly. Let us make the

word ring from shore to shore, that the inland rivers may bear the tale

to the sea, of the truth and constancy of the confederates. One day,

perhaps, the cheek of Barlaymont may grow pale, as the word of scoru

* Beggars.
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will sound like a coming tempest in his ear! We have long, in vain,

sought a suitable name for our association ; here it comes ready-coined to

our hand. Gentlemen, lia\e with me— Vive les Gueux 1”

The speech of Brederode, who had risen to deliver it, had attracted

and, towards its close, rivetted the attention of all. Although generally

but a very indifferent speaker, his enunciation being naturally slow,

hesitating, and often embarrassed and stammering, the wine, that had

over-excited many, had only warmed him sufficiently to overcome all

such impediments; and he delivered these words with an enthusiasm

that won over many, even whilst it failed to convince. Those who sur-

rounded Brederode repeated the toast with wild delight. The singularity

of the name thus proposed for adoption agreed with the humour of the

moment ; it was received with general and rapturous consent, and none

drank it with more fiery zeal than the youthful set of
#

which Arkel and

Charles Mansfeldt formed a part. When the prolonged and deafening

shouts that accompanied this ebullition of feeling had somewhat sub-

sided, Brederode again rose ; silence reigned throughout, and the atten-

tion of all was fixed upon his movements. He produced a beggar’s

scrip (how he came by it never was explained), from whence he took a

small wooden cup, such as beggars were in the habit of using. This he

filled to the brim with the choicest wine, and holding it on high, he said:

“ I care not if I become a beggar in the service of the king add this

country; and here, over this cup, do I swenr solemnly that I will stand by

the confederates to the last, and that I will go unto death for the sake of

each individually, as well as for all. Yes ! I’ll die rather than aban-

don a friend ! Vive les Gueux !"

Enthusiastic cheers, that threw the former ones into shade, proclaimed

the delight with which this additional toast was received. Cuylemberg,

Louis of Nassau, the Counts of Berghem, St. Aldegonde, and De Mon-
tigny, John Sauvage, Seigneur d’Escaubtique, and others, each in turn,

claimed the woo*den cup— for Brederode had but touched it with his lips

—and eagerly took the same oath, in clear, loud tones. By this time all

stood up, and the cup passed from hand to hand, from lip to lip; whilst

a hundred vows consecrated its brim. Eustache Fienne Esquedra, and

John Marnix of Thoulouse, took the oath, in as calm and cheerful a voice

as if the death they invoked were never to surprise them.

Many were outrageous in their zeal.

“ Die !” exclaimed a portly gentleman, whose habits of intemperance

had stamped his person with the visible marks of premature old age,

“ ay! a thousand million deaths for any of you, that I would. I’d be

drawn by wild horses, quartered, hung, drowned, flayed alive, without

wincing. I’ll stake my soul on my courage ; it is boiling in my veins,

like molten lead ! Hand me the cup. Here goes, the oath
!”

« j lo-love every one of you like my born brother—father—mother

—

like my born wife!” exclaimed another. “ Die for you !—to be sure I

would—and will, that’s more, if I have but the occasion !”

« King Philip will not, I suppose, deprive us of the opportunity long,

if this reaches liis ears,” said Arkel, laughing, as the cup rapidly advanced

towards the set among whom he was sitting.

The elder Van der Noofc acquitted himself of his task with cheerful

readiness, but Cornelius took the cup with a most gloomy and profoundly

sagacious look, and holding it up, exclaimed, in a deep, hollow voice,
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that formed a straDge dissonance with the peals of laughter around him,

“ Die ! to be sure we’ll die—we may take our oaths of that. So, here

goes ! Death to all here present as speedily, as possible, by land and by

water!”
“ Hush, hush !” said Chievosa, putting his hand before his mouth, and,

taking the cup from him, he passed it rapidly to Lancelot de Brederode;

for some gentlemen, on hearing these strange words, and unconscious

probably of the source from whence they sprang, had already their hands

on the hilts of their daggers. By this manoeuvre he also avoided joining

in the ceremony, which both Arkel and Charles de Mansfeldt observed.

Lancelot, perceiving that the chance words of the more than halt-

besotted Van der Noot had somewhat checked the ardour of those on

that side of the table, took the drained bowl, and replenished it, with the

loudest and most extravagant demonstrations of enthusiasm, which again

roused the spirits of the party within ear-shot.

When in his turn Arkel took the bowl, he hesitated slightly. He was

quite alive to the serious import and binding nature of the oath, that

might ultimately devote to a premature grave many of those who took it

so lightly. He had hitherto [rented the conspiracy as the toy of his

dawning manhood
; but this one rash act might turn it into his destiny.

He had not prepared himself to view in so serious a light a matter in

which 'he felt his heart was not very deeply engaged ; nor did he feel

justified, at one moment’s warning, in takjng a step so irrecoverable—

a

step upon which was cast honour, fame, and all that a man holds dear.

It Were much for one so young to refuse the pledge which so many older

than himself had taken freely; but, although the generosity of his nature

revolted against this self-seeking prudence, his hand was about to repulse

the proffered cup, when Chievosa for the first time took direct notice of

him.
“ You have admirers and enthusiastic friends in Antwerp, my lord,”

said he, “who will scarcely believe me when I report if, how lukewarm

arc your feelings in a just cause. They fancy you daring and bold to a

fault ; but prudence is a fine virtue, especially in the young.”

The sarcasm was spoken in a half-supercilious, half-mocking tone, that

set Arkel’s blood on fire. He would, probably from anger at the auda-

city of the young burgher, have decidedly refused the pledge, for he

scorned to remind Chievosa that he too had avoided it ; but Lancelot

and others took up the ball. A few words from Charles Mansfeldt,

which seemed to imply that although his father’s displeasure was to the

full as certain as Arkel’s, he had not hesitated, appeared to determine

his line of conduct ; carried away by the embarrassment of the moment^

and not sufficiently firm to maintain his will against the jibes of his

neighbours, lie gave way, and quaffed and vowed, as bad the others,

with the difference, that many more eyes were upon him than if he com-

plied at once aud without hesitation ; he felt conscious, too, although he

avoided looking directly at him, that a smile of scorn curled the lip of the

Spaniard. Many of those who now performed the ceremony were inca-

pable of understanding its meaning, and bitterly did Arkel regret that

he had allowed the opportunity to escape, of giving a salutary example.

“ Florent,” said one of the younkers to him, whose delusion had taken

so maritime a turn, M Florent! why don’t you drink, and swear yourself a

Gueux?”
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“How can I/’ stuttered the woe-begone youth, attempting in vain

to steady the hand that had grasped the cup; “how can I? Don’t
you hear how the wind whistles? how the ship racks? I can’t stand

—

my head—my stomach—all suffer alike at sea—1 never can bear it even
in calm weather— this is a fearful storm. Ah!” he almost shrieked,

as his trembling hand spilled the contents of the wooden goblet over his

sadly disarranged finery, “ the waves are coming over—we are drowned
—all drowned—will no one save me?* he tottered and reeled as he
spoke.

Lancelot refilled the goblet and forced it to his lips ; but Arkel rose,

and advancing with the dignity of one influenced by a just thought, he
roughly pushed away the cup that Lancelot held, saying in loud, severe

tones— *

“ I wonder, gentlemen, that you are not ashamed to urge a man per-

haps to his ruin in this helpless state. He cannot evdn understand what
is passing around him—I trust you are not, in earnest in pressing this

matter, for it is neither fair nor honourable.”
“ What do you mean by this reproach V* said Lancelot, fiercely, for his

wrath was at all times easily roused. “He shall drink and swear, if I

please.

“ lie shall not! I will not suffer it!” exclaimed Arkel, in as angry
and haughty a tone, his lip actually quivering with the passion flie en-

deavoured to suppress.
“ He shall by ,” returned Lancelot, uttering an oath that was then

much in vogue, though more familiar to roistering soldiers than to persons

of gentle blood.

“By all my hopes of knighthood!” said Arkel, snatching the goblet

from Lancelot’s hands. He had not time to utter more, for Charles Mans-
feldt sprang from his seat, and held back the infuriated young Brederode

as he would have aimed a blow at his opponent.

“For God’s "sake, Lancelot,” he whispered, “ be quiet. What would
your father say if he knew’ what folly and child’s-play is going on here?

And you, Lamoral, take care of Florent as quickly as you can : he is not

fit to remain here.”

Mansfeldt had toitched the right chord. Arkel had not noticed the

raised arm of young Brederode ; and, as he turned to his protege
, all

trace of anger vanished from his brow,
“ Come, Florent,” said he, “you .arc saved for once; come away with

9 >me.
“ Whither?” inquired the unfortunate youth, leaning heavily on the arm

of his nrotector as he led him slowly away. “ Well, I owo you life, that’s

sure/'

“You may have spoken a truer word, Florent, than you imagine,” re-

plied Arkel, who, without heeding the words of Lancelot de Brederode,
“ You’ll pay me for this, Lamoral,” reached the door and effected the safe

exit of his companion.

By this time the wooden cup had returned to Count Henry de Brede-
rode. lie took it up with a great show of respect and veneration, and
hung it up, as well as the scrip which had contained it, on the wall above

the place where he sat. Immediately nails and hammers were called for,

and the guests simultaneously rose. Those who could get at the means
of so doing fixed a nail in the wall, in accordance with the action of
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Bredcrode, in lieu of the scrip and cup with which, very beggars as many
of them were in reality, they had not yet provided themselves.

The spirits of the company were running riot ; reason was banished,

and gaiety had far overstepped its boundaries, when the entrance of three

new comers—chance visitors, it would seem—added another feature to

the scene. An hour sooner their names would have excited respect,

and imposed restraint on the major part of the company, but now the

Prince of Orange and the Counts of Egmont and De Horn were re-

ceived with shouts of rapture and deafening clamours. They had been

dining with the Count Ernest of Mansfeldt, and on their way towards their

homes entered the Palace of Cuylemberg, to ascertain if Louis of Nassau

and Brcderode were yet there. ' As the Prince of Orange gave thisexpla-'

nation of their appearance at that hour, a meaning glance passed between

himself and his brother ; but it was noticed by none. The confusion

augmented with every instant, and Brederode now explained to the new
comers what had passed, and begged them to pledge the Gueux.

The courtesy of that period hardly admitted of a refusal. All three

drank “ Vive les Guepx !” with every wish for their success. This con-

descension, which was considered, as well it might be, a signal mark of

approbation, was received with the wildest expressions of joy. Glasses

were shivered to atoms in every direction—-jewelled barrets flew in the

air, and fell in different parts of the room—some swore eternal friend-

ship who had never met before—even the (Jisputatious became amicable.

There was a wringing of hands and felicitations to be seen and heard on
all sides, as if a public benefit had suddenly fallen to their lot, and above

all arose the incessant and wild chorus—“Vive les Gueux/'
Of course, among the. three hundred, all weremot exalted beyond, or

rather reduced below the boundaries of reason, but enthusiasm or feint

filled up the chasms that wine had left, and even the grave Philip Marnix
grew eloquent with the eagerness of his feelings. Cornelius van der

Noot had betaken himself to profound slumber, gently deposing on the

shoulders of a patient neighbour, and Charles Mansfeldt alone looked

grave; but when the protracted banquet was ended, all that left the

palace of Cuylemberg were irrevocably pledged—and retreat being closed

by the imprudence of some, the thoughtlessness of others, they had
nothing left but to advance, as bravely as they might, along the path

they had chosen. The setting sun that gilded their flushed cheeks as

they struggled forth into the streets,, dissipating, in some measure, the

exaltation of their spirits, struck upon them, for the most part, the bitter

consciousness that they were engaged, perhaps doomed men.
On the morrow of that day almost the whole of the young nobility of

Brussels, and gentlemen belonging to the noblest houses, exhibited on

their habiliments tokens of u Gueuscship”—the wooden bowl hanging at

their girdles, and the palmer’s scallop-shell decorating them caps. By
far the greater number, indeed, paraded the streets in the grey serge

cloak of the mendicant, with all the pride that ermine could have con-

ferred. The approving shouts of the delighted people as they beheld

their champions thus, as it were, hoisting their colours, penetrated to the

regent's ear; and bands of beggar-clad noblemen met her astonished eye

as, eager to ascertain the cause, she drew near the palace window. These
were ominous sights and sounds, and well calculated to fill her bosom
with alarm.
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From the nobility the freak soon extended to the merchants and people,

and spread from town to town, until it became so general that all, every-

where, adopted this manner of expressing their disapprobation of the In-

quisition, and sympathy with those who volunteered to beggar themselves

in the cause of their threatened liberties. High and low, rich and poor,

alike prized the badge and the pledge of an association whose ultimate

aim was the wish of every heart, and with a palpable form the party
gained at once an established and string hold on the affections of the

masses.

So far Brederode’s device, whether the offspring of deep calculation or

the chance hit of the moment, was crowned with success ; and when the

day arrived which he had fixed upon for his departure from Brussels to

visit other towns, there were but few in the Netherlands whose inhabi-

tants were not, more or less openly, Gueux.

ST. VERONICA
; OR, THE ORDEAL OF FIRE.

A BIOGRAPHY.
Chapter V.

•

A gleam of light which penetrated my dungeon greeted my return

from slumber, and by its brilliancy announced the dawn. Thus no longer

my sight, but my reason, was to acquaint inc with the presence of night

and day.
“ I now know how severe are the pains of imprisonment !*’ exclaimed I.

“The judge who pronounces—the prince who executes—judgment, ought

first to undergo, that he may know personally the sufferings to which

he sends another. A day to the condemned is longer than a year to the

free ! O that mercy had been discovered before the power of monavchs

became of age ; thfen it would have been taught to the heirs of mock-

omnipotence in their youth, and almost have enjoyed the earnestness of

religion. And is it then true,” continued I, “ that the most wretched are

afflicted with the brightest dreams, and that glorious visions arc bounded

on either side by woe V”

The gaoler withdrew tho bars and entered with provisions. I regarded

him not, nor addressed him, but, when he had retired, I seemed to take a

new lease of my dungeon. I thought of arranging my plans and ideas, but

all that was written within me seemed hieroglyphical, impossible to be de-

ciphered.
,
I was alarmed to find past history closed ; the present, as it

were, dying ; the future masked, like a monk behind the cowl. I was able

to go over my dream but once, and memory was exhausted. I then dwelt

on the entrance of the gaoler, and heard the locks and bars for hours, and

when I ate my bread and drank my water I shed tears, which were

among the few that had relieved me for years. Thus days passed away

in inactivity, and nights in dream. Every morning appeared to be th&

anniversary of some dread affliction, the week was ever at an end, and
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Sunday seemed the nnme of every morrow. My uneasiness increased

from hour to hour, and was aggravated by the uncertainty in which the

period of my confinement was involved. Willingly would I have com-

muted my doubts on this subject for the certainty of even twenty years.

One morning, as I was dwelling on this thought, my old acquaintance, the

well-armed sbirro, entered my dungeon, and, as the lock was turned on
the door after him, I conjectured that he had something to communicate.

1 looked earnestly into his face—1 looked closer ; he smiled, and in a

transport l exclaimed, u It is Labestia—it is Scoronconcolo himself!”

He had entered the police for a time, as he told me, for his own
private purposes, but hi his new capacity saw no opportunity of assisting

me in my escape. He informed me that sacrilege, besides other crimes,

was laid to my charge ; *and that it would be four months, at least, before

I should be brought to trial. On hearing this intelligence, I indulged in

despair ; the certainty now seemed worse than the previous ignorance of

my real situation.

“ Scoronconcolo,” I cried, “ I must make my escape this day.”

The bravo smiled aji my enthusiasm, and told me that my gaoler was

guarded by a sentinel outside, wtyose post was not left night or day; that

before reaching the drawbridge I should have to encounter a dozen

guards; that the governor’s windows overlooked the bridge; and, lastly,

that a garrison was stationed in the court outside the citadel.

I mused for several minutes on the possibility of overcoming these ex-

traordinary difficulties, and, being fertile in expedients, a scheme at length

flashed upon my imagination. My first inquiry was, whether the gaoler

was corruptible. To this Scoronconcolo replied affirmatively, but declared

that he saw no advantage derivable from tampering with a man possessed

of such limited power.
u When he returns, present him with a sum of money, and desire him

by some means to break the windows which overlook the drawbridge, and,

under pretence that they cannot be repaired until the following day, let

him paste paper over them, so as entirely to shut out the view.*'

“ That part of the scheme may, perhaps, be accomplished,” said Scoron-

concolo, “ but what then?”
“ In the next place propose to him that, when he brings me food, he

shall unbar my door as usual, then dash the water-jug on the ground,

raise an outcry, and throw himself down, as in a fit, at the further end of

the passage. The sentinel will hasten to his assistance, will he not? and,

while lie is struggling to hold him, I will creep from the dungeon, and

ascend the steps.”

“ If the latter part of the scheme be as good as the first,” said Scoron-

concolo, “ success is possible ; but how are you to pass the guards ?”

“ When you have settled all preliminaries with the gaoler,” I con-

tinued, “ go to Voltcrra, and purchase for me a book sold secretly there,

at the shop of one Nobili, ana filled with immoral pictures. Take this

yourself to the window of the corridor, draw the guards into conversation,

and entertain them with the drawings, with your back turned towards the

door. They will look over your shoulders tfitji a curiosity not easily

satiated, so obscene is the book I name.”
Scoronconcolo laughed, and undertook to execute my commands.
“ There is another service, not less necessary to the success of my plan,
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which you will perform for me at the same time,” said I ;
“ procure me

the garment of a monk, that, while passing through the garrison, I may
confer a blessing on any stragglers who may observe me. Provide, also, a
carriage in readiness outside* the gates.”

“ Prince,” exclaimed Scoronconcolo, “ you are the only man whose
sagacity I have yet found equal to my own ; all shall be accomplished
to-morrow ; we cannot meet again until then.”

Once more left alone, I thought over* my plan, and, upon frequent

rehearsal, it appeared simpler and more simple, till at last I knew my part
so well, that success seemed certain. At an early hour next morning,

Scoronconcolo was again in my presence. Under his cloak he brought
the garb, and I was soon dressed in my monastic habit, Scoronconcolo

having informed me that everything had succeeded tinder his directions up
to the present time. lie told me that he had given the guards a glimpse

of the volume, and promised, to their great delight, to return with it in a
short time. He added, that his return to the passage would be a signal

for the gaoler to commence his part, and that on reaching tli6 gates of the

court I should fitid a carriage ready to convey me away.

I thanked the robber, and promised him a large rdward.

The gaoler, faithful to his instructions* had already practised a fit in

the governor’s room, and smashed the window in the struggle; but

shortly recovering from his paroxysm, and appearing a3 well as before,

lie was deemed capable of executing his duty for the present.

Scoronconcolo left me ; for the first time I doubted the accomplish-

ment of my project. The lock soon turned; the jug was broken; the

gaoler fell ; the sentinel, alarmed, rushed towards him. I opened the

door cautiously ; it created oil its hinges ; I was lost ! I saw the hack
of the sentinel—the gaoler had him fast. 1 advanced on my way ; a

female passed me as I reached the corridor. I held up mv finger to

command silence, stretched my arms over her in blessing ; she sank on

her knees. I traversed the corridor ; shouts of laughter smote my ears,

the soldiers, one and all, were pressing eagerly forward and looking over

each other’s backs towards the shoulders of Scoronconcolo, at the im-
moral pictures which he turned over. I crossed the bridge, and though

it rained in torrents I advanced majestically. By the time I had reached

the centre of the court, I saw that I was observed by two or three sol-

diers who were engaged in polishing their arms. I thought it prudent to

advance towards them ; they met me, and bending reverently before me,

received my curse in the parody of a Latin prayer.

Chapter VI.

“ What news, my Mezzofonte ?”

« None but good since your highness’s return.”
u Have you learnt the cause of my arrest ?”

u The traitor Thanatos denounced you to the government as guilty of

sacrilege, committed when at Siena.”

“ He shall not escape punishment.”
“ Retain him no longer in your service ; while you have been away he

has committed the baseness of stealing verses from your manuscripts,

and bears your honours.”

Have any persons been here ?”
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“ Many ; among them the Duchess of Savatelli, seeking her sister the

Lady Giuditta, who had again left the convent of Santa Maria Novella.”
“ Who has seen her ?”

“ She has been stricken with the plague. Not long before your
departure she fell down in the street ; the bell of the Misericordia pro-

claimed the event.”
“ What else do you know ?—tell me all.”

“ The news having been bi ought to the palace when you were sick,

Thanatos attended in your stead, for it was your turn. He watched her

through her illness, at a time when all her friends were absent, and no
nurse would brave the pestilence by administering to the sick.”

“ Is she restored ?”

“Restored, but a •homeless wanderer; and her reason said to be
impaired.”

“Giuditta, then, wanders the wide world! And I am he who set

before her delusions which, like the Fata Morgana, have misled her into

the wilderness, to fall exhausted at last under the plague. So fatally

hav§ I beguiled her simplicity, and led her through scenes of suffering

!

What a life has mirfe been, that a being like her should be lost in its

pestilential maze. But whithdr has she departed ?”

Then followed a conversation respecting one equally dear.

“ Y/here,” I asked, “is the novice who Was present at the funeral?”
“ She was here, with the Duchess of Savatelli, and is gone to visit her

relations in Lombardy.” '

“To-morrow I will follow; be in readiness at an early hour, and let

Ippolito be made acquainted with my determination, that he also may be
ready. And stay—should any agent of the government in the mean
time appear at my gates, let him not escape thence : I will return to the

fortress no more.”

From that hour a burning desire impelled me, worn down and shat-

tered as I was, to follow Adora. The only result of anxious inquiries

was the information that she had gone to a country-house near Milan,

on a visit to a relation, before finally taking the vow. My own country

was no longer to me what it had once been, nor could it resume it3

wonted aspect, except from the beloved presence of her whose image had
so often possessed my senses during sleep, and at length been presented

to my bodily vision. #

In the brief space preceding my departure, seeing that I stood accused

by Thanatos, before the sacred heads of the church, of sacrilege, I

dreaded lest a sentence of excommunication should complete my isolation,

at the thought of which, horror thrilled through my veins. I summoned
Thanatos before me, and dismissed him my service, but not in anger

:

pride led me to treat him with indifference. Notwithstanding his robbery

of my works, which must have been fresh in his thoughts, he disregarded

the icy barrier that I opposed to him, and taunted me with the immo-
rality of my writings. He said that I was suspected of committing

crimes for no other purpose than to describe vividly the sufferings of

human beings. This he opened to me with ill-dissembled satisfaction,

adding, that critics were so thoroughly possessed with this notion, that

they hesitated to decide upon the questioned reality of my merits.

How difficult, indeed, is it to be a sound critic. Consider the word
prosperity : it is prose to the rich, poetry to the poor.
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When lying in prison I was like to a Prometheus, the vulture preying
at the heart

;
yet then glory seemed to go on ever increasing—the stars

still shone—Phidias was beheld in their light, and Petrarch continued
immortal. Now that I enjoyed freedom, should I not, as then, drift on
with the foremost ?

Before parting with my secretary I invited him to an entertainment in

the evening, and made the arrangement^ necessary to accomplish the
purpose which I had in view.

I was in the ante-room at the appointed hour, and there awaited his

appearance. He was punctual, and wore on his countenance an unusual

expression of good-humour, though his lip preserved its sarcastic ex-

pression. Influenced, perhaps, by some motive conpected with his dis-

missal, he had given more than ordinary attention to his toilet.

I conducted him into the saloon, and in a moment,we were in the

midst of a blaze of beauty. There were none but women present ; all

were splendidly attired. When he entered, some were at the diarp, while

others sang in sweet accord the praises of the poet Thanatos. Such was
his vanity, that, instead of appreciating the sarcasm, he stood in ravish-

ment at the sounds of high-wrought flattery, and gave credence to his

sudden elevation to honour.

Soon there was discernible an expression of heartfelt grief in eyery

countenance ; and where the words of the music related to the impending

departure of my guest, all eyes jvere turned towards him in tears; and
he, believing no doubt that I wished to retain his services, was overcome

by the effect, and restrained his emotion with difficulty.

44 Have you invited me to this banquet that I may be converted, and
know that feeling lives in'woman?” he asked.

I looked at him abstractedly, and made no reply. All, meanwhile, re-

garded him with a sentiment which gave new power to the hand and

voice, and was responded to by the deepening melody.

When the sounds ceased, the ladies approached us. I advanced to

introduce my companion, whom they received with distinction, though

less warmly than they had lauded his merits. He had never before been

thrown thus familiarly into the midst of a distinguished circle, nor was

he aware that the Florentine women would suffer themselves to be thus

entertained, even by a prince ; or that they possessed in private life so

great condescension, united with such fascinating powers. He was well

received by all whom he addressed, and though he feigned indifference

whenever his looks met mine, I saw that his cheeks were flushed, his

eyes on fire, and his heart in the flames of amorous delight.

Refreshments succeeded the? music ; and wine, the most choice and

delicate, opened the hearts of all present. Thanatos talked more freely

than ever, and casting off all reserve expressed the tenderest ideas. The
music was renewed, and he listened with rapture at the side of one

Leonora, who was surpassingly beautiful. He named to her his favourite

airs, and she repeated them m solo, addressing her voice and looks to

him alone. She was tall in stature, her eyes were full and downcast,

her cheeks suffused with a continual blush, her voice was firm and

musical, and when she smiled, her bashfulness seemed to vanish, only to

return with her naturally serious and modest expression. There are

women whose forms are so noble and voluptuous, that consciousness seems

ashamed to inhabit so much beauty, except at the moment when they

VOL. xvm. 2 u
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speak ; then their smile diverts their attention from their charms, and
modesty brightens into animation. Such was the case with the fine

creature who now absorbed the entire attention of the cynic. She flat-

tered, she intoxicated him with her conversation ; and well she might,

for she Avas possessed of beauty which, even wrhen her eyes were down-
cast, spoke love irresistibly. I had never seen a man more completely

subdued to the influence of feminine graces. He came up to me, and
squeezed my hand as if I hati been his lover, and for the first time in

my life I saw the wretch contented.

While Thanatos was thus occupied with his chosen fair one, I divided

my attentions amdng the rest, and amused myself by turns with all.

Sweets and viands were served in an adjoining room ; wines flowed, eyes

sparkled, and the apartments resounded with a general expression of

delight.

“ What means this charming display of talent and beauty,” inquired

the cynic. “ I candidly confess that you have triumphed ; I can neglect

the fair no longer.”
“ Wait another,hour,” I replied, “ and you shall learn its meaning

;

meantime, continue to enjoy yourself.”

He willingly obeyed, and renewed the proofs of his love towards the

fair Leonora, who absorbed all his thoughts. The hour was on the con-

fines of dawn, when music was once more renewed, and the company
arranged themselves in pleasing groups, and moved to the sounds in

dance: When the party at length prepared to disperse, each separately

took their farewell of me, and of the secretary.

“ Now, Thanatos,” said I, “ let me hear by what art you have se-

cured to yourself the admiration which this night has been lavished on
you?”

“ What I have done,” answered the cynic, “ to deserve of them such

favour I know not.”
“ Have you not won their respect and love?” contintied I.

“ It appears so, truly,” was the answer.
“ Every man,” I resumed, “ who attracts the notice of women, must

have merit. Your conquest of Leonora’s heart shows that, to command
success, you required only to be known. You

4

threw off your assumed
indifference, and she saw your deserts ; still it remains for time to prove

whether her fidelity will reward them.”
“ She has sworn eternal constancy !” exclaimed the cynic.

“ And may her faith be thus lasting !” said I ;
“ but perhaps you have

to learn a lesson. I knew, what you only pretended to do, how hollow

is the heart of woman. Still, like all othfcrs, except yourself, 1 wished to

enjoy the semblance of their regard, not caring for it9 source so long as

I possessed its visible sign. Compelled to part with you, and wishing,

before you should leave me, that your literary merits, if,uot your other

accomplishments and occupations, should be acknowledged in an appro-

priate manner, I hired these lovely creatures to come and enact love and
admiration of you ; and inethinks they have performed this as well as

such a part is every day acted in the world.”

The cynic was struck dumb ; in a hollow satiric laugh he attempted to

disguise his mortification. It failed of the desired effect on me ; indeed,

it was the bitterest laugh that ever shook the sides of a cynic

!

When he was gone, I laughed ; and an hour afterwards I found my-
self in the same place, laughing still.
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Chapter VII.

“ Thou sun, on whose throne sits the majesty of day ! whose empire
the peace of worlds, the prosperity of nature, ami thy watchful look pro-
claim, I have never cursed thy light ! Thou key-stone of the firmament

!

I who have ever gazed on thee in awe, and am looking now on thy plen-

teous orb—I, who have erred the most of all men—now bless thee

!

When my heart has been cold, thou hast infused into it benevolence
; when

I have been astray, not knowing whither I wandered, thou hast assured

me that I was safe.

“ The toiling wretch alone complaineth of thy salutary beams ! The
tyrang swelleth with pride as ho watcheth thy lofty jjourse; the beardless,

the grey-headed, experience wonder that possessing the earth which they
dwell on, they should also enjoy thee and thy lustrous trjmi afar.

“ Great men have loved to perish in thy presence; thy rays have
cheered their fading vision, and revived the history of nature » in their de-

parting spirits.

“ The philosopher hath adored equally thy rising and thy setting glory;

he hath descried thy lustre in the moon, Jhy colours in the leaves^ thy

pencilliugs in the flowers, thy attributes in the rainbow; he hath acknow-
ledged thy equals in the fixed stars alone.

“ O thou, to whom my country is especially grateful, let me, ere 1 die,

be as thou art, tranquil amidst gjory ; then shall 1 learn to regard my life

as a necessary portion of the past.”

Such were my silent thoughts as we ascended the Apennines on our way
from Florence. As we left the base of the first ascent below us, we
viewed with a delight which, like the recurring dawn, is ever fresh to the

Florentine, the extensive city of palaces and villas below; for the sub-

urban habitations which grace the vale of Arno and the encircling hills, as

thickly as the stars gem the heavens, appear afar to be a portion of that

city whose centre* is Florence, whose glory is the Palazzo Vecchio, the

Duomo, the Campanile

!

“ Beautiful Italy!” exclaimed Ippolito; “in what soft sublimity these

Apennines float on thv bosom ! The sun throws his many-coloured

beams over the velvet liollows, the shadows of the journeying cloud come
like breaths of air to waft tho mountains away.”

“ Did you observe,” continued Ippolito, “ that as we passed tho ceme-

tery on our left, with its cross in the centre, a labourer mowed the grass

between the flat gravestones ? How well does that scythe-armed peasant

represent the person of Time ! The bladed grass drops on the ashes of

the dead which nourished it, afid is gathered into stacks for use, a season

bringing life to the dead, another requiring it back. In this maimer re-

volution ever varies the empire of m .tfcer, while scythe-armed Time, the

viceroy of Eternity, looks on.”

“ Who has taught you thus to meditate,” I inquired, not a little sur-

prised at the tone of feeling he manifested.

“The great master,” answered Ippolito; “he has taught me things

whose virtue compels that love of nature which it Is man*s highest destiny

to know. Truth is dear to him ; with equal devotion he searches after

the rights of matter and of mind, and from simple examples arrives at

sublimest ideas. Not an atom, he says, can be ever lost, nor one of its

2 c 2
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far-extending relations be impeded. Though the volcano hurry ifc from

the centre to the surface, though the storm bear it from the Alps up to

the Andes, though the concussion of worlds banish it to other planets,

though the sun should absorb it into its vibrating orb, its safety is en-

sured. Though its erratic course endure through ages inconceivable, at

the fixed time it returns like the comet to its place. Who can calcu-

late its time? A mission the Creator stamps on its tiny globe, and its

return is marked by the same order of things as existed when any one of

its careers began."

We passed but few travellers on the way. Here and the’ e a cart

creaked along, with the muddy carter lying in it at full length like a
huge worm, while the horse, pursuing its own way, looked about for

amusement. Or suddenly a crew of mendicant children would rush out

upon us open-handed, resembling forms of clay, which, vivified#by the

sun, had scrambled out of their native ditch to beg.

It was spring, but as evening approached sounds resembling the voice

of autumn were borne in the breeze, and we passed between hills which

arose in defiance of the sky, their abrupt summits and naked crags assert-

ing the sway of an evil power, as eloquently as the plains argued the

government of a good.

At Covigliaio ended our first day’s journey. The following day,

starting early for Bologna, we set forward on foot, the- carriage following.

Ippolito entered again on the subjectfof Etruscan philosophy, and led

the conversation until we reached the cottage of a mountaineer, situated

on a humble bank by the roadside. The proprietor, an aged man, was
working in his garden ; we stopped and spoke to him. His ancestors,

he informed us, had occupied this cottage for &ges, and the land bore his

family name. If pride, thought I, be not blameablc in the great, let it

not be condemned in a rustic patrician !

We went on, advancing through scenery of a wilder aspect, and whose

antiquity appeared to us to be ancestral to creation itself, and as such ar-

rested our thoughts; while extended beneath us we saw the Lombard plains,

and afar offthe Adriatic and Tyrrhene seas. But those thoughts were but

the false poetry of the mind, for the soil which we had deemed the rude

parent, was, in truth, the grave of nature ; for it proved to be composed

of shells and sands, which had been deposited in tombs of the now distant

ocean. From Lojano, where we saw these things, we descended to Pia-

noro, and thence through a rich country to Bologna : but in the midst of

plenty forgot not the barren mountains, and thanked Heaven that the

human race was permitted to live safely among the wrecks of a once

glad creation.
w

On reaching this famed city, we proceeded to the palace of the

counts of Pepoli, whose last descendant was a beloved and re-

spected friend, with whom, during my early travels, I had passed many
profitable hours. I loved him for his humanity, and reverenced him for

his genius, which had added new graces to the arts and letters of his

father-land. He was one of those who, to release his country from

thraldom, was willing to sacrifice the noble possessions which his ancestors

had won in repelling the inroads of tyranny. Bologna was his place of

habitation, but the world his home. His palace contained the choicest

works of Caravaggio, Raflfaelle, Buonarotti, Titian, Giulio Romano,
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Bellini, Ghirlandajo, Giotto, Cimabue ; but he cared for these treasures
only as they incited his mind to glory, and his heart to good. His qua-
lities were so great, they endangered his own welfare with the desire to
share it with mankind.
On a visit with the family of this nobleman, to my great surprise, I

found uEthra Piccolomini, now the consort of the Count di Marsino, a
lord of Milan, distinguished in the profession of arms, but whom I had
regarded with antipathy in former years* at Siena. jEthra had been
staying at Bologna for her health, and was about to return home. It

being known that I was on my way to the north, it was proposed that I
should unite my suite with hers, that she might havS the benefit of my
protection.

The expression of the Countess di Mars ino’s countenance was not
much changed; it indicated little desire of admiration, and her mind
appeared wholly absorbed in rational pursuits. Although addressed in

the most flattering manner, her replies were sensible ; if she betrayed

pleasure, it was rather elicited by the subject of conversation than the

language of praise. She was lively, and possessed a yrit so delicate that

her railleries were devoid of offence. §ut, in spite of her modest
deportment, there was a certain restlessness in her charms, which
not only attracted, but rivetted the attention of men. With every feature

lovely as ever, there was a new manner which kept all these chirms
in constant play, and made he£ quiet and retiring figure conspicuous

amidst her sex. Now, with a sudden, but graceful movement of the

head, she would regard some inanimate object which attracted no other

person’s attention ; now she would smile at her own thoughts; now, after

a pretty laugh, she would give utterance to some remark without appearing

to expect a reply ; and all these graces succeeded one another so rapidly

in her, and with so little apparent consciousness of their effect, that it

was scarcely possible to notice any one. else, or to avoid sympathising in

whatever related to her.

I remained a few days at Bologna, and found that this lady made a
considerable sensation in society. Love was made to her without mercy

;

but the married beauty did not seem to perceive it. I remarked that she

only looked up when sfie herself commenced a subject ; that, when spoken

to, she bent her eyes to the ground. She appeared to prefer no one, but

always to be equally pleased with all ; and whomsoever she laughed with

to-day, had almost forgotten by the morrow. To those only whose guest

she was did she evince a feeling, and this increased the general desire to

elicit sentiment from the fair one.

I saw it was my policy to tfeat her as if I thought her not difficult to

please, and I contrived to regain her confidence. The weather being

most inviting she offered, on the af 'rnoon before our departure, to walk

with me into the country. I gladly assented, and we bent our steps

towards the Modena road. We roamed beside barberry hedges, and

under the shade of the acacia, blossoming with its white and odoriferous

flowers. On either hand we beheld a country overflowing with vege-

tation. There, was the favourite lupin ; there, the pear and wild cherry,

lending support to the vine, which, as it hung in festoons towards tne

earth, wafted the delicious perfume of its blossoms, giving promise of

autumnal stores of the purple and yellow grape.
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She had received me neither with the confidence of a relation, nor with

the regard of former times ; this demeanour on her part led me to reflect

on all that had happened since we had met. I suspected this reserve had
reference to Giuditta, but I was willing to ascribe it to marriage, which
changes the manners of woman.

.
We had communed on many topics—the days of Siena, her sister’s

and her own marriage among the rest, and then I trembled at what must
follow—allusion to poor Giuditta ; and it was made in a manner which I

was unprepared to expect.
44 You saw Angus at the villa Savatelli ?” she said.

“ I did,” replied I.

44 He has been here.”
44 TIis movements are very rapid indeed,” I observed.
“ He came to see me.”
44 Who would not do the same,” I rejoined, as the expression of her

countenance; recalled the image of Giuditta.

“He came to make inquiry of me concerning my sister Giuditta.
4 /Ethra,’ said he, 4

1 hear she lias become a Sister of Mercy—is it true ?

I ask with much anxiety/ I, answered, £
I have not heard lately from

home, but it is understood she has retired from the world owing to

disappointed love/
”

Throughout this communication I suffered deeply; and inquired,
44 Were there any further circumstances to bo related ?”

44 Angus,” she replied, 4t avowed a passion for Giuditta, but declared

that he resigned his claim to you as worthier of her than himself.”
44 What followed,” said I, despairingly.
44 He said no more,” replied Altlira.

I had heard too much, and what I had heard I put by for solitary reflec-

tion, and for deep soul-diving repentance.

By some means I felt grateful to /Ethra for sparing me further pain

:

she must have known all, why therefore did she not resent my conduct?

Yet what had I done ! No one knew how deep a meaning lived in the

cathedral scene, directed less to Giuditta than to her friend ; and no one
could blame me because Giuditta, as a Sister of Mercy, had twice watched
during my insensibility at my pillow. Nevertheless, I was grateful to

iEthra for sparing me, and I regarded her with all the love which the dear

Giuditta, too late, had lighted up in my heart. She approached me with

affection, which was unexpected, as undeserved : and with all this grateful

feeling in myself I stayed not to examine what she felt, comforted beyond
measure and supported by her sweet and soothing smiles, such smiles as

her sister had vouchsafed me when she’ loved with hope! The wild

fires thus kindled by nature in our bosoms could not bum apart; like two
flames, directing their spires towards each other, they almost became one.
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THE STRANGERS.

BEING T1IE FIFTH CHAPTER OF “ INCIDENTS OF THE ROAD ; OR,

PASSAGES FROM THE LIFE OF A COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.”

By Joseph Anthony, Jun.

And she indeed,

With her pale, virgin brow, and changeful cheek,
And the clear starlight of her serious eyes, *

Lovely amidst the flowing of dark locks

And pallid binding flowers, was beautiful^

Mrs. Humans.

“ Site is coming, sir,” said the waiter, as he entered the room, rousing

me from the reverie in which I had been indulging, whilst gazing on the

red embers of the fire, for the time forgetting that I should boon have to

quit my comfortable quarters for the night mail and a fifty-miles jour-

ney. Following the announcement, the blast of a hdrn and the distant

clatter of horses’ hoofs, borne on the wind1;hrough the silent streets, inti-

mated the near approach of the conveyance by which I purposed jour-

neying on to the ancient city of Hereford. »

As I issued from the gateway of the hotel, the mail turned the corner

by the old Town Hall, and witli her lamps gleamiug, like two fiery eyes,

through the darkness, came rattling down the street at a pace which
plainly indicated she was, indeed, behind her time. Rain was descending

in torrents, and the wind* as it fitfully swept along, was keen and cutting,

as though it came from a region of icebergs.
“ Bad night for you, Robinson,” said the horsekeeper, addressing the

coachman, as that heavily-coated and dripping Jehu descended from the

box. “ And the road’s uncommon heavy, I know,” added the presiding

genius of the stable, as his eyes rested on the mud-bespattered hides of

the reeking team.
#

“ Uncommon heavy,” responded he of the whip, and adding some very

brief but very emphatic anathemas on one of his wheelers, which he
declared possessed a cast-iron mouth, and had nearly pulled his arms off,

he disappeared under the gateway, no doubt to seek a refresher after his

contest with “such a brute.”

On taking my place, I found but one inside passenger. The surly

tones of his voice, reproving the guard for not displaying more alacrity

in clos
:ng the door after my#entrance, at once checked any inclination

which I might have entertained for entering into conversation with him,

or to seek further knowledge of hvi humanity than the dim outline of his

figure and the inharmonious tones of his voice afforded.

It seemed, however, we were to have more company.

Two individuals, who, under the gateway of the inn, had been appa-

rently holding a parley with the landlord, with the assistance of the

guard—for one of them was seemingly aged and feeble—took the two
remaining inside places, whilst the burly Boniface, pitching liis voice

with some exertion above the roar of the blast, so as to be heard by the

coachman, who had mounted the box, thus enlightened us as to the terms

on which the new comers were admitted:

—
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“ If you have any insides to take up, Robinson, the old man and the

young woman must turn out, as they are only booked outside.”

“Very well, sir,” replied the husky voice of the whip. “Are you
right there, Jem?”

“ Right!” was the response from behind ; and away we went through

the dimly-lighted streets, away into the jaws of night, the rain beating

furiously against the windows of the coach, and the wind-like voices of

the spirits of darkness howling wildly around us.

The brief glance I had obtained of the last comers had been
sufficient to indicate, that in the event of their having to turn out,

according to the directions given, to them it would, indeed, be a very

undesirable change ; for, in addition to the age and feebleness of one of

them, neither were piovided with sufficient clothing to meet the fury of

the night. We had not proceeded far, ere I gathered from their conver-

sation that they *\vere father and daughter. The latter appeared to be

very assiduous in attending to her aged companion, addressing him in

a low endearing tone of voice, which was remarkable for its sweetness;

and 1 observed that she occasionally gave him from the small bag which

she carried what IT judged to be lozenges, and which he evidently had
recourse to as an alleviation of a constant hacking cough with which he
was afflicted.

Frpni the circumstances attendant upon their entering the coach, I

concluded they were in needy circumstances, whilst their language

—

revealing that in point of education they were much above the lower

grades of life—led me to regard them as forming a portion of that, alas !

numerous—shall I add unhappy—class! “the poor genteel.”

As we proceeded on our journey, I endeavoured to draw the father into

conversation. His distressing cough prevented him from conversing

freely ; the topics we discussed were of an ordinary character, yet, from

the little he said, I felt a desire to hear more, and, indeed, insensibly

became deeply interested in the two strangers. We had^progressed some
seven or eight miles on our journey, when the mail pulled up. I heard a

voice without, and caught the word, “ Inside,” and throwing down the

coach window, found that we were standing Wore the gateway of a

lodge, where I observed a lady, closely muffled up, a box at her feet, and a
servant, with a lantern, holding over her an umbrella, the rain still de-

scending in torrents. The coach door, as I expected, was opened by the

guard, who, addressing the booked outsiders, intimated that one of them
must give place to the lady. The old man and his daughter rose from
their seats together.

“ I’ll go, papa ; indeed I will,” said the latter.

“You must not, Emily—shall not,” replied her companion, in a
slightly authoritative tone. “ I insist that ” His hacking cough
came on again ; he could not finish the sentence, but mad^ an effort to

pass her.

To this the daughter, who sat nearest the open door, whilst the gruff

voice of the guard was urging them to be quick, replied hurriedly, and in

an under tone, “ My dear papa, it would be your death.” And gently

pushing him back to the seat from which he had risen, and folding her

light cloak around her, she turned to descend the steps.

Whilst this brief and hasty dialogue was passing, I drew my winter dread-

nought from the seat which I occupied, and interposing myself between
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the last speaker and the door, in a few words intimated that there was no
necessity for her to quit the inside of the coach. And, to be brief, ere she
could recover from her surprise, my place was taken bv the new comer, I

had mounted the box-seat, and we were off again, ana away through the
block hurricane.

It was, indeed, a fearful night ; the rain came down with unusual vio-

lence, whilst the wind, in its bitter cold, cut most severely. Enveloped,
however, in my huge coat—the hero of & hundred storms— I cared but
little for the angry elements, and soon fell into a speculating reverie on the

probable fortunes, trials, and fate of my late companions.

My inquiries, addressed to the coachman, respecting them, elicited

little beyond that which I already knew. They were utter strangers to

him, and were booked to a small town situated som'8 fifteen miles short of

my own jllace of destination—Hereford.

I must confess that I was not a little pleased when wh arrived at .

Dripping as though I had emerged from the bed of a river,
.
I descended

from my scat whilst the change of horses took place, to obtain some re-

freshment in the hotel. Although desirous of learning something more
about the interesting couple of the inside of the coach, I was ^t the same
time anxious to escape the acknowledgment which, I did not doubt, with

the opportunity, would be tendered by the invalid and his companion, and
with this intent, hastily entered the inn ere they had quitted the ioach,

concluding that they would have taken their departure when I should

again issue forth. To insure tins, if 'possible, I lingered in the bar, sip-

ping my negus, until the coachman’s “ Now then, sir,” twice repeated,

apprised me that it was full time to depart. I soon discovered that my
object was to be frustrated. Standing by the hotel door, evidently await-

ing my coming, my eyes fell upon my late companions—the old man and
his daughter. The lamp over the doorway revealed to me in the one an
aged and careworn visage

; the other—ah ! the recollection of that coun-

tenance, so sad, though young, so sweet, so full of spiritual light, so beau-

tiful—teaches me that little less than profanity would be the endeavour

to describe it. Did angels m these days descend from realms above to

irradiate our sphere, I could believe it had been mine to gaze on the

beauty of immortality*

I will not repeat tlic language which the old gentleman—for such,

though a broken-down one, he evidently was—addressed to me in ac-

knowledging what he termed my good-nature. There was not only a
warmth, but an ineffable grace in the manner with which he requested to

shake me by the haud in parting ; whilst his fair and delicate-looking

companion, with an expression of countenance more eloquent than words,

paid me a thousand times over for the little piece of consideration I had
shown. •

Reader, though very brief and burned, our parting was more like the

separation of old friends than that of strangers ; and so much had my
sympathy in their behalf been awakened, that I pursued my journey

oppressed with a feeling of sadness, which, for some time, I found impos-

sible to dispel. I never was, and trust 1 never shall be, one of those who
can from smooth waters look unmoved on their fellows buffeting with the

storm, and who regard with indifference the struggles against the tide

of an adverse fate—of a wearied, and, perhaps, breaking spirit. Such
unmoved spectators are not to be envied. They would reduce the scene
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of human life to a vast arena, make us all gladiators battling with each

other, where tho vanquished in the fight would fall, alas ! ever unbe-

friended, unpitied, and unwept.

In the midst of active pursuits, rapid change of scene, and other inci-

dents, the circumstances which I have here related had passed away from
my thoughts, to be, however, again recalled to my recollection, and all

my former interest in the strangers awakened, on my again visiting

some months afterwards. Recalling to memory my meeting with
the aged invalid and his interesting daughter, and influenced by s strong

desire to see them*again, and to learn something of their history, 1

decided upon tarrying a summer’s day in for that purpose, as well

as to enjoy a ramble through its beautiful suburb scenery, of which I had
heard high praise.

* f

Since my last visit there had been a great change in the occupancy of

the hotel at, . Excepting the head boots—or “top boots,” as the

well-worn stock wit of an inn so frequently designates him—who con-

tinued with the new landlord of the old “ regime,” not one beside re-

mained. This useful functionary being, therefore, the only one from
whom I could expect to gain any information on the subject in which I

was so much interested, after supper I summoned him to my presence to

make' 1

inquiries respecting the old gentleman and his daughter, and to

ascertain from him the necessary particujars to guide me in my contem-
plated proceedings ofthe morrow.
To do but simple justice to the qualifications and attainments of the

race of “boots” of hotels in large towns, generally speaking they are

very sharp, very clover, and very useful fellows. •dn the country, however,

one of the genus deserving such a character might safely be pronounced
a very remarkable exception to the rule. A slouching, heavy gait,

slowness of apprehension, a dull eye, and a drawling speech, characterise

the country “ boots and a choice specimen of his claSs was the genius

of the blacking-bottle, who did the spiriting

From leather soiled arnTdim,

To polish sparkling bright,

for the Royal Oak at .

True, the names of the individuals of whom I sought intelligence I

knew not, but amongst so small a gathering of humanity as vegetated in

the place, I little doubted that my description of the parties I sought

would enable the sage I consulted to put me on their track. He had,

however, not the most remote knowlodge of such persons as I described

;

he didn’t know, he said, but he didn’t thihk that there were any such

people at that time in the town. I was about to dismiss him, satisfied

that it would be useless to question him further, when a*new thought

struck me,
,

“ Can you remember,” said I, “ about four months ago, Robinson, who
was driving the down mail, coming in one rough night, and flinging his

‘ sou’-wester,’ wringing wet, into old Charley, the housekeeper's face ?”

This circumstance occurred to me at the moment, it having caused a

loud “ guffaw,” on the night I alluded to, amongst the few loungers who
had gathered under the gateway of the Royal Oak to see the mail come
in

; Robinson, be it observed, being an established droll fellow, and, as

one of them at the time remarked, “ always full of his fun."
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On this appeal to liis recollection being made, " boots” paused, and
looked up at the ceiling of the room with an expression almost ludicrous

on his heavy features, as though the effort to carry back his memory a
stretch of four months was no less difficult than novel to him. At length,

with a gleam awakening in his sleepy eyes, and a laugh breaking around
his capacious mouth, he replied that he “moulded” that night very well.

“ Then,” said I, quickly, desirous of not losing a moment lest his

memory should break under the unusual strain, “you must recollect two
passengers who came by the mail, an old man and a young girl,

their luggage being a large box. Do you remember them, and who
earned their luggage?” •

I was fortunate in having fired the train of his rarely-exercised faculty

of memory : he did recollect them now 1 mentioned it, and, what was more,

had carried their box himself. Their names he had never heard ; all that

he remembered was, that he carried the luggage to Mrs. Wilson’s, who
lived beyond the church on the L road ; he supposed they wore
lodgers of her'n, but he didn’t know, as he never saw them before as he
“ know’d on,” and ho had never seen them since, gratified to learn so

much, after ascertaining further particulars relative to the distance and
situation of Mrs. Wilson’s, I dismissed Mr. “ Boots,” and soon after retired

to rest, indulging iu pleasing anticipations of the morrow.

That morrow came—rosy, bright, and beaut iful. The month was
June—leafy June. June, wjth its bright, sunshiny face; its sweet

breathings from the fields ; its music of soaring larks up in the tramjuil

sky; and hidden brooks singing their quiet tune. How delightful at such

a time to throw open the casement of one’s bedroom, and whilst the eye

rests on the bright leaves, wet with dew, laughing in the sun in all their

refreshing and inspiring greenery, to inhale the perfume of flowers, which

one might deem was the incense of heaven wafted to earth in the breath

of the young and rosy day!

With the description received from Mr. Boots, I had little difficulty in

finding Mrs. Wilson’s dwelling. Situated about half a mile from the

town, it presented the appearance of a superior sort of cottage, with a

good sized garden in front sloping to the road, from which the house lay

some fifty paces or more. A more delightful situation could not easily be

imagined. Whilst in front, rich in vegetable productions, fruits, and

flowers, the garden spread its treasures to the eye; in the rear of the

building, gradually rose a graceful swell of cultivated upland, crested

with a clump of trees, suggestive on a summer’s day of delightful shade,

and a sweet spot for a rambler who, like myself, would seek the summit

for the view which it evidently commanded of the beautiful valley and

the little town of
,
nestling within it. Looking from the front of

the cottage, the eye was gratified ith a fine sweep of undulating pastoral

country, frirged in the far distance with a belt of deep forest-trees, from

which abruptly rose a magnificent chain of dark mountains, whose high,

bold, naked outline was distinctly seen marked on the horizon.

Partly covered with ivy, the cottage was also graced over the door-

way with a fine honeysuckle, profuse in blossom, whose delicious perfume

on my approach seemed to vie with the breathings of numberless roses,

which twined around the lower windows of the dwelling. Such was the

abode of Mrs. Wilson.
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The cottage homes of England,
By thousands on her plains,

They are smiling o’er the silvery brooks,
And round the hamlet fanes

;

Through glowing orchards forth they peep,
Each from its nook of leaves,

And fearless there they lowly sleep,

As the birds beneath their eaves.

, Mrs. Hemans.

The little servant girl who answered my knock at the door, ushered me
into a small plainly-furnished room over-looking the gardeu, where I was
soon joined by the mistress of the house, who, with some little surprise

depicted in her countenance, was evidently a little puzzled to account for

my calling upon her. * She was somewhat advanced in years, plainly and
neatly attired, possessing, however, a strikingly benevolent expression of

countenance, sucll as I have rarely looked upon. I may here observe

that Mrs. Wilson was a widow, whose husband had been a tradesman in

The limited means with which she had been left, induced her to

take the cottage, letting out a part of it, which, with the produce of her

garden, enabled her* to float pretty smoothly down the stream of life.

The object of my visit was soon told. I described when and where I

had met with the individuals I was in search of, the interest they had
awakeaed in me in their behalf, and my earnest desire to see them again.

It appeared afterwards, that Mrs. Wilsqjn had been informed by her

lodgers jof the circumstances attendant upon our journeying together,

and to the warm praise, which doubtless had accompanied the recital of

the little service received from a stranger, I ascribed the kindness of

manner and readiness on her part to give me all°the intelligence she pos-

sessed respecting them. It was a brief history. They had occupied a
part of her dwelling about two years ; and about two months previous to

my visit, Miss Emily, who, in the widow's language, had been ailing for

some time, changed much for the worse ; she had been 'compelled to re-

linquish her customary walks, her strength forsook her, and, carried off by
a rapid decline, “ she died,” said Mrs. Wilson, bursting into tears at this

part of her narrative; “she died, sir, one morning as May was going out,

and she now lies in our churchyard.”
*

The widow was considerably affected as she proceeded to inform me of

the strength of affection that had existed between father and child; it

seemed that he had sat for hours beside her up to the moment of her

death, and ere her young and gentle spirit passed away, his name was

the last utterance of her lips. She was buried tinder an elm-tree in the

churchyard, with the simple inscription ofkher Christian name on the

tombstone, and, after the burial, the old gentleman had left the place, Mrs.

Wilson knew not whither. He had warmly expressed his gratitude to

her for her kind attentions to his daughter, and, in answer tq, her inquiry

when he was bidding her good-by, informed her that it was not his in-

tention ever to return. Such was the intelligence conveyed to me at the

widow’s cottage; such was the result of my visit. I should meet them
no more!

In the course of our conversation, Mrs. Wilson gave me further infor-

mation respecting the strangers, which tended, if possible, to enhance the

interest I had previously entertained ; revealing, as it did, that clouds had
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indeed spread o’er their sunshine, and to them that sunshine had never
come again.

The former occupants of the widow’s rooms having quitted them
about two years ago, it appeared she had advertised them in the county
papers, describing the situation, and the moderate terms ; the result was
an application by a Mr. Allanby, who, with his daughter, subsequently
entered upon them. The old gentleman had frankly informed Mrs. Wil-
son, that, as well as the beauty and salubrity of the situation, the lowness
of terms bad considerably influenced bis choice in taking the rooms.

“ I am anything but a rich man, Mrs. Wilson,” said he, “ and we shall

require but humble fare.” •

And at another time, when making the arrangements before the arrival

of his young companion, he said, *

“ I shall require little or no attention myself, Mrs. Wilson, but to my
daughter be attentive ; nay, be kind to her”—a tear ruse in his eye as he
spoke—“for she is but delicate, and lowly in spirits; but your country air

will, I hope and trust, soon bring her health and spirits again.”
“ From the first moment I saw Miss Emily,” said the widow, “I took

a great liking to her, and thought more of her eAch day as I became
better acquainted with her sweet disposition ; but until her death I knew
not how much I loved her. She was so good natured, so sweet tempered,

and ever endeavouring to appear cheerful, though so sad at heart. ^Before

the old gentleman she was always so, and yet, poor thing! when he has

been away on his lonely ramBlcs, and she has been alone, I haye heard
her sobbing as though her heart would break. Her grief,” contiiflied

Mrs. Wilson, “ was, I think, principally on her father’s account, for she

once told me that he had suffered a heavy reverse of fortune, which had
reduced him to the broken gentleman I beheld him.”

Allanby, it appeared, was an assumed name. He had, in giving it to

the widow, informed her that it w as so, and that he had reasons for wish-

ing his own name not to transpire. Mrs. Wilson gave me further parti-

culars respecting the strangers, and most touching was the depth of

feeling and simplicity combined whilst recounting the efforts which
father and child had made to chccr each other, and to conceal the deep

grief which they both*endured.

With other information respecting them, Mrs. Wilson also informed

me that, on the occasion of my meeting them, they had been a distant

journey, although the place of their visit had not, to her, been men-
tioned.

From certain observations made by the old gentleman, the widow had
rcasor to believe it had been something of a crisis in their fortunes, and

that its result was disastrous. Ever after, Mr. Allanby appeared almost

heart-crushqd, and in spirit utt» rly prostrate ; increased by the evident

change for the worst in his daughter’s health ; and as she sank, and died,

he became Almost deranged in his grief.

“ Oh! sir, she was so kind-hearted,” said Mrs. Wilson, recurring to the

ill-fated Emily, “she would sing and read to me for hours together.

See—these are drawings of hers, which she gave me, and which are to

me the dearest of treasures.”

The widow drew from a drawer, where they were carefully laid and
folded up in paper, a number of pencil sketches, possessing considerable

merit. They bore also, in pencil, the signature of “ Emily,” and con-

sisted of a series of views taken in the vicinity of the cottage.

One of them, which I have the happiness of possessing, presents the
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prospect commanded from the front of the widow’s dwelling, and which I

have attempted to describe. The sketch, which I highly prize, is of

singular fidelity and beauty, displaying, on the part of the ill-fated artist,

very remarkable taste and ability.

As my gaze rested on these evidences of a cultivated mind, the pale,

beautiful countenance that I had once seen passed again before me, I had
learnt her sad history and her death together,— shall I hesitate to say that

I shed a tear o’er the pencilled landscape on which I was gazing.

In the churchyard of
,
beneath the wide-spreading branches of an

elm-tree, may be seen a tombstone, bearing this simple inscription

—

M Emily.

A

visitor*of the town, who, like myself, might direct his steps

to the rural and picturesque burying-place, would find it, amongst the

mementos of the dc&l, to awaken his interest, and to excite his ima-

gination.

The inquiries which he might be led to make of the old sexton on the

subject, would, however, elicit but little information, although, in its

meagreness, perhaps, calculated to add to the interest already awakened.
“ She was a young girl who was a stranger in these parts. After she

was buried here, hei1 father, who people said had once been a real gentle-

man, left the place, and nobody*Knew anything about them, except widow
Wilson, that they lodged with, and we buried her last Michaelmas.”

Sutli was the reply of the man of the mattock, as, on one of my
visits to the churchyard, to look upon the lonely grave, I put the question

to him sis to its tenant, whilst he was busy preparing another last home
beside it.

Reader, I have never visited that grave without shedding thereon a

tear, occasionally crossing the homy hand of the grave-digger with a

coin, that I may find, on my next coming, the rank weeds overgrow it

not in its lowliness, and that, in my own loved summer, fair llowers shall

deck the tomb of Emily.

THE SKELETON IN ARMOUR *
0

BY CAROLINE DE CRESPIGNY.

Thou “ gaunt anatomy,”f—steel embraced !

Walled round a living tomb !

In gauntlets, greaves, and cuirass cased,

My flesh creeps at thy doom !

With casque unclosed and blood-red crest,

Against thy dungeon backed,
Thou barest thy broad and stalwart chest,

Defying, grim, erect.
*

There’s many a dint upon thy sword— <

A sword none now could wield ;

Thou mightst have been the castle’s lord.

Save that in blank thy shield.

* “ At the beginning of the last century, there was made at Handshuseim, near
Heidelberg, an interesting discovery.—On descending a winding staircase, some
one struck the wall, which gave out a hollow tone; this wall was broken open,
and a niche appeared, and in it a knight in full armour. On exposure to the air
the skeleton fell to pieces, and the armour with it. The helmet bore traces of
gilding and sword-dints.”—Von H, Schreiber.

t Spenser.
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Say, did that iron coffin once
Enclose the heart and frame

Of one of Baden’s bravest sons,
Though now without a name ?

Or wert thou, tell me, in thy time.
Hired soldier, serf, or knight ?

—

Some feat of heroism thy crime ?

—

Or deed that shunned thcjhght ?

Wert thou a captive in the fight ?

—

A traitor at the gate ?

Some jealous Castellaine’s delight,

And victim of her hate ? •

Or daredst thou more than lift thy thought
To thy lord’s virtuous dame,

*

And, for thy burning passion, bought
This penance of her shame ? •

Reveal ! how long that heart did beat.

And gasp for air and breath,

What hours, in that steel winding-sheet.

And each a living death ? *

Wert thou thy cruel foe’s derision.

Tortured by every taunt ?

—

Or racked thy soul by deep contrition ?—
Or did thee nothing daunt ?

Silent ! a ruin, ih thou art,

I call upon these stones,

Weod-ovcrwaving, to impart
Some record of thy bones

!

In symbols told a mummy’s story,

Upon his pictured shell

;

But mem’ries none, of shame or glory.

Remain thy tale to tell.

Old Death’s head, with thy ghastly grin.

Best fitting such a hearse.

No wonder all these walls within

Is blighted by thy curse.

No maivel that the place is haunted

—

That from thy shattered wreck,

To scare a soul, the most undaunted
Heard nightly groan and shriek.

’Tis just that blood should call down blood*

—

That fallen on evil days,

Should peVish in a deadly feud,

The last of an ill race.

Yet here, 'mid desolation’s reign,

Nature is beaute us still

—

Smiles rich with corn and wine the plain.

Woods sheltering clothe the hill.

But, as these grass-grown courts I paced,

And wove this idle rhyme,
The " skeleton in armour ” chased

All charm from Handschuseim.f

* “The family to whom the castle belonged possessed it for 500 years. * It he*

came extinct in tlio beginning of the sixteenth century, when the last of the race

was killed in single combat, in the market-place of Heidelberg, by a noble of

Hcrschhom."

—

Von H. Schreiber.

t Handschuseim means “ Gauntlet Town.”
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No. II.

THE CLERGYMAN.

It should, indeed, be only after very deep and earnest consideration

that a man should adopt the Church as a profession. There is something
more needed than that he should satisfy himself he has sufficient qualifi-

cations to enable him to perform the duties of the ministry without halt or

stumbling. I may ffot say, “ the Church appears to me, from certain

reasons, the profession in which I am most likely to succeed, in which I

shall earn the be&t livelihood, and gain most distinction, and therefore

will I embrace it/* It is not in such a spirit that a man can lawfully

assume the highest of professions. It is done: every day such motives

prompt to the entering the Church, but I would not be that man who,
merely because his uncle may be a bishop, or his grandfather patron of a
living, at once rudely grasps a calling, his adoption of which is supposed
to be, and emphatically should be, dictated only by a sure and certain

feeling that he is in every way fitted for it, and by the presence of

thoughts and emotions that unmistakeably point it out as his true and
appropriate sphere of action. Conceive the mischief of having in the

ministry a number of men who simply perform their duties for the pur-

pose of obtaining a livelihood; who respect their profession, but who have
no love for it ; who did not choose it ; who never would have chosen it

;

who acquiesced in the being placed in it because opposition would have
involved family disputes; and because, while inclination and liking were
not present, absolute aversion was absent, and there were considerations

of respectability and emolument to which regard had to be paid. There
can be no debate, I apprehend (and I am anxious now to speak with all

calmness, and without shadow of disrespect),—I repeat, I imagine there can
be no debate but that such men, and in numbers, we have in the ministry

at this moment; men against whose lives rests no %ort of charge; men of

high honour, able, mayhap, and liberal and kind-hearted; but men who
are satisfied with the performing their duties respectably; who go through
them, not from love of them, but as a matter of course ; who read prayers

because it is their calling to read prayers ; and who preach because it is a
part of their profession to preach ; but who do' neither the one nor the

other from the promptings of that high and lofty spirit, the swelling of

that glorious and overpowering emotion, which the Church supposes to be
within the breast of every man who has taken on himself to advocate her

cause, to devote himself to her service, to live for her exaltation and ex-

tension, and, if need be, to die for her welfare and advancement.
I say, then, that I believe it to be a most unjustifiable act, the adoption

of the ministry as a profession, without there be other motives inducing

such a course than the impression that it will lead peculiarly to worldly

advantage. The Church requires the presence of those other motives,

and the entering the profession without them is an unholy and reprehen-

sible proceeding.

But this is not all. A man may have the feeling of which I speak

;

he may be young, but yet have the wisdom of age ; and he may really
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look longingly to the arena opened by the Church as one in which he
has all the inclination strongly and successfully to contend. And yet

it may be that he cannot with propriety embrace this mucli-desired course

of life. It may be that, with all the will to undertake it, there may
be wanting the power required for the efficiently performing its duties.

There may be wanting the mental power. It is no light subject to

grapple with is theology ; it is no matter open to the meanest intellect,

or to be comprehended by the slightest* mental exertion. We may,
indeed, know all that may be essential to our eternal salvation, and yet
be but little learned in theology—little skilled in theological argument.

But the clergyman, whose profession it is to deal,with the mightiest

mysteries, who will probably have among his congregation men and
women of every grade of intellect, the puny and the powerful, and the

mediocre—it may not be that he may be found unfitted for the task, if

called upon to prove in clearest and most convincing manner the
whole basis of his faith, and to assault and destroy all that cavillers and
sceptics may bring against it to injure it. And the clergyman cannot do
this, however sincere he may bo in his profession, however much he
may love it, and however learned he may be—he catanot discharge this

terribly onerous and important duty unlesS his intellectual capabilities be
as much above the common as is the subject which he has to handle above
ordinary matters. It seems to me essential that a clergyman should be
gifted above his fellows. We have infidelity on every side; broad unbelief

and half-confessed doubts are Widely prevalent. And wicked men, men
who avow that they have no hope nor care regarding a future, are always

wonderfully eager and subtle in argument ; ’tis desperation which makes
them so, and they try to persuade themselves that that which their degra-

dation asserts is that which their calm and collected reason approves and
can justify. And these men require to be met and to bo vanquished.

Yes; but it is not every clergyman of the present day who can vanquish

them; many there are who would not even venture to argue with them.

And rightly so, for truth’s champion would be the weaker ; and error, in

skilful hands, even as a bad cause advocated by an able pleader, would in

all probability come off victorious. This would be the result—a result

chargeable against the-practice of admitting men insufficiently intellec-

tually gifted into the profession of the Church. Oh ! let a young man
hesitate before entering the Church; let him pause, and solemnly ask

himself whether in every respect, without question and without doubt,

he is fitted for the glorious but awfully responsible profession he is

seeking to embrace. ’ *

And inasmuch as preaching forms a very important part of a minister’s

duties, a man is not qualified to become a minister unless qualified pro-

perly to preach. Preaching in the present day is almost useless. Some
clergymen have the power but not the will to make an impression. It

seems a seriohs thing to say, but I contend that a great number of clergy-

men do not take even decent pains to produce an effect. By this I

mean, that they compose a sermon sometliing after the fashion in which a
cook would compose a stew ; there are certain ingredients ; these they

mechanically take, and, having thrown them well together, and flavoured

them with a few quotations from Scripture, lo! the sermon is finished,

and is served out to a most indifferent congregation with great gravity

the next Sunday. Having enlarged on this point in an article which ap-

vol. xviit* 2 x
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pearcd in this magazine some months ago, I do not purpose further dwell-

ing* upon it now ; but I repeat, that this coldness is very disgusting in my
sight, and I do hope that, from whatever motive it proceeds, it will be

banished, and if sincerity be really in the preacher, his efforts will mani-

fest it. The point upon which I now wish to fasten the reader’s atten-

tion is, that while in many cases the failing to produce an impression is

attributable to inertness, in some cases, even were this objection removed,

and the minister to exert himself to the best of his power, there would
still lack an effect on account of indisputable incapability to create it. It

is not every man who can express himself with the clearness and force

absolutely indispensable to the rendering his auditory a pleased and atten-

tive one. And if he cannot accomplish this result, where lies the v seful-

ness of his labours ? ^"What good accrues from the preaching of the greater

number of our divines ? The listening to a sermon, I say it openly, is,

commonly speaking, a nuisance. The sermon is such a bungle from be-

ginning to qnd, exhibiting so glaringly want of will or want of power, or

both ; showing so clearly that there really is either no inclination to make
the vigorous effort necessary to the creating an impression, or that there

is no knowledge hdw to make it; that it is painful—I repeat, it is pain-

ful—to listen to an ordinary ^discourse from the pulpit. Now this is a
very sad, a very grievous circumstance. Here is an ordinance through
which we are taught to believe, and we are most ready to believe, a vast

amount of good might be wrought. Yet what is the fact? The benefit

conferred by preaching at the present day I believe to be utterly insigni-

ficant. It is so lifeless, so lukewarm, so apathetic,—it displays so little

real, earnest, manful, resolute endeavour to achieve a result, or it exhibits

so painfully the absence of qualifications for pulpit ministration, that, ge-
nerally speaking, the sermon is a dark infliction and a dismal calamity.

But what would be the case if no man ascended the pulpit not possessed

of both undoubted power and undaunted determination to make an im-
pression? What would be the case if, invariably, in the place of the

feeble intellect there were the strong and mighty—in the place of in-

volved argument and obscure diction, there were clear logic and perspi-

cuous composition—in the place of a sleepy sing-song or a monotonous
whine, there were the bold and energetic manner, the vigorous and yet
attractive and graceful delivery? I say, what would be the case if this

change were made? Should we have a congregation staring the one
member at another, or at the windows, or at the ceiling? Should we
have the thoughts directed to the counting-house, or the shop, or dwell-

ing, or the evening entertainment fixed for fohe morrow, or the family

gathering to-day? Nay, nay, this is so now—now, when there is the

very strongest inclination to abstract one’s attention from the mumbling
that is going on in the pulpit, or, if the preacher be at all events audible,

from the miserable bungle that he is exhibiting with so much self-com-

placency. I repeat, this may he so now, it would not be* so then. It

would not be so when the powerful orator exerted his mightiest energies,

poured forth all his magnificent eloquence, strove with his utmost strength,

called into requisition every art of which he should be the master, to win
souls to Heaven. Oh, it may be so now—now, when the ordinance of

preaching seems so little cared for that no encouraging hand seems ever
to be held out to the possessor and exerter of eloquence, so that die

brightest pulpit orator of this day—a man upon whose accents tens of
thousands have tremblingly hung—a man who strives with an angel’s
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strength, and an angel’s love, to advance the cause of Heaven—receives

so little testimony from the rulers of the country to his peculiar powers,

that actually the main avocation by which he gains his bread has been

obtained through other qualifications. It way bo so 7iow, but it could

not be so then. Then thore would be produced ou the delivery of every

sermon, at all events, something of tho effect invariably created by the

gifted minister of whom I have been speaking, lhen good, like unto

that which he has done, would bo worked on every Sunday, in every

church, and in the arousing consciences that otherwise would have lain

dormant, in tho casting, so to speak, new light into hearts where nought

had been for many a long year but darkness—darjeness to bo felt—in

the sounding the alarm, and the awakening to danger, many and many

an one who, in the absence of so vigorous a call, would have slept on till

the miserably frail hark, having passed from the narrow stream of life,

should have entered on tho broad ocean of eternity ;-*-in the effecting

this great and glorious result would be manifested the incalculable be-

nefit of that reform which is now so earnestly and emphatically required.

Hut there is another qualification we have to notice, which ought to

be, but is uot, considered indispensable to a candidate for holy orders.

No man can become a soldier or a sailorHvho has lost an arm ; no man

should take upon himself the office of a clergyman, involving reading and

preaching, who has no voice. An incapability to make himself .iieaid

beyond a few yards should really he considered a disqualification for

holy orders. It might be ver^ sad; the candidate might he in every

other respect admirably fitted for the calling to which he should 'aspnjc

;

but still it would be* so much more sad to inflict upon a congregation the

evil of being ministered, unto by a clergyman whose physical weakness

would render his performance every Sunday little more than dumb show

to the greater portion of his auditory, that I believe an objection raised

on such a score would be perfectly legitimate, nay, undeniably laudable.

You may go into many a large church at this time, and you may see a

figure in a pulpit at a long distance, and, listening attentively, you may

fancy you catch a murmuring, you a/c not quite sure, hut it may be so.

However, as you suppose something must be going on, you presume that

the faint sound you he^r is the sermon, which the figure in the distance

is delivering. You look around you. The portion of the congregation

in pews in your immediate vicinity seem sleepy, a tearful number ot “the

poorer brethren” arc asleep. And why not ? The sleep will do them

more good than the straining to hear a sermon which can not he hoard.

And this goes on Sunday after Sunday. People grumble; but to no

purpose. My Lord So-and-So has nominated this reverend gentleman to

this living, and in this living will the reverend gentleman remain for the

rest of his existence
;
people may hear or may not hear ; in regard to his

stayiug or receiving his tithes, it will make no manner of difference.

Now, I say 'that this ought not tt be; that if, unfortunately, a man 3

lungs be so weak that the sound he emits is only audible at the very

shortest distance, so that there is no church or chapel of the small dimen-

sions that would suit his voice, that, in such case, the candidate tor holy

orders should not be admitted. And, moreover, every candidate received

should, in reference to this point, be expressly informed, that when no

should be hereafter appointed to minister in a church, should there be

complaint on the part of any reasonable number of his congregation of

his not being duly audible, and should such foot, after careful inquiry
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and examination, be proved to impartial judges, that, in this event,

whatever might be his other qualifications, or by whatsoever tenure in

other respects he might hold his living, that he could not be suffered to

remain in such living, for the very plain and* simple, and, to the suffering

portion of his congregation, most satisfactory reason, that he would not have

the physical capability of performing properly its most important duties.

So that, briefly to recapitulate, we require four things in a candidate

for holy orders. We want, hi the first place, an earnest and hearty

desire for the profession he seeks to adopt, a pure and profound love of the

duties it is known to involve. We want, secondly, intellectual power to

grasp vigorously and retain tenaciously all the deep mysteries of religion,

all broad truths and subtle niceties, to deal with them without effort, and
to exhibit and establish truth by arguments drawn from every source.

We want, thirdly, the possession of more or less oratorical ability (and

with the ability, the desire) of stating and proving propositions in such

manner that the attentive cannot but be arrested and the mind convinced;

and of so appealing to the feelings, that the heart will be touched and
softened and overcome. We want, fourthly, the possession of a voice of

sufficient compass tt> fill a church or chapel of ordinary dimensions. We
think, that in the absence of aify one ofthese four qualifications, the pro-

fession of the Church ought not to be chosen. There are plenty of men
possessing them; the rendering them indispensable would by no means
cause a scarcity of clergymen. The only result would be, that many able

and gifted men who now keep aloof from the profession would be induced

to »enter it, and they would take the places hitherto in a sense so un-
worthily occupied. We entertain no hostility towards the clergy. Wc
are anxious to give them our earnest support ki every matter in which
they may properly be supported

; but we do require to see—we do hope to

see—ay, and we will do all that we possibly can do to bring about—a great

and important reform in the [joints upon which we have been remarking.
And now one word in regard to the emoluments of tile Church. We

do not consider them excessive at the present time. We do not consider

it fair or just that you should pay a man who, from the nature of his

office, is supposed to do you a greater benefit than could any other func-

tionary, a smaller amount than you would regard jfs a recompense for the

advantage conferred on you by such latter personage. Many men who
entirely assent to the remunerating a judge with five thousand a year,

think it monstrous that a bishop should receive the same amount; and
they mutter something about the Apostles having been poor men, and
possessed of little worldly goods. It is a most Unfair argument. They
were poor men, but their being poor was wot indicative of their piety or

virtue, even as, had they been rich, riches could not on that account be re-

garded as indissolubly connected with religion and uprightness. I do not

see any other light in which we can properly view the matter of recom-

pense to a clergyman than this. In ordinary concerns 1 pay m proportion

to my receipt. 1 give unto my labourer according to the worth of his

services, and the clever and the skilful in consequence receives much more
than the slow and inexperienced. I pay unto this man and that man in

proportion as I am advantaged by their toil. And why not apply the

same rule in the remunerating clergymen? A minister who does his

duty deserves at my hands a lofty recompense; than the office of a clergy-

man there is no higher—no higher, because none capable of conferring

greater—nay, none which may bestow so great advantage upon the mass
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of mankind. And if this bo so, is it not a most moan and paltiy proposi-

tion to pay the Church in a measure that would be deemed most scant

and niggard if dealt to any other profession ? Let us, indeed, require much
of our clergymen—much more than we get at present ; but do not let it be
said that so lightly do we hold religion, that they who are in it our
assistants and our guides, who aid us in health, who comfort us in sick-

ness, who cheer us in death, and attend us at the tomb—do not allow it

to bo said that wo are content to let these rilen live in comparative poverty

and privation, upon the insulting pretext that their souls should be so

wrapt in the contemplation of Heaven that their bodies should be disre-

gardful of all earthly comfort and enjoyment. •

But in connexion with the emoluments of the Church there is a point

(I am sorry it comes last for observation) upon whic% T must, in conclu-

sion, say a fow words. I would speak of the salaries commonly paid to

curates. It is a sore poiut, often remarked on before/ and therefore I

shall not dwell upon it, but 1 cannot entirely pass it over. AYe all know
that it is a very common thing for a minister of a parish—in the country

the case is often frightfully glaring—to pay to a curate, who performs

nearly the whole of the duty, something less than Would be paid to a
West-end butler. Since such a great outcry was made in this matter,

curates’ berths may have looked up a little; but there is still immense
reason to complain. One really could hardly have conceived it possible

that a clergyman—a man supposed to be just, liberal, and kind-hearted,

disposed to give everybody their due, to act honestly and honourably
with all men, to do ynto others as he would they should do unto him*; *it

had been scarcely possible, I say, to conceive that a man, concerning

whom one would have been bound to hold such expectations, could have
been guilty of the monstrous, abominable, and scandalous injustice exhi-

bited by so many clergymen in their treatment of their curates. Let the

Church see well to this cause of complaint. Oil ! she has no need to give

handles to her enemies, for they are many and mighty. Yet, if she dis-

play herself as she should before the world ;
if she show every disposition

to reform those things in her which are amiss
; if she put herself forward,

in no boasting attitude, in no haughty fashion, frowning down upon the

multitude, treating then?'with scorn, and exciting their anger and reproach,

t

but as a guardian and preserver, as an enemy to the persecutor and pro-

tector to the oppressed, as a lover of peace and a banisher of strife, as an
untiring attendant for good through life and at death—oh! in such case,

there is nothing to fear for the Church of England. They who are reso-

lute against all the refornf which she needs, who scowl at those who love

her quite as much, and who \VTjuld support her quite as ardently, but who
will not shut their eyes to things wherein she is open to blame, even as

a father will not pass over in silence the faults of his children—these men
may talk andjnay preach of danger, but there is no cause for apprehen-

sion. There is a call for exertion, a call for the putting aside every

hindrance to effort, a call for the cleansing from soil and from stain.

There is no cry for destruction, no whisper of injury. She is in the

hearts of the people still—-not as warmly as she Was, but that has been
her own fault—but the people have not deserted her ; and if she do not

desert them, if she rouse and bestir herself as becomes her in these dark

and perilous times, she will be held safe and secure from all her adver-

saries, her will being submitted to, her commands obeyed, her desires

carried out, and she will sit in triumph complete and lasting.
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WORDSWORTH’S “PRELUDE.”*

A work like* this, published so soon after the demise of its author,

cannot be approached but with feelings of, reverence, somewhat akin to

wThat we should experience on contemplating* the simple marble slab

and brief inscription which now mark ’ the spot where repose the

mortal remains of the poet. Ilis mind he long ago freely gave to the

world ; and this last posthumous work may fairly be looked upon as its

author’s best and most appropriate legacy—an auto-biography written in

the language most familiar to him ; and the growth of a mind whose deve-

lopment must be a history, treasured alike by poet and by philosopher.

William Wordsworth has been justly designated as the grcattjt of the

metaphysical poets. Poetry was with him the early and almost the sole

business of life. lI5s attempt to substitute the humblest subjects and
most simple language, for the fine fabric of poetic diction which had been
in use for generations of the tuneful tribe, was at first but sparingly appre-

ciated, antk, in many instances, assailed with ridicule. It indicated,

however, at once power and originality, for none but one strong in the

subject-matter, and having faith in its simple enunciation, could have

ventured on such an experiment. An cxhaustlcss vein of pure and
exalted description and meditation ensured success. Wordsworth’s
greatest poem, “ The Excursion,” contained passages of sentiment, dr

seriptionvand pure eloquence, not excelled by any living poet, while its

spirit of enlightened humanity and Christian benevolence—extending

oyer all ranks of sentient and animated being—imparted to that noble

poem a peculiarly sacred and elevated character. It is now admitted, by
all qualified to give an opinion, that the influence of Wordsworth on the

poetry of his age has been as beneficial as extensive. “ lie has turned the

public taste from pompous inanity to the study of man and nature ; he has

banished the false and exaggerated style of character and emotion, which
oven the genius of Byron stooped to imitate; and he has enlisted the

sensibilities and sympathies of bis intellectual brethren in favour of the

most expansive and kindly philanthropy.” The pleasures and graces of

his muse, always simple and pure, are lastingly enshrined in a work of

which Coleridge once said

—

An Orphic tale indeed

—

A talc divine of high and passionate thoughts,
To their own music chanted.

Commenced half a century ago, and reserved by its author for post-

humous publication, it truly records the progress of the author’s mind

—

the self-consciousness of power, and of a poet’s lmssion—and the first

attempts at interpreting nature, from his own native impulses

Fair seed-time had my soul, and I grew up
Fostered alike by beauty and by fear:

Much favoured in my birthplace, and no less

In that beloved Vale to which ere long
We were transplanted—there were wo let loose

For sports of wider range. Ere I ha/1 told

Ten birthdays, when aniong the mountain slopes

Frost, and dko breath of frosty wind, had snapped
The last autumnal crocus, ’twas my joy
With store of springes o’er my shoulder liung
To range the open heights where woodcocks "run

Along the smooth green turf*. Through half the night,

* The Prelude, or Growth of a Poet’s Mind; an Auto-biographical Poem. By
William Wordsworth. Edward Moxon.
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Scudding away from snare to snare, I plied

That anxious visitation;—moon and stars

Were shining o’er my head. I was alone,

And seemed to be a trouble to the peace
That dwelt among them.

s
Sometimes it befel

In these night wanderings, that a strong desire

O’erpowerud my better reason, and the bird

Which was the captive of another’s toil

Became my prey; and when the deed was done
I heard among the solitary hills •

Low breathings coming after me, and sounds
Of undistinguishable motion, steps

Almost as silent as the turf they trod.

A finely-told incident of poetic boyhood reveals the inner man more
than pages of prose could do :— 9

One summer evening (led by her) I found
A little boat tied to a willow tree

Within a rocky cave, its usual home.
Straight I unloosed her chain, and stepping in
Pushed from the shore. It was an act of stealth

And troubled pleasure, nor without the voice

Of mountain-echoes did my boat move on ; *

Leaving behind her still, on cube* side,

Small circles glittering idly iifthe moon,
Until they melted all into one track
Of sparkling light. But now, like one who rows.
Proud of his skill, to rcacli a chosen point
With an unswerving line, I fix my view
Upon the summit of a craggy ridge,

The horizon’s utmost boundary; far above
Was nothing but the stars and the grey sky.

She was anclfii} pinnace; lustily

I dipped my oars into the silent lake,

And, as l rose upon the stroke, my boat
Went heaving through the water like a swan

;

When, from behind that craggy steep till then
The horizon’s hound, a huge peak, black anti huge.

As if with voluntary power instinct

Upreared its head. 1 struck and struck again,

And growing still in stature the grim shape
Towered up between me and the stars, and still,

For so it seeDjed, with purpose of its own,
And measured motion like a living thing,

Strode after me. With trembling oars I turned,

And through the silent water stole my way
Back to the covert of the willow tree

;

There in her mooring-place I left my bark,

—

And through tli^ meadows homeward went, in grave
And seriotis mood; but after I had seen
That spectacle, for nTnny days, my brain

Worked with a dim and undetermined sense

O^unknown modes of being; o’er my thoughts
There hung a darkness, call it solitude

0% blank desertion. No ikmiliar shapes
Remained, no pleasant images of trees,

Of sea or sky, no colours of green fields

;

But huge and mighty forms, tkat do not live

Like living men, moved slowly through the mind
By day, and were a trouble to my dreams.

We need not say wliat more the “ Prelude ” contains: indoor and outdoor

recreations—school-time—college—travel—the metropolis—the topics of

the day ; for this history of the growth of a poet’s mind will have been

before this in the hands of all who are loyal in literature and in poetry.
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THE HUG U El^OyS DAUGHTER.
Sweet mercy is nobility’s Jrue badge. 4 *

*

I.

The green hilh and sweet valleys of 4‘la belle France” no more
resounded with the echoing blasts of war. The earth smiled again, as if

at its glad release from the fiends of strife. The sanguinary leader of

the Catholic bands,* exhausted by the merciless massacre of thousands of

the hated name of Huguenot, ceased from shedding innocent blood— the

blood of kinsmen and countrymen—which cried for Heaven's vengeance
from the ground. With returning peace, rejoicing to efface the remem-
brance of those dceadful events which bad so sinfully blotted the beauteous

face of their land, the young men and maidens of the hamlets, seeming
to vie with the gladness of nature around them, devoted the hours to love

and amusement.
But it was in a* little village overshadowed by high rocks, forming a

kind of natural barrier to its nkti^j loveliness, that some of the happiest

of these hours were passed. For it was a vintage feast, in the lovely

moitfh of August, and the chaste lustre of the harvest-moon gave to th#*

flowers aixd foliage a softer grace and purer beauty. There may be fin

but ne.ver was seen a more genuine iuv&Vfke. Group after group of the

hfippy vintagers assemble under the shelter of the green trees to enjoy

the cool of the evening ; the light forms of tile young village maidens
flitting to and fro in the bright moonlight, seeming like the festival of

some fairy court. There is ample room for all. What so pretty as

meadows and banks for seats ? What merriment was there ! What a

vintage ! The happy dancers keeping time to the joyous thrill of a
world of music. But who now appears so potent a magician as to add
to the rapture of the scene ? Yet such is the effect of that graceful

form seen advancing towards the group. She is hailed with greetings

from all—with raptured sounds of applause. Joy! joy! it is she—the

queen of all hearts. It is Mariette !

What avails it to descant on beauty and perfection, when every voice

proclaimed her loveliest of the lovely. She, too, joined the merry maze,
and many a maiden’s heart beat with suppressed chagrin as the eyes of

all were bent in admiration on the gliding, graceful form of the half

proud, half innocently conscious beauty, as, aware* of their regards, she

trips it with added grace. What wonder,*then, that, with so much ado-

ration, so much homage, if sweet Mariette was becoming something of a

coquette—an innocent, rural one, to be sure, but still a coquette. Many
were the admonitions of the old dames and dowager queens of the village

:

but a kiss and a hearty laugh were the peace-offering of the heedless

little beauty. Still, there was a depth of feeling beneath these flashes, as

a skilful physiognomist might l&ve learnt from the soft lustre of her

dark eye. Even this festive morning a slight shade of sadness mig'

t

be detected on her fair brow, betraying to a nice observer some uneasiness

of the secret heart. But it was for an instant only, that earnest, melan-
choly glance, and flies like soft April drops before the fresh outbreaking
sun. Victor is not yet there—he, the handsomest, the best; and what
to her was the presence of all others

!
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How eagerly do the admiring youths press forward to cweat the

happy privilege of her hafid for the dance. Who will be the envied

conqueror u, 6Him the kisJc^F victory? for that is the reward promised

to him who c&,w weary his fair partner in the dance. But they have a

poor chance with the fairy-footed Mariette.

A young man of gay and handsome, •but hold and haughty bearing

takes her hand. She is piqued at his brusque and. boastful air, and
remains cold and silent. On they whirl with the buoyant crowd, but she

is determined not to bo conquered ; and, irritated and confused more than

actually wearied, Francois is compelled to surrender; he is defeated.

Another begs her hand. She turns ; it is the graceful bearing, the

winning tone of Victor. TIis earnest eves are fixed entreatingly upon
her. Could she refuse? Ah, no ! and she was again ^ed off—this time,

how willingly !
u I)o they not seem made for each other whispered

some; “ both so animated, so graceful.” But she is sooner wearied than

before. Iler colour changes ; she gives it up, and herjbttishing cheek is

turned towards Victor. He claims the promised kis&*

Jealousy rankles in the bosom of tlieTlefcated lover. Dark thoughts,

“cruel as the grave,” are in his heart at sigll? of that kiss, so willingly

received, so warmly bestowed. Light and love, death and darkless

—

earful contrast ! Could Francois, the rich, the powerful, admired and
courted, brook indifference ? disdain the preference, too, given to a poor

peasant ? Frtim that moment they were rivals.
J

•'

Mariette was the daughter of a Huguenot. The darling of her

widowed mother, for well did Mariette, with her gentle care, repay the

fond affection of her beloved parent.

And Victor, the brave, the good, worthy even of Marietto’s love, who
was he?* Alas! he was, like themselves, poor; yet, tried ability and
noble daring seem, in a young soldier, happy prognostics of success.

Though loving Mariette devotedly, his generous heart would not brook
the idea of asking li?r to share bis humble lot. She, the gifted, the

beautiful—to cast one shadow on her joyous youth. It was impossible

!

Yet, oh! how often beat his strong heart with emotion, while, least of all

around her, his lips dared to avow that which his too eloquent silence,

proceeding from the ver^ intensity and generosity of his affection, so

plainly betrayed to the eye o£ a rival; yet poor Mariette feared it de-

noted that he loved her not. And now, when upon the eve of leaving her,

what jonten^ing feelings agitated his bosom ! Should another, nobler

horn, richer, m his absence seek to win her lovo ; she was* free; perhaps
would give jtowor and splendour the preference. Then again, he could

not—would not believe she would f’ffget him so soon, ere he once re-

turned. Then, would not he, too, be ilcher?—could not he, too, honour-

ably seek her as his bride? Hope smiled in the distance ; that one beam
illumined his path, enabling him to bear like a hero, as he could, affec-

tions’ “ fond and last adieu.” Yes, it was said; and Victor gladdened
the eyes of old and young no more. There was sorrow for poor
Mariette ; but great joy filled the exulting heart of Francis.

His rival, the hated Victor, was absent now. Pie would take all pains

VOL. xviii. .. 2 Y
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so to improve that absence, as to make his return still more bitter to him
than the parting hour. “

-
f

With a smooth-gliding, serpentine guile, and studied ' l'M^ess, hidden

only to make it the more dangerous, under an apparent! most ingenuous

exterior, he gradually won the confidence of the most
1

scrupulous ; and
that onco obtained, he hesitated not, where his own interest was con-

cerned, to betray the trust reposed. Thus, his manners becamo most
finely modulated to chime in with Mariettc’s sorrowing mood. He
affected to participate in it, with an inimitable air of sympathy. She

had never before felt so cordially inclined towards him. He was kind

—

the perfection of unobtrusive and friendly attention—his all-sufficient

recompense, the hope of mitigating her chagrin.

Excursions proposed, entertainments devised, all were his doing, and
for her. But by degrees the mask was worn less cautiously, as he

beheld with satisfaction the effects of his machinations. Marictte’s

innocent nature o^lievcd the beguiler to be what he appeared—kind and
generous. He was ro happy tciLbehold her bright smiles and animated

spirits, when participating in one of the little amusements he had pre-

pared for her; and the remembrance of the imagined wrong she had
done aim, by her hitherto unfavourable opinion, added to this feeling.

He had already won her esteem, her gratitude. Would not her affection

soqn/ollowr ? No; there he was mistaken. lie spoke of -love ; but she

was surprised, indignant, and told him that she “ neyer, never,” repeat-

ing the word emphatically, “ would be his.” A second time defeated,

scorned. Would he endure it ? Then he remembered his rival ; and
henceforth he swore that his only thought should be revenge. If she

persisted in refusing him, let the penalty fall upon her own head.

III.

In the apartment of an humble cottage, a fair girl sat watching the

slumbers of her sick parent. She appeared solitary and sad, for, as she

rested her head upon her hand, the tears were -stealing through those

slender fingers. All around told of poverty. Yfet the flowers, tended

with so much care, arc blooming and fragrant still, while she, the sweetest

of them all, the beautiful Mariette, is neglected and lonely. What a

contrast ! She who was so caressed and beloved by all, for whom the

youths of the village would gladly once have ’risked, their lives, all now
flee from her, as though there were a pestilence in the atmosphere of her

bright and youthful beauty. Slander had spread abroad : how quickly,

on the w ings of envy and malice
! {

«

In those days great was the superstitious terror of the Evil One, strange

as it may now sound
; and she, the pure, the virtuous, was malignantly

stigmatised as having entered into % vompact with the powers of darkness.

There was, in truth, a witchery in‘ her charms, of which all had felt the

power ; and to crown the withering malice, even this was said to be the

effect of some evil compact. Her flowers, her garden, with the'innocent

means of her industry, throve better than those of her neighbours ; and
this was additional proof of her intimate acquaintance with the black art.

The poor Huguenot’s daughter was despised and persecuted.

Victor, too ; was it so ? Had he, perhaps, forgottenAfer. It was im-
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possible, she thought ; and her last, only hope, she cannot, she will not
relinquish, that his heart is still faithful, fond a9 her otvn.

Musing one lav in this moo**, she unconsciously pronounced his name,
when hei'.moth *aving suddtufly awakened, with the querulous irrita-

tion of infirmity, laimed,
“ Why, Marictte, *do you distress your poor sick parent, thinking still

of that ungrateful Victor? Child, do not give way to such folly; he
has long since, no doubt, forgotten you. All have done so now, except,
indeed, Frangois, who is kind and good” (hero poor Mariette shuddered).
“ It is not right for you to scorn him as you do ; he loves you, and would
be our support and protection—a protection, indeed ! for he is rich and
powerful. Promise me to be his.”

“ Oh ! dear mother, spare me, anything but that will I do for you.
.1 know we are poor, but 1 will work day and night for you if need be.

Do not fear. I am young and strong. There is hope of better things
for us. Remember, dear mother, our Saviour’s declaration, 6 Tn the world
ye shall have tribulation / yet lie will never leave or for? -kc tiio.:>c y fho
trust in Him. That alone is the hope that 6 maketh no ashamed.’

”

The complaints of her parent, the persecution. fV r such was to her
the increasing endeavours of Francois to gain lu ove—labour, care, all

this had poor Marietta to endure; but her pioi t\i and hope strengtu-
ened her to bear all the u pelting $f the pitiless storm.”

#

With mingled /ope. and fear, that filling' of the heart with the varied
softening recollections which are awakened in the breast of one re-

turning to the land associated with the happy memories of home and
love, Victor again returns after the absence of years to his native village.

His hopes of advancement are realised. He has obtained that prefer-

ment and success his merit had deserved. lie is respected and honoured
by all

:
yet sadness predominates in the conflicting feelings which over-

power his heart. Perhaps it is superstitious weakness, hut the village, he
thinks, bears a neglected and melancholy appearance. Even the trees

and shrubs seemed no longer to wear the brightness of their former hues
in his eyes. He is approaching nearer and nearer. Each winding of
the road presents some well-remembered object

;
hut what means that

uproar and tumult which sounds harshly and discordantly upon his cars?

Cries of terror and shrieks for help fill his heart with dismay. Suddenly
the cause is explained. On approaching nearer, lie sees the flames illu-

mining the skies in a canopy of fire, while the cries of “ Bum them !

burn them! Turn them out ! Send the bewitched Huguenots frtrni among
us and wo shall prosper!” tell him that it is the fearful werk of the

deluded populace^ ^
Amid that cluster of cottages is the swelling of his Mariette ; nearer,

he distinguishes that theirs is theNeat of the flames. Gracious Heavens

!

what could it mean? He rushes forward,̂ notwithstanding the cautions

of the lyajanders, wildly through the crowd, regardless of the scorching

firaAhilMl^fusing clouds of smoke. He ascends the tottering staircase

^CMespenRion to seek and save Mariette : hut oh ! the dreadful thought

that he waS too late smote upon his heart, as, clasping her p&le mute
form in his arms, he descends and reaches the earth in safety.

“Stay,” he cries, “ miscreants, wretches, and stop your work of

blood!”
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The noble bearing of the young soldier, his commanding aspect atid ad-

dress, arrested for a moment even the savage ferocity of fanatical hate, and
the crowd shrank back with the same cowardice which h°d first dictated

the attack. But he heeds them not.
TL is gazing gratitude and

delight, for now heavenly love is springing in his lv' „ at me returning

consciousness of his Marietta Oh ! see, she greets nim with a smile of

love, and such a smile—when suddenly bursting in haste through the

people, his rival appears, the despoiler of his love’s peace, Francois.
“ Victor again !” exclaimed he, “ my evil genius ; it is too much.

What! you have uaved her, too, and that, should have been my office

but 1 have saved a life dear to her as her own, her mother’s, and ^or that

at least I claim h£r gratitude,” he added, with bitterness. *

“Francois, you are unjust,” exclaimed the generous Victor; “in what
have 1 wronged you? Is it my fault that we both love her ! But she is

free. I will he to her only what she wishes—her friend, her brother

—

can I say more?”
“ O -v jot all, then,—Mariette, whom do you love?” asked Francois,

overcome by. h, enerosity ;
“ that must decide our fate.”

“ Victor only, rietor over !” murmured Mariette, as her lover fondly

embraced her.
4 Wherefore, then. * our felicity, Francois?” said Victor; “will

you noi be our friend ?

m
“ Yes ! generous, noble Victor, I will be that frierA; as firm, 1 trust,,

and faithful a
r
friend as I have been cruel and persecuting an enemy.

Mariette and the power of goodness has triumphed. I am no longer a

demon. I cannot resist your noble nature which has softened my relent-

less one. But oh!” he exclaimed, with the remorse which a generous

forgiveness rarely fails to awaken in one who feels himself unw orthy of it,

“could you forgive me did you know thu injury I have done, the misery

I have caused you both. Men,” he cried, “ you whom I have deceived

and fed in your delusions, it is fit that I should have the humiliai :on of

confessing my base conduct before you. It is I who have raised ti c vile

calumny against that pure and spotless creature—I who fomented hate

and discord. It is false, false as the a^cusatun, as the evil heart which

propagated it. I alone am miserably guilty.”

Hot and bitter tears^tears of penitence and shame, wrung from the

proud Francois, attested the truth of that strange confession, as on bended
knees lie entreated the forgiveness of both. It was already granted by
the happy lovers. Who shall describe then joy, the rapture, which love

such as tilths bestows? Heaven smiled upon it.

Frangoiws was true to his word. His works gave evidence meet for re*

pentance; and soon tl# whole village, inspired by the happy revolution in

his breast, or ingratitude for their deed.* of love and benevolence, learned

to bless the names of Mariette * d Victor

END OF VOL. XVIII,
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